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HE L, YIN C, PENG W, YUAN R, Huang H-Z. Reliability and risk
assessment of aircraft electric systems. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 497–506.

HE L, YIN C, PENG W, YUAN R, Huang H-Z. Niezawodność i ocena ryzyka
układu elektrycznego samolotu. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance
and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 497–506.

It is rather difficult in identifying the fault location and performing risk assessment
for complex electronic systems. In this paper a reliability assessment method based
on the interval analytic hierarchy process (IAHP) and Bayesian network is proposed
to facilitate reliability and risk assessment. After considering the major fault factors,
the interval eigenvector method (IEM) is also presented to assess the reliability and
comprehensive weights of subsystems. The conditional probability matrices for
the factors of risk are defined using an inference rule. Then an updating model of
information fusion in the context of Bayesian network is established to assess the risk
of system. The proposed method is demonstrated through the risk assessment of an
aircraft electric system. The result of the illustrative example shows that the proposed
method can not only incorporate the evidence information, but also synthesize all the
historical information. A further dynamic adjustment in the safety and risk priority
of control measures is quite effective to improve the reliability while mitigating the
risk of the electric system.

Lokalizacja uszkodzeń oraz ocena bezpieczeństwa i ryzyka w przypadku złożonych
systemów elektronicznych jest zadaniem dość trudnym. W niniejszej pracy zaproponowano metodę prognozowania niezawodności opartą na procesie przedziałowej hierarchii
analitycznej (IAHP), która ma na celu ułatwienie diagnozy uszkodzeń i kontroli ryzyka.
Po rozważeniu głównych czynników wywołujących uszkodzenia, zaprezentowano metodę
przedziałowych wektorów własnych oraz zdefiniowano, przy użyciu reguły wnioskowania,
macierze prawdopodobieństwa dla czynników wpływających na bezpieczeństwo i ryzyko.
Następnie, stworzono odnawialny model fuzji informacji w kontekście wnioskowania
bayesowskiego służący do oceny stanu zagrożenia Udowodniono, iż włączenie wiedzy
eksperckiej do dynamicznej symulacji ułatwia lokalizację uszkodzeń oraz pozwala uzyskać
informacje dotyczące diagnozy uszkodzeń. Studium przypadku pokazuje, że dynamiczne
dostosowanie priorytetowości związanej z bezpieczeństwem i ryzykiem stosowanych
środków kontroli w sposób dość skuteczny zwiększa niezawodność przy jednoczesnym
zminimalizowaniu ryzyka w złożonym systemie elektronicznym.

PROCHOWSKI L, ZIELONKA K. Analysis of the risk of double-deck
bus rollover at the avoidance of an obstacle (analytical approach and
computer simulation). Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and
Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 507–517.

PROCHOWSKI L, ZIELONKA K. Analiza zagrożenia przewróceniem się
autobusu piętrowego podczas omijania przeszkody (ujęcie analityczne i
symulacja komputerowa). Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and
Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 507–517.

When critical traffic situations are analysed, particular attention should be paid to the
behaviour of double-deck buses in curvilinear motion. Due to the high location of
the centre of mass of such vehicles,even relatively low values of vehicle speed result
in a considerable risk of bus rollover under the impact of lateral forces.The paper
presents an analytical approach to the bus motion along a road bend and a computer
simulation of the process of avoiding an obstacle having suddenly sprung up. At
the first stage, the hazards encountered during motion along a curve with constant
radius were analysed; the motion along a curvilinear path with dynamically varying
radius was explored at the second stage. The analysis of the risk of bus rollover at
the avoidance of an obstacle is based on a model of bus motion dynamics with 12
degrees of freedom. The calculations were carried out with the use of a computational
program specially built for this purpose where a double-deck bus model and a bus
driver model, adapted to the traffic situation analysed, were applied.

Podczas analizy krytycznych sytuacji w ruchu drogowym szczególną uwagę warto skierować na zachowanie się autobusów piętrowych (double deck) w ruchu krzywoliniowym.
Pojazdy te, wobec wysoko położonego środka masy, są zagrożone przewróceniem się
pod działaniem sił bocznych już przy stosunkowo niskich wartościach prędkości jazdy.
W pracy przedstawiono ujęcie analityczne w odniesieniu do ruchu autobusu na łuku
drogi oraz symulację komputerową procesu omijania nagle pojawiającej się przeszkody.
W pierwszym etapie analizie poddano zagrożenia podczas ruchu krzywoliniowego o
stałym promieniu, a w drugim rozważa się ruch krzywoliniowy z dynamicznie zmiennym
promieniem. Analiza zagrożenia przewróceniem się podczas gwałtownego omijania przeszkody jest oparta na modelu dynamiki autobusu o 12 stopniach swobody. Obliczenia
przeprowadzono przy wykorzystaniu zbudowanego w tym celu programu obliczeniowego,
w którym aplikowano model autobusu piętrowego i model kierowcy,dostosowany do
analizowanej sytuacji drogowej.

Levulytė L, Žuraulis V, Sokolovskij E. The research of dynamic
characteristics of a vehicle driving over road roughness. Eksploatacja i
Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 518–525.

Levulytė L, Žuraulis V, Sokolovskij E. Badania dynamicznych
charakterystyk ruchu pojazdu na nierównościach drogi. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 518–525.

The paper analyses the effect of road roughness on the variation of the vertical
oscillations’ frequency of the sprung and unsprung masses of a vehicle driving at
varying speed. The research aims to determine the regularity with which the wheel
of a vehicle moving at varying speed reproduces the roughness of road pavement
texture. The theory of mathematical statistics is used to define the distribution law
of road defects measured during the experiment. In the present investigation, the displacements of the wheel and suspension of the vehicle, driving at varying speed over
the defects of the selected road section pavement, have been evaluated. Based on the
frequency characteristic obtained from the measured data, the frequency variation of
the displacements of the sprung and unsprung masses in a vehicle moving on a rough
road has been determined. The vertical acceleration of the wheel and the body of a
vehicle has been measured, and the frequency characteristic of vertical acceleration
of the sprung and unsprung vehicles’ masses has been analysed. The schematic view
of the wheel’s axis displacement model is presented.

Lokalizacja uszkodzeń oraz ocena bezpieczeństwa i ryzyka w przypadku złożonych
systemów elektronicznych jest zadaniem dość trudnym. W niniejszej pracy zaproponowano metodę prognozowania niezawodności opartą na procesie przedziałowej hierarchii
analitycznej (IAHP), która ma na celu ułatwienie diagnozy uszkodzeń i kontroli ryzyka.
Po rozważeniu głównych czynników wywołujących uszkodzenia, zaprezentowano metodę
przedziałowych wektorów własnych oraz zdefiniowano, przy użyciu reguły wnioskowania,
macierze prawdopodobieństwa dla czynników wpływających na bezpieczeństwo i ryzyko.
Następnie, stworzono odnawialny model fuzji informacji w kontekście wnioskowania
bayesowskiego służący do oceny stanu zagrożenia Udowodniono, iż włączenie wiedzy
eksperckiej do dynamicznej symulacji ułatwia lokalizację uszkodzeń oraz pozwala uzyskać
informacje dotyczące diagnozy uszkodzeń. Studium przypadku pokazuje, że dynamiczne
dostosowanie priorytetowości związanej z bezpieczeństwem i ryzykiem stosowanych
środków kontroli w sposób dość skuteczny zwiększa niezawodność przy jednoczesnym
zminimalizowaniu ryzyka w złożonym systemie elektronicznym.

Gireń BG, Noińska-Macińska M. Cavitation erosion of the blades
in Banki-Michel turbine. Observations and some aspects of the process
simulation. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability
2014; 16 (4): 526–532.

Gireń BG, Noińska-Macińska M. Kawitacyjne niszczenie łopatek w
turbinie Banki-Michela. Obserwacje i wybrane aspekty symulacji procesu. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4):
526–532.

Prediction of cavitation erosion performance of the Banki-Michel turbine blades is
a domain of the paper. Method based on the phenomenological simulation model
has been tested. Experimental research were conducted in hydro power plant in
Jeziorany (Poland). Methodology employed consists in determining the cumulative
erosion curves for the blades and computing the corresponding theoretical curves.
Compatibility of the experimental and theoretical dependences has been accomplished by calibrating the computational parameter values. Analysis of the correlations
derived was carried out. As it was found, dependence of the computational parameters
on the loading is weak, thus the loading can be accounted in the cavitation erosion
prediction procedure as a factor.

Praca dotyczy przewidywania kawitacyjnego niszczenia łopatek turbiny Banki-Michela
w oparciu o fenomenologiczny symulacyjny model erozji. Badania eksperymentalne
prowadzono w elektrowni wodnej w Jezioranach (Polska). Metodyka badań polegała na
wyznaczeniu krzywych erozyjnych zużycia łopatek turbiny, wyznaczeniu odpowiadających
im krzywych modelowych poprzez odpowiedni dobór parametrów obliczeniowych oraz
dokonaniu analizy uzyskanych korelacji. Ustalono, że zależność parametrów równań
modelowych od obciążenia jest niewielka, wobec czego w procedurze przewidywania
obciążenie może być uwzględniane jako mnożnik.

Wodołażski A. Modelling of slurry hydrodynamics with two-blade
impeller in tank reactor. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and
Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 533–536.

Wodołażski A. Modelowanie hydrodynamiki zawiesiny w reaktorze
zbiornikowym z mieszadłem dwułopatkowym. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
– Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 533–536.

The paper presents computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method to hydrodynamics
modelling of slurry in a tank reactor with a mixer. Numerical calculations were
performed for two blade impeller. An analysis to obtain a uniform distribution of the
solid particles in the whole volume of the slurry reactor has been carried out. Selected

W pracy zaprezentowano metodę obliczeniowej mechaniki płynów (CFD) do modelowania hydrodynamiki zawiesiny w reaktorze zbiornikowym z mieszadłem. Obliczenia
numeryczne przeprowadzono dla mieszadła dwułopatkowego. Podjęto analizę nad
uzyskaniem równomiernego rozkładu cząsteczek stałych zawiesiny w całej objętości
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results of hydrodynamics simulation suspended solids catalyst CuO/ZnO in paraffin
oil were presented respectively. These studies have been designed to determine the
velocity and concentration fields of slurry in the reactor. Numerical calculations have
been performed for a suspension of different diameter of particles, bulk density in the
mixer without baffles. The lack of baffles had to limit the abrasion of solid particulates
and improving the better mass transfer between the solid and the liquid phase.

reaktora. Zaprezentowano wybrane rezultaty symulacji hydrodynamiki zawiesiny cząstek
stałych katalizatora CuO/ZnO w oleju parafinowym. Badania te miały na celu określenia
pól prędkości i stężenia zawiesiny w reaktorze. Obliczenia numeryczne przeprowadzono
dla zawiesiny o różnej średnicy cząstek, gęstości złoża w mieszalniku bez przegród. Brak
przegród miał na celu ograniczenia ścieralności cząstek ciała stałego oraz zapewnienie
lepszej wymianie masy pomiędzy fazą stałą a ciekłą.

Stelmasiak Z. Limitations of enrichment of gaseous mixture in dual
fuel engines. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability
2014; 16 (4): 537–544.

Stelmasiak Z. Ograniczenia wzbogacania mieszaniny gazowej w silnikach
dwupaliwowych. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability
2014; 16 (4): 537–544.

Exhaust gases from dual fuel engines are nearly smokeless, while maximal engine
load is limited by allowable thermal load, not by smoke limit. This encourages users
to enrich gas-air mixture, leading to increased output power of the engine, what
partially compensates reduction of maximal output power connected with gaseous
fuelling. Excessive enrichment of the charge, resulting from concentration of gas in
the gas-air mixture and size of Diesel oil’s dose, can lead to a phenomenon of knocking combustion and thermal overloading, and in result – to serious damage of the
engine. In the paper is presented a calculation methodology of maximal enrichment
of the gaseous mixture, above which a thermal overloading of the engine can occur.
On example of a breakdown of three dual fuel engines of Caterpillar 3516A and SW
680 type, effects of thermal overloading, and a hazards connected with excessive
enrichment of the gaseous mixture are shown. Conclusions of a general nature can
serve as a guide to selection of control systems to dual fuel engines.

Spaliny silników dwupaliwowych są prawie bezdymne, a maksymalne obciążenie silnika
jest ograniczone dopuszczalnym obciążeniem cieplnym, a nie granicą dymienia. Skłania to
użytkowników do wzbogacania mieszaniny gaz-powietrze prowadzącego do zwiększania
mocy silnika, co częściowo kompensuje zmniejszenie mocy maksymalnej związane z
gazowym zasilaniem. Nadmierne wzbogacanie ładunku, wynikające ze stężenia gazu
w mieszaninie gaz-powietrze i wielkości dawki oleju napędowego, może prowadzić do
zjawiska spalania stukowego i przeciążenia cieplnego, a w efekcie do poważnego uszkodzenia silnika. W pracy przedstawiono metodykę obliczania maksymalnego wzbogacania
mieszaniny gazowej, powyżej którego mogą występować przeciążenia cieplne silnika. Na
przykładzie trzech awarii silników dwupaliwowych Caterpillar 3516A i SW 680 pokazano skutki przeciążenia cieplnego silnika i niebezpieczeństwa związane z nadmiernym
wzbogaceniem mieszaniny gazowej. Wnioski ogólne mogą być wskazówką do doboru
sterowania silników dwupaliwowych.

Lebedevas S, Dailydka S, Jastremskas V, Vaičiūnas G. Research of the rational operational load of diesel locomotives. Eksploatacja i
Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 545–553.

Lebedevas S, Dailydka S, Jastremskas V, Vaičiūnas G. Ocena niezawodności eksploatacyjnej urządzeń energetycznych spalinowych lokomotyw
towarowych oraz prognozowanie czasu pracy. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
– Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 545–553.

In the research authors sugested calculations of a mathematical computer modeling
methods, of the operational reliability indicators for the freight diesel locomotives
M62K, 2M62M, ER20CF, when transporting cargoes via the main lines of the Lithuanian railway network. According to the permissible values of the diesel locomotive
reliability criteria, the maximum weights of a train for the studied transportation lines
have been calculated and a diesel engine resource has been predicted. A methodology
for reducing the dynamic indicators of the operational load cycle of a locomotive
diesel has been proposed and described. When applying it, a 15÷20% reduction of load
cycle’s dynamic indicators (which increase the fatigue stresses of the locomotive’s
cylinder-piston group parts and components) is achieved. Technological recommendations are formulated, in order to increase the usage of the operational reliability
indicators of diesel locomotives and their energy efficiency.

W oparciu o obliczenia dotyczące opracowanego z zastosowaniem komputerowego
modelowania matematycznego układu w artykule przedstawiono badania porównawcze
wskaźników niezawodności eksploatacyjnej silników dieslowych spalinowych lokomotyw
towarowych M62K, 2M62M, ER20CF podczas kolejowych przewozów towarowych, dokonywanych głównymi liniami litewskiej sieci kolejowej. Stosując dopuszczalne wartości
dla kryterium niezawodności silników dieslowych obliczono masę całkowitą pociągów
na badanych liniach przewozowych oraz prognozowany resurs silników dieslowych.
Zaproponowano i scharakteryzowano metodologię obniżenia wskaźników dynamicznych
cyklu obciążenia eksploatacyjnego silnika dieslowego lokomotywy spalinowej. Dzięki jej
zastosowaniu możliwe jest obniżenie o 15÷20% wskaźników dynamicznych cyklu obciążenia (zwiększających napięcia zasadniczych elementów jednostki cylindryczno-tłokowej
i węzłów silnika). Sformułowano zalecenia technologiczne, mające na celu zwiększenie
wskaźników niezawodności eksploatacyjnej silników dieslowych lokomotyw spalinowych
oraz wykorzystanie ich skuteczności energetycznej.

Glowacz A. Diagnostics of direct current machine based on analysis
of acoustic signals with the use of symlet wavelet transform and modified
classifier based on words. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and
Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 554–558.

Glowacz A. Diagnostyka maszyny prądu stałego oparta na analizie
sygnałów akustycznych z zastosowaniem transformacji falkowej symlet
i zmodyfikowanego klasyfikatora opartego na słowach. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 554–558.

In the paper author proposed an original approach for detection and localization of
faults occurring in Direct Current machine. A system for diagnosing DC machines was
described. The system performed an analysis of the acoustic signals of DC machine.
Researches were conducted for two states of Direct Current machines. The studies
were conducted for the algorithms of data processing: Symlet wavelet transform
and modified classifier based on words. A pattern creation process has been carried
out for the 10 sound samples. An identification process has been carried out for the
40 sound samples. The described implementation of the system may be useful for
protecting machines. Moreover, this approach will reduce the cost of maintenance
and the number of damaged machines.

W pracy autor zaproponował oryginalne podejście do wykrywania, lokalizacji usterek
występujących w maszynie prądu stałego. Opisano implementację systemu do diagnostyki
maszyn prądu stałego. System przeprowadzał analizę sygnałów akustycznych maszyny
prądu stałego. Przeprowadzono badania dla dwóch stanów maszyny prądu stałego. Badania
zostały przeprowadzone dla algorytmów przetwarzania danych: Transformacji falkowej
Symlet i zmodyfikowanego klasyfikatora opartego na słowach. Proces tworzenia wzorca
do rozpoznawania został przeprowadzony dla 10 próbek dźwięku. Proces identyfikacji
został przeprowadzony dla 40 próbek dźwięku. Opisana implementacja systemu może
być przydatna do ochrony maszyn. Ponadto podejście takie pozwoli zmniejszyć koszty
utrzymania i liczbę uszkodzonych maszyn.

Mizak W, Mazurkiewicz A, Smolik J, Zbrowski A. Problems
with abrasive dosing in erosive wear process modelling. Eksploatacja
i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 559–564.

Mizak W, Mazurkiewicz A, Smolik J, Zbrowski A. Problemy dozowania ścierniwa w modelowaniu procesu zużycia erozyjnego. Eksploatacja i
Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 559–564.

The article characterises problems occurring during erosion tests conducted in a
laboratory environment. The authors consider the issues connected with the precise
dosage of the abrasive in a system for the simulation of an erosive wear process.
Additionally, the authors present an original system for the dosage of the erodent, and
show the results of verification tests aimed at the determination of the precision of the
dosage of the abrasive depending on the parameters of the control system.

Artykuł prezentuje charakterystykę problemów występujących podczas badań erozji w
warunkach laboratoryjnych. Rozpatrzono zagadnienia związane z precyzyjnym dawkowaniem materiału ściernego w systemie badawczym do symulacji procesu zużycia erozyjnego. Przedstawiono autorskie rozwiązanie układu dozowania erodenta. Zaprezentowano
wyniki badań weryfikacyjnych wykonanych w celu określenia dokładności dozowania w
zależności od stosowanych parametrów systemu sterowania.

Adamkiewicz A, Valishin A. Discussion and studies of the properties
of a cooling water additive preventing erosive wear of cooled surfaces of
ship diesel engines. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 565–570.

Adamkiewicz A, Valishin A. Opracowanie i badania własności dodatku do wody chłodzącej zapobiegającego zużyciu erozyjnemu powierzchni
chłodzonych okrętowych silników spalinowych. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
– Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 565–570.

This paper presents the results of studies on the properties of an additive administered
into the liquid cooling a ship diesel engine. The protective action of the liquid relied
on the formation of nickel layers on the cooled surfaces – electroless nickel plating
of cooling surfaces. The test stand and the program of the experiment have been

W artykule przedstawiono wyniki badań własności opracowanego dodatku do cieczy
chłodzącej okrętowego silnika spalinowego. Działanie ochronne cieczy oparto na niklowaniu chemicznym – na bezprądowym tworzeniu warstw niklowych na chłodzonych powierzchniach. Opisano stanowisko badawcze oraz program eksperymentu. Do opracowania
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described. Statistical methods have been used for discussing the results. Regressive
correlations of mass decrease of the studied samples, dependent on the conditions and
the experiment program, have been obtained. Sample mass decrease was described as
a function of the additive concentration, the flow and the temperature of the cooling
liquid supplied by the pump. High effectiveness of the studied additive was presented
comparing it with the substances widely applied for this purpose such as EKSTROL
and NALCOOL-2000 basing on the verifying exemplary results. Validation of the
obtained results carried out on real maritime technical facilities has been described.

wyników przeprowadzonego eksperymentu zastosowano metody statystyczne. Otrzymano
zależności regresyjne ubytku masy badanych próbek od warunków i programu eksperymentu. Ubytek masy próbek opisano w funkcji stężenia dodatku, strumienia objętości i
temperatury cieczy chłodzącej, podawanej przez pompę. Pokazano wysoką skuteczność
badanego dodatku w porównaniu ze stosowanymi do tego celu dodatkami EKSTROL i
NALCOOL-2000 na przykładzie wyników badań weryfikacyjnych. Opisano walidację
wyników przeprowadzoną na rzeczywistych obiektach oceanotechnicznych.

Xu J, Meng Z, Xu L. Integrated system of health management-oriented
reliability prediction for a spacecraft software system with an adaptive
genetic algorithm support vector machine. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
– Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 571–578.

Xu J, Meng Z, Xu L. Zorientowane na zintegrowane zarządzanie kondycją
systemu prognozowanie niezawodności systemów oprogramowania statków
kosmicznych z wykorzystaniem opartej na adaptacyjnym algorytmie genetycznym maszyny wektorów nośnych. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance
and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 571–578.

Software reliability prediction is very important to minimize cost and improve
software development effectiveness, especially in a spacecraft’s software system.
In this paper, a new spacecraft software system reliability definition is given and a
new reliability prognostics-oriented life cycle integrated system health management
for a spacecraft software system is focused on. Adaptive genetic algorithms are then
combined with a support vector machine to build an adaptive genetic algorithm support
vector machine reliability prediction model. This model attempts to overcome the
genetic algorithm weaknesses, such as the local minima and premature convergence
problems, and solves the parameter selection difficulties often encountered in a support
vector machine. After construction, the proposed adaptive genetic algorithm support
vector machine model is employed to predict the reliability of a spacecraft software
system. Finally, a numerical example is given to show how the proposed approach
has a superior prediction performance compared to a standard support vector machine
and artificial neural network.

Przewidywanie niezawodności oprogramowania odgrywa ważną rolę w minimalizowaniu
kosztów i poprawie efektywności tworzenia oprogramowania, zwłaszcza w odniesieniu
do systemów oprogramowania statków kosmicznych. W niniejszej pracy, podano nową
definicję niezawodności systemu oprogramowania statku kosmicznego koncentrując
uwagę na opartym na prognozowaniu niezawodności oraz cyklu życia modelu zintegrowanego zarządzania kondycją systemu opracowanego dla systemu oprogramowania
statku kosmicznego. Skonstruowano następnie model przewidywania niezawodności
oparty na połączeniu adaptacyjnych algorytmów genetycznych oraz maszyny wektorów
nośnych. Model ten stanowi próbę przezwyciężenia słabości algorytmów genetycznych,
takich jak problem minimów lokalnych czy problem przedwczesnej zbieżności, a także
rozwiązania trudności związanych z doborem parametrów, jakie często występują przy
zastosowaniu maszyny wektorów nośnych. Skonstruowany model opartej na adaptacyjnym
algorytmie genetycznym maszyny wektorów nośnych zastosowano do przewidywania
niezawodności systemu oprogramowania statku kosmicznego. Wreszcie, przedstawiono
przykład liczbowy, który pokazuje że opracowany model charakteryzuje się wyższą dokładnością prognozowania w porównaniu do standardowej maszyny wektorów nośnych
oraz sztucznej sieci neuronowej.

Komander H, Hardygóra M, Bajda M, Komander G, Lewandowicz P. Assessment methods of conveyor belts impact resistance to
the dynamic action of a concentrated load. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
– Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 579–584.

Komander H, Hardygóra M, Bajda M, Komander G, Lewandowicz P. Metody oceny odporności taśm przenośnikowych na uszkodzenia
powodowanedynamicznym działaniem mas skupionych. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 579–584.

The methods of testing the conveyor belt’s puncture resistance in terms of assessing
their suitability for the transport of sharp-edged rocks are presented. Methods of
determining the critical impact energy of strokes are discussed together with a new
method for determining the critical energy and the method of determining the average
impact energy taking into account selected range of belt damages, which more reliably
characterize their impact resistance. The algorithm and the method of estimating the
critical impact energy based on measurements of energy absorbed by belt during
rock mass strike is presented.

Przedstawiono metody badania odporności taśm przenośnikowych na przebijanie w
aspekcie oceny przydatności taśm do transportu ostrokrawędzistych materiałów skalnych.
Omówiono stosowane metody wyznaczania krytycznej energii uderzenia, przedstawiono
nową metodę wyznaczania energii krytycznej oraz metodę wyznaczania energii średniej
uderzenia obejmującą pewien zakres uszkodzeń taśmy, co bardziej miarodajnie charakteryzuje odporność taśmy na uderzenia. Przedstawiono algorytm oraz metodę szacowania
krytycznej energii uderzenia na podstawie pomiaru energii traconej w trakcje uderzenia
masy w taśmę przenośnikową.

Shatnawi O. Measuring commercial software operational reliability:
an interdisciplinary modelling approach. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc –
Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 585–594.

Shatnawi O. Pomiar niezawodności eksploatacyjnej oprogramowania
komercyjnego: interdyscyplinarne podejście do modelowania. Eksploatacja i
Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 585–594.

In the software reliability engineering (SRE) literature, few attempts have been made
to model the failure phenomenon of commercial software during its operational use.
One of the reasons can be attributed to the inability of software engineers to measure
the growth in usage of commercial software while it is in the market. It is unlike the
testing phase where resources follow a definite pattern. In this paper, an attempt has
been made to model the software reliability growth linking it to the number of users.
Since the number of instructions executed depends on the number of users. The
number of users is estimated through an innovation diffusion model of marketing.
Once the estimated value is known, the rate at which instructions are executed can be
found. The intensity with which failures would be reported depends upon this value.
To model the failure observation or defect removal phenomena, a non-homogenous
Poisson process (NHPP) based software reliability models developed in the literature
have been employed. Software reliability models are most often used for reliability
projection when development work is complete and before the software is shipped
to customers. They can also be used to model the failure pattern or the defect arrival
pattern in the field and thereby provide valuable input to maintenance planning.
Numerical example with real software field reliability data is presented to illustrate
descriptive and predictive performance as well as to show practical applications of
the proposed models.

Literatura dotycząca inżynierii niezawodności oprogramowania, podejmuje zaledwie
nieliczne próby modelowania zjawiska uszkodzenia oprogramowania komercyjnego
w trakcie jego eksploatacji. Jednym z powodów może być to, iż programiści nie są w
stanie zmierzyć wzrostu użytkowania oprogramowania komercyjnego w trakcie obrotu
handlowego tego typu oprogramowaniem. Etap ten różni się bowiem od fazy testowania,
gdzie zasoby funkcjonują według określonego wzorca. W niniejszej pracy podjęto próbę
stworzenia modelu wzrostu niezawodności oprogramowania łącząc to pojęcie z pojęciem
liczby użytkowników, jako że liczba wykonywanych poleceń zależy właśnie od liczby
użytkowników. Liczbę użytkowników szacuje się na podstawie modelu marketingu opartego na dyfuzji innowacji. Gdy szacowana wartość jest już znana, można określić częstość
wykonywania poleceń. Intensywność zgłaszania uszkodzeń zależy od tej wartości. Do
modelowania zjawisk zaobserwowania uszkodzenia lub usunięcia usterki zastosowano
opracowane wcześniej w literaturze modele niezawodności oprogramowania oparte na
niejednorodnym procesie Poissona (NHPP). Modele niezawodności oprogramowania są
najczęściej wykorzystywane do projektowania niezawodności już po zakończeniu prac
rozwojowych, ale zanim jeszcze oprogramowanie dotrze do klientów. Mogą być również
stosowane do modelowania wzorców uszkodzeń lub wzorców występowania usterek
w trakcie eksploatacji, stanowiąc tym samym cenny wkład do planowania czynności
konserwacyjnych. Przykład liczbowy uwzględniający dane z eksploatacji rzeczywistego
oprogramowania ilustruje opisowe i predykcyjne możliwości proponowanych modeli, jak
również pokazuje, jak można je stosować w praktyce.

KOSOBUDZKI M. The use of acceleration signal in modeling proces
of loading an element of underframe of high mobility wheeled vehicle.
Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4):
595–599.

KOSOBUDZKI M. Wykorzystanie sygnału przyspieszenia do modelowania
obciążenia elementu ustroju nośnego pojazdu kołowego wysokiej mobilności. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4):
595–599.

High mobility wheeled vehicles have been built with use materials with limited
strength and durability. Usually total costs in life cycle of this kind of technical
systems are significant, so the necessity of planning proper way of maintenance is

Pojazdy, w tym pojazdy wysokiej mobilności budowane są z materiałów, które mają
ograniczoną wytrzymałość. Często koszty cyklu życia takich pojazdów są bardzo wysokie,
stąd pojawia się szczególna potrzeba planowania racjonalnej eksploatacji takich obiektów.
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highly desirable. Common ways of describing ultimate work capacity are based on
profile ground tests (PT tests) and extrapolation of theirs results for the whole period
of maintenance. That methods give biased results caused by among others differences
in use and maintenance conditions. The useful methods in permanent tracking of state
changes of critical units of vehicle have been exploring and algorithms to forecast
the durability of vehicle that are the basis of pHUMS have been designed [11]. In the
paper models that have been use to describe the way of loading in frequency domain
were presented and a proposal of the new model for tracking a loading of an element
of underframe of high mobility wheeled vehicle was proposed.

Powszechnie stosowane metody badawcze wyznaczające docelowy zasób pracy opierają
się na przyspieszonych badaniach przebiegowych i ekstrapolacji wyników na cały przewidywany okres eksploatacji. Metody takie są obarczone jednak błędami, wynikającymi
między innymi z różnicy warunków prowadzenia badań przebiegowych od rzeczywistych
warunków eksploatacji. Poszukiwane są metody ciągłego śledzenia zmian wytrzymałości
zespołów krytycznych oraz podejmowane są próby opracowania algorytmów wykorzystywanych do prognozowania trwałości pojazdu będące podstawą systemów pHUMS. W
artykule przedstawiono przegląd modeli stosowanych do opisu przebiegu obciążenia w
dziedzinie częstotliwości oraz przedstawiono autorską metodę śledzenia rzeczywistych
warunków eksploatacji wraz z wynikami prognozowania trwałości wybranego elementu
ustroju nośnego pojazdu wysokiej mobilności.

HAWRYLUK M, MARCINIAK M, MISIUN G. Possibilities of investigating
abrasive wear in conditions close to those prevailing in industrial forging
processes. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014;
16 (4): 600–607.

HAWRYLUK M, MARCINIAK M, MISIUN G. Możliwości badania zużycia
ściernego w warunkach odpowiadających przemysłowym procesom kucia. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4):
600–607.

This paper presents aTriboForge – a prototype test stand for investigating abrasive
wear, which unlike conventional tribometers, makes it possible to study wear under
high pressures (500 MPa), i.e. in conditions close to those prevailing in industrial
forging processes. The idea behind the designed and constructed prototype test stand
was to most accurately reproduce the phenomena and processes acting on the surface
layer of forging tools during their contact with the material being deformed. Preliminary tests were carried out on a tool material/selected forged material combination. A
rotating disc made of tool steel (WCL) and a rectangular counter-sample made of the
forged material (QS19-20), pressed against the disc constituted the friction pair. Thanks
to a special control-measuring system integrated with the test stand it is possible to
measure in real time several major parameters, such as: temperature distribution, the
rotational speed of the sample, the pressure exerted by the counter-sample, the amount
of wear, the sliding distance and changes in the friction coefficient value. The friction
pairs would work for a fixed time of 4 hours at a constant counter-sample pressure of
10 kN (which for an average contact area amounted to about 220 MPa) at an average
speed of 5 rpm (1 full rotation took about 12 s). Assuming that the key parameters
describing abrasive wear are sliding distance and pressure per unit area, it has been
shown that the magnitude of wear (material loss) depending on the cycle length is
close to that in the actual industrial forging process. This proves the suitability of the
test stand for the comprehensive analysis of the abrasive wear of forging dies.

W pracy autorzy przedstawili prototypowe stanowisko do badania zużycia ściernego –
TriboForge, które w odróżnieniu od klasycznych tribometrów pozwala na analizę zużycia
w warunkachwysokich nacisków (500 MPa), czyli w warunkach zbliżonych do panujących w przemysłowych procesach kucia. Koncepcją zaprojektowanego i zbudowanego
prototypowego stanowiska jest jak najdokładniejsze odwzorowanie zjawisk i procesów
oddziałujących na warstwę wierzchnią narzędzi kuźniczych w kontakcie z odkształcanym
materiałem odkuwki. Autorzy przeprowadzili wstępne badania dla skojarzenia: materiał
narzędziowy i wybrany materiał odkuwki. Parę trącą stanowiły: obracający się krążek
wykonany ze stali narzędziowej (WCL) oraz dociskana do niego próbka prostokątna z
materiału odkuwki (QS19-20). Dzięki specjalnemu systemowi sterująco-pomiarowemu
zintegrowanemu ze stanowiskiem możliwy jestpomiar on-line wielu istotnychparametrów(rozkładu temperatury, prędkości obrotowej próbki, siłydocisku przeciwpróbki,
wielkości zużycia, drogi tarcia oraz zmianywartości współczynnika tarcia). Skojarzone
próbki pracowały przez ustalony wcześniej czas 4 h przy docisku (stałą siłą około 10 kN,
co przy średniej wielkości pola kontaktu wynosiło około 220 MPa), ze średnią prędkością
obrotową 5obr/min (1 pełny obrót wynosił około 12 s). Przy założeniu, że najważniejszymi parametrami opisującymi zużycie ścierne są droga tarcia oraz nacisk jednostkowy
wykazano, że wielkość zużycia (ubytku materiału) w zależności od długość cyklu jest
zbliżonado procesu przemysłowego. Potwierdzato przydatność opracowanego stanowiska
badawczego do kompleksowej analizy zużycia ściernego matryc kuźniczych.

Kopecki T, Mazurek P. Determination of stress distribution patterns
in post-critical deformation states of thin-walled skins subjected to operating loads. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability
2014; 16 (4): 608–615.

Kopecki T, Mazurek P. Określanie rozkładów naprężeń w stanach deformacji zakrytycznych elementów pokryć cienkościennych poddawanych
obciążeniom eksploatacyjnym. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance
and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 608–615.

The paper presents results of research on thin-walled structures constituting models
of skin components of aircraft load-bearing structures subject to shearing. The type of
load and deformation correspond to the typical state of such a structure under operating
conditions. Results of experiments carried out on models and nonlinear numerical
analyses based on the finite element method for a number of load-bearing structure
variants. Methods suitable for verification of results of numerical calculations are
proposed and an effective set of numerical procedures is selected allowing to obtain
reliable results of calculations.

Praca prezentuje wyniki badań ustrojów cienkościennych, stanowiących modele fragmentów pokryć lotniczych struktur nośnych, poddawanych ścinaniu. Rodzaj obciążenia
oraz deformacji odpowiada typowemu stanowi struktury w warunkach eksploatacji.
Przedstawiono wyniki badań eksperymentalnych i nieliniowych analiz numerycznych w
ujęciu metody elementów skończonych szeregu wariantów ustrojów nośnych. Opracowano
metody weryfikacji wyników obliczeń numerycznych oraz dobrano efektywny zestaw
procedur numerycznych pozwalających na uzyskanie wiarygodnych wyników obliczeń.

Siljak H, Subasi A. Fourier spectrum related properties of vibration
signals in accelerated motor aging applicable for age determination.
Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4):
616–621.

Siljak H, Subasi A. Właściwości sygnałów wibracyjnych związane
z widmem Fouriera w przyspieszonych badaniach starzenia się silnika
mających na celu określenie jego wieku. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 616–621.

A series of computations based on the Fourier spectrum of vibration signals collected
in artificial aging processes have been applied in order to tackle trends existing in
the signals' sequence. In this study, features extracted from the (Fourier) spectrum of
the vibration signal and expressing monotonic changes with respect to the motor age
namely mean frequency, low order statistics of the power spectral density and cepstrum
are used. Independence of the time domain data allows independent analysis. Results
obtained in case of artificial aging are compared with results in case of controlled
bearing faults with increasing severity. Clear distinctions are made and conclusions
are drawn from the different behavioural patterns. Future research directions are
indicated both in practical and theoretical sense.

Wykonano serię obliczeń opartych na widmie Fouriera sygnałów wibracyjnych zebranych
podczas procesów sztucznego starzenia w celu określenia trendów istniejących w sekwencji
tych sygnałów. Cechy, jakie można wyodrębnić w (fourierowskim) widmie sygnału drgań,
które wykazują monotoniczne zmiany w odniesieniu do wieku silnika wykorzystanego w
niniejszym badaniu, to średnia częstotliwość, statystyki niskiego rzędu widmowej gęstości
mocy oraz cepstrum. Niezależność danych w dziedzinie czasu umożliwia niezależną
analizę. Wyniki sztucznego starzenia porównano z wynikami otrzymanymi podczas
dokonywania kontrolowanych uszkodzeń łożyska o rosnącym nasileniu. Wyciągnięto
wnioski z obserwowanych, wyraźnie różnych wzorców zachowań. Wskazano przyszłe
kierunki badań zarówno w aspekcie praktycznym jak i teoretycznym.

Kumbár V, Votava J. Differences in engine oil degradation in sparkignition and compression-ignition engine. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc –
Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 622–628.

Kumbár V, Votava J. Rozbieżna degradacja oleju silnikowego przy zastosowaniu w silniku o zapłonie wymuszonym i w silniku wysokoprężnym. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 622–628.

This paper deals with differences in engine oil degradation in spark-ignition (SI)
engine and compression-ignition (CI) engine. Three important physical-mechanical
behaviours were observed – dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity, and shear stress.
These behaviours of lubricant may influence reliability of entire engine. It must be
monitored engine oil condition in suitable intervals. Article describes these issues for
two engine oils taken from two different passenger cars – with SI engine and with CI
engine. The experiments have been done using digital rotary rheometer Anton Paar
DV-3P with use of standard TR8 spindle and special adapter for a small amount of
sample. Service interval of change oil has been set to 15,000 km and samples of used

VI

Niniejszy artykuł opisuje odrębne degradacje oleju silnikowego przy zastosowaniu w
silniku o zapłonie wymuszonym oraz w silniku wysokoprężnym. Analizowane zostały
trzy bardzo ważne właściwości fizyczne – lepkość dynamiczna, kinematyczna oraz naprężenie ścinające. Właściwości te mogą wpływać na niezawodność całego sinika, i dla tego
jest ważnym kontynualne obserwowanie stanu degradacji oleju silnikowego. W ramach
niniejszego eksperymentu zostały obserwowane dwa oleje silnikowe z odmienną klasą
lepkości, które zostały pobrane z dwu różnych samochodów osobowych – z silnikiem o
zapłonie wymuszonym i z silnikiem wysokoprężnym. Lepkość olejów została zmierzona
przy pomocy cyfrowego lepkościomierza obrotowego Anton Paar DV-3P z standardowym
wrzecionem TR8 oraz z adapterem do mierzenia małych próbek. Interwał serwisowy
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W skrócie – A bstracts
engine oils have been taken after 1,500 km from both engines. All samples of used
engine oils have been compared with new engine oils same specification – it is the
best method to degradation detection. The measured values of dynamic viscosity,
kinematic viscosity and shear stress have been modeled using elementary mathematical model – linear function. The absolute values of correlation coefficients, r, and
coefficient of determination, R2, have been achieved very high values. The obtained
mathematical models can be used to prediction of engine oil flow behaviour and can
increased engine reliability.

wymiany oleju silnikowego został określony na 15000 km a poszczególne próbki były z
silnika odbierane kontynualnie po 1500 km. Wszystkie próbki użytego oleju silnikowego zostały porównane z próbkami oleju nowego z tą samą specyfikacją. Metoda ta jest
najbardziej przydatną do określenia stanu degradacji oleju. Zmierzone wartości lepkości
dynamicznej, lepkości kinematycznej oraz naprężenie ścinającego zostały następnie
podane modelowaniu przy pomocy podstawowego modelu matematycznego – funkcja
liniowa. Wartości bezwzględne współczynnika korelacji, r, i współczynnika determinacji,
R2, osiągały bardzo wysokich wartości. Sformowane modele matematyczne mogą służyć
do predykcji zachowywania się zastosowanego oleju silnikowego przy płynięciu oraz do
podwyższenia niezawodności całego silnika.

WANG T, GUAN L. Improvements on the HVDC Reliability Assessment
Index System Considering Preventive Maintenance. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 629–636.

WANG T, GUAN L. Poprawa systemu wskaźników niezawodności HVDC
z uwzględnieniem konserwacji zapobiegawczej. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
– Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 629–636.

This paper proposes two novel reliability indexes for HVDC and a risk evaluation
system for quantifying the risk brought by HVDC outage. Based on a proactive and
preventive strategy of maintenance arrangement, the paper puts forward the “Power
Availability” index to correct the situation that Energy Availability leads to inconsistent
problems with power system reliability and security in the process of application.
Then, the paper introduces the quantitative evaluation method which provides an
effective analysis tool for scheduling department to arrange maintenance during the
appropriate time by judging the operation risk. Based on this method, the index of
“Active Planned Energy Unavailability” is put forward in order to encourage the
scheduling department to arrange maintenance initiatively according to the power
grid risk. It could change and improve the maintenance mode of HVDC using the
guiding role of the reliability index. Blend the proposed new index into the original
reliability index system of HVDC, sphere of application and the assessment objects
will not only be limited to the equipment department and the dispatching department,
power grid corporations will also be involved. Finally, this paper chooses the China
Southern Power Grid as the simulation and analysis case. The results demonstrate a
practical application of the proposed procedure and method.

Niniejszy artykuł proponuje dwa oryginalne wskaźniki niezawodności dla linii wysokiego napięcia prądu stałego (HVDC) oraz system oceny ryzyka dla kwantyfikacji ryzyka
na skutek przerw w dostawie HVDC. W oparciu o aktywną i prewencyjną strategię
konserwacji, artykuł proponuje wskaźnik „Power Availability (Dostępności mocy)” w
celu naprawy sytuacji, gdy Dostępność Energii prowadzi do niespójnych problemów z
niezawodnością systemu elektroenergetycznego i bezpieczeństwem w procesie eksploatacji. Następnie artykuł wprowadza metodę oceny ilościowej, który zapewnia skuteczne
narzędzie analizy dla działu planowania tak, aby można było zarządzać konserwację we
właściwym momencie dzięki odpowiedniej ocenie ryzyka operacyjnego. Na bazie tej
metody, zaproponowano wskaźnik „Aktywnego planowania niedostępności energii” w
celu zachęcenia działu planowania do ustalania konserwacji zgodnej z poziomem ryzyka
sieci energetycznej. Może to zmienić i poprawić tryb konserwacji HVDC za pomocą
wskaźnika niezawodności. Proponowany nowy wskaźnik mógłby zostać wprowadzony do
pierwotnego systemu wskaźników niezawodności HVDC i mógłby znaleźć zastosowanie
i służyć ocenie obiektów nie tylko w działach sprzętu i dziale dyspozytorskim ale także
w firmach eksploatujących sieci energetyczne. Na potrzeby symulacji i analizy, artykuł
omawia przedsiębiorstwo China Southern Power Grid. Wyniki pokazują praktyczne
zastosowanie proponowanej procedury i metody.

Kamiński Z. Mathematical modelling of the trailer brake control valve
for simulation of the air brake system of farm tractors equipped with
hydraulically actuated brakes. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc – Maintenance
and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 637–643.

Kamiński Z. Modelowanie matematyczne zaworu sterującego hamulcami
przyczepy do symulacji powietrznej instalacji hamulcowej ciągników rolniczych z hamulcami uruchamianymi hydraulicznie. Eksploatacja i Niezawodnosc
– Maintenance and Reliability 2014; 16 (4): 637–643.

Agricultural tractors are equipped with air braking systems to control and operate the
braking systems of towed agricultural vehicles. This paper presents a mathematical
model of a hydraulically actuated trailer brake control valve. The results of the statistical Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed the consistence between the experimental
and simulated pressure transients during testing the response time of a farm tractor's
control circuit. The computer model developed in Matlab-Simulink can be used as
a tool to analyze transient processes by using simulation methods in the process of
designing the air braking systems of farm tractors.

Ciągniki rolnicze są wyposażone w powietrzne instalacje hamulcowe do sterowania i napędu układów hamulcowych pojazdów ciągnionych. W niniejszej pracy przedstawiono model
matematyczny uruchamianego hydraulicznie zaworu sterującego hamulcami przyczepy.
Wyniki testu statystycznego Kołmogorowa-Smirnowa oceny zgodności doświadczalnych
i symulowanych przebiegów czasowych ciśnienia podczas badania czasu reakcji obwodu
sterującego ciągnika Pronar 1531A potwierdziły adekwatność opracowanego w MatlabieSimulinku modelu komputerowego. Model komputerowy może być wykorzystany jako
podsystem do analizy metodami symulacyjnymi procesów przejściowych w procesie
projektowania powietrznych układów hamulcowych ciągników rolniczych.
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Reliability and Risk Assessment of Aircraft Electric Systems
Niezawodność i ocena ryzyka układu elektrycznego samolotu
It is rather difficult in identifying the fault location and performing risk assessment for complex electronic systems. In this paper
a reliability assessment method based on the interval analytic hierarchy process (IAHP) and Bayesian network is proposed to
facilitate reliability and risk assessment. After considering the major fault factors, the interval eigenvector method (IEM) is also
presented to assess the reliability and comprehensive weights of subsystems. The conditional probability matrices for the factors
of risk are defined using an inference rule. Then an updating model of information fusion in the context of Bayesian network is
established to assess the risk of system. The proposed method is demonstrated through the risk assessment of an aircraft electric
system. The result of the illustrative example shows that the proposed method can not only incorporate the evidence information,
but also synthesize all the historical information. A further dynamic adjustment in the safety and risk priority of control measures
is quite effective to improve the reliability while mitigating the risk of the electric system.
Keywords: interval analytic hierarchy process, interval eigenvector method, Bayesian network, information
fusion, risk assessment.
Lokalizacja uszkodzeń oraz ocena bezpieczeństwa i ryzyka w przypadku złożonych systemów elektronicznych jest zadaniem dość
trudnym. W niniejszej pracy zaproponowano metodę prognozowania niezawodności opartą na procesie przedziałowej hierarchii
analitycznej (IAHP), która ma na celu ułatwienie diagnozy uszkodzeń i kontroli ryzyka. Po rozważeniu głównych czynników wywołujących uszkodzenia, zaprezentowano metodę przedziałowych wektorów własnych oraz zdefiniowano, przy użyciu reguły wnioskowania, macierze prawdopodobieństwa dla czynników wpływających na bezpieczeństwo i ryzyko. Następnie, stworzono odnawialny model fuzji informacji w kontekście wnioskowania bayesowskiego służący do oceny stanu zagrożenia Udowodniono, iż
włączenie wiedzy eksperckiej do dynamicznej symulacji ułatwia lokalizację uszkodzeń oraz pozwala uzyskać informacje dotyczące
diagnozy uszkodzeń. Studium przypadku pokazuje, że dynamiczne dostosowanie priorytetowości związanej z bezpieczeństwem i
ryzykiem stosowanych środków kontroli w sposób dość skuteczny zwiększa niezawodność przy jednoczesnym zminimalizowaniu
ryzyka w złożonym systemie elektronicznym.
Słowa kluczowe: proces przedziałowej hierarchii analitycznej, metoda przedziałowych wektorów własnych, sieć
bayesowska, fuzja informacji, ocena ryzyka.

1. Introduction
Electronic systems have been widely used in the modern industrial products and engineering systems, such as the machine tools,
airplanes, nuclear power plants and so on. They play vital roles in the
normal running and safe operation of these systems. The fast development and extensive application of electronic systems often gives rise
to critical problems concerning about the reliability and safety of these
systems. This is because that the electronic systems are getting more
complex and they are deeply integrated and coupled with other systems in modern products and engineering systems. It is common for
an electronic system which is composed by thousands of components

to experience a sudden failure. However, it is time consuming for reliability engineers to identified the specific fault location among these
thousands components which are deeply embedded in an engineering
system. Moreover, the failure of the electronic system often leads to
a destructive failure or a horrible accident of the engineering system,
such as the failure of the flight control system of an airplanes and the
malfunction of the safety control system of a nuclear power plant. Besides, it is relatively difficult to monitor and control the safety level of
these systems. Therefore, how to identify the fault location and further
mitigate the operation risk is of great importance [12, 7].
Technically, the key point of fault location lies in a comprehensive reliability analysis and decision-making process with multiple
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attribute decision. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a method
that is capable for the implementation of fault diagnostic with multiple attribute decision. Shen and Cheng [15] introduced a fuzzy analytic hierarchy process for the fault diagnostic of lithography process.
It can deal with the quantification of managerial causes and subjective
judgment encountered in the diagnostic process of lithography process. Wu et al. [16] investigated the sensor deployment for diagnostic
of manufacturing system. In their paper, the AHP was used to implement the quantitative determination of the sensors’ detectability
to fault and further to facilitate the decision-making about the sensor
deployment. This method is demonstrated more effective for diagnosis performance improvement than the results obtained from signed
directed graph based sensor deployment. Recently, Liu et al. [8] introduced a method for fault diagnosis where the incomplete and unknown information encountered in fault diagnosis was modeled using
a fuzzy evidential reasoning approach and analyzed through dynamic
adaptive fuzzy Petri nets. Among these works, lots of attentions are
laid on the implementation of AHP to the fault diagnosis. One critical
issue concerning the implementation of the AHP is the handling of
subjective information derived from the experience and judgment of
experts. It is a problem related to the quantification and integration of
epistemic uncertainty. This epistemic uncertainty existing in the implementation of AHP will lead to a subjective decision-making which
is hard to optimize. Moreover, it will give rise to a biased result of
reliability and risk assessment if this epistemic uncertainty is not well
handled. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an appropriate method
for fault diagnostic by handling this epistemic uncertainty properly,
and at the meantime to improve the accuracy of reliability and risk
assessment when adopting the experts’ experience [1,13].
For the evaluation of system reliability, due to the less available
of subsystem reliability information, it’s particularly difficult to assess
the reliability of subsystems. As a result, a precise system reliability
assessment can hardly be obtained based on the assessment of subsystem reliability. To solve this problem, we extend the idea from the
methods of reliability allocation, where we take a full consideration
about the various factors affecting the reliability of subsystems. To the
various factors, we turn the impact of these factors into sub-system’s
reliability allocation weights based on the AHP. The AHP is used to
determine how the reliability of system may be controlled by appropriately assigning weights to its components. Here, a proper handling
of the epistemic uncertainty introduced by the incorporation of subjective information is needed as discussed above. Nowadays, most
engineers adopt the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE) or AHP to
ensure the weights allocation. There are two shortages about the FCE
and AHP. On one hand, the impact factors that affect the subsystem
reliability often contain some uncertainty. For example, it’s difficult
to use a precise value to describe the influence level of an impact factor. The engineer usually ignores this kind of uncertainty and adopts
single values to construct a judgment matrix for the impact factors.
It often causes the estimation error because the single values are not
only too restrictive to describe the subjective information but also too
deterministic to avoid estimation bias. A improper dealing with the
epistemic uncertainty in judgment can cause incorrect assessment results of reliability. On the other hand, the judgment matrix adopted in
the classical approaches must verified through the consistency check.
If not, great effort will be spend on the tedious reconstruction of the
judgment matrix until it meets the check.
For this reason, we adopt a interval analytic hierarchy process
(IAHP) as the quantitative method to perform reliability and risk assessment of electronics system. The IAHP is a comprehensive criteria decision making tool that combines interval analysis with AHP
as well as the interval eigenvector method (IEM) to calculate weight
vector of relative importance (section 2). Compared to the traditonal
AHP, it is more flexible for the dealing with uncertainties by including various influence factors. In addition, the utilizing of intervals
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instead of deterministic values can further facilitate the estimation of
system reliability according to the relative weights [3, 9]. After the
conditional probability distribution matrix concerning subsystem reliability is derived based on the IAHP, we set up an updating model for
information fusion using Bayesian network. It is further used to carry
out the risk assessment (section 3). In addition, a simulation model is
introduced to assess the risk level by taking into account three critical
indexes: weight, reliability, and the risk level. These indexes together
present a new approach to assessing the reliability and risks of aircraft
electric systems.

2. Fault control and safety-risk prediction
2.1. IEM
In this paper, we investigate a three levelss system. Namely, with
the AHP, the objectives, decision criteria and alternatives are arranged
in a hierarchical structure similar to a family tree. A hierarchy has
three levels: overall goal of the problem at the top, multiple criteria
that define alternatives in the middle, and alternative at the bottom
level.
In the application of AHP, the key point is to construct a comparison and judgment matrix between various factors. The values
within 1~3, 1~5, 1~7 or 1~9 are generally used in the construction
of this judgment matrix based on the fundamental research presented
by Saaty [14]. Among these scales, the 1~9 scales can present more
levels for comparison matrix construction than the others, and we use
1~9 scales in this paper. Moreover, to take account of the epistemic
uncertainty introduced by the subjective judgment of experts, fuzzy
set theory is incorporated into classical AHP.
In detail, intervals aij =  aij− , aij+  are chosen for the construction


of the judgment matrix. The interval eigenvector method (IEM) is used
to facilitate the calculation of the weights within the judgment matrix.
The specific procedure and derivation are presented below progressively. Firstly, the judgment matrix for the comparison between the
factors of interest is given defined as follow [2]:

( )n×n =  A− , A+ 

A = aij
as:

The elements within the matrix have the following characteristics
(1) aij =  aij− , aij+  is a ratio that describes the importance of the


goal between factors i and j.

( )n×n , A+ = ( aij + )n×n .

(2) A− = aij−

(1) 1 ≤ aij− ≤ aij+ ≤ 9, aij = 1 a ji , a ji = 1 aij+ ,1 aij−  , aii = 1,(i, j = 1, 2,, n) .


9

Table 1. Weight matrix of sub-factors within U i
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In the middle level, if there’re i kinds of factors, then let
U1,U 2 ,,U i denote them. Accordingly, we have the factors set
U = {U1,U 2 , ,U i } . At the bottom level, U i includes several sub-

factors, and let ui1, ui 2 ,, uin denote them. The weight matrix of subfactors within U i is then given in Table 1.
The matrix A− and A+ is then obtained by rearranging the values
in Table 1 as follows:


1
A− = 


1

+

1

−
a12

+
a12



1


a1+n 1 a2+n

+
 1
a12
 a1−n 
 a1+n 



−
1
 a2−n  + 1 a12
 a2+n 
,
A
=


 (1)
1
1
 

 
 

 −

−
 1 
1 a1n 1 a2 n  1 

We use the IEM to calculate the weight vector of matrix A− and

A based on the interval analysis and fuzzy set theory. Let λ , λ −
and λ + separately denote the eigenvalue, the low limit of eigenvalue

and the upper limit of eigenvalue; and let x , x − and x + separately
denote the eigenvector, the low limit of eigenvector and the upper
limit of eigenvector. Some basic theorems of fuzzy set theory used in
this paper are listed below:

(1) If Ax = λ x , then we have A− x − = λ − x − , A+ x + = λ + x + .
(2) If A =  A− , A+  , λ − and λ + are the maximum eigenvalues


of the matrix A− and A+ , respectively, then we have:
λ = λ − , λ +  is the eigenvalue of matrix A .


x = α x − , β x +  is the eigenvector cluster of matrix A corre

sponding to λ , where α , β ∈ R + ,0 < α x − ≤ β x + . Note

that x − and x + are separately the eigenvector of matrix
A− and A+ corresponding to λ − and λ + .
(3) If x = ( x1, x2 , xn ) is the eigenvector corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue λmax , the normalized eigenvector x is
given as:
1

x =

∑

n
x
i =1 i

( x1, x2 ,, xn )

(2)

This interval-number weight has one major advantage over the
classical one that it needs no consistency check, which releases the
tedious reconstruction of the judgment matrix. In other words, if there
is a consistency interval-number judgment matrix, then A is always
the one that satisfy the consistency check. If it is not the one, we can
construct the required interval-number weight ω based on the normalization method presented above.

2.2. Calculate comprehensive interval-number weight vector
Based on the method for interval-number weight derivation presented above, we get the interval-number weight ωi in the middle
levels and the ωij at the bottom level. Then we calculate the comprehensive weight Cii of the ith unit for the whole system. The interval
value of Cii is expressed as [ gi− , gi+ ] and obtained as follow.
Cij = ωiωij = [ gi− , gi+ ],(i, j = 1, 2,, n) .

(5)

where the calculation between the interval-number weights is defined
as follow
(6)

[ a, b][c, d ] = [min( ac, ad , bc, bd ), max( ac, ad , bc, bd )]

After obtaining the comprehensive weight Cii , we can obtained
the normalized weight of the subsystem through the defuzzification
of this comprehensive weight. It is implemented through the defining
of a normalized function based on the membership function of fuzzy
number under the framework of fuzzy set theory.
(1) Trapezoidal fuzzy number
A trapezoidal fuzzy number q has the following membership
function [17]:
( x − a ) (b − a )

1

µq− ( x) = 
 (d − x) (d − c)

0

a≤ x<b
b≤x<c
c≤x≤d
others

(7)

where x, a, b, c, d ∈ R, a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d .1
A pictorial discription of the menbership function of a trapezoid
fuzzy numer q = (a, b, c, d ) is shown in Fig.1. In the interval [b, c] ,

Based on equation (2), we can get the weight vector of matrix A−
and A+ denoted by x − and x + . Then x − and x + is separately the
normalized eigenvector of positive component x − and x + .
Let ωi denote the weight of the ith sub-system. It is defined as
an interval based on the eigenvector cluster of judgment matrix for
the ith sub-system, which is named as the interval-number weight.
The interval-number weight component of the system is denoted as

the fuzzy number has the maximum membership degree according to
the membership function µq− ( x) . And, a, d are respectively the upper
and lower bounds of the fuzzy interval.

T
ω = [ω1, ω2 ,, ωn ] .Then we can obtain the ω as follow.

T
ω = α x − , β x +  = [ω1, ω2 ,ωn ]



 n 
α =  ∑  1
 j =1

12

n



i =1

 

∑ aij+  

 n 
, β =  ∑  1
 j =1

(3)

12

n



i =1

 

∑ aij−  

,(∀i, j ∈ N ) (4)
Fig. 1. Membership function of a trapezoid fuzzy number
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(2) Calculate the interval-number weight vector and sort it
When A is a trapezoid fuzzy number Q = (a, b, c, d ) , we define a
normalized function mu (Q) based on the membership function
c 2 + d 2 + cd − a 2 − b 2 − ab )
(
m (Q ) =
u

2.4. Bayesian network

(8)

3( c + d − a − b )

Let ω denote the sorting weight, then the sorting weight of an
interval-number gi = [ gi− , gi+ ] is then obtained as follow:
ω = mu ( gi ) =

(

1 −
gi + gi+
2

)

(9)

(i = 1, 2,, nm )

2.3. Determination of the reliability
Let λ the failure rate of the electronic system. Following the idea
of reliability allocation, the failure rate of subsystems are obtained
by allocating the system failure rate to each subsystem. These failure
rates are calculated based on the comprehensive weight values in index layer derived above. In detail, the relationship between λi and
the comprehensive weight is given as follow [5]:

λi = λ
		

1
Wi

n

1

∑W

i =1

(10)

i

λi : the failure rate of the ith subsystem, which is also denoted
as the ith attribute in the index layer
Wi : the comprehensive weight of the ith subsystem
(attribute).

		

Following the assumption of exponential distribution, the reliability of the system with the failure rate λ is given as follow:
R (t ) = e −λt

(11)

In addition, we further assume that the risk level of a system is
inversely proportional to the reliability. Accordingly, we can get the
relationships between the risk levels and the reliability R (t ) . A specific description of the relationship is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Relationship between the risk levels and the reliability
Risk level

range

Quantified risk level (risk values)

High

R (t ) ∈ (0,0.3]

R (t ) R (t ) 

,
1 − R (t ),

2
2 


middle

R (t ) ∈ (0.3,0.6]

R (t ) 
 R (t )
,1 − R (t ),


2 
 2

low

R (t ) ∈ (0.6,1]

1 − R (t ) 1 − R (t )

,
, R (t ) 

2
 2


By calculating the reliability of each subsystem, we can figure the
corresponding risk level that each subsystem experiences. The relevant quantified risk levels (risk values) of these subsystems can also
be obtained through the relationship given in Table 2. These risk values are used as the prior information in the following risk assessment,
which is implemented through the Bayesian network.
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Based on the prior information about risk value of each subsystem obtained above, we then carry out the risk assessment using the
Bayesian network in this section. We first briefly describe the basic
definition and the inference procedure of the Bayesian network.
(1) Definition
Let X ∈ {X1, X 2 ,, X m } and Y ∈ {Y1, Y2 ,, Ym } separately denote two groups of nodes in a Bayesian network. A causal relationship
between these two groups is denoted as X → Y . By saying a causal
relationship, we mean that the occurrence of the events denoted by
the group of nodes Y depend on the occurrence of the events denoted
by X . Mathematically, a conditional probability table M which is
presented in the form of matrix is defined as follow:

Myx

 p (Y1 X1 )

p (Y1 X 2 )
= p ( y x) = 



 p (Y1 X m )

p (Y2 X1 )
p (Y2 X 2 )

p (Y2 X m )






p (Yn X1 ) 

p (Yn X 2 ) 



p (Yn X m ) 

Based on the plausible inference method introduced by Pearl
[10], the posterior distribution P ( X E ) of any non-evidence node
X is defined as a strength of belief Bel ( X ) , where E denotes the
available evidence. The strength of belief is generally calculated by
integrating two types of quantified information, that are the quantified prior information and the quantified information provided by the
evidence. Let δ ( X ) and π ( X ) separately denote these two kinds of
quantified information, the strength of belief in the node X is given
as follows [4]:
Bel ( X ) = φδ ( X ) π ( X )

(12)

where the quantified information described by δ ( X ) and π ( X ) are
separately obtained from the relative conditional matrix of nodes that
have causal relationships with the node X , which are given as follow:

δ ( X ) = ∏δ j ( X )

j

π
X
P
X
U
=
(
)
(
∑
1,U 2 , ,U n ) ∏ π X (U i )

U1 ,U 2 ,,U n
i


(13)

a) δ j ( X ) : quantified information of the jth child node

b) P (X U1,U 2 ,,U n ): conditional probability of the node vari-

able X in the parent node set {U i }
c) π X (U i ) : quantified information of the parent node
Based on the derivation above, when new evidence e is available,
we can obtain the updated strength of belief in X as below:

Bel ′ ( X ) = φδ Bel ( X )

−1
φ = [δ Bel ( X ) − Bel ( X ) + 1] , δ = P ( e X ) P e X


( )

(14)

(2) Information fusion
Based on the inference procedure of Bayesian network presented
above, we adopt a tree-like Bayesian network to build the risk assessment model as shown in Fig. 2.
As presented in Table 2, for a subsystem, the risk level that this
subsystem belongs to is categorized into three categories. As a result,
the probabilities that this subsystem belongs to these three risk catego-
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Table 3. Judgment matrix and weight of attribute U

U1

U1

U2

U3

U4

U5

[1.0,1.0]

[2.2, 2.7]

[1.2,1.8]

[2.0,6.7]

[1.0,1.7]

[1.0,1.0]

[0.6,1.1]

[0.5,0.9]

[1.0,1.5]

[1.0,1.0]

[0.3,0.7]

[0.9,1.6]

[1.0,1.0]

[1.7,5.0]

U2
Fig. 2. The tree-like Bayesian network

ries correlate with each other. Let S = {a, b, c} denote the risk levels
of a subsystem and {Pa , Pb , Pc } with Pa + Pb + Pc = 1 are the corresponding probabilities. The change of the probabilities b and c will affect the probability of a. Since the probabilities of the risk levels affect
each other, we have to consider the information fusion problem. We
construct an updating model for information fusion based on tree-like
Bayesian network for risk assessment which is shown in Fig. 3 [11].

U3
U4
U5

[1.0,1.0]

x − = (0.3400,0.1470,0.1607,0.2135,0.1386)

α = 0.8349

x + = (0.3783,0.1158,0.1393,0.2402,0.1255)

β = 1.0862

ω1 = [0.2838,0.4109], ω2 = [0.1227,0.1257], ω3 = [0.1341,0.1513],
ω4 = [0.1782,0.2609], ω5 = [0.1157,0.1363].

ω1 = 0.3473, ω2 = 0.1242, ω3 = 0.1427, ω4 = 0.2195, ω5 = 0.1260.

Table 4. Judgment matrix and weight of attribute U1
Fig. 3. Updating model for information fusion

3. Reliability and risk assessment of electronic system
3.1. Calculate the weight and reliability of relay system
A large amount of relays are used in the aircraft electronic systems. We can easily get the hierarchical classification of the relays
according to different attributes of the relays. In this case study, we
establish three hierarchies as shown in Fig. 4 [6].
Based on the procedure presented by Eq. (1) - Eq. (9), we obtain
the judgment matrixes and weights for different attributes considered

Fig. 4. Attributes hierarchy of a relay

u11

u12

u13

u11

[1.0,1.0]

[1.4,3.3]

[2.0,6.7]

u12

[0.3,0.7]

[1.0,1.0]

[1.0,1.7]

u13

[0.15,0.5]

[0.6,1.0]

[1.0,1.0]

x1− = (0.5562,0.2625,0.1813)

α = 0.8658

x1+ = (0.6047,0.2259,0.1692)

β = 1.1283

ω11 = [0.4815,0.6822], ω12 = [0.2272,0.2548], ω13 = [0.1569,0.1909]
ω11 = 0.5818, ω12 = 0.2410, ω13 = 0.1739.
for the risk analysis of the delays.
These matrixes and weights are shown
in Table 3 – Table 8.
To compare the results between
the IAHP and the AHP, the weights of
attributes are obtained using the AHP.
These weights are obtained using the
method introduced by Yuan [18]. We
denote these weights as ∇ and presented in Table 9.
A pictorial description of the comparison of the weight between the AHP
and IAHP is presented in Figure 5.
Then we separately calculate the
standard deviation of these two groups
of weight and denote them as σ i and
σ i . A comparison of the standard deviation of the weights are given in Table 10.
From Table 10, we can figure out
that the standard deviation σ i of each
weight obtained by the IAHP is smaller
than the corresponding σ i using AHP.
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Table 5. Judgment matrix and weight of attribute U 2

u21

Table 7. Judgment matrix and weight of attribute U 4

u21

u22

u23

u24

[1.0,1.0]

[0.6,1.2]

[0.6,1.2]

[1.0,1.5]

u41

[1.0,1.0]

[0.6,1.2]

[1.0,1.7]

u42

[1.0,1.0]

[0.6,1.2]

u43

u22
u23
u24

u41

u42

u43

[1.0,1.0]

[0.6,1.0]

[0.5,0.8]

[1.0,1.0]

[0.8,1.7]
[1.0,1.0]

[1.0,1.0]

x4− = (0.2668,0.3690,0.3641)

α = 0.8987

x2− = (0.2448,0.2649,0.2533,0.2369)

α = 0.8806

x4+ = (0.2508,0.3847,0.3643)

β = 1.0952

x2+ = (0.2370,0.2661,0.2680,0.2287)

β = 1.1128

ω41 = [0.2497,0.2846], ω42 = [0.3316,0.4213], ω43 = [0.3272,0.3989].

ω41 = 0.2706, ω42 = 0.3664, ω43 = 0.3630.

ω21 = [0.2155,0.2637], ω22 = [0.2332,0.2961],
ω23 = [0.2230,0.2982], ω24 = [0.2086,0.2544].

ω21 = 0.2396, ω22 = 0.2646, ω23 = 0.2606, ω24 = 0.2315.

Table 8. Judgment matrix and weight of attribute U 5

Table 6. Judgment matrix and weight of attribute U 3

u31

u32

[1.0,1.0]

[2.2, 2.7]

u51

[1.0,1.0]

u52

x3− = (0.7090,0.2909)

α = 0.9787

u53

x3+ = (0.7090,0.2909)

β = 1.0209

u31
u32

ω31 = [0.6938,0.7238], ω32 = [0.2847,0.2969].
ω31 = 0.7088, ω32 = 0.2908.

u51

u52

u53

[1.0,1.0]

[2.0, 2.9]

[1.7,5.0]

[1.0,1.0]

[1.2,1.8]
[1.0,1.0]

x5− = (0.5572,0.2684,0.1742)

α = 0.9046

x5+ = (0.5809,0.2279,0.1910)

β = 1.0886

ω51 = [0.5040,0.6323], ω52 = [0.2427,0.2480], ω53 = [0.1575,0.2079].

ω51 = 0.5683, ω52 = 0.2453, ω53 = 0.1827.

Fig. 5. Comparison of weights obtained by AHP and IAHP
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Table 9. Weights obtained using traditional AHP and IAHP

AHP

IAHP

∇1

∇2

∇3

∇4

∇5

0.3255

0.1362

0.1389

0.2698

0.1296

∇11 = 0.6008
∇12 = 0.2223
∇13 = 0.1769

∇ 21 = 0.2651
∇ 22 = 0.2623
∇ 23 = 0.2467
∇ 24 = 0.2259

∇31 = 0.7183
∇32 = 0.2817

∇ 41 = 0.2779
∇ 42 = 0.3503
∇ 43 = 0.3718

∇51 = 0.5851
∇52 = 0.2508
∇53 = 0.1641

ω1

ω2

ω3

ω4

ω5

0.3473

0.1242

0.1427

0.2195

0.1260

ω11 = 0.5718
ω12 = 0.2410
ω13 = 0.1739

ω21 = 0.2396
ω22 = 0.2646
ω23 = 0.2606
ω24 = 0.2315

ω31 = 0.7088
ω32 = 0.2908

ω41 = 0.2706
ω42 = 0.3664
ω43 = 0.3630

ω51 = 0.5683
ω52 = 0.2453
ω53 = 0.1827

Table 10. The standard deviation of the weight for each attribute using AHP and IAHP
AHP

σ1 = 0.2327

σ 2 = 0.0180

σ 3 = 0.3087

σ 4 = 0.0588

σ 5 = 0.2223

IAHP

σ1 = 0.2187

σ 2 = 0.0160

σ 3 = 0.2956

σ 4 = 0.0544

σ 5 = 0.2069

Table 11. The interval-number comprehensive weight Cii

Table 12. The normalized comprehensive weight Cii

C11

[0.1366,0.2803]

C12

[0.0645,0.1047]

C13

[0.0445,0.0784]

C11

0.2084

C12

0.0846

C13

0.0614

C21

[0.0264,0.0331]

C22

[0.0286,0.0372]

C23

[0.0274,0.0375]

C21

0.0297

C22

0.0658

C23

0.0324

C24

[0.0256,0.0320]

C31

[0.0930,0.1095]

C32

[0.0382,0.0449]

C24

0.0288

C31

0.1012

C32

0.0415

C41

[0.0427,0.0716]

C42

[0.0591,0.1099]

C43

[0.0583,0.1041]

C41

0.0571

C42

0.0845

C43

0.0812

C51

[0.0583,0.0862]

C52

[0.0281,0.0338]

C53

[0.0182,0.0283]

C51

0.0722

C52

0.0309

C53

0.0232

Table 13. The allocated results of subsystem reliability

λ11

0.0029

λ12

0.0072

λ13

0.0099

λ21

0.0052

λ22

0.0047

λ23

0.0048

λ24

0.0054

λ31

0.0058

λ32

0.0142

λ41

0.0084

λ42

0.0057

λ43

0.0059

λ51

0.0031

λ52

0.0072

λ53

0.0097

R11

0.8413

R12

0.6511

R13

0.5543

R21

0.7335

R22

0.7557

R23

0.7512

R24

0.7248

R31

0.7078

R32

0.4290

R41

0.6062

R42

0.7120

R43

0.7036

R51

0.8313

R52

0.6511

R53

0.5610
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of weight and reliability of subsystems

The IAHP is then demonstrated more credible and better than the AHP
for weight derivation. The IAHP is then chosen when we carry out the
risk assessment of sub-systems.
According to the Eq. (5) and Eq. (9), we have the interval-number
comprehensive weight Cii and the normalized comprehensive weight
Cii for each unit in the whole system. They are separately given in
Table 11 and Table 12.
If the failure rate of the system is λ = 0.02 , we can get the reliability of each subsystem through Eq. (10) and Eq. (11). The results
are shown in Table 13.
Based on the weight and reliability of subsystems, we can compare the difference of subsystems through their weight and reliability.
A pictorial description of the comparison is given in Figure 6.

3.2. Risk assessment using Bayesian network
In this case study, we consider two aspects and three factors that
affect the risk level of the system. The relationships between these
aspects and factors for risk level of the system is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The relationship of factors for the risk level of the system

And then we present the Bayesian network model for risk assessment. It is shown in Fig. 8.

π13 = (0.3,0.4,0.3) at the time point t = 60 in Table 16. The results
of information fusion and risk assessment is obtained and shown in
Table 17.
In addition, we can derive the priori information of the sub-system
u32 when t = 160, which is π 32 = (0.8,0.1,0.1) . Similarly, the results
of information fusion and risk assessment at this time point is obtained and shown in Table 18.
According to Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we find that the failure rate of a
susbsystem is inversely proportional to its weight under the corresponding criterion. Accordingly, we can figure out the fault location
based on the weights of the subsystems, which is the subsystem with
the smallest weight is suspect to give rise to the highest risk.
In addition, by comparing the results given in Table 17 and Table
18, we can conclude that the risk assessment is affected greatly by
the prior information of subsystems obtained through the IAHP at the
beginning. However, as the progression of the risk assessment, the effect of prior information is gradually mitigated by the incorporation of
evidence information. For example, the probabilities of risk levels obtained in the first simulation are close to the probabilities derived from
the historical information π ( R ) . This is because that an informative
prior is incorporated in the first simulation. It is given as that if the
probability of high risk level is much larger than other risk levels, the
system/subsystem will experience a high risk. As the progression of
risk assessment, the results of risk assessment are updating gradually.
The probability that the system/subsystem will experience a high risk
is gradually decreasing. This is due to the effect that the information
provided by the evidences is incorporated gradually. As a result, this
assessment method can not only incorporate the evidence information
transmitted through the Bayesian network, but also synthesize all the
historical results derived through the IAHP.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 8. The Bayesian network model for risk assessment

We define the following fuzzy subsets and their probabilities in
Table 14 for the factors presented in Figure 7.
Then we can approximately get the matrix of conditional probability distributions based on inference rule introduced above and presented in Table 2. The results are shown in Table 15.
Based on the condition probability matrixes, we can get the prior
information π ii for each sub-system at the time point t=60. The results are given in Table 16.
By utilizing the updating model for information fusion presented
in Figure 3, we can assess the risk level of each sub-system. Take
the sub-system u13 as an example. We know that the prior information about the risk level of this sub-system u13 is identified as
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This paper introduces a method for reliability and risk assessment
of complex system. The issue of epistemic uncertainty introduced
by the incorporation of subject judgment is investigated by adopting the IAHP. The problem of information fusion restulted from the
handling of multiple risk factors is studied by utilizing the Bayesian
network. The reliability and the weights of subsytems are obtained
using the IAHP under the idea of reliability allocation. The reliability
and weights are then further incoporated as prior information for the
risk assessment of the system. The risk assessment is implemented
by combining the prior information and the evidence information
through the Bayesian network. Finally, we demonstrate the proposed
method through the risk assessment of the aircraft electronic system in
various conditions. The results demonstrate that the proposed method
can not only incorporate the evidence information, but also synthesize
all the historical information.
By utilizing the IAHP and the Bayesian method, the proposed
method can take full account of the uncertain factors that affect the
fault location. The results obtained using the Bayesian method is consistent with the actual failure data. That is to say, it can accurately
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Table 14. Fuzzy subsets and event probabilities
Set

Probability

Safety and Risk Level

A={high middle low}

[0~0.3,0.3~0.6,0.6~1]

Frequency of Damage

F={few middle many}

[0~0.3,0.3~0.6,0.6~1]

Ease of Damage

H={difficult middle easy}

[0~0.3,0.3~0.6,0.6~1]

Consequence of Risk

S={great middle little}

[0~0.3,0.3~0.6,0.6~1]

Table 15. Conditional probability matrix

Safety and Risk Level

F={few middle many}

H={difficult middle easy}

S={great middle little}

High
Middle
Low

 0.1 0.3 0.6 
0.4 0.4 0.2 


0.6 0.3 0.1

 0.1 0.5 0.4 
0.4 0.3 0.3


0.6 0.2 0.2 

 0.8 0.1 0.1 
0.6 0.3 0.1 


 0.1 0.45 0.45

Table 16. The prior information π ii of each sub-system

π11

(0.1,0.1,0.8)

π12

(0.15,0.15,0.7)

π13

(0.3,0.4,0.3)

π 21

(0.15,0.15,0.7)

π 22

(0.1,0.1,0.8)

π 23

(0.1,0.1,0.8)

π 24

(0.15,0.15,0.7)

π 31

(0.15,0.15,0.7)

π 32

(0.2,0.6,0.2)

π 41

(0.3,0.4,0.3)

π 42

(0.15,0.15,0.7)

π 43

(0.15,0.15,0.7)

π 51

(0.1,0.1,0.8)

π 52

(0.15,0.15,0.7)

π 53

(0.3,0.4,0.3)

Table 17. The results of information fusion and risk assessment of sub-system u13 at time point t = 60
Serial number

δF

δH

δS

Bel

1

[0,0,1]

[0,1,0]

[1,0,0]

[0.8486,0.1454,0.0060]

2

[0.4,0.3,0.3]

[0.8,0.1,0.1]

[1,0,0]

[0.2413,0.6066,0.1221]

3

[0.1,0.8,0.1]

[0,0.2,0.8]

[0,0,1]

[0.2339,0.2650,0.5011]

Table 18. The results of information fusion and risk assessment of sub-system u32 when t = 160
Serial number

δF

δH

δS

Bel

1

[0,0,1]

[0,1,0]

[1,0,0]

[0.9826,0.0164,0.0010]

2

[0.4,0.3,0.3]

[0.8,0.1,0.1]

[1,0,0]

[0.7902,0.1653,0.0445]

3

[0.1,0.8,0.1]

[0,0.2,0.8]

[0,0,1]

[0.7304,0.0765,0.1931]

identify the fault location and assess the risk level of the subsystems.
The accurate fault location and effective risk assessment can greatly
facilitate the reliability improvement of the electric systems. In addition, there are some aspects that deserve further investigation. We
will continue to investigate the risk assessment by incorporating other
scales in the IAHP. In addition, the implication of the proposed method to other engineering system is of interest for further investigation.
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Analysis of the risk of double-deck bus rollover at the avoidance
of an obstacle (analytical approach and computer simulation)

Analiza zagrożenia przewróceniem się autobusu piętrowego
podczas omijania przeszkody (ujęcie analityczne
i symulacja komputerowa)*
When critical traffic situations are analysed, particular attention should be paid to the behaviour of double-deck buses in curvilinear motion. Due to the high location of the centre of mass of such vehicles, even relatively low values of vehicle speed result in
a considerable risk of bus rollover under the impact of lateral forces.The paper presents an analytical approach to the bus motion
along a road bend and a computer simulation of the process of avoiding an obstacle having suddenly sprung up. At the first stage,
the hazards encountered during motion along a curve with constant radius were analysed; the motion along a curvilinear path
with dynamically varying radius was explored at the second stage. The analysis of the risk of bus rollover at the avoidance of an
obstacle is based on a model of bus motion dynamics with 12 degrees of freedom. The calculations were carried out with the use
of a computational program specially built for this purpose where a double-deck bus model and a bus driver model, adapted to
the traffic situation analysed, were applied.
Keywords: road traffic safety, double-deck buses, bus rollover, bus driver training.
Podczas analizy krytycznych sytuacji w ruchu drogowym szczególną uwagę warto skierować na zachowanie się autobusów piętrowych (double deck) w ruchu krzywoliniowym. Pojazdy te, wobec wysoko położonego środka masy, są zagrożone przewróceniem się pod działaniem sił bocznych już przy stosunkowo niskich wartościach prędkości jazdy. W pracy przedstawiono ujęcie
analityczne w odniesieniu do ruchu autobusu na łuku drogi oraz symulację komputerową procesu omijania nagle pojawiającej
się przeszkody. W pierwszym etapie analizie poddano zagrożenia podczas ruchu krzywoliniowego o stałym promieniu, a w drugim
rozważa się ruch krzywoliniowy z dynamicznie zmiennym promieniem. Analiza zagrożenia przewróceniem się podczas gwałtownego omijania przeszkody jest oparta na modelu dynamiki autobusu o 12 stopniach swobody. Obliczenia przeprowadzono przy
wykorzystaniu zbudowanego w tym celu programu obliczeniowego, w którym aplikowano model autobusu piętrowego i model
kierowcy, dostosowany do analizowanej sytuacji drogowej.
Słowa kluczowe: bezpieczeństwo ruchu drogowego, autobusy piętrowe, przewracanie się autobusów (bus rollover), szkolenie kierowców autobusów.

1. Introduction
During recent years, more and more attention has been paid to the
acquisition of knowledge of the factors that cause critical situations in
the motor vehicletraffic. To analyse the related issues, results of the
testing of vehicles and vehicle modelsare taken as a basis.
Double-deck buses constitute a separate category of motor vehicles; they are in growing demand because of their high passenger
transportation capability. The number of double-deckers used in intercity traffic is rapidly increasing. Therefore, research becomes obviously needed to get to know, inter alia, the characteristic features of
behaviour of such vehicles in critical traffic conditions. However, the
possibilities of testing double-deckers in the conditions of high rollover risk are limited by low availability and high cost of such buses. In
consequence, it is very difficult to find reliable data for modellingthe
pre-accident situations of such vehicles and for exploring the doubledeck bus rollover process.

Among the factors that cause critical situations in the operation
of motor vehicles, those worth mentioning at first are the rapidly performed manoeuvers in curvilinear motion, including the avoidance of
an obstacle having suddenly sprung up [18].
The critical situations in curvilinear motion are usually analysed
from the point of view of improving the simulation models of driver
assistance systems for passenger cars, sportutility vehicles (SUV),
and light transport vehicles (LTV), with a predefined vehicle trajectory [2, 5, 7, 15]. The processes of rollover of motor trucks and special
vehicles are also examined by analysing the behaviour of scaled-down
remotely controlled mobile physical models of such vehicles [14, 19].
The works concerning the analyses of accident hazards and improvement of bus passenger protection systems [6, 10, 11, 16] may be considered as a separate group. On the other hand, there is a lack of reports of exploring the processes where hazards are created during the
curvilinear motion of double-deck buses and where the effects of such
processes may provide recommendations for defining the acceptable

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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conditions of operation of such vehicles and for training bus drivers
in respect of minimizing the risk of rollover of such vehicles in road
traffic. From this point of view, a factor of significant importance is
also the very low position of driver’s seat in double-deckers (below
the floor of the lower deck), in result of which the driver cannot detect
early enough the developing symptoms of the imminent rollover risk.
Statistical data on accidents confirm that the most severe accidents
(i.e. the events with the highest numbers of casualties) are those where
bus rollover occurred [10]. A characteristic feature of such accidents
is the fact that most of them took place without a collision with other
vehicles or road obstacles [6]. For bus rollover accidents, the ratio of
the number of deaths to the number of accidents is 1.5 as high as that
for all the other types of bus accidents [6]; for the number of severely
injured people, this ratio is 1.8.
The main purpose of the analysis presented in the subsequent part
of this paper was to determine the values of the factors that characterize the critical situations of double-deckers in the road traffic. The
risks that reveal themselves in critical situations were analysed. The
paper includes calculation results,whichmake it possibleto formulate
recommendations important for the training of double-decker drivers
and to define the acceptable conditions of operation ofa specific vehicle. The conclusions of this analysis are important for defining the
limitations in the conditions of vehicle operation [14, 16, 18]. In the
calculations carried out, a critical value of the vehicle speed is to be
determined. Simultaneously, however, the values of other quantities
related to the curvilinear motion are sought that might warn the driver
about a pre-accident situation. The recording of the quantities thus
selected will facilitate the analysis of road accidents [13]. The rollover
of a motor vehicle is counted among the most complex (difficult for
analysing) road accidents.

2. The risk of bus rollover
In practice, an indicator referred to as SSF (Static Stability Factor) [7] is used as the starting point for determining the risk of vehicle
rollover. This indicator is calculated from vehicle design parameters:

Fig. 1. Vehicle rollover risk vs. SSF value. The shaded area represents the
SSF-based rollover prediction for double-deck buses

with passenger cars (dashed line) and SUVs and LTVs taken together
(solid line) [1, 7]. In paper [7], the results of analysis of the accidents where SUVs and LTVs were involved have been analytically
represented in the form of a regression curve, plotted with the use of
a logistic regression model, which makes it possible to calculate the
SSF-based prediction of a rollover during a road accident (referred to
as “rollrate,” to be distinguished from the real-world rollover risk):
Rollrate =

1

(2)

1 + e[C1 + C2 ln( SSF − 0,90)]

where C1 = 2.7546 and C2 = 1.1814.
The regression curve dependent on the SSF value (heavy solid red
line) has also been shown in Fig. 1, where two fine lines have been
added to represent the results of authors’ own extrapolation calculations made with the use of the data given in publications [1] and [7].
These curves have been characterized in Table 2.
Table 2. Regression equations and estimates of the vehicle rollover risk indicator (RW)

SSF =

bK
2hS

(1)

where bK is the vehicle wheel track and hS is the height of the centre
of mass.
The calculated values of this indicator have been given in Table 1. The lower this indicatorvalue, the higher the risk of vehicle
rollover [18]. Hence, the rollover risk is very high for double-deckers,
which is confirmed by statistical data on road accidents [1, 10, 11].
The estimated relation between the vehicle rollover risk and the SSF
value is illustrated in Fig. 1. The rollover risk represents the ratio of
the number of vehicle rollover accidents to the total number of accidents with vehicles of the category under consideration.
Table 1. SSF values
Motor vehicle category

SSF value

Passenger cars

1.2÷1.55

SUV and LTV

1.0÷1.2

Conventional buses

0.85÷1.0

Double-deck buses

0.6÷0.75

The risk was calculated with taking into account only the accidents where no other vehicles were involved. In Fig. 1, the heavy
lines have been plotted on the grounds of analyses of road accidents
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Regression equation for the risk
indicator

Coefficient of determination R2

Source of data

RW = 1.045SSF2 -3.312SSF+2.702

0.998

[1], dashed
line

RW = 14.989SSF4-81
.179SSF3+164.87SSF2-149
.18SSF+50.999

0.999

[7], solid line

When extrapolating from these data to the area of the SSF values that correspond to double-deck buses, one may draw a conclusion
that the double-decker rollover risk is almost 3 times as high as the
rollover risk for passenger cars. This clearly highlights the degree of
rollover risk faced by the double-deck buses and justifies the necessity
of investigation into this problem.

3. Preparation of a static model
Predominantly, vehicle rollover is caused by the excessive lateral
forces (usually inertia forces) that occur when complex road manoeuvres are performed.
The research works on this problem may be based on analytical
calculations and computer simulations and they are chiefly aimed at:
–– Determining the critical value of vehicle speed;
–– Obtaining information about the vehicle operation factors that
might indicate the emerging hazard to the driver even before the
critical value of the bus body tilt angle is reached.
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To make the calculations, a set of reliable data must be prepared
that would characterize important design features of double-deck
buses. However, the necessary data are difficult to be obtained. In this
situation, a static model of the bus under consideration was built for
the necessary values of the parameters describing the bus design to be
determined [17]. The model was used for determining the coordinates
of the centre of vehicle mass and the central moments of inertia of the
bus body with and without passengers (and their luggage) with the
best possible accuracy. The static model was built on the grounds of
an analysis of the construction of double-deck buses. It consisted of a
number of solids whose geometry and mass distribution corresponded
to those of the major bus components. As the starting point, the available technical specifications of the Skyliner L, TD 925, and B9TL 6x2
buses were used [4, 21]. The general construction of the static model
has been shown in Fig. 2.

Table 4. Starting-point data used to calculate the characteristics of the bus
suspension system; symbol “W0” indicates the set of nominal data
Bus without passengers

Suspension system “W0”

Static deflection of the suspension system

0.15 m

Bus with passengers
Static deflection of the suspension system

0.19 m

The results of these calculations (Table 5) were used as input data
for the computations of the bus model motion at the avoidance of an
obstacle having suddenly sprung up.
The fulfilment in practice of the ride comfort criterion is evident
from e.g. the fact that the frequencies of free vertical and angular
lateral vibrations of the bus body were brought to values within the
range from 1 to 1.6 Hz. The description of detailed calculations within this scope has been
omitted here.

5. Analytical calculations

Fig. 2. The arrangement of solids and seats in the static model [17]
Table 3. Values of the design parameters of the double-decker model with and without passengers (and
their luggage) [17]
Length

14.00 m

Wheelbase, 1-2

6.90 m

Height

4.20 m

Wheelbase, 2-3

1.30 m

Width

2.50 m

Bus without passengers, mass 17 275 kg:
Location of the centre of mass (cf. Fig. 3)

Moment of inertia of the bus body

X0

5.28 m

Ix

35 000 kg⋅m2

Y0

0

Iy

298 000 kg⋅m2

Z0

1.45 m

Iz

288 000 kg⋅m2

Bus fully loaded with passengers, mass 25 000 kg
X0

5.25 m

Ix

49 000 kg⋅m2

Y0

0

Iy

411 000 kg⋅m2

Z0

1.73 m

Iz

396 000 kg⋅m2

The main results of the calculations made on the grounds of the
model thus built have been given in Table 3.

4. Model of vibrations of the suspension system
A separate stage of the preliminary calculations was dedicated to the determining of the
stiffness and damping coefficient values for the
suspension system of individual vehicle axles.
The calculations were carried out with the use
of a model of vertical and angular lateral vibrations of a solid representing the vehicle body
seated on three axles, where tandem axles 2
and 3 being close to each other were replaced
with a single equivalent axle situated at a distance of L from the front axleof the bus (Fig. 3).

In consideration of the unavailability of
results of research on the behaviour of doubledeck buses in critical situations in curvilinear
motion, analytical calculations were carried out,
where the previously determined characteristics
of the static model were used. The objective was
to estimate, for the vehicle moving along a road
bend, the limit speed values wherethe exceeding of such a limit would result in the following
critical situations:
–– side-slip of driving axle wheels;
–– wheel lift-off on one vehicle side;
–– vehicle body tilt to the state of unstable
equilibrium (Fig. 5b).
At analyses of this type, the instant of wheel
lift-off is in most cases taken as the beginning of
the process of vehicle rollover on the side. The
system of the forces applied to the static model
representing the bus driven along a road bend
has been shown in Fig. 4.
The small impact of tyre deflection on the
body tilt was ignored. The tilting bus body rotates around the axis of tilt, the trace of which
(R) has been marked on the sketch in Fig. 4.
Based on the equation of equilibrium of the moments of forces acting on the bus body relative
to tilt axis R, we have:

FQ ⋅ h prz + Qsφ = M spr

(3)

where Mspr = moment of the suspension spring forces,calculated from
the following:

Fig. 3. Sketch of the bus model with explanation of the symbols used
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Table 5. Calculated characteristics of the bus suspension system in the “W0” state
Suspension characteristic

Unit

Bus without
passengers

Bus fully loaded
with passengers

Suspension stiffness coefficient, calculated for the position of static equilibrium, for the suspension
of axles Nos. 1, 2, and 3, respectively

kN/m

339; 395; 395

387; 452; 452

0.44

0.36

Dimensionless critical damping ratio, gamma
Frequency of free vertical vibration of the bus body

rad/s

8.09

7.00

Frequency of angular lateral vibration of the bus body

rad/s

6.58

5.73

Based on this, the maximum value of the vehicle speed v → vMAX
was determined, such that the exceeding of this limit would result in
starting the process of vehicle rollover on the road bend:
vMAX = bK gR

Fig. 4. Side tilt of the bus body supported by a spring suspension system under the influence of a side force applied to the centre of mass of the
bus body

 n

b2
M spr =  2∑ (ki si + k si )  φ = kφφ
4
 i

where:

– see Figs. 3 and 4;
– stiffness coefficient of the anti-roll bar of
the ith axle;

kφ = f (φ )

– angular stiffness of the suspension system
at a body tilt angle of φ.

At an assumption that:
(5)

the following was obtained after transformations:

φ≅

FQ h prz
kφ − Qh prz

(6)

The process of vehicle rollover under the impact of centrifugal
force FQ is initiated by the fact that the values of normal reactions Zi″
approach zero (Fig. 4). It follows from the equation of equilibrium of
moments calculated in relation to point A in Fig. 4 that

Q v2
b

FQ hs − Q  K − sφ  = 0 , where FQ =
g R
 2


(7)

The substitution of (5) and (6) to the above equation produces:

2

Qv
b
hs − Q K + Qh prz
2
g R
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Q v2
h prz
g R
=0
kφ − Qh prz

)

2hs kφ − Qh prz + 2Qh 2prz

(9)

At the next step, the process of increase in the side tilt angle,
leading to vehicle rollover (Fig. 5), was considered. In particular,
the speed vkr (higher than vMAX) was calculated, at which the vehicle
would reach the position of unstable equilibrium (Fig. 5b).

(4)

ki, bsi
ksi

sφ ≅ h przφ ,

(

kφ − Qh prz

(8)

Fig. 5. Vehicle positions during the rollover process: a – initial position; b –
position of unstable equilibrium

The transition from the position shown in Fig. 4 to that in Fig. 5b
is a result of work done by force FQ, i.e.
∆FQ =

2
mvkr
mv 2
m 2
2
)
− MAX = (vkr
− vMAX
R
R
R

(10)

Now, the value of vkr was determined from the above after transformations as follows:
vk r =

2 Rg
2
(rW − hS ) + vMAX
bK

(11)

The above equations were used for analytical calculations, the
results of which make it possible to evaluate the functional characteristics of, and the risks to be encountered by, the vehicle in curvilinear
motion. The calculations were started with determining the vehicle
speed at which a side-slip of wheels of the driving axles (equivalent
driving axle) would occur [16]:

vM = β N gR

β N = γ1 µ

L − x0
x
+ γ2 0
L
L
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where R is the road bend radius, γi is the coefficient of extra load Table 6. Characteristic values of bus speeds vMAX and vkr [m/s] on a road bend
on the ith bus axle resulting from the driving force, and γN2 is the
Value for
Value for
specific driving force [16].
Description
R = 100 m
R = 200 m
Results of vMAX calculation according to equation (9) have been
presented in Fig. 6. The determined vMAX speed values indicate the
Conventional bus, wheel lift-off speed
beginning of the wheel lift-off process on the bus side where the
30.9
43.7
• without passengers
wheel load is reduced in result of the action of the lateral force.
• fully loaded with passengers
28.4
40.2
These results have been compared with results of calculation of
Double-deck bus, wheel lift-off speed
the vehicle speed vM at which a side-slip of wheels of the driving
26.9
38.1
axles would occur. The speed causing the side-slip was determined
• without passengers
• fully loaded with passengers
for two values of the coefficient of adhesion of bus tyres to the
24.9
35.2
road surface, i.e. μ = 0.5 and μ = 0.8 (denoted by “VM 0.5” and
Conventional bus, critical rollover speed
“VM 0.8” in Fig. 6).
36.8
52.1
• without passengers
An important feature of the behaviour of double-deck buses can
• fully loaded with passengers
be clearly seen here: during motion along a road bend, the bus speed
34.1
48.2
ranges where the side-slip and rollover processes begin coincide
Double-deck bus, critical rollover speed
with each other. This is a meaningful difference in the behaviour of
32.4
45.8
• without passengers
double-deckers in comparison with that of conventional buses, for
• fully loaded with passengers
which these speed ranges differ from each other (cf. Figs. 6 and 7).
30.0
42.5
This difference in bus behaviour in a critical situation has a significant impact on the safety of ride, especially where the same drivers
Table 7. Critical tilt angle values for the buses under consideration
use different buses.
A comparison between the calculation results, a part of which has
Bus type
Height of the centre of mass
Critical tilt angle
been presented in Fig. 6, indicates the following:
[m]
[deg]
–– The side-slip initiation speed vM on road surfaces with the coConventional
1.1÷1.3
38÷45
efficient of adhesion of 0.5÷0.6 is lower than the rollover iniDouble-deck
1.4÷1.7
31÷38
tiation speed vMAX, which may “inform” the driver about the
emerging hazard and warns against a critical situation in the
movement of double-deck buses without and with passengers;
The speed at which the vehicle reaches the position of unstable
–– The side-slip initiation speed on road surfaces with high values
equilibrium (Fig. 5b), calculated from equation (11), has been treated
of the coefficient of adhesion (0.7÷0.8) is not markedly lower
in the subsequent part of this paper as the critical speed for the motion
than the rollover initiation speed vMAX, which will result in an
along a road bend.
extremely dangerous road situation when significant lateral
In Fig. 7, heavy lines AP1 and AP2 represent changes in the values
forces occur.
of the critical speed of a double-deck bus vs. road
bend radius. These values are definitely lower
(by about 10 m/s) than those calculated for conventional buses (heavy lines AK1 and AK2).
To compare in more detail the behaviours
of a double-decker and a conventional bus in
critical situations on a road bend, refer to the
numerical values given in Tables 6 and 7.
The critical tilt angle was calculated on the
grounds of an analysis of the tilting of the static
bus model. The numerical values have been
brought together in Table 7.
Fig. 6. Wheel lift-off speed vMAX (heavy lines) and side-slip initiation speed vM (fine red lines) vs. radius
of the road bend along which the bus would move, with polynomial approximations: AP1 and AP2
represent a double-decker without passengers and fully loaded with passengers, respectively; AK1
and AK2 similarly represent a conventional bus

Fig. 7. Critical rollover speed vkr (heavy lines) and side-slip initiation speed vM (fine red lines)
vs. radius of the bus trajectory; for the graph marking see Fig. 6

6. Road situation. Modelling of the
driver
In result of growing traffic intensity and
drive speeds, the manoeuvre of avoiding an obstacle that has suddenly sprung up becomes increasingly difficult for being safely performed.
This problem related to the traffic of passenger
cars has been investigated in the work described
in paper [5], where it has been shown that the
manoeuvre of avoiding an obstacle may be
more advantageous than braking. During the
manoeuvre of avoiding an obstacle, the vehicle
follows a trajectory consisting of curvilinear
sections with varying radii of curvature. For the
manoeuvre to be performed, a driver model was
applied which automatically changed the turning angle of the steered wheels.
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The driver model adopted was designed to follow a present bus
trajectory. The experiments and measurements carried out within the
work described in [3] made it possible to estimate the range of changes in the parameters characterizing the driver’s actions during the manoeuvre of avoiding an obstacle. For this purpose, a PID driver model,
i.e. a driver model with a proportional–integral–derivative controller, was adopted, where the maximum turning angles of the steering
wheel and the steered axle wheels were up to 500 deg and 25 deg,
respectively, and they could be achieved within a time of 1 s.
The output of the driver model was applied as an input to the bus
model.

n

mx = ∑ Fxi

i =1


n

my = ∑ Fyi

i =1

n

mz = ∑ Fzi

i =1


k
 I x 'ω x ' + I z 'ω y 'ω z ' − I y 'ω y 'ω z ' = ∑ M x ' j
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'
'
'
'
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z
z
y
x
y
x
x
y

j =1


7. Model of bus motiondynamics
The work was focused on vehicle movement on a flat horizontal
section of a two-lane road, with no cross slope, 7 m wide, and with
hardened road shoulders. The plan shown in Fig. 8 illustrates the following road situation:
–– An obstacle has suddenly sprung up on the bus lane;
–– At the instant of the obstacle being noticed by the driver, the
distance between the bus and the obstacle is shorter than the
minimum achievable bus stopping distance;
–– The bus may onlyenter the adjacent lane for a while shorter
than 3÷4 s.
The road situation plan presented in Fig. 8 shows an outline of the
trajectory of the bus centre of mass, where A = 30 m. This trajectory
is represented by the red line in Fig. 11. The reference frames adopted
when building the model of bus motion dynamics have been shown
in Fig. 9.
In the model, the bus superstructure was treated as a rigid body
with six degrees of freedom, where the movements of each wheel
(along the axes parallel to the vertical axis of the bus body) in result
of the spring action of the suspension system were taken into account
separately. Another six degrees of freedom of the model are related to
the rotation of each of the bus wheels taken separately.
The equations of motion of the bus body solid have the form as
follows:

where:

(13)

the symbol “prime” (′) has the meaning that the physical
quantity involved has been
referred to the local coordinate system {Sxyz};
m
– vehicle mass;

– vector from the origin of the
r
inertial coordinate system to
the centre of vehicle mass,
with vector coordinates (x,
y, z) being expressed in
terms of the reference frame
{Oxyz};
– moments of inertia of the
Ii
bus body relative to the
centre of mass, expressed in
terms of the reference frame
{Sxyz}, i.e. Ix′, Iy′, Iz′;
– external forces and moFxi,Fyi,Fzi,Mx′i, …
ments, as appropriate, acting on the bus body;
ωx′, ωy′, ωz′
– projections of the vector of
angular speed of the bus
body in terms of the reference frame {Sxyz}.
The bus behaviour at the input applied by
the driver model depends on the interaction
between the tyres and the road surface [8].
The description of the forces acting on the
tyres has been based on a semi-empirical tyre
model named TMeasy [20], which makes it
possible to approximate the actual forces and
Fig. 8. Road situation plan used at the simulation of a manoeuvre of avoiding an obstacle that moments generated by the tyre based on exhas suddenly sprung up
perimentally determined slip characteristics
of the pneumatic tyre. In the TMeasy model,
the characteristics of longitudinal reactions
XK vs. longitudinal slip and of lateral reactions
YK vs. lateral slip are taken into account. In
this work, the said characteristics were determined with the use of 255/70 R22.5 tyre test
results [9].
The values of the road surface reactions acting
on each of the wheels were determined at
each calculation step in the {Sxyz} coordinate
system, in accordance with the current state
Fig. 9. Reference frames adopted and tangent reactions at the point of contact between the tyre and the of the motion and with the local coefficient of
adhesion being taken into account, i.e.
road surface: Oxyz – global reference frame; Sxyz – local reference frame
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functions of bus speed have been added in the form of part B of individual drawings. As thecharacteristic parameters, the extreme values
=W;
W ≤ µ ZK
(14)
of the following quantities were chosen:
–– In Fig. 11B, the maximum values of deviations of the actual
where XK and YK are the tangent reactions, μ is the coefficient of adhetrajectory of the centre of mass of the bus from the present bus
sion, and ZK is the normal reaction at the contact between the tyre and
trajectory (denoted by “d”);
the road surface (Fig. 9; ZK is there perpendicular to the tyre drawing
–– In Fig. 12B, the maximum values of the turning angle of the
plane).
steered wheels in the initial phase of the manoeuvre of avoiding
The analysis of the bus behaviour when an obstacle having sudan obstacle (observed in the period from 0.1 to 0.4 s from the
denly sprung up is rapidly avoided is based on simulation calculations
start of carrying out the manoeuvre and denoted by “αM”);
carried out with the use of the PC Crash 9.0 computer software. This
–– In Fig. 13B, the extreme values of the bus body tilt angle (obprogram makes it possible not only to simulate the movement of a bus
served in the period from 2 to 3.5 s from the beginning of the
on wheels but also to simulate the vehicle rollover process and the
manoeuvre and denoted by “βM”);
movement of the bus sliding on its side or roof [11, 20].
–– In Fig. 14B, the extreme values of the side acceleration of the
The sequence of photographs presented in Fig. 10 shows that the
bus body centre of mass (observed in the period from 1.7 to 3.0 s
bus rollover process is preceded by significant side-slip of the rear axle
from the beginning of the manoeuvre and denoted by “aB”);
wheels (shadowed tyre traces) and increasing tilt of the bus body. The
–– In Fig. 15B, the minimum values of the pressure of bus wheels
calculation results have been shown where the selected characteristics
on the road on the side where the wheels are lifted off (observed
of the suspension system and the tyres were treated as nominal (W0).
in the period from 1.7 to 3.0 s from the beginning of the manoeuvre and denoted by “ZM”);
–– In Fig. 16B, the maximum values of the steered wheelslip angle
8. Main calculations. The impact of drive speed on bus
(observed in the period from 0.1 to 0.4 s from the start of carrybehaviour at the avoidance of an obstacle
ing out the manoeuvre and denoted by “δM”).
Simulation calculations were carried out for the bus moving withThe periods of observation of the characteristic parameters in the
out passengers (AP1) and with full load of passengers (AP2), with
graphs analysed were chosen after completion of the simulation cala constant speed, which was raised at successive simulations to a
culations and the analysis of the bus rollover process (ex-post). At
the current stage, the following was considered
important:
–– The parameters to be monitored should be
unequivocally related to the bus speed;
–– It should be possible to use the process of
changes in these parameters for the assessment
of increase in the risk in curvilinear motion of
the vehicle.
Fig. 11 shows the predefined and present
trajectory of the centre of mass of the bus and
an example of the actual trajectory of this centre
of mass, obtained as a result of the operation of
Fig. 10. Set of photographs from a simulation of the process of bus rollover during the avoid- the driver model (i.e. of changes in the steered
ance of an obstacle having suddenly sprung up (a passenger car suddenly came from wheels turning angle, see Fig. 12), during the
the road shoulder to the lane on which the bus was moving); bus fully loaded with pas- avoidance of an obstacle by a double-deck bus
driven with a speed of 70 and 80 km/h.
sengers, moving with a speed of 82 km/h
X K2

+ YK2

level at which the bus was found to roll over.
Figs. 11 through 16 (in the part denoted by “A”)
show examples of a few characteristic graphs
of changes in the physical quantities describing
the bus behaviour during the avoidance of an
obstacle, namely:
–– Trajectory of the centre of mass;
–– Turning angle of the steered wheels;
–– Bus body tilt angle;
–– Lateral (side) acceleration of the centre
of mass;
–– Bus wheel pressure on the road;
–– Slip angle of bus wheels (tires).
An analysis of changes in these quantities
vs. time or distance travelled provided grounds
for defining the parameters that might characterize the bus behaviour during the avoidance
of an obstacle and simultaneously be a basis
for determining the critical drive speed value.
In each of the Figs. 11 through 16, graphs of
changes in the said characteristic parameters as

Fig. 11. Examples of the trajectory of the centre of mass of a bus (A) and a graph showing the maximum
deviations (d) of the actual trajectory from the present one vs. bus speed (B)
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Fig. 12. Examples of changes in the steered wheel turning angle vs. time during the avoidance of an
obstacle (A) and a graph showing the maximum values of this angle (αM) vs. bus speed (B)

Fig. 13. Example curves representing the bus body tilt angle vs. time during the avoidance of an obstacle (A) and a graph showing the extreme values of this angle (βM) vs. bus speed (B)

Fig. 14. Example curves representing the lateral acceleration of the bus body centre of mass vs. distance
travelled during the avoidance of an obstacle (A) and a graph showing the extreme values of
this acceleration (aB) vs. bus speed (B)
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Fig. 15.Example curves representing changes in the wheel pressure on the road on one bus
side (A) and a graph showing the minimum wheel pressure values (ZM) vs. bus speed (B)

Fig. 16.Examples of changes in the slip angle of bus tyresvs. time during the avoidance of
an obstacle (A) and a graph showing the extreme values of this angle (δM) vs. bus
speed (B)
Figs. 11 and 12 show graphs of the calculated quantities vs. time
or the distance travelled. Since the driver model kept a preset value
of the bus speed for the whole manoeuvre time, the relation between
these arguments (time and distance) was constant and unequivocal.
Actually, time was chosen as the argument where the frequencies of
vibrations of the vehicle body seated on the suspension system might
substantially affect the function output.
The calculation results presented in Figs. 11 through 16 show the
substantial impact of changes in the steered wheel turning angle (i.e.
reactions of the driver model) on, first of all, bus body tilt angle and
lateral acceleration. In this input, the presence of components with
frequencies of 0.8 to 1.2 Hz can be noticed for a few periods (see
Fig. 12). This input frequency is close to the natural frequency of lateral vibrations of the bus body (cf. Table 5), which has an additional
and adverse impact on the lateral tilt of the bus body during the avoidance of an obstacle. The proximity of the resonance frequency of bus
body vibration is also indicated by big changes in the values of normal
wheel pressure on the road surface (cf. the simulation results shown
in Fig. 15).

9. Recapitulation
It is not easy to define a direct relationship between the simulation
results and the analytical calculations and some comments must be
added here regarding this issue:
–– The analytical calculations are only applicable to steady motion
with fixed control along a road bend with constant radius;
–– The process of avoiding an obstacle is a motion with dynamically changing radius of the vehicle trajectory curvature;
–– The results of simulation of an obstacle-avoiding manoeuvre
were obtained with taking into account the continuous reaction
of the driver model to deviations of the actual vehicle trajectory
from that having been present;
–– The manoeuvre under consideration is so complex that it shows
the favourable and unfavourable effects of the dynamic processes taking place (including those resulting from strong reactions of the driver model), in particular the processes of tyre
slip, side-slip of driving axle wheels, and bus body tilt up to the
bus rollover.
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An analysis of changes in the characteristic parameters chosen for
analysing the behaviour of a double-deck bus has led to the following
findings (see Tables 8 and 9):
–– The extreme values of the slip angle δM for the equivalent driving axle wheels and of the lateral acceleration aB of the bus
body centre of mass grew with increasing bus speeds;
–– The extreme values d of deviations of the actual bus trajectory
from the present one began to rapidly increase at a speed of
106÷108 km/h for the bus without passengers and of 81÷82 km/h
for the bus fully loaded with passengers;
–– The distance travelled by the bus driven with a speed close to
its critical value from the instant when bus wheels were lifted
off to the instant when the bus body tilt angle reached its critical value was 12 to 15 m and the time of travelling this distance

In the analytical calculations carried out for the bus motion along
a road bend, the rollover process was also found to be preceded by
wheel lift-off on one bus side, which occurred at a speed lower by
10÷15 km/h than the critical rollover speed (Table 9).
Table 9. Summary of the characteristic values for the bus motion along a
road bend. Analytical calculations, road bend radius R = 100 m
Bus without
passengers

Bus fully loaded
with passengers

Wheel lift-off took place [km/h]

97÷101

86÷90

Bus rollover took place [km/h]

111÷115

90÷94

The minimum bus speed at which:

The calculations carried out have revealed the following as regards the features and values that characterize the bus behaviour:
–– The critical bus rollover speed is 82÷110 km/h, deBus without
Bus fully loaded
pending on the number and arrangement of passenThe minimum bus speed at which:
passengers
with passengers
gers (the lowest and the highest value of this speed is
Wheel lift-off took place [km/h]
102÷104
74÷76
applicable to the bus fully loaded with passengers and
to the bus without passengers, respectively). The imBus rollover took place [km/h]
109÷110
82÷84
minent rollover is “signalled” by significant tyre slip,
The actual bus trajectory deviated from the
106÷108
81÷82
which simultaneously results in rapidly increasing depresent one by more than 1 m [km/h]
viation of the bus trajectory from that intended by the
The extreme value of the slip angle for the equiva93÷95
74÷76
driver and both of these factors clearly warn the driver
lent driving axle wheels exceeded 6 deg [km/h]
against the increasing hazard;
The extreme value of the bus body tilt angle ex108÷109
82÷84
–– The time elapsing from the instant of wheel lift-off
ceeded 30 deg [km/h]
to the achieving of the critical bus tilt angle value is
The lateral acceleration of the bus body centre of
104÷106
80÷81
0.4÷0.6 s at the highest bus speeds.
mass exceeded 6 m/s2 [km/h]
The analysis of the calculation results is a source
of important information about the process of rollover
of double-deckers and it indicates very serious hazards
was 0.4 to 0.6 s, depending on the bus speed;
encountered by such buses, related to low values of the SSF indicator.
–– The rollover process was preceded by rear wheels lift-off on one
The calculations have confirmed the high rollover risk (RW) to which
bus side, which already occurred at a speed lower by 6÷12 km/h
the double-deck buses are exposed in the real road traffic conditions.
than the critical rollover speed.

Table 8. Summary of the characteristic values of bus speed [km/h], determined from the computer
simulation of the obstacle-avoiding manoeuvre

A part of this work was done within research project No. N N509 502438 “Analysis of the possibility of modifying the superstructure of a
double-deck coach,” and N N509 554440 “Analysis of the possibility of minimizing dynamic loads and injuries for adults and children on a bus
seat during a road accident” where Andrzej Muszyński, D. Eng. (PIMOT, Warsaw) was the Project Manager.
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The Research of Dynamic Characteristics
of aVehicle Driving over Road Roughness
Badania dynamicznych charakterystyk ruchu pojazdu
na nierównościach drogi
The paper analyses the effect of road roughness on the variation of the vertical oscillations’ frequency of the sprung and unsprung
masses of a vehicle driving at varying speed. The research aims to determine the regularity with which the wheel of a vehicle moving at varying speed reproduces the roughness of road pavement texture. The theory of mathematical statistics is used to define
the distribution law of road defects measured during the experiment. In the present investigation, the displacements of the wheel
and suspension of the vehicle, driving at varying speed over the defects of the selected road section pavement, have been evaluated. Based on the frequency characteristic obtained from the measured data, the frequency variation of the displacements of the
sprung and unsprung masses in a vehicle moving on a rough road has been determined. The vertical acceleration of the wheel
and the body of a vehicle has been measured, and the frequency characteristic of vertical acceleration of the sprung and unsprung
vehicles’ masses has been analysed. The schematic view of the wheel’s axis displacement model is presented.
Keywords: vibrations, frequency, frequency characteristics, road roughness, dynamics, suspension displacement, wheel displacement, contact.
Artykuł analizuje wpływ nierówności drogi na zmiany częstotliwości dynamiki pionowej resorowanych i nieresorowanych mas
samochodu przy różnych prędkościach. Celem jest określenie wzoru nierówności drogi przy różnych prędkościach, za pomoca
analizy zmian częstotliwości drgań kół pojazdu. Podczas przeprowadzonego eksperymentu zmierzono nierówności drogi i za pomocą teorii analizy matematycznej określono charakterystykę nierówności nawierzchni. Podczas prób jazdy po nierównościach
wybranego odcinka drogi przy różnych prędkościach zmierzono przesunięcia pionowe koła i zawieszenia samochodu. Na podstawie charakterystyki częstotliwościowej oceniono zmiany częstotliwości przebiegów pionowych resorowanych i nieresorowanych mas pojazdu jadącego po nierównościach drogi. Zmierzono przyspieszenia pionowe koła oraz nadwozia i przeprowadzono
analizę częstotliwości przyspieszeń pionowych resorowanych i nieresorowanych mas. Przedstawiony jest schematyczny model
przesunięć osi koła.
Słowa kluczowe: wibracje, częstotliwość, charakterystyka częstotliwościowa, nierówności drogi, dynamika,
przebieg zawieszenia, przebieg koła, kontakt.

Symbols
Lh		
v		

– the length of the test road section, m;
– the vehicle’s motion speed, m/s;

q1 , q2

ld 		
g 		
h		
zf 		

– the vertical movement speed of sprung and unsprung
masses,
– time,
– the length of the test road section, m;
linear acceleration,
– a coefficient evaluating the properties of tyres and
shock-absorbers,
– the length of road section of road pavement,
– acceleration of gravity,
– depth of pothole,
– the vertical displacement (bounce) of front suspension,

zr 		
Δz 		
l		

– the vertical displacement (bounce) of the rear suspension,
– a oscillation limits of the rear suspension displacement
– the vehicle’s base,

t1, t2		
Lh		
a(t)		
ks		
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θ		
ma		
ω		
zi 		
φ 		
∆zi
		
Δzi		
Lk 		

h 		
ω 		
zi 		
l 		
θ 		

– pitch angle,
– a vehicle’s mass,
– angular oscillation along the vertical axis according to the
Fourier analysis,
– the vertical displacement of the wheels,
– the displacement angle of the curve,
– the speed of suspension movement ,
– the amplitude of suspension’s vertical displacement,
– the length of the contact zone of the wheel with the road
defect,
– a vertical coordinate (the depth of road pavement
depression),
– angular oscillation along the vertical axis according to the
Fourier analysis,
– the vertical displacement of the wheels,
– the vehicle’s base,
– pitch angle.
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1. Introduction
It can be observed that the development of the transport system
and increase in traffic volume are accompanied by the development
and improvement of road infrastructure. More effective road traffic
safety systems are also designed and implemented, and new technologies, materials and equipment are used in road construction. The automobile design is being constantly improved to increase traffic safety,
ride comfort, automobile control and road grip of a tyre. However, a
significant problem associated with the need for increasing ride comfort and road grip of a tyre of vehicle moving on a rough road still
remains unsolved. The forces acting on the wheels of vehicle moving
on a rough road, are transmitted to a vehicle’s suspension and, then, to
a vehicle’s body. The vehicle’s suspension transforms random impacts
experienced by a vehicle moving on a rough road into the vibrations
of its body. Modern technologies allow us to evaluate the vehicle-road
interaction from various perspectives. A vehicle moving on a road is
under the influence of various internal and external factors, which,
to a great extent, determine its stability and safety. The efficient performance of a transport system depends on the interaction between its
elements [13].
Šiaudinis and Čygas [14] defined the main factors causing road
pavement deformation. In their opinion, these include the increasing
traffic volumes of heavy vehicles, the increased axle loads of the vehicles, exceeding those, which were earlier considered to be admissible
in road design.
Evaluating the rapidly increasing heavy vehicle traffic volumes
in Lithuania, Čygas et al. [3] investigated the problems of road pavement strengthening, taking into account the actual road pavement
loads. The development of road rutting was investigated by applying
the force law models to low-loaded road pavement analysis [5].
Road-tyre interaction is of paramount importance to vehicle‘s
stability. Investigating this problem various mathematical models of
road-pavement-vehicle interaction have been constructed and used
for describing the impact of road roughness on the motion of the vehicle‘s sprung and unsprung masses. In this way, the authors attempted
to evaluate road-tyre interaction.[10].
Park et al. [10] investigated the vibrations exited on the body of a
vehicle driving on a rough road. It has been found that when a vehicle
is moving at higher speed, its response to road pavement roughness
is weaker. The displacement of the vehicle’s body and suspension depend on the suspension damping element characteristics and structure as well as on road roughness. The severe tyre deformations occur
when a vehicle drivers over road defects.
Žuraulis et al. [18] studied the vehicle‘s transverse dynamics and
described the methodology of identifying the critical speed of a vehicle, following a circular trajectory. In all cases, the procedures of
selection and evaluation of road friction parameters are extremely
important, when traffic accidents are investigated, because they have
a strong influence on the dynamics of the vehicle and deceleration
parameters [13, 15].
Merzouki et al. [9] determined the dynamic dependences of the
interaction tyre-road pavement according to the dynamic model,
which enabled them to determine longitudinal forces of the tyre-road
pavement contact. The wheel is exposed to the forces of inertia, rigidity and friction. When rolling, the wheel deforms in the contact
zone, thereby deforming the road. The deformation of various road
pavement is caused not only by the heavy vehicle‘s payload, but also
depends on the climatic conditions. Heavy vehicles and the varying
climatic conditions cause rutting, cracks and wear of road pavement,
which, in turn, have a negative effect on the road pavement condition
and the vehicle’s dynamics.
The main areas of scientific interests, which can be observed in
recent studies, include the analysis of road roughness, the interaction

between tyre and road, the effect of road roughness on the ride comfort in a vehicle, etc. [1, 2, 4, 7, 17].
A vast majority of scientists analyse road roughness or vehicle’s
dynamics separately. However, comprehensive evaluation of the influence of road roughness on the vehicle’s dynamics requires, primarily, the evaluation of the interaction between tyre and road. For automobiles driving at varying speed, the dynamic behaviour of the wheel
(tyre) interacting with road defects determines the strength of the road
grip of a tyre on a rough road and the bounce of the vehicle body
(along the vertical axis). These dynamic parameters can be evaluated
by measuring the vertical acceleration of the vehicle’s wheels (unsprung masses) and the body (sprung masses) representing the as well
as the suspension displacement of a vehicle driving at varying speed.

2. Theoretical description of methods used in road
roughness evaluation
The International Road Roughness Index (IRI) has been defined by
the US National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP).
IRI is, essentially, a computer-based virtual response system. In order
to calibrate it, an ideal system was defined for a computer – the profile
index was tailored to correlate well with the output. The filter is based
on a mathematical model, referred to as quarter-car. A special set of
parameters for quarter car defined by NCHRP is called The Golden
Car. IRI summarizes the roughness qualities that impact the vehicle
response and are most appropriate, when a measure of roughness embracing the overall vehicle operating cost, ride quality, dynamic wheel
loads and surface condition is required [12]. IRI allows us to assess
the road quality by using the direct methods of road roughness measurement and to recalculate the obtained values by the formulas into
the IRI scale, or to measure road pavement roughness by laser profilometer, analysing the road profile according to the computer algorithm created for Fourier analysis, which presents the value of IRI in
a digital form. IRI may be defined as a relation between the distance
covered by vertical (oscillation) movement of a calibrated vehicle and
the horizontal distance travelled by a vehicle driving along the road
during the test run. The profilometer – measured IRI index of road
roughness is calculated by the computer algorithm according to the
following formula:
IRI =

1
Lh

Lh / v

∫

0

(1)

q2 − q1 dt

The condition of a particular road (with respect to its roughness)
can be determined in the comparative analysis of road roughness
measurement results with the admissible roughness levels specified
by international standard (ASTM E1926-08) for roads of various categories.
Road pavement defects have stochastic distribution, and, therefore, the sprung and unsprung masses of a driving vehicle are subjected to uneven (bounce) vibration. This uneven (bounce) vibration
is based on the variation of the frequency amplitudes of the sprung
and unsprung masses during vertical acceleration.
Oscillations are best described by their amplitude, frequency,
speed and acceleration. When a vehicle drives on the road, its structural elements oscillate within the frequency range up to 500 Hz oscillations. Low frequencies up to 11 Hz are caused by vehicle-road interaction, with their value depending on the road pavement roughness
and the vehicle‘s suspension parameters. High frequency oscillations
are caused by non-smooth running of the vehicle‘s engine and the
transmission parts. The displacement of the vehicle’s sprung masses
are analysed within the frequency range up to 15 Hz, whereas the displacements of the wheel’s and other unsprung masses are within the
range of 15–500 Hz. The impact of variable acceleration on the hu-
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man body depends on frequency. People respond to mechanical oscillations, depending on their physical and mental properties, oscillation
parameters and the direction of oscillation impacting the human body.
The vertical acceleration impact on the vehicle’s sprung masses may
be estimated by the mean acceleration value as follows:
avkr =

t

1 2 2
∫ a (t )dt
t2 − t1 t

(2)

1

When the wheel (tyre) hits against the road surface with a defect, the vibrations (oscillations) of the vehicle’s sprung and unsprung
masses may be damped until a new road defect is passed, or may continue incessantly if there are a large number of typical/stochastic road
pavement defects. When the wheel makes contact with the road pavement defect (e. g. pothole), the distribution of vertical displacements
of the wheels is proportional to the road force exerted by the road
pavement roughness. If a rough (uneven) section of the road is long,
the wheel of a vehicle driving at certain speed gets into the pothole
and receives the strongest bounce impact. The critical speed of a vehicle creates unfavourable traffic conditions due to road roughness and
may cause oscillation resonance, with depends on a vehicle’s speed,
the road pavement roughness and the depth of a depression (pothole).
It is calculated from the formula:
vkr = k sld

g
8h

(3)

When a vehicle is driving over the road defect, the front and rear
suspensions move differently along the vertical axis and this causes
oscillations along the lateral axis. First, the defects on the road pavement negatively affect the front and the rear suspensions, as shown
in Fig. 1. When the front suspension passes a road defect and a vehicle continues its motion, the excitation from road pavement defect
is instantaneously transmitted to the rear suspension. As a result, the
rear suspension is impacted not only by the road pavement defects
(e. g. ruts, depressions, potholes, etc.), but also by the moving front
suspension. This directly impacts the wheel base of a vehicle. The rate
of vertical displacement of the rear suspension at varying speed of a
vehicle depends on the vertical movements of the front suspension
and the amplitude of its vertical displacement, which may be higher
or lower as shown in Fig. 1. In such cases, the position of the rotating axis varies. Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the rear suspension’s
displacement on the wheel base. In fact, the amplitude of the rear
suspension’s displacement also depends on the character of the front
suspension’s displacement along the vertical axis at the time, when

the front part of the vehicle has already passed a road defect while the
rear suspension is passing it.
When the frequencies of oscillations caused by driving on a rough
road match the vehicle’s own natural frequency, resonance occurs.
The driving speed at which resonance occurs is calculated by the following equation:
vr =

kpg

ld
2π

ma

(4)

In fact, when road pavement defects are distributed over a long
distance, the vehicle’s dynamic characteristics are better, while when
the depressions (potholes) on the road pavement are getting deeper,
the vehicle’s dynamics is getting worse because the critical speed decreases (Eq. 4). A part of a negative impact of a road on vehicle is
absorbed by the tyre due to its elasticity. In contact with a road defect,
a tyre deforms instantaneously, but when it passes the road defect, it
can recover so that the displacement is not transmitted to the vehicle’s
suspension and body. When a vehicle moves at the velocity v, the
depth of the road depression, whose impacts are absorbed by the tyre,
is calculated as follows:

z ( x) =

1
Lk

hmax

∫

h( x)dt

(5)

hmin

When the wheel (tyre) of a vehicle drives over the road pavement
defect, the suspension’s displacement along the vertical axis varies by
size ∆z, and this variation determines the excitation transmitted to the
vehicle’s body. Since road defects are stochastically random values,
which can be approximated by the sine function, the amplitude of
suspension displacement the along the vertical axis can be described
by the formula:
∆z = A sin ωt + B cos ωt

(6)

The values A and B are follows:
A = zi cos ϕ , B = zi sin ϕ
If the characteristics of suspension’s displacements of a vehicle
along the vertical axis are known (measured), the variation of oscillation frequency may be calculated by:

f =

∆z
2π ⋅ ∆zi

(7)

3. Methodology of the experimental investigation and
the equipment used

Fig. 1. The displacements of the front and rear suspension
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The experimental investigation was performed under the following conditions:
–– driver: a 26-year old male, not a professional test driver; driving
experience: B category – 10 years, C, CE categories – 4 years;
–– during the experiment vehicle was driven by the same person
(driver);
–– technically neat car “Toyota Avensis” made in 1999 was used
in the experiment;
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–– the experiment was conducted on dry asphalt pavement;
–– the vehicle was fitted with summer 195/60R15 H88 tyres and
the depth of the tyre protector was about 3 mm;
–– according to the manufacturers’ specifications, air pressure in
the tyres was 2.2 bar;
–– during the experiment, the driving speed was 20, 40, 60 and
80 km/h.
A test road section of experimental pavement naturally trafficked
by passengers cars and heavy vehicles was for a long time, and, therefore, road defects naturally occurred due to traffic loads, climatic impacts, etc.
A mobile road surface testing laboratory RST 28 (a laser profilometer) (Fig. 2) was used to measure road pavement roughness. This laboratory is made onto the chassis of „Mercedes-Benz Sprinter”. Road
surface testing laboratory RST 28 is a testing system that can measure
and collect data on various road surface properties at normal traffic
speed and, to a large extent, is independent of speed variation (20–90
km/h) of the tested vehicle.

Fig. 2. Road surface testing laboratory RST 28

Due to a high quality of road surface testing laboratory, there is
no disruption or effect on either the test quality or other road traffic.
This modern multi-component road quality measurement equipment
guarantees not only high accuracy of measurement results, but also allows us to identify road pavement properties. Road surface measuring
devices are installed in the front vehicle’s supporting structure (beam)
and a pavement defect detection device is installed in the rear part of
the vehicle (Fig. 2).
The following equipment was used in the experiment to measure
the vehicle’s dynamic parameters (Fig. 3.):
–– the acceleration of the vehicle’s sprung and unsprung masses
and oscillation rate were measured by a sensor of the triaxle accelometer–giroscope Multi-Axial Navigation System. Technical specification (data): full scale sensitivity – ±3g; 666 mV/g;
frequency response – to 10 Hz, −3dB, −6dB/octave roll-off;
–– suspension’s displacement along the vertical axis was measured
by the wire potentiometer sensor Kuebler D8 (Fig. 3), which
registers linear suspension’s displacements of each wheel between the shock absorber fixing points. Technical specification
(data) of the potentiometer: measurement range – 500 mm; extension force – min. 5.2 kN, max.– 7.3 kN, speed max. – 8 m/s;
acceleration max. – 85 m/s2;
–– the acceleration of the wheel along the vertical axis was measured by the wheel acceleration sensor Kistler 8395A based on
the principle of capacitance variation (Fig. 3). The sensing element of each axis consists of a very small inertial mass and a
flexure element cantilever positioned between two plates. As
the mass deflects under acceleration, the capacitance between
these plates changes. Excitation and synchronous amplitude demodulation circuitry contained in the accelerometer’s internal
signal conditioner provides an analog output signal proportional to the applied acceleration. This output signal is scaled as a
voltage which is proportional to the applied acceleration. Technical specification of Kistler 8395A: Measuring range: 200 g;

Fig. 3. The testing equipment of vehicle‘s dynamic:1 – Corrsys-Datron
DAS3 data acquisition system; 2 – body acceleration sensor MultiAxial Navigation Systems; 3 – a potentiometer sensor for measuring
linear displacements Kuebler D8; 4 – wheel acceleration sensor Kistler 8395A

frequency response: 0–1000 Hz (5%) (except ±2 g); damping
ratio, typical – 0.7; sensitivity, ±5% (ref. 100 Hz).
The analysis of the measured vehicle’s dynamic parameters was
performed by the software of the data acquisition system CorrsysDatron DAS3 system (Fig. 3.). The basic module of Corrsys-Datron
DAS3 is made of two components, including the data collection module (sensors) and the processor’s module (information storage and
processing). Operation, parameterization and online data display are
achieved via the proven DAS control – display unit. Used with TurboLab Analysis 6.0 software, it is a powerful and easy-to-usen tool for
professional data acquisition and evaluation.
Table 1. The main road data on the investigated road
Parameter

Results
Right rut

Left rut

IRI, m/km

2.618

3.277

Standard deviation

16.433

10.976

Minimum depth of road roughness
(depressions) , mm

−63

−37

Maximum height of road roughness
(bumps) , mm

54

26

4. The analysis of the experimental investigation results
The profilogram data on road pavement roughness enable us to
evaluate the impact of road roughness on vehicle’s motion. We began the experimental investigation with road roughness measurement
in the vicinity of wheel the right and left ruts (tracks). It has been
determined that the depth of road depressions around the right and
left wheel ruts varies within the interval from −63 mm to 55 mm.
Based on the measurement results of road pavement defects it has
been found that the investigated experimental road section of 100 m
may be referred to the roads of medium roughness according to the
IRI scale (see Table 1).
The mathematical–statistical analysis was used to identify the
variation of road roughness as well as the ordinates and their density
throughout the whole length of the test road section. According to
mathematical analysis of the road measurement results, it has been
found that the road profile ordinates are distributed according to the
law of the Gaussian distribution. Standard deviation of data distribu-
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tion for the right (σ = 16.43) and left (σ = 10.98) wheel ruts (tracks)
were calculated. The graphs of the normal distribution illustrate the
distribution of the values of road profile roughness indicators. The
measured road distance contains approximately 39% of positive road
profile ordinates (points) and 61% of the negative ones (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5).

Fig. 8. Vertical displacement of the wheel, when a vehicle drives in a steady
mode at the speeds of 60 or 80 km/h

Fig. 4. Road surface profilogram for the right wheel rut and the data histogram

Fig. 5. Road surface profilogram for the left wheel rut and the data histogram

Fig. 6. Vertical displacement of suspension, when a vehicle moves in a steady
mode at varying speed

to −18 mm), however, when the speed increases, the amplitudes also
increase (Fig. 6).
When a vehicle moves slowly (20 km/h or 40 km/h), the vehicle’s
wheel reproduces the road roughness profile at a higher frequency or
rather more regularly than when it drives faster, e. g. at 80 km/h (Fig.
7 and 8).
When a vehicle is driving at the speed of 20 km/h, the frequency
of the vertical displacement of the sprung and unsprung masses is
similar (3.5 Hz and 5.2 Hz, respectively), while the speed is increased
(40 km/h and 60 km/h) the frequency of the unsprung masse’s fluctuation increases more rapidly than the frequency of sprung masses
(see Fig. 9 and Table 2), since, in this case, the impact of a rough road
on the vehicle’s body’s vibration is reduced by suspension.

Fig. 9. The variation of vertical displacement frequency of the suspension
and unsprung masses when a vehicle drives at varying speed
Table. 2. Frequencies of vertical displacement of the wheel and suspension

Fig. 7. Vertical displacement of the wheel, when a vehicle drives in a steady
mode at the speed of 20 or 40 km/h

Due to road roughness, the wheel acquires displacement and certain acceleration in vertical direction, when the tyre contacts with
the road pavement. The responses of the wheel to the road obstacles
are transmitted to the suspension elements and, then, to the vehicle’s
body. The dependences of the vertical displacements of the vehicle’s
body, suspension and the wheel are shown in the graphs. When car
is driving at the speed of 20 km/h or 40 km/h, the amplitudes of the
variation of the suspension displacements are insignificant (from 5
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Speed, km/h

Frequency of the wheel
displacement, Hz

Frequency of the suspension displacement, Hz

20

3.5

5.2

40

16.1

7.3

60

25.1

7.8

80

23.0

6.7

Within the speed range of 20 to 60 km/h, the displacement frequency of the unsprung masses increases from 3.5 Hz to 25.1 Hz, i.
e. by 7 times, while that of the sprung masses varies within the range
of 5.2 Hz to 7.8 Hz, i.e. increases by 1.5 times. When the speed of
80 km/h is reached, the frequency of the unsprung masses decreases
by 8.36%. An assumption could be made that when a car drives at
the speed of 20 or 40 km/h, the wheel consistently reproduces the
road roughness in both directions: at the speed of 60 km/h, stochastic
road roughness recurrence occurs, while at the speed of 80 km/h, the
wheel starts to reproduce positive road roughness more consistently
and the wheel‘s vertical displacement increases (as well as at a nega-
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tive roughness value). The decreasing area of the tyre-road contact
increases the risk to traffic safety.
The excitation of a rough road is transmitted to the vehicle’s suspension and body through vibrations, which are described by vertical
acceleration. Figs. 10 and 11 present the curves of vertical acceleration
of the unsprung masses (wheels) and sprung masses (vehicle’s body)
vertical accelerations. It could be stated that the vibration frequency
falling on the body does not exceed the permitted values (35 Hz or 22
m/s2) specified in the standard LST ISO 2631-1.

Fig. 10. Vertical wheel acceleration of a vehicle driving at the speed of 20
km/h or 80 km/h

Fig. 11. Vertical acceleration of the vehicle body, while driving at the speed of
20 km/h and 80 km/h

When the speed increases (20, 40, 60 km/h), vertical acceleration
frequency of the unsprung masses (wheels) (Fig. 12.) increases correspondingly (50.31 Hz, 87.57 Hz and 114.78 Hz), and then begins
to decrease. At the speed of 80 km/h it decreases by 6% compared
to the speed of 60 km/h. Under the same conditions, the acceleration
frequency of the sprung masses of the (body) increases to 24.28 Hz,
32.84 Hz and 41.11 Hz, respectively, and at the speed of 80 km/h, the
frequency decreases by 39% (to 25.11 Hz).

ments increase due to chaotic wheel’s responses to road roughness.
When a vehicle drives at the speed of 80 km/h, regular extension of
the wheel’s displacements to a positive side of the road defects values
can be observed as the wheel contacts with a positive road profile
surface (it has been found that, at this speed, the wheel partially loses
contact with the road surface for approximately 6.9% of the driving
time, as shown in Fig. 13).
The tyre absorbs only a minor part of the road pavement texture
roughness. The latter is regularly reproduced, which is shown by
graphical representation of wheel displacement. Fig. 13 shows the
variation of the position of the centre of momentary wheel displacement for a vehicle driving at a certain speed, which allows us to draw
a conclusion about the capacity of a wheel to reproduce the roughness
of a road.

Fig. 13. A model of the wheel’s axis displacement for a vehicle driving at varying speed (a schematic view): a – when the wheel regularly reproduces road pavement roughness (slow speed), b – when a wheel partially
reproduces road roughness, c – when the wheel reproduces only the
roughness of the upper layer of the rough road section, when a vehicle
drives at higher speed, e.g. about 80 km/h

Similar regularity can be observed, when we analyse the frequencies of vertical displacement of sprung and unsprung masses and the
frequencies of vertical acceleration, which increase until the vehicle
speed reaches 60 km/h and then starts to decrease. At low speed (20
km/h), the vehicle’s wheel transmits a bulk of road roughness through
the tyre and suspension elements. At the speed of 80 km/h, when the
frequency of unsprung masses’ vibrations increases, the impact of
road roughness on the vehicle body (causing its vibration) is reduced
by suspension, which, in turn, reduces the displacement frequencies
and acceleration of sprung masses (see Fig. 9 and 12).
The road surface roughness, as a stochastic process, is generally
described by a PSD (power spectral density) function in a frequency
domain, and, in engineering practice, it is regarded as a zero-mean
stationary and Gaussian process. The general expression for the relationship between the vehicle speed, the spatial frequency, and the
PSD are presented in Fig. 14. During research was found, that there
are some conditions show that the road roughness amplitude and the
road PSD of wheel is higher than the speed is higher.

Fig. 12. Vertical acceleration frequency of sprung and unsprung masses

According to the experimental data analysis, it has been established that, at low speed, vertical wheel’s displacements are distributed almost uniformly in positive and negative directions of the rough
road sections because road pavement roughness is reproduced. When
the speed increases from 20 km/h to 60 km/h, the wheel’s displace-

Fig.14. The typical acceleration PSD of the unsprung masses (dynamic
wheel) at varying speed

The consequence analysis of the road roughness influence on the
unsprung masses lets determine that, despite significantly varying
speed, the maximum amplitude of the unsprung masses (wheels) vertical acceleration exhibit at 15 Hz frequency. A good agreement of this
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is shown between the PSD functions (for the measured road profile)
of the wheel and the suggested frequency from experimental data in
Fg. 14. Taking analysis of the road surface caused wheel acceleration
PSD into account, the frequency ranges from 10 to 20 Hz, at the commonly speed (20–80 km/h) increasing, it can guarantee the frequency
ranges from 0.33 to 28.3 Hz, which considers the natural frequencies
of the unsprung mass effectively [6].
Above natural frequency of unsprung mass, the unsprung mass
has significant effect on the road holding. If this frequency, matches
the frequency at which the positive value of dynamic tire deflection
becomes equal to the static deflection of the tire due to the vehicle
weight then, the tire is on the verge of bouncing off the ground and
not able to have contact with ground. Vibrations in the vehicle body
are usually considered as the vertical displacement of the vehicle body
due to elevations on the rough road.

5. Conclusions
1. When a vehicle drives at the speed of about 40 km/h, the oscillations of the vehicle’s sprung and unsprung masses are insignificant (reaching 5.2 Hz), which correlates with road roughness. When the speed increases, frequency of the unsprung
masses’, vibrations increases by 7 times. Stochastic driving
of the wheel over the road defects (e. g. depressions, potholes,
bumps, ruts, etc.) has a significant impact on it. When the
speed of 80 km/h is reached, the frequency of the vertical motion of both sprung and an unsprung mass starts to decrease
(by 14% and 8%, respectively, compared to the speed of 60

km/h). As a result, the vehicle’s wheels do not regularly reproduce road roughness, and, therefore, the duration of their
contact with the road surface decreases.
2. The performed statistical analysis of the data has shown that,
at low speed, the intervals between the wheel’s vertical displacements are almost uniformly distributed in positive and
negative directions with respect to the road defects. This corresponds to the road profilogram data. When speed increases
to 60 km/h and more, the range of the wheel‘s displacements
(oscillations) increases, and vehicle movements’ pitches are
impacted by rough road chaotically.
3. When the driving speed reaches 80 km/h, the wheel tends to
contact with positive road surface. Lower displacement zones
are missed, which means a weaker wheel’s response to road
defects. The same tendency can be observed, when we in analyse the frequencies of vertical displacement and vertical acceleration of the sprung and unsprung masses, which increase
until the driving speed of 60 km/h is reached, and then start
decreasing.
4. The analysis has determined that, at the speed of 80 km/h,
the wheel partially loses contact with the road surface for approximately 6.9% of the vehicle’s driving time. The lack of the
wheel’s tyre contact with the road surface may significantly
affect the total stability of the vehicle. Road surface condition
should correlate with the maximum allowable driving speed
and its limiting, while the performance of the vehicle‘s suspension and tyres should be constantly improved.
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Cavitation erosion of the blades in Banki-Michel turbine.
Observations and some aspects of the process simulation
Kawitacyjne niszczenie łopatek w turbinie Banki-Michela.
Obserwacje i wybrane aspekty symulacji procesu*
Prediction of cavitation erosion performance of the Banki-Michel turbine blades is a domain of the paper. Method based on the
phenomenological simulation model has been tested. Experimental research were conducted in hydro power plant in Jeziorany
(Poland). Methodology employed consists in determining the cumulative erosion curves for the blades and computing the corresponding theoretical curves. Compatibility of the experimental and theoretical dependences has been accomplished by calibrating
the computational parameter values. Analysis of the correlations derived was carried out. As it was found, dependence of the
computational parameters on the loading is weak, thus the loading can be accounted in the cavitation erosion prediction procedure as a factor.
Keywords: Banki-Michel turbine, cavitation erosion, wear prediction.
Praca dotyczy przewidywania kawitacyjnego niszczenia łopatek turbiny Banki-Michela w oparciu o fenomenologiczny symulacyjny model erozji. Badania eksperymentalne prowadzono w elektrowni wodnej w Jezioranach (Polska). Metodyka badań polegała
na wyznaczeniu krzywych erozyjnych zużycia łopatek turbiny, wyznaczeniu odpowiadających im krzywych modelowych poprzez
odpowiedni dobór parametrów obliczeniowych oraz dokonaniu analizy uzyskanych korelacji. Ustalono, że zależność parametrów
równań modelowych od obciążenia jest niewielka, wobec czego w procedurze przewidywania obciążenie może być uwzględniane
jako mnożnik.
Słowa kluczowe: turbina Banki-Michela, erozja kawitacyjna, prognozowanie zużycia.

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation for the work
One of the major conditions of the correct maintenance of the
small hydro power plants is regular and effective monitoring of the
risk arising from cavitation or abrasion occurrence within the flow
parts of the machines [2]. Evaluating the rate of the erosion of such
subassemblies as blades, guide vanes, shafts and others during exploitation terms is completed by damage detection. Monitoring the
degradation or failure hazard during the operating mode of the machine may be done by registration and analysis of the acoustic emission signal. Frequently met in engineering practice need to predict an
effectiveness of the mass loss processes face the lack of the relevant
tool for that purpose. Accessible phenomenological models of the erosion and their implementations in most cases do not fulfil the needs of
specified applications. It is also the case of many complex and verified models of cavitation erosion (e.g. [5, 6, 9, 16, 18, 21, 23, 27, 31])
or prognostic methods based on scaling procedures [22, 30]. Development of the system for prediction of the random loss processes entails
the limitations of its applicability are to be defined, especially in relation to real operating conditions of the hydro-turbine. The attempts to
work out such a tool with respect to Francis turbine are presented in
the works [4, 7].
In present work the preliminary investigations to verify correctness of the prognostic system for simulation of the cavitation erosion
of the Banki-Michel turbine blades are presented – the system based
on the model presented in [11, 12] and its numerical implementation

[13]. An objective of the system in spe is prediction of cavitation or
solid particle erosion as well as obtaining and analysis of various designs of the turbine by selection of the materials and loading conditions. Main capacities of the simulator as the computational element
of the system comprise determination and modification of the erosion
characteristics, determination of the erosion regimes and probability
functions of the component sub-processes. The system needs average
loadings are input. Values of the loadings are gained from the measurements. Evaluation of the loadings as a result of calculations of the
two-phase flow of defined geometry is a task complicated so much
that it has not been realized yet.
Potential benefits of the system implementation include reduction
of the costs of designing, prototyping as well as the costs of maintenance and repairs of the turbines.

1.2. Object of investigation
Efficiency of Banki-Michel transverse flow turbines accounts for
0.70 up to 0.80 at the mass flow rate varying between 30–100 per cent
of the maximum flow. The turbines work effectively regardless of the
water head level (1–200 m) [10]. Water flow energy is transferred to
the blades located at the upper or down position in different phases
of the flow. The flow is formed according to geometry of the device,
especially the shape and position of the guide vanes and control bed as
well as the water velocity and mass flow at the outlet. Parameters and
operating conditions of the turbines belonging to the type serie presented in [24] lie in the ranges: height 7–30 m, volume flow 0,07–1,5
m3/s, power 5–200 kW, dynamic specific speed nsn=114. During the

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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annual duty cycle an appearance of cavitation is expected: (1) generation of the cavitation clouds within the diffusion zone over the surface
of the blades and (2) generation of the jets containing the cavitation
bubbles developed in the vortex cores. Conditions favouring the development of cavitation loadings were discerned [20, 24]:
(a) in a turbine interior and within the inter-blades region covering the rotation zone 270°–360° with respect to horizontal axis of the
flow strong lowering of the pressure occurs resulting in development
of the vortexes. The latter are moved into the zone of increased pressure in the vicinity of the guide vanes and execute the erosion of the
blades.
(b) some of the vortexes move along the flow and reach the
counter stockade of the blades, where collapse of the cavitating structures is either possible. Among others, the bubbles may vanish over
the circulation line of the blade edges. The process depends on the
flow characteristics and corresponding rotation velocity of the rotor.
(c) origination of the jets may be linked to failures of the guide
vanes, especially a constrictions nearby the outlet zone. Erosion is developed at the convex surfaces and at the leading edge of the blades.
In particular cases the possibility of cavitation occurrence can be
evaluated by calculation of the cavitation number for various operating points of the turbine. Prevalent damages of the blade induced by
cavitation loadings are chiefly jags of irregular surface and irregular
in-depth distributions as a result of chipping and spallation. Jags and
depressions created due to cavitating jets action may be locally noticeably deep – up to 2–3 mm. At the developed stage of the erosion such
failures may impend on the integrity of the subjected element.
Material destruction under cavitation loading encompass some
discernible stages: the incubation stage characterized by the change of
microstructure accompanied by micro-cracks generation and coalescence, the stage of accelerated erosion and the stage of quasi regular
erosion. In the latter stage participation of the suppressing phenomena, as micro-cracks closure is significant.

1.3. The aim of the work
The aim of the present work is verification of some aspects of
cavitation damage prediction of the Banki-Michel turbine blades with
simulation model presented in [11]. The results contribute to development of the computational tool for evaluation of the cavitation erosion
efficiency for application purposes. Particular aim is to support the
thesis that quantification method based on deterministic model with
parameters referred to properties of the material and with the loadings
come in as scaling parameter is reasonably effective in the operating
conditions.

1.4. Methodology
Methodology consisted in: (1) determination of the erosion curves
in operating conditions of the machine for two different materials of
the blades, (2) determination of the corresponding theoretical curves
by selecting values of the model equations parameters and (3) establishing the appropriate correlations.

1.5. Range of the work
The range of the works involved: (1) preparation of the samples,
(2) measurements of the volume loss of selected areas of the blades
during maintenance controls – the filling method has been applied
to map the morphology of the eroded blade, (3) adjustment of the
experimental characteristics with theoretical ones by selection of the
values of the model equations parameters, (5) assessment of the errors
and uncertainties.

Fig. 1. Banki-Michel turbine employed for investigations. Maximum prospective power of the turbine was 13 kW

2. Experimental investigations
2.1. Measurement procedures
Investigations have been carried out in hydro-power plant in Jeziorany (Poland), ul. Kościuszki 24, 11-320 Jeziorany, located at the
Symsarna river bed. Object belonged to Energetic Enterprise S.A. in
Olsztyn. Height of the water upper level was 9 m. Fluctuating mass
flow of the water depended on the hydro-meteorological conditions
within the catchment area. Its average value during the period 20052009 years equalled 0.2 m3/s. Object of investigation was BankiMichel turbine installed to operate with horizontal in-flow configuration. The rotor of the turbine is presented in Fig. 1. Water flows twice
through the stockade of the blades. An adjustment to various flow intensities was done due to proper division of the rotor and guide vanes.
The length of the blades and the rotor diameter equalled 15 cm and
25 cm appropriately. The water flowed out of the turbine through the
suction orifice. Some aeration valves were mounted in the region.
Six blades counter to the axis have been chosen for investigations.
In order to trace the erosion since the beginning the chosen blades
have been restored by the method of electrode cladding. Convex surfaces of the three blades and areas adjoin to the leading edge have
been covered with welding wire material SP-1 (the trade name). Convex surfaces and areas adjoin to the leading edge of the remain blades
have been covered with welding electrode material EB-150 (the trade
name). The excessive material was abraded and original shapes of
the blades were approximately restored. However, the significant
roughness of the surfaces remained due to the lack of the polishing
processing. Annealing processing has not been performed too, which
influenced the process of cavitation erosion considerably. Three areas of 2 cm2 each on the convex surface of each blade were chosen
for quantification analysis. Total time of turbine operation stand for
10512 hours.

2.2. Determination of the cumulative erosion characteristics
The volume loss of the blade material detected over 164, 284 and
438 days of the turbine operation was the base of experimental reference of theoretical erosion curves. The following diagnostic methods
were applied to estimation of the blade wear:
–– the filling method for determination of the volume loss and
mapping the surface profile and leading edge of the blade and
–– the photo-recording of the damaged surface of the blades.
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Surface morphology was mapped with low consistency light bodied paste KDD-KONDISIL V-3. It was low adhesive formula usable
at peeling off the mould. The paste was featured by short time of the
bonding, resistant to environmental agents and it did not yield to autodestruction.
Local volume loss were determined twofold: (1) by using the
space scanner 3D VI-9i (Konica-Minolta) with objective of f=25 mm
focal length and specialised software “RapidForm Veryfier”, (2) by
measuring the plaster cast volume. The measurement error was assessed as very substantial. It was the result of (1) inaccurate imaging
of surface morphology, (2) insufficient precision in filling the pits and
depressions and (3) difficulties in the choice of the proper reference
plane for scanning due to rounding of the blade surface.

2.3. Results of the investigations
Some results of the experimental investigations as well as the
results of corresponding model simulations are presented in Figures
2–5. Cumulative volume loss of the blade materials after some periods of the turbine operation can be found in Figs 2 and 4. The measurement errors are depicted in the diagrams. Exemplary pictures of
the damaged segments of the blades and their geometrical imaging are
presented in Figs 3 and 5.

Fig. 4. Volume of the material lost from the surface area of 1 cm2 of the blade
restored with EB-150. Experimental points recorded during each control maintenance (164, 284 and 438 days of the turbine operation)
refer to various blades and localisations. Continuous lines are line
segments between the points averaged of the measurements and the
corresponding line determined by model calculations

a)

b)

Fig. 5. (a) Leading edge and the lateral surface picture taken in the middle
zone of the blade No 23 (operating designation), made of the material
SP-1 after 464 days of exploitation. (b) Space image of the morphology of the damaged blade recorded with 3D scanner.
Fig. 2. Volume of the material lost from the surface area of 1 cm2 of the blade
restored with SP-1. Experimental points recorded during each control
maintenance (164, 284 and 438 days of the turbine operation) refer to
various blades and localisations. Continuous lines are line segments
between the points averaged of the measurements and the corresponding line determined by model calculations

a)

b)

Fig. 3. (a) Leading edge and the lateral surface picture taken in the middle
zone of the blade No 22 (operating designation), made of the material
SP-1 after 464 days of exploitation. (b) Geometrical image of the morphology of the damaged blade recorded with 3D scanner
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3. Quantification of the process. The prognostic system
3.1. Assumptions and equations of the model.
Mathematical model for assessment of the effectiveness of the
mass loss processes proceeded under cavitation impulse loadings [11]
has been chosen as a base for the prognostic system under development. Main assumptions of the model are as follow: (1) mass loss
depends functionally on difference between the rates of energy absorption in the surface layer and energy consumption for retarding
processes performance, accordingly to corresponding probabilities of
its occurrence; (2) during the erosion process the micro-cracks are
formed, which subsequently combine and propagate until the critical
crack is generated. An average rate of micro-cracks multiplication depends on the amplitudes and distribution of the loadings as well as the
strength properties of the material; (3) types of the probability functions of particular sub-processes are submitted, whereas parameters
of the probability functions are derived from phenomenological procedures. Phenomenological approach warrants the dependence of the
distributions on the morphology and some physical conditions of the
material tested is regarded; (4) parameters of the model equations, i.e.
parameters of the statistical distributions in the cores of integral equations and partition coefficients referred to participation of the specific
sub-processes in the erosion are functionally interrelated with physi-
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cal and strength parameters of the eroded material; (5) the problem is
implicitly formulated for a unit area of the body.
In probabilistic approach an energy transfer to material under different mechanisms, corresponding to various component subprocesses can be formulated by the set of integral-differential Volterra
equations of the second kind (1) [11]

(1)

Notations:
σ 		
– amount of energy absorbed under unit area of the material
in the unit period of time under cavitation loading of the unit
intensity;
x 		
– amount of energy released at the micro-cracks inception
under unit area of the material in the unit period of time
under cavitation loading of the unit intensity;
g 		
– rate of energy absorption in plastic deformation process
under unit area of the material under cavitation loading of
the unit intensity;
f1, h, h1, g1 –probability density distributions of energy consume in
the processes of micro-cracks inception, micro-cracks coalescence, cracks origination on the material surface and
micro-cracks closure;
λi		
– partition coefficients constituting energy distribution in
component sub-processes;
σ1		
– amount of energy contributed in disintegration processes
under unit area of the material in the unit period of time
under cavitation loading of the unit intensity;
Adopted model is kinetic and its phenomenological nature arises
due to correlation in spe between the calculation (model equations)
parameters and the material properties. The latter may also be dependent on the loading conditions.
Sub-processes taken into account are stochastic in steady-state
conditions, due to constant space and time distributions of the loadings. Assuming a’priori a particular form of the distributions enables
deterministic formulation of the problem.
From the physical point of view, the qualities essential for quantification of the process are: (1) randomness of the extraction of the material debris resulting from the randomness of the loadings and material microstructure, wherewith the loadings probability functions with
respect to impulse heights, direction, area of interaction are dependent
on the environmental conditions, operation regime etc.; (2) fatigue nature of the process. Relationship between the cavitation erosion efficiency and the fatigue strength of the material was proved among others in the papers [1, 3, 14, 17, 25, 26]. Then, material destruction can
be explained as after-effect of gradually cumulated energy of amount
governed by the stress-strain cycle hysteresis or by bulk plastic deformations of substantial fragments of the surface layer; (3) integral-volume nature of the process resulting from the elastic dissipation of the
energy in elastic-plastic materials and sequential and correlated order
of energy accumulation – leading to lowering the resistance threshold
and cracking; (4) strengthening of the loaded layer by increasing number of dislocations in the initial stage of the erosion and deceleration
of the mass loss rate due to the micro-crack closure in the advanced
stage of the erosion, the phenomena analysed i.e. in [8, 29]. Fatigue
and bulky nature of the process are decisive for existence of the load-

ing impulse threshold value [19, 23] as well as the threshold value for
absorbed energy to originate material cracking [28].

3.2. Logic of the prognostic system
Prediction of the erosion process by means of the model (1) is possible provided the values of the parameters of the equations and the
loadings are known (input values). The prognostic system is formed if
numerical implementation of the model is complemented with functional relationships between parameters of the model equations and
values of the strength parameters of the material. Such relationships
can be established in each case of strictly defined particular conditions
of the erosion by means of adjusting the theoretical cumulative erosion
curves to the experimental ones for a broad variety of the materials of
differentiated properties. As a result a simulator of the loss processes
is obtained. The ranges of the independent variable (time) and the
dependent variables (mass loss or mass loss rate) are stated by imposing the compatibility with standard experimental curves. Units of the
input values are also inferred from the way of the measurements, e.g.
[Pa] or [N] can be preset as the loading measures. Convenient unit for
volume loss quantification is [mm3]. Primary hindrance in development of the system is the lack of indispensable experimental data, i.e.
erosion characteristics of various materials destroyed under known
cavitation loadings. Until now, the parallel system has been developed
for prediction of solid particle erosion of the material. Its application
is to be facilitated on the web portal PL-Grid Plus.
The present work is a part of the studies for verifying the correctness of the simulations of the erosion performance and contributes to
development of due prognostic system. Hypothesis (T) that parameters
of the model equations depend solely on the material properties and
are not dependent on the loadings was put up and numerical implementation of the model (1) with simplified assumption T was tested.
In the approach the average loading was taken as a scale parameter.
The major effect of the verification of the hypothesis T renders possible the general functional relationships between model and strength
parameters are established. Consequently, the prognostic system for
prediction of the erosion of arbitrary materials under arbitrary loading
conditions can be constituted.

3.3. Testing of the prognostic system
Values of the model equations parameters have been determined
by adjustment of the volume loss determined numerically to the average experimental results (Figs 2 and 4). It was assumed that one set
of the calculation parameters refers to one specific material: different sets of calculation parameters refer to the blades restored with
SP-1 wire and EB-150 electrode. Because of the low variations of
the cavitation loading along the blade the assumption on the loading
uniformity was taken.
Probabilities of the extraction of random element of the size
1 mm3 from the surface layer during 10 days long period were presented in Fig. 6 as the time function. The characteristics were derived
for the loading equalled 2/13 of the real loading, met at the operating
conditions of the turbine. Evaluation of the loading in the absolute
units is possible only by obtaining the congruent curve for the same
material eroded under known loading conditions or approximately by
determining and comparing the MDP (Mean Depth of Penetration)
for same material eroded under known loading conditions.
The probabilities found are functions of the values of model equations parameters, than the functions of the strength properties of the
material. Corresponding functional relationships for the case of solid
particle erosion were presented in [15]. Change in the values of the
strength parameters induce the change of the model equations parameters which brings on the corresponding change of the extraction
probability of the material element.
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volume loss of the material vs time were computed.
Units of the quantities inserted have been implicit by comparison to experimental curves. Numerical calculations were performed
with the own numerical program PCE [13]. Eight parameters of the
model equations were chosen for computation handling: partition coefficients referred to participation of the energy absorption in plastic
deformations, cracking and erosion retarding, parameters of the statistical distributions in the cores of integral equations and parameter for
evaluation of the loadings.

4. Discussion
Fig. 6. Probability of the extraction of random element of the size 1 mm3 in 10
days long period under cavitation loading equalled 2/13 of the loading
met in operating turbine

4.1. Analysis of the results

In the operating conditions the cavitation erosion in Banki-Michel
turbine is developed both on the dorsal side of the blade and along
the whole length of
Table 1. Percentile change of probability of a single volume element extraction from SP-1 blade when value of one single input paramthe leading edge. The
eter is changed of 20%.
process is slightly
non-uniform: a bit
0,8λ0
1,2λ0
0,8λ3
1,2λ3
0,8λ4
0,8ν1
1,2ν1
0,8ν2
1,2ν2
greater damages were
after
164
20%
20%
9,5%
10,7%
6,9%
1%
0,7%
13%
8,7%
observed nearby the
days
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
left end of the leadafter
284
20%
20%
17,3%
21,6%
26,1%
2,5%
2,5%
25,1%
22,9%
ing edge and nearby
days
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
the right side attachment of the blade. In
after
438
20%
20%
26%
37%
73,6%
2,2%
2,3%
21,5%
29,1%
days
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
any part of the blade
the
predominant
damage process was
Table 2. Percentile change of probability of a single volume element extraction from EB-150 blade when value of one single input pabrittle cracking genrameter is changed of 20%.
erated at the material
0,8λ0
1,2λ0
0,8λ3
1,2λ3
0,8λ4
0,8ν1
1,2ν1
0,8ν2
1,2ν2
surface.
It turned up that
after
164
20%
20%
0,1%
0,1%
2,3%
9,2%
9,6%
5,7%
3,2%
monitoring of the
days
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
increase
decrease
decrease
increase
volume loss process
after
284
20%
20%
0,8%
0,8%
9%
3%
0,1%
17%
11,4%
in the leading edge
days
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
decrease
decrease
increase
zone was impossible,
after
438
20%
20%
2%
2%
36,2%
11,4%
10,7%
37,9%
33,8%
because in the course
days
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
of the material pieces
extraction the leading
edge is cut down. As
In the Tables 1 and 2 the relative changes of the element extraca result, the filling method is of no use in the advanced stage of the
tion probabilities after one single input parameter is changed of 20%
erosion.
are presented. Model equations parameters selected for the analysis
Typical performance of the process on the lateral surface of the
exhibit the foreseeable interrelation with the amount of energy delivblade is featured by occurrence of the acceleration erosion stage just
ered in the rupture test (toughness), fatigue strength and mechanical
after incubation stage. In the next stage the rate of the erosion decreasstrengthening of the material. As it is, λ0 is proportional to the difes and reach the constant value implying the erosion process steadyference between the energies consumed in the rupture tests of stanstate. In case of the blades restored with SP-1 wire, the incubation pedard and investigated materials; λ3 is proportional to the difference
riod was regarded by default – it has not been recorded due to invalid
between the fatigue strengths of standard and investigated materials;
assumption on the low rate of the blades erosion in the initial period of
λ4 is proportional to the strengthening achieved under standard cavithe process. Following that assumption, the first maintenance control
tation loading. Other parameters used for calculations, not revealed
happened 164 days after the turbine activation. Substantial volume
explicitly in the equations set (1) were: (a) standard deviation ν1 in
losses were found thus the opportunity of finding the erosion characnormal statistical distribution g – proportional to the product of the fateristics in the incubation period has been lost. However, one keep in
tigue strength and hardness of the material and (b) distance parameter
mind that typical incubation stage in case of restored but not annealed
ν2 in probability density distribution g1 of the Rice type - proportional
blades may not appear.
to the product of the fatigue strength, yield point and ultimate strain
The large dispersion of the experimental results obtained by the
of the material.
measurements at the same areas of different blades made of the same
Specification of the quantities in the procedure for evaluation of
material and the measurements done over different areas of the same
the volume loss comprised:
blade was observed. The sources of the uncertainty should be: (1) de(1) input data - loadings, model equations parameters: partition coefficient filling of the pits and their mapping. The filling method stops
ficients for the component sub-processes and dimensionless paramto be applicable if volumes of the local jags and pinholes are less than
eters of the statistical distributions of the sub-processes, area under
0.2 mm3; (2) the randomness of the process. Therefore, the only way
the loading, duration of the process and
to decrease the statistical error is an increase in number of the samples
(2) output data - volume loss of the material vs time or the rate of the
tested.
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4.2. Discussion on the assumption and uncertainties
An important issue in the problem is how the erosion depends
on the characteristics of the loadings – would the credible results are
obtained if the average value of the loading is employed. It is a major concern because it yields radical simplification of the simulating
calculations and makes the scaling of the process possible. Due to
phenomenological nature of the prognostic system the parameter for
quantifying the loadings can be derived from experimentally recorded
loadings distribution. According to the hypothesis T the parameter
for quantifying the loadings was taken as scaling parameter. Effective adjustment of the computed and experimental points in Figs 2
and 4 supports the opinion that erosion characteristics (the shape of
the cumulative erosion curve) depends only on the material properties of the Banki-Michel turbine blades and cavitation loading may
be implemented in mathematical formulation of the model as scaling
parameter without significant loss of the precision. Having proved
the hypothesis T the direct benefits of using the prognostic system in
spe arise:
(1) the user of the system is not forced to refer to current experiments
– he is only to know the cavitation loadings and properties of the material the blades are manufactured of;
(2) the user obtains the possibility to scale the volume loss computations with respect to the loading.
Analysis of the results presented in Tables 1 and 2 lead to the
conclusion that in peculiar conditions of the erosion the efficiency of
the process:
(1) is decreased proportionally to the toughness increase,
(2) depends on the fatigue strength of the material. Dependence is
more pronounced for the weaker material. The influence of the fatigue
strength is getting higher in time,
(3) depends substantially on the material capacity to mechanical
strengthening: the lower level of achievable strengthening the higher
probability of the volume element extraction, than the more effective
erosion,
(4) depends on the rate of strengthening so that an increase in the rate
makes a decrease in erosion efficiency. Reduction of the efficiency is
less in the advanced stage of the erosion. The trends found agree with
predictions and prove the correctness of the assumed conception of
the prognostic system.
Results relating to parameter ν1 show that influence of the rate of
energy absorption in tensile test on the cavitation erosion process is
insignificant and ambiguous, e.g. in case of EB-150 increase in ν1 value led to decrease in erosion efficiency at early stage (after 164 days)
and to increase in erosion efficiency after 438 days of exposition.
There can be regarded the following sources of inaccuracy of the cavitation erosion prediction with the system submitted:
–– inaccuracies of physical nature subsequent to the randomness
of the process and significant dispersion of the experimental results. That kind of the inaccuracy can be reduced by employing
more experimental erosion curves for the system development.
–– inaccuracies resulted from model formulation - its simplifications and assumptions, e.g. incorrect selection of the statistical distributions, assumption on the inter-independence of the
model parameters making the sequence of the erosion damage

events abandoned. Such attitude is inconsistent with physical
model of the erosion [12] which consider the sub-processes as
inter-dependent. Another inaccuracies resulted from model formulation include changes of the cracks development suppression or change of the surface morphology during the process,
which generate additional nonlinearities of the relationships.
–– inaccuracies resulted from the errors of the numerical approach,
e.g. an error referred to ambiguity of determining of the model
equation parameters by adjustment of the experimental curves.

4.3. Reliability of the system
Correctness of the assumptions, uniqueness of the calculation
parameters derivation, effectivity of the numerical procedures and
computational feasibility should be the subject of further works based
on the broad spectra of the process characteristics. Moreover, the repetition of the erosion runs of various differentiated materials at the
conditions allowing the loading impacts to be measured would help
in verification of the results. It would turn to complete of the system,
mainly due to determination of the functional relationships between
calculation and material parameters.

5. Remarks, conclusions and indications
1. Due to inevitable occurrence of the strong cavitation loadings
in Banki-Michel turbine and no possibility to cut them out in
conditions domain pivotal for effective operation of the machine, development of the tool for the erosion prediction is
getting indispensable. Appropriate prognostic system can be
based on the mathematical model presented in [12].
2. Analysis of the damage probabilities exhibits the blades of
Banki-Michel turbine should be manufactured of the material of high toughness. Additionally, material of high fatigue
strength and strengthening rate should be chosen if it is to suffer the strong cavitation loadings for a long period of exposition.
3. Acceptable adjustment of the computed volume losses to the
experimental characteristics proves that eventual dependence
of the model equations parameters on the loading is minor. It
is a reason that the approach established is valid notwithstanding the assumption that profile of the erosion characteristics is
determined by the set of calculation parameters and intensity
of cavitation loading operates in the system formulation procedures as constant factor.
4. Due to random nature of the process, the reduction of uncertainty level and e.g. more accurate determination of the functional relationships between model equation parameters and
strength parameters of the turbine blades material is feasible
by multiplication of the experimental tests.
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MODELLING OF SLURRY HYDRODYNAMICS
WITH TWO-BLADE IMPELLER IN TANK REACTOR
MODELOWANIE HYDRODYNAMIKI ZAWIESINY
W REAKTORZE ZBIORNIKOWYM Z MIESZADŁEM DWUŁOPATKOWYM*
The paper presents computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method to hydrodynamics modelling of slurry in a tank reactor with a
mixer. Numerical calculations were performed for two blade impeller. An analysis to obtain a uniform distribution of the solid
particles in the whole volume of the slurry reactor has been carried out. Selected results of hydrodynamics simulation suspended
solids catalyst CuO/ZnO in paraffin oil were presented respectively. These studies have been designed to determine the velocity
and concentration fields of slurry in the reactor. Numerical calculations have been performed for a suspension of different diameter of particles, bulk density in the mixer without baffles. The lack of baffles had to limit the abrasion of solid particulates and
improving the better mass transfer between the solid and the liquid phase.
Keywords: CFD simulation, particle suspension, stirrer tank reactor.
W pracy zaprezentowano metodę obliczeniowej mechaniki płynów (CFD) do modelowania hydrodynamiki zawiesiny w reaktorze zbiornikowym z mieszadłem. Obliczenia numeryczne przeprowadzono dla mieszadła dwułopatkowego. Podjęto analizę nad
uzyskaniem równomiernego rozkładu cząsteczek stałych zawiesiny w całej objętości reaktora. Zaprezentowano wybrane rezultaty
symulacji hydrodynamiki zawiesiny cząstek stałych katalizatora CuO/ZnO w oleju parafinowym. Badania te miały na celu określenia pól prędkości i stężenia zawiesiny w reaktorze. Obliczenia numeryczne przeprowadzono dla zawiesiny o różnej średnicy
cząstek, gęstości złoża w mieszalniku bez przegród. Brak przegród miał na celu ograniczenia ścieralności cząstek ciała stałego
oraz zapewnienie lepszej wymianie masy pomiędzy fazą stałą a ciekłą.
Słowa kluczowe: symulacja CFD, zawiesina cząstek, reaktor zbiornikowy z mieszadłem.

1. Introduction
Technological process runners in a tank reactor equipped with
mechanical stirrer are widely used in unit operations, such as crystallization, dissolution or conduct of chemical reaction in a three-phase
system (with the suspended catalyst). In the chemical industry, these
are mainly reactions such as methanol synthesis, Fischer-Tropsch,
oxidation of p-xylene to terephthalic acid, production of polymers or
using suspension polymerization [2,3,5].
The advantage of the suspension system is that the resulting movement of all the particles dispersed throughout the volume of the slurry
reactor, as well as the effective elimination thermal or concentration
gradients. This results in a high yield of carried out reactions [4].
The hydrodynamics of the slurry reactor with a stirrer can be characterized by experimental measurements or numerical simulations.
However, at present it is difficult to measure the concentration profile
in the whole volume of the slurry reactor, in particular in the regions
of high dissipation of energy [6]. Mathematical description hydrodynamics of slurry preparation is difficult due to interaction between
the flow around a rotating agitator and stationary baffle [8]. In other
cases the situation may be complicated by additional reactions taking
place in the liquid phase presence of a solid catalyst. It also affects
other parameters such as size, type and frequency of stirrer speed. An
important aspect is to control of slurry temperature, because it allows
to maintain strictly isothermal reaction medium.
In the case, where the rate of heat release exceeds the amount of
heat that can be removed by cooling the reactor, there is a significant
decrease of the reactions productivity and selectivity [4].

One approach to solve problems related to the optimization of
the suspension in the tank reactor is a “Computer Fluid Dynamics”
(CFD). It allows for a better understanding of the process, its reliability and safety [3]. Hydrodynamics of the two-phase liquid-solid
in a tank reactor is still not sufficiently investigated and quantified
described [1]. H.Zhang and N.Qi studied phenomenon and hydrodynamics in the slurry reactor with Smith and Rushton turbine [6]. In
available literature there is a lack of data describe impact of two blade
impeller on hydrodynamics of the suspension.
The aim of the study was to determine the velocity and concentration fields of the suspension in the reactor for different particle diameter and bed density. Also the effect of dynamic pressure on the blades
of the stirrer was analyzed. It plays an important role in the analysis of
the mixer efficiency in carrying out calculations in structural strength
of the blades. The results can be used in a methanol synthesis process
to optimize production costs, problems of the catalyst deactivation or
in structural-strength calculations for agitator blades.

2. Methodology and modelling object
In this paper to describe the hydrodynamics of two-phase system
was used Eulerian–Eulerian model along with a standard of k-ε turbulence model. This model is based on the transport equations for turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (ε). Phases: liquid and
solid are treated as mutually interpenetrating continua, which provide
momentum, energy or mass of the component. The continuity equation (1) and momentum (2) for the analyzed system is given below:

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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∂ (α i pi )
∂t

+ ∇ (α i ρiui ) = 0

(1)

where: α i , pi , ui means the volume fraction, density, velocity vector,
respectively, by an index i a solid or liquid phase.
∂ (α i piui )
∂t

( (

T

+ ∇ (α i ρiuiui ) = −α i∇ρi + ∇ α iui ∇ui + ( ∇ui )

)) + F



C



+ Fi + α i ρi g    (2)

where: p, μ, g is the pressure, viscosity and gravitational acceleration,
Fc- centrifugal Corolis force (Ochieng & Onyango, 2008), and Fi is
interfacial force of interaction of the liquid to solid phase.
The interfacial resistance of component i in solid-liquid system is
calculated from the following equation [3]:

3 CD,is

 
ρlα s us − ul ( us − ul )
FisD =
4 ds

(3)

where CDis- drag coefficient calculated from the classical SchillerNaumann model

The turbulent dispersion force FisT is calculated by [3] :

v  ∇α s ∇α l 
FisT = CTDCD tl 
−

σ tl  α s
αl 

(4)

where: CTD – means the ratio of momentum to penetrate interfacial resistance forces, vtl – turbulent viscosity, σ – turbulent Schmidt number,
αi means the volume fraction respectively to liquid and solid phases.
The standard of turbulence k-ε model is described by the equations:
 

µ 
∂

(αl ρl kl ) + ∇ (α l ρl ul kl ) = ∇ α l  ul + tl  ∇kl  + αl Pl − αl Pl − αl ρlε l    (5)
∂t
σk 

 
 

µ 
ε
∂

(αl ρlε l ) + ∇ (αl ρl ulε l ) = ∇ αl  ul + tl  ∇ε l  + αl l (Cε l pl − Cε 2 ρlε l )    (6)
∂t
kl
σk 

 

where: Cε1, Cε2, σk , σε are the parameters of the standard model k-ε
and are as follows: Cε1=1.44, Cε2=1.9, σk =1.0, σε=1.3 [3].
The turbulence of the liquid phase was calculated based on the
Sato turbulence model [7].
The turbulence of the solid phase is modelled using a zero-order
equation model, where the viscosity of the solid phase turbulence is
proportional to the viscosity of the liquid phase:

ρ µ
µts = s tl
ρl σ t

Ansys CFX-12.1 package. The simulation was carried out to time t =
387 s with time step=0,001 s.
The calculation area of the mixing tank was divided into two
parts: the inner rotating zone and non-rotating outer zone. In order to
improve the consistency and accuracy of the calculation model was
made for different mesh densities.
In studies, the following simplifying assumptions were made:
–– the tank contains no restrictions of mass transport between the
solid and liquid phase
–– no slip at the stirring elements and the tank wall
–– initial conditions occurs uniformly dispersing the slurry on the
bottom tank, while the fluid remains stationary in the remaining
part of the tank
Specific parameters of numerical simulation are presented in Table 2.
Table 1. Selected dimensions of the reactor and the parameters of the computational grid
Parameters

Value

Stirrer diameter, mm

15

Height of blades, mm

6

Reactor volume, mm

300

Reactor diameter, mm

49,5

Reactor high, mm

156

Parameters of the numerical grid
Number of computational cells, thousands

259; 649; 953

The number of cells in the mixer (sliding
mesh), thousands

374,350

The maximum skew of grid cells

0,54

(7)

where: σt is the turbulent Prandtl number binding kinematic viscosity
of solid phase μts to the kinematic viscosity of the liquid phase μtl.
The object of the study was the geometry of flat bottomed tank reactor with an own construction two paddle mixer shown in Figure 1,
along with the various dimensions in Table 1. Mixer is located at a
height h = 0.14D from the bottom of the tank. The liquid phase was a
paraffin oil suspension and the solid phase of the CuO / ZnO catalyst
particles, whose physicochemical properties are shown in Table 2.
Numerical grids were generated using the MixSim 2.1.10 module
preparatory with multiple system reference MRF (moving reference
frame). To determine the unsteady flow during modeling was used
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Fig. 1. Stirrer tank model (left- without computing grid), schematic diagram
of the impeller-driven stirrer tank (right)

Table 2. Main parameters of numerical simulation and physicochemical
properties of solid-liquid system
Parameters, unit

Value

The rotational speed of the stirrer, rpm

350-1420

Mixer power, W

4,8-6,5

The density of the catalyst bed, kg/m

3

2000; 4000

The viscosity of a suspension, Pa⋅s

0,001; 0,002

The size of the catalyst particles, μm

100; 300

The amount of paraffin oil, ml

150

Catalyst loading, (weight %)

0-15
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3. Results and discussion
The calculations of velocity field distribution is obtained in a slurry mixer for different
stirrer speeds, presented in Fig. 2. Outlines vector of mixing with the visualization of the state
of suspension for 47 seconds are shown in Fig.
3. The most intense mixing occurs in the mixer
zone, wherein the suspension circulating in the
towards to free surface reaching the wall of the
tank, next flows towards the bottom of the tank.
At low speeds mixer, the dead zones located near
the walls of the tank was observed (Fig. 2a). As
the increasing rotational speed of the stirrer (890
rpm), followed by properly aligned suspension
concentration in the entire reactor volume. In the
mixing zone occurs characteristic swirl pattern.
Based on the simulation results shown in figures
2 and 4, the hydrodynamics of the slurry in the
reactor is mainly dependents on the rotational of Fig. 2. Contours of velocity suspension in axial plane
for selected speed of a stirrer a) 429 rpm, b) 890 rpm
the stirrer speed, physicochemical properties of
the slurry and loading of the solid phase in suspension.
As a result, calculations of dynamic pressure
distributions acting on the blades of the mixer
were also carried out (Fig. 3b). The highest dynamic pressure is exerted by the suspension on
the blades in their middle part. Also in connection
of the rotor blades occur tensions, which must be
considered when of the connection design.
Figure 4 shows a normalized distribution of
solid concentration of the catalyst CuO / ZnO depending on the density of the bed (Fig. 4a), size
of the particles (Fig. 4b). At a time of about 128
sec. and stirrer speed of 890 rpm disperse particles collected from the bottom of the tank are
uniformly suspended. Increasing the loading of
solid catalyst requires much more mixing power
(Fig. 5a). At low rotational speeds, a plurality of
instability was observed in the system having
a non-uniform dispersion throughout the entire
volume of the slurry reactor. Figure 5b shows the
distribution profiles of the axial velocity compo- Fig. 3. Velocity vectors of slurry for an axial plane for the stirrer speed 770 rpm (3a), dynamic pressure
distribution of the slurry affects on mixer blade, Pa (3b)
nent of the suspension at different loading of the
solid phase (α = 2.5, 10 % vol. for μ = 1∙103 Pa⋅s,
a)

b)

Fig. 4. Normalized distribution of the suspension concentration at the different densities (ρ = 2000, 4000) and the size of the catalyst
particles (ds = 100 µm, 300 µm) for the dimensionless axial coordinate z/H
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a)

b)

Fig. 5. Mixing power for the different viscosity of the slurry (μ = 1∙10−3, 2 ∙ 10−3) at various solid loading (0–10%) for ds = 100
µm, ρ = 2000 kg/m3 (5a ). Axial velocity distribution of the liquid at selected loading of solid particles (α = 2.5, 10% vol.
for μ = 1∙10−3 Pa∙s, ds = 100 um), (5b)

ds = 100 microns). For the initial solid phase loading of 2.5%, there is
a characteristic peak of the axial velocity at the end of the rotor (u0)
where the maximum speed decreases from 0.4 u0 to 0.2 u0. Furthermore, the volume of solid phase loading of 10% occurs much greater
decrease of the values 0.57u0 to 0.2u0, but maintained for a much
longer time.

4. Summary and conclusions
In the article was studied the hydrodynamics model of suspension
in a two blade stirred reactor. In this simulation Eulerian-Eulerian approach is adopted with a standard k-ε turbulence model. The research
leading the following results:
–– Power unit number can be predicted for the suspension: liquidsolid through the introduction an average slurry density. For
increase initial solid loading of the suspension more power unit

number is required for the mixer, and for increased viscosity
of 2⋅10−3 Pa·s, load range of the initial solid phase (0–10% ) is
maintained at a constant level – Fig. 5a).
–– Increase of the suspension density and particle size of the of the
initial solid phase increases the descent rate, and also reduces the
uniformity of distribution of the solid particles in suspension.
–– Higher initial loading of solid particles in the slurry corresponds
to the inhomogeneous distribution of the particulate matter in
the whole volume of the suspension. Homogenity of the slurry
may also be achieved by increasing the viscosity of the solvent.
–– Dynamic pressure exerted by the slurry acts on the most front
side of the blades.
–– Increase of the numerical grid density is significantly longer
simulation time, but this allows for considerable precise designation of mixing intensity zones.
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Limitations of enrichment of gaseous mixture in dual fuel engines
Ograniczenia wzbogacania mieszaniny gazowej
w silnikach dwupaliwowych*
Exhaust gases from dual fuel engines are nearly smokeless, while maximal engine load is limited by allowable thermal load, not
by smoke limit. This encourages users to enrich gas-air mixture, leading to increased output power of the engine, what partially
compensates reduction of maximal output power connected with gaseous fuelling. Excessive enrichment of the charge, resulting
from concentration of gas in the gas-air mixture and size of Diesel oil’s dose, can lead to a phenomenon of knocking combustion
and thermal overloading, and in result – to serious damage of the engine. In the paper is presented a calculation methodology of
maximal enrichment of the gaseous mixture, above which a thermal overloading of the engine can occur. On example of a breakdown of three dual fuel engines of Caterpillar 3516A and SW 680 type, effects of thermal overloading, and a hazards connected
with excessive enrichment of the gaseous mixture are shown. Conclusions of a general nature can serve as a guide to selection of
control systems to dual fuel engines.
Keywords: dual fuel engine, gaseous mixture, thermal load, ignition of gas, knocking combustion, combustion.
Spaliny silników dwupaliwowych są prawie bezdymne, a maksymalne obciążenie silnika jest ograniczone dopuszczalnym obciążeniem cieplnym, a nie granicą dymienia. Skłania to użytkowników do wzbogacania mieszaniny gaz-powietrze prowadzącego do
zwiększania mocy silnika, co częściowo kompensuje zmniejszenie mocy maksymalnej związane z gazowym zasilaniem. Nadmierne
wzbogacanie ładunku, wynikające ze stężenia gazu w mieszaninie gaz-powietrze i wielkości dawki oleju napędowego, może prowadzić do zjawiska spalania stukowego i przeciążenia cieplnego, a w efekcie do poważnego uszkodzenia silnika. W pracy przedstawiono metodykę obliczania maksymalnego wzbogacania mieszaniny gazowej, powyżej którego mogą występować przeciążenia
cieplne silnika. Na przykładzie trzech awarii silników dwupaliwowych Caterpillar 3516A i SW 680 pokazano skutki przeciążenia
cieplnego silnika i niebezpieczeństwa związane z nadmiernym wzbogaceniem mieszaniny gazowej. Wnioski ogólne mogą być
wskazówką do doboru sterowania silników dwupaliwowych.
Słowa kluczowe: silnik dwupaliwowy, mieszanina gazowa, obciążenie cieplne, zapłon gazu, spalanie stukowe,
spalanie.

1. Introduction
In the next decades compressed natural gas (CNG) shall belong,
except petroleum fuels, to important engine fuels. According to forecasts, in the year 2020 it should constitute about 8% of all engine
fuels consumed in European Union countries [11]. Such market share
shall increase in the next decades. It requires development of a microstructure connected with gaseous fuelling and operation of gaseous
engines, but first of all, with construction of large number of gas filling stations.
Gaseous fuel supply can be accomplished both in spark ignition
and compression ignition engines. Due to low cetane number and
high self-ignition temperature of the gas, stable ignition of the gas-air
mixture is accomplished by injection of small dose of liquid fuel, i.e.
Diesel oil mainly. Due to this reason, such system was assumed to be
called as a dual fuel system or jet ignition (multi-spot, spatial ignition
of the gas and Diesel oil) [2, 4, 5, 7, 11].
In a spark ignition engine, one should take into account reduction of maximal engine output power in range of 8÷10%, what results
from reduced filling ratio of the cylinder and smaller calorific value
of the gas-air mixture [10, 11]. In an engine adopted to operation on
the gas only, decrease of the output power can be partially reduced
by compression ratio increased with 1,5÷2,5 units, what results from
high knock resistance of gaseous fuels. In an engine, which should
be alternately fuelled with the gasoline or the gas, so called flexi-fuel

technology is impossible to be used, and nearly 10% reduction of the
output power can be unwillingly received by users.
The dual fuel system enables us to keep the most of positive features of compression ignition engine, and because of it, recently we
can see its renaissance in many applications. It results from electronic
control systems of injection of liquid fuel and the gas, allowing maintaining optimal composition of the charge in altering conditions of
engine operation. Gradual development of fuel supply systems to dual
fuel compression ignition engine results from many benefits offered
by such type of fuelling. To the most important should be included:
• possibility of maintaining of the output power at unchanged
level [3, 4, 5, 10],
• high engine efficiency [1, 2, 4–6],
• possibility of alternating operation in dual fuel system and on
Diesel oil only,
• possibility of combustion of the gas-air mixtures in wide range
of change of the excess air ratio [2, 4, 6, 10],
• lower emission of nitrogen oxides NOx and particticulate matter PM,
• lower costs of engine operation.
The last from above mentioned factors is the most decisive when
decision about gaseous fuelling is to be taken. It results from a big
difference in price of gaseous and liquid fuel. Generation of unit work
of the engine in case of gaseous fuelling is nearly twice cheaper than
in case of fuelling with Diesel oil.

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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Exhaust gases from compression ignition engines operated on the
gas are nearly free of smoke, while maximal portion of energy supplied to the engine is limited by allowable thermal load, and is not
limited by the smoke limit. This leads many users to reduce average
excess air ratio and to increase maximal engine output power, what
compensates its reduction due to gaseous fuelling.
The work presented in this paper points at limitations present
when the maximal engine output power is increased, and a phenomena connected with it.

2. Limitations of enrichment of the charge in dual fuel
engine
Investigations of dual fuel engines operated on the CNG, performed by the author showed that both in case of piston pumps and
mixer-type supply with the gas, as well as in case of high pressure
common rail injection systems of the initial dose, and injection of the
gas to manifold, it is possible to develop the output power similar to
the one developed by the engine operated on the Diesel oil only, Fig.
1. Simultaneously, development of similar output power is possible
for different size of the initial dose, what can be implemented in traction engines. In the Fig. 1a, together with change of the initial dose
one adjusted quantity of the gas to generate engine output power identical like in case of operation on Diesel oil only. Due to this reason, the
lines of the output power for various dosages are overlapping. In case
of common rail system (Fig. 1b), for the doses 20,3 mm3/cycle and
31,2 mm3/cycle in area of a higher rotational speeds occurred reduction of the output power reaching 6÷8%. This was caused by emerging phenomenon of knocking combustion. Only further increase of
the dose to 39,3 mm3/cycle (and the same, leaning of the gaseous
mixture) allowed development of the output power comparable to traditional fuelling in complete range of change of rotational speed. It
should be also noted that in a system of injection of the dose through
common rail system, further increase of the dose favors increasing
of the output power and simultaneously can lead to improvement of
a)

b)

ing to the engine, and the same by decrease of the excess air ratio λo
of the gaseous mixture. However, enrichment of the gaseous mixture
can lead to thermal overload of the engine, and in consequence to its
damage [12, 13].
To avoid damage of the engine, it is safer to adopt such principle,
that at nominal load streams of energy at traditional and dual fuel
supply should be the same. It will enable to evaluate such minimal
number λo min of the gaseous mixture, which shouldn’t be exceeded.
Hereinafter in the paper shall be presented a methodology of evaluation of this number.
Stream of energy supplied to the engine, when the engine is run
on Diesel oil, results from quantity of intake air and applied excess air
ratio λ. This can be calculated from the following equations:
–– maximal quantity of Diesel oil possible to be combusted at the
excess air ratio λ:
m on =

where:
		
		

Vp

(1)

λ ⋅ Lon

m on – stream of liquid fuel supplied to the engine [kg/s],
Vp – stream of the air sucked by the engine [nm3/s],

Lon – theoretical air demand for liquid fuel [nm3/kg],

–– stream of energy supplied together with Diesel oil ( Q on ):
Q on =
where:

Vp ⋅ H on

(2)

λ ⋅ Lon

Hon – calorific value of liquid fuel [MJ/kg].

In case of dual fuel supply with initial dose of Diesel oil with fraction of energy Uon, stream of energy supplied together with gaseous
fuel ( Q g max ) is expressed by the formula:
Q g max = (1 − U on ) ⋅ Q on

(3)

or
Vg ⋅ H g = (1 − U on ) ⋅

where:
		
		
		

Vp
λ ⋅ Lon

⋅ H on

(4)

Vg – stream of the gas flowing to the
engine [nm3/s] ,
Hg – calorific value of gaseous fuel
[MJ/nm3].

Maximal stream of the gas sucked to the enFig. 1. Comparison of the output power of dual fuel engine powered traditionally, and operated in dual
fuel system with CNG: a) SW 680 engine with in-line P56-01 pump and mixer-type feeding with
the gas, b) SB3.1 engine with injection of the initial dose through common rail system and injection of the gas to suction manifold

thermal efficiency of the engine [14].
Investigations performed earlier showed that in dual fuel engines,
even slight addition of the gas can substantially reduce smokiness of
the exhaust gases [1, 3, 4, 10, 14]. It may encourage using of the charge
with reduced average excess air ratio, what partially compensates loss
of the output power resulting from gaseous fuelling. Reduction of the
average excess air ratio λ can be attained by increase of the gas flow-
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gine ( Vg max ) is determined by the formula:
Vg max = (1 − U on ) ⋅

Vp
λ ⋅ Lon

⋅

H on
Hg

(6)

Minimal excess air ratio for the gas-air mixture, assuming that
volumetric efficiency of the engine at traditional and dual fuel supply
does not change:
λo min =

Vp − Vg max
Vp
1
=
−
Vg max ⋅ Lg Vg max ⋅ Lg Lg
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Substituting into the formula (6) for Vg max the formula (5), we
finally receive:
λo min =

H g Lon 1
λ
⋅
⋅
−
1 − U on H on Lg Lg

(6)

From the formula (7) follows, that maximal enrichment of the
gas-air mixture (the lowest number λo) is directly proportional to the
average excess air ratio λ, equal at traditional and dual fuel supply,
and inversely proportional to energetic portion of the gas Ug=1−Uon.
It depends also on calorific values and theoretical demand of air for
the both fuels.
In course of tuning of dual fuel engine, one should pay attention
on the following cases:
• λo < λo min – stream of energy supplied to the engine is bigger than the stream supplied in case of fuel supply with Diesel
oil only,
• λo > λo min – stream of energy at dual fuel supply is smaller
than in case of run on Diesel oil only.
Feed of the engine with gaseous mixture having the excess air
number λo < λo min is connected with thermal overload of the engine,
comparing to traditional fuelling. This should be applied, therefore,
very carefully, because in a compression ignition engine are present a
small clearances in piston-cylinder bore system, and growth of temperature of these components can lead to seizure of the engine.
It should be clearly underlined, that in case of fuelling with the gas
one should expect a drop of maximal output power, connected with
volume taken by the gas in the charge, and smaller calorific value of
gaseous mixture. Therefore, both spark ignition engine and dual fuel
engine should have, as a standard, diminished nominal output power,
depending on these values. Although efficient combustion process in
dual fuel engine points at a possibility of reduction of average number
λ, such operation should be used very carefully and should be based
on tests of the engine.
a)

b)

in ambient conditions λo min<2.0. In case of supercharged engines,
where bigger excess air ratio are used λ=2.0, the initial dose should
be reduced to about 20% of energetic portion. Then, minimal excess
air ratio λo min of the gaseous mixture amounts to λo min<2.8. Such
composition in conditions of increased temperatures, present in supercharged engines, should assure correct combustion of the gaseous
mixture.
Dependence of the number λo min on portion of energy of the initial dose is hyperbolic, Fig. 2b. It means, that, initially change of size
of the dose slightly affects value of the λo min regardless of the number
λ. However, considerable growth of the dose leads to excessive leaning of the gaseous mixture, what could result in presence of negative phenomena accompanying combustion of lean mixtures. When
compression ignition engine is adapted to dual fuel supply, selection
of size of the initial dose should take into account analyses of heat
release from the gaseous mixture, as a carrier of main energy supplied
to the engine.
Due to easiness of mixing of the gas with the air and complete
homogeneity of gaseous mixture before self-ignition of the liquid
fuel, even in case of direct injection of the gas into cylinder, in a dual
fuel engine at maximal load it is possible to slightly reduce the average excess air ratio λ for total charge, in relation to the one used at
fuelling with Diesel oil only. This enables to maintain the nominal
output power of the engine fuelled traditionally, and in some cases
to increase the output power. However, this should be applied very
carefully with use of electronic control system and engine control in
connection with controlling of knocking and temperature of exhaust
gases. In stationary engines with number of cylinder bigger than ten,
level of engine vibrations should be also controlled, which increases
together with appearance of the knocking at enriched gaseous mixture or non-uniform combustion in the cylinders, when the mixture
is excessively leaned. Electronic system controlling quality of the
charge, used in dual fuel Navistar DT 466 engine with swept capacity
of 7,6 dm3 enabled development of the same engine output power in
complete range of engine rotations, or slightly higher like in case of
traditional fuelling [3].

3. Analysis of damages in dual fuel
engines

Thermal overloading belongs to frequent
reasons of damage of dual fuel engines operated both in spark ignition system and dual fuel
system. To the most frequent reasons of the
damage belong:
• excessive thermal load in piston-cylinder
bore system [8, 9, 13],
• excessive thermal load of exhaust valves
and cylinder head,
• engine operation at knocking combustion
limit or with distinct knocking [2, 8, 9, 10].
In the last reason are consciously distinguished operations at knocking combustion
limit and with distinct knocking, although the
both phenomena are classified as a knockFig. 2. Changes of maximal excess air number of gaseous mixture λo min for the Diesel oil and natural gas: ing combustion. The most often, operation at
a) in function of the excess air ratio λ for constant energetic fractions of Diesel oil Uon, b) in func- knocking combustion limit occurs without any
tion of change of the fraction Uon for constant values of the excess air ratio λ
distinct symptoms of the knocking, manifested
by pressure waving in high pressure range. This
phenomenon is not always diagnosed by senFrom analysis of the runs presented in the Fig. 2 is seen that fuel
sors as a knocking, and virtually unnoticeable by service personnel,
supply in naturally aspirated engine at nominal load with charge havespecially in traction engines during motion. While, operation in area
ing the average excess air ratio λ=1.3 enables usage of the initial dose
of the knocking combustion gives a distinct vibro-acoustic symptoms,
with energetic fraction up to 30% of the nominal dose. It allows to
which can be detected by knocking sensors, which should be installed
keep composition of the gaseous mixture in range of combustibility
in gaseous dual fuel engines.
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Below are presented some cases of engine damage arisen in result
of thermal overloading and irregular combustion of gaseous mixture.
In the Fig. 3 is presented a 16 cylinder Caterpillar 3516A engine
with output power of 1,5 MW, with diagnosed breakdown of the first
cylinder. The engine was fuelled in dual fuel system of mine gas with
mixer-type supply of the gas. The mixer was installed in front of the
engine, upstream the system of turbochargers. Gaseous mixture was
supplied through a gas distribution system to the turbocompressors
supplying individually the both rows of the cylinders. The breakdown
occurred after about 6.500 h of engine operation. The engine was
stopped by service personnel due to increased knocking in crankshaft

assembly, without any symptoms of seizure. Diagnostic system controlling increased vibrations of the engine was not activated.
Seizure of the piston in its carrying part, in the first cylinder from
the RH row of the cylinders, was identified as the reason of increased
knocking of the engine (Fig. 3b, 4a, 4b). After disassembly of the cylinder head and the piston, clear traces of seizure were seen on the carrying surface (Fig. 4a-b). Piston crown, piston ring area and the pistons themselves didn’t show any distinct traces of damage. All piston
rings were loose and freely movable in the grooves. Also condition of
the cylinder head and the valves didn’t show any traces of irregular
combustion (Fig. 4d).
Presented facts allow assuming that abnora)
mal composition of the gaseous mixture sucked
to the first cylinder and connected with it thermal overloading were the reasons of engine
breakdown. It could result from enrichment of
the gaseous mixture aimed at a higher output
power, or sudden growth of methane contents
in the mine gas, not discovered by the systems
monitoring operation of the engine. As this phenomenon didn’t occur in the cylinder the closest
to the mixer, non-uniform composition of the
gas-air mixture could be also a reason of the
breakdown. With average contents of methane
in the mine gas of 45÷50%V volume of the gas
supplied to the mixer is relatively high. In short
pipes with small diameters, not complete blending of the gas with the air can not occur during
feed to the mixer, and there exists a probability
that the first cylinders were supplied with more
rich mixture than other cylinders. In case of the
discussed engine, size of the initial dose was
fixed by the Woodward regulator, which selects
size of the dose to keep the output power and engine rotations at desired level. Size of the dose
of Diesel oil was the same for all cylinders.
The next damage of the discussed engine,
arisen due to unsufficient cooling of piston
b)
crown, was the next confirmation of the breakdown resulted from thermal overloading [12,
13]. Fatigue failure of the piston ring, retaining
the oil sprinkled by nozzeles to channel in the
piston crown when the piston is near the BDC,
was the reason of this damage (Fig. 5). In correct condition of the system, the oil supplied
to the channel fills it completely, and the oil is
retained for a longer time, effectively carrying
away the heat from the piston crown.
After damage of the piston ring, cross-section of the holes carrying off the oil increased
significantly, what resulted in rapid loss of the
oil and not complete contact of the oil with piston crown. It effected in worsened cooling of
the piston crown, gradual heating of complete
piston, and in result, seizure of it carrying part.
Also in this case, both the piston crown, piston
rings and cylinder head with valves didn’t show
any symptoms of irregular combustion.
It is worth to underline, that the engine discussed here was not equipped with individual
system to monitoring of the cylinders, what
should be considered as a standard for such
engine size. In the Fig. 6 is presented a simple
Fig. 3. Dual fuel Caterpillar 3516A engine in state of breakdown of the first cylinder (photo of the
control method of thermal load of the cylinauthor):a) the engine during operation, b) the engine after disassembly of cylinder head from the
der, implemented in the engines produced by
first cylinder
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4. View of components of the first cylinder of the Caterpillar 3516A engine with traces of seizure (photo of the author): a) piston of the first cylinder, b) view
of carrying sector of the piston with traces of seizure, c) view of piston crown of the first cylinder, d) cylinder head of the first cylinder

Deutz Co. In a special channel in cylinder head of each cylinder is
assembled a thermocouple. Tip of the thermocouple is in contact with
the working medium during complete cycle through an additional
hole, and through housing with temperature of the cylinder head. In
result, the thermocouple measures temperature which is lower than
temperature of the working medium during combustion, and is higher
than temperature of the cylinder head. Basing on experience of the
manufacturer, in memory of diagnostic system is recorded range of
temperature corresponding to correct engine operation. Growth of
temperature detected by the thermocouple is pointing at irregular operation of a cylinder.
Cost of the system is low, while durability of thermocouple is
high. Continuous recording of temperature in all cylinders allows signaling of engine failure well in advance.
Dual fuel engine operation should occur in areas far from knocking combustion limit and limit of misfiring, what is schematically presented in the Fig. 7.
The mixture in range of stoichiometric composition λo=1.0-1.2
is the most prone to the knocking combustion. Tendency to knocking
combustion decreases together with leaning of the gas-air mixture,

however, simultaneously decreases calorific value of the mixture. Obtainment of a higher average effective pressure requires, therefore,
increased degree of supercharging or size of initial dose of Diesel oil.
From the Fig. 7 is seen that in naturally aspirated engines it is possible
to obtain average effective pressure of about 1.0 MPa with knockingfree engine operation, what is not a small value for a naturally aspirated gaseous engine.
Tendency to knocking combustion belongs to individual features
of dual fuel engine and depends on the following factors: type of
combustion chamber, size of initial dose, composition of combustible
mixture, cylinder bore diameter, rotational speed, type of cooling.
Therefore, in selection of control system to dual fuel engine, tendency
to occurrence of such phenomenon should be always taken into considerations.
Knocking combustion is very hazardous for each combustion engine, especially compression ignition engine, where small clearances
in piston-cylinder system are present [8, 9, 11, 12, 13].
In the Fig. 8 are presented damaged pistons of the 4th and 5th cylinder from the SW 680 engine fuelled in dual fuel system with CNG
gas. The damage took place during the testing, when course of the
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Fig. 5. Piston of dual fuel Caterpillar 3516A engine seizured due to failure of
oil cooling system of piston crown (photo of the author)

Fig. 6. Monitoring of thermal load of a cylinder of gaseous engine from Deutz
Co. (photo of the author)

pressure in the 2nd cylinder was traced by the author on computer’s
screen. Pressure in the engine was increased by increase of quantity
of the gas which powered the engine. After several minutes of engine
operation at a load bigger with about 5% from the nominal load, the
engine was stopped, while repeated start-up in cold and hot conditions
was not possible. It should be underlined that on observed indication
diagram, the author didn’t notice any distinct symptoms of the knocking combustion.
Monitoring of flow rate of the gas enabled calculation of the excess air ratio λo for the gas-air mixture. It was found, that the excess
air ratio was much below the λo min calculated for the investigated
engine. Excessive enrichment of gaseous mixture did not result in
growth of engine torque, and operators still increased supply of the
gas to the engine, leading to engine operation at knocking combustion limit.
After disassembly of the engine it was found that the piston of the
4th cylinder underwent seizure. Crown and groove’s part of the piston
exhibited numerous partial melting, Fig . 8a-b. Sealing rings no. 1 and
no. 2 underwent baking on about 70% of the circumference. Also the
piston from the 5th cylinder underwent seizure and partial melting,
Fig 8c-d. However, extent of the damage in this cylinder was smaller
and took place from side of the 4th cylinder. It suggest that the damage could arise in result of overheating due to excessively thermally
overloaded 4th cylinder, because knocking combustion should result
in the damage on full circumference of the piston.
As fuel supply system assured fuelling of each cylinder with homogenous mixture having the same composition, it can be assumed
that the damage occurred due to phenomenon of knocking combustion, which appeared first in the 4th cylinder due to excessive enrichment of the gaseous mixture. Short time of engine operation caused
that such phenomenon did not occur in the other cylinders. Presence
of knocking combustion in the 4th cylinder suggests only, that the
engine was operated at knocking combustion limit, while cooling conditions of the 4th cylinder were worse than in the others.
It is also worth to underline, that after occurrence of the damage
described here, in course of further investigations one controlled the
excess air ratio λo when engine load was increased. It allowed increasing maximal output power with about 10% comparing to nominal output power of the engine operated on Diesel oil only. In spite of
long lasting engine operation under increased load, none anomalies
in combustion process or changes in components of crank system, in
valves and in cylinder heads, were confirmed.
It means, that in dual fuel engines it is necessary to restrict enrichment of the gaseous mixture; while range of these limitations belongs
to individual features of the engine. In the cases where the enrichment
cannot be preceded by investigations, it is better to limit maximal output power of the dual fuel engine to 92÷95% of the nominal power,
while in the cases where maximal output power is required; engine
load should be increased by addition of Diesel oil instead of the
gas.

4. Summary
On the base of performed analyses and investigations it is
possible to formulate the following observations concerning
controlling of engine load in gaseous engines with spark ignition and dual fuel engines.
• Gaseous fuel supply results in decreased maximal output
power of the engines in scope of 8÷10% due to worsening of
filling and lower calorific value of the gas-air mixture.
• In a spark ignition engines adapted to gas fuel only, decrease of the output power can be reduced by increase of the
compression ratio with 1.5÷2.5 units, what is allowed due to
high knocking resistance of majority of gases.
Fig. 7. Operational ranges of dual fuel Wärtsila 50 DF engine [15]
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 8. Pistons of the SW 680 engine run in dual fuel system after several minutes of operation with knocking combustion: a), b) – piston from the 4th cylinder, c),
d) piston from the 5th cylinder, (photos of the author)

• In dual fuel engines, lower calorific value can be compensated
by decrease of the average excess air ratio. It results from significantly lower smokiness of exhaust gases. In case of some

engines, it allows development of maximal output power, the
same like in case of operation on Diesel oil only.
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• Lower smokiness of exhaust gases in dual fuel engines may
lead the users to increase the maximal output power by significant enrichment of the gas-air mixture. Such actions may lead,
however, to uncontrolled thermal overloading of the engine,
or engine operation at knocking combustion limit. The both
phenomena in smaller engines are difficult to be discovered by
service personnel and engine control systems. Such phenomena may lead to serious failure of the engine.
• In bigger stationary engines with mixer-type fuelling, thermal
overloading of some cylinders can occur during enrichment
of the gas-air mixture, what results from asymmetry of fuel
supply. Therefore, in such engines one should control temperature of each cylinder, while threshold level of the temperature

should be set individually for a given type of the engine, and
memorized in ECU of the engine.
• Dual fuel engine operation at the knocking combustion limit
is especially hazardous. In traction engines with small number
of cylinders, such operation can not be detected by sensors of
knock, and a failure in piston-cylinder system can occur in a
short time.
• Enrichment of the gas-air mixture leading to reduction of the
average excess air ratio below value used at fuelling with the
Diesel oil only should be preceded by investigation of thermal
loads of engine components, and should be used very carefully.
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Research of the rational operational load of diesel locomotives
Ocena niezawodności eksploatacyjnej urządzeń energetycznych spalinowych lokomotyw towarowych oraz prognozowanie czasu pracy
In the research authors sugested calculations of a mathematical computer modeling methods, of the operational reliability indicators for the freight diesel locomotives M62K, 2M62M, ER20CF, when transporting cargoes via the main lines of the Lithuanian
railway network. According to the permissible values of the diesel locomotive reliability criteria, the maximum weights of a train
for the studied transportation lines have been calculated and a diesel engine resource has been predicted. A methodology for
reducing the dynamic indicators of the operational load cycle of a locomotive diesel has been proposed and described. When applying it, a 15÷20% reduction of load cycle’s dynamic indicators (which increase the fatigue stresses of the locomotive’s cylinderpiston group parts and components) is achieved. Technological recommendations are formulated, in order to increase the usage
of the operational reliability indicators of diesel locomotives and their energy efficiency.
Keywords: diesel locomotive, reliability indicators, mathematical modeling, load cycle, operating time.
W oparciu o obliczenia dotyczące opracowanego z zastosowaniem komputerowego modelowania matematycznego układu w artykule przedstawiono badania porównawcze wskaźników niezawodności eksploatacyjnej silników dieslowych spalinowych lokomotyw towarowych M62K, 2M62M, ER20CF podczas kolejowych przewozów towarowych, dokonywanych głównymi liniami litewskiej sieci kolejowej. Stosując dopuszczalne wartości dla kryterium niezawodności silników dieslowych obliczono masę całkowitą
pociągów na badanych liniach przewozowych oraz prognozowany resurs silników dieslowych. Zaproponowano i scharakteryzowano metodologię obniżenia wskaźników dynamicznych cyklu obciążenia eksploatacyjnego silnika dieslowego lokomotywy spalinowej. Dzięki jej zastosowaniu możliwe jest obniżenie o 15÷20% wskaźników dynamicznych cyklu obciążenia (zwiększających
napięcia zasadniczych elementów jednostki cylindryczno-tłokowej i węzłów silnika). Sformułowano zalecenia technologiczne,
mające na celu zwiększenie wskaźników niezawodności eksploatacyjnej silników dieslowych lokomotyw spalinowych oraz wykorzystanie ich skuteczności energetycznej.
Słowa kluczowe: silnik dieslowy lokomotywy spalinowej, wskaźniki niezawodności, matematyczne modelowanie, cykl obciążenia, czas pracy.

1. Introduction
Nowadays Europe is facing unprecedented problems posed by
transport: traffic flows increased, and predominant role was given to
road transport as it appeared to be better adapted to the needs of a new
economy – to transport “door to door”. Domination of this type of
transport poses serious problems in Europe (traffic congestion, harmful effects on the environment and human health, threatening statistics
of accidents).
In order to mitigate these problems, the Council of Europe and the
European Commission have taken the following actions: to increase
taxes on road transport, revive alternative means of transport (encouraging to use water and inland waterways transport, revive railways,
develop multimodal transportation) [17]. Therefore the research of
freight locomotives’ ecological and technical indicators is gaining an
increasingly greater significance.
In addition, an agreement between International Union of Railway, UIC, Community of European Railways, CER, International
Union of Public Transport, UITP ir Union of European Railway Industries, UNIFE to increase the railway market share in the field of
passenger transportation from 6% to 10% until 2020, and in the field

of freight transportation – from 8% to 15%, as well as to reduce pollution emissions by 50% [3]. According to the “White Book”, greenhouse gas emission reduction by 40 % until 2050 became one of the
main goals of the EU transport system development, including railway transport [6].
Over the past decade, the situation of railway transport in Europe
has changed significantly. Railway transport potential is being developed systematically and rapidly, focusing on an increasing dependence of modern economy on transport, taking into account demand
dynamics, diversity of ownership, service flexibility and the needs of
engineering and technology. This has been influenced by qualitative
changes that resulted from the construction of high-speed railways
and new rolling stock. Railway transport has become competitive due
to high speeds, comfort, a high level of service, traffic safety and ecology [9].
Considering the challenges of today, a special attention is given to
the issue of railway transport infrastructure development in the Lithuanian transport and transit development strategy.
Therefore, in 2004, when Lithuania joined the European Union,
the reconstruction of the Lithuanian railways and their integration into

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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the European railway transport system became one of the underlying
goals of the Republic of Lithuania’s Government, at the same time
preserving the useful freight and passenger transportation flows with
Russia and other states of the Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS).
During the period of 2005 – 2008 the company replaced the old
generation locomotives of the 2M62/M62 series with the modern locomotives of the 2M62M and ER20CF series [13].
These fleet changes allowed to significantly increase – up to 20%
– the energy resource consumption efficiency and improve ecological indicators, including the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
However, the locomotive load, significantly more intensive if compared to the Western European states, during freight transportation
via the AB “LR” railway line causes unexpected failures and malfunctions of new diesel locomotives.
In order to increase the operational reliability of AB “LR” freight
diesel locomotives, complex studies of locomotive operational load
regime analysis and optimization have been started. An
original methodology for evaluating the reliability and
forecasting the operating time of a diesel locomotive has
been created, which operates by the indirect criteria of mechanical and thermal load. The methodology’s adaptation to
the D49, CAT3512B-HD, MTU 16V 4000 R41 type diesel
engines has been carried out [12].
The publication presents the results of the diesel locomotive’s real load cycle analysis, evaluations of maximum
train weight in the characteristic railway network lines, and
technological proposals to increase the operational reliability.

where: ∆α , ∆ε , ∆λ – relative increments of independent variables
(excess air coefficient, compression ratio, pressure in the cylinder increase ratio);
Καηι,Κεηι, Κληι – α, ε and λ influence coefficients for the indicated
efficiency ηi .
The influence coefficients are measured by summarizing the wider results of the experimental medium and high rev diesel testing, and
during the modeling process the coefficients are adjusted according to
the technical features of the studied object.
Equation system (1) of each independent variable is solved in the
following sequence: by using the initial xko , yjo data, that corresponds
to the diesel operating in the maximum power regime, the influence of
its digital values on the coefficients Δij and bik is measured ; the values
of the equation right sides for the given relative increments δxk are
calculated ; the equation system roots are calculated; new unknown
values of the variables are calculated according to the formula yj =
yjo(1+δyi ).

2. Research methodology
The modelling of freight diesel locomotive parameters
in the operational characteristic regimes has been done by
using the computer program complex “Characteristics”,
which created by the author, based on the small increment
method. The functional dependences of the processes occurring in a diesel cylinder and adjacent systems are presented
in the form of simple linear equations. The direct relationship between the diesel starting parameter – the increment
of the objective function yi δ yi , and the influencing variable increment δ xm that does not belong to this parameter,
is measured in the form of equation system [4]:

∆11δy1 + ∆12δy2 + ... + ∆1jδy j+ = b11δx1 + b12δx 2... + b1kδx k 

∆21δy1 + ∆22δy2... + ∆2jδy j = b21δx1 + b22δx 2... + b2kδx k 
............
∆i1δy1 + ∆i2δ2... + ∆ijδy j = bi1δx1 + bi2xδ2... + bikδx k









Fig. 1. Operation parameters of the MTU 16V4000R41 diesel locomotive
(○ – experimental data of the manufacturing company’s bench tests;
● – results of mathematical modeling)

(1)

Y – unknown variable parameter of diesel; X – diesel parameter influencing factor; Δij and bik – coefficients of the variable increments’ influence on the unknown values, where n – the number of
variable’s change steps.
For example, the change of indicated efficiency of diesel operation process in the function of diesel parameters is expressed as follows:
∆ηi = Kαη i ∆α + Kεη i ∆ε + K λη i ∆ λ ,

(2)

(when the invariability of revs and air density against the cylinder
exist n, ρk = const ).
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The basis of the analytical description of the processes that occur
in the diesel systems consists of the classical theory of internal combustion engines supplemented by the experimental study results. The
physical processes in the cylinder and adjacent systems is regarded as
quasi-stationary. The adopted assumptions ensures calculation accuracy sufficient for solving practical problems [9, 11, 18].
According to the modeling of diesel maximum power regime parameters, the tune-up of the 14D40, 2-2D49, Caterpillar 3512B HDSC, MTU 16V4000R41 diesel inflator units and the air debit characteristics of the piston part, as well as the operational modeling of
the locomotive characteristics has been carried out. Fig. 1 shows the
result examples of modeling the 16V4000R41 diesel energy indicators and operation process parameters according to the crankshaft revs
n (diesel locomotive ER20CF).
The range of independent variable variation is divided into small
increments – calculation steps. At the end of each calculation step
the values for diesel indicators are measured, according to which the
new values of influence coefficients are calculated for the next step.
Relatively small calculation steps, not exceeding 5% of a parameter’s
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according to the traction characteristics of locomotives is
taken into account.

3. Research results
3.1. The change of diesel indirect load criteria
The following indirect criteria were used in the work
[5, 11]:
•

1
ζ = Pmax ( ) 0,8 ( PK ⋅ cm ) 0,5 n – Prof. Kostin criterion
α

(applied to transport diesels, measures the thermal and mechanical load of parts according to the operation process
parameters);
•

1
q Ï = ( ) 0,8 ( PK cm ) 0,5 – Prof. Kostin criterion (apα

plied to the diesels of various use and types, measures specific heat flow to the bottom of a piston and head of a cylinder according to the operation process parameters);
here: PK – charge air pressure, MPa; α – excess air coefficient; cm – average speed of a piston, m/s; maximum cycle
pressure Pmax , MPa.
The change of the ζ ir qn criteria for the locomotive’s
old generation diesels 14D40 (for comparison), the modernized 2-2D49, modern Caterpillar 3512B HD-SC and
Fig. 1. (continued)

variation range, allows to significantly reduce the calculation error.
The adequacy of the mathematical modeling is confirmed by comparing the calculation and experiment data.
The difference between the experiment and mathematical
modeling results, not exceeding 3÷5 %, is regarded as perfectly acceptable for solving the practical problems defined
in the studies. The methodological basis for the research
of the diesel locomotive reliability indicators and operating time (projected resource) consists of computer experiment carried out in accordance with the original methods
created by the authors. The parameter arrays of the traction
characteristics of the locomotives operated by JSC Lithuanian Railways (hereinafter - JSC LR) in the main railway
network lines have been used for the initial modeling data,
when the train weight is from 3000 t to 7500 t. The traction characteristic parameters of JSC LR are measured by
modeling with computer the freight transportation in real
railway network conditions [12]. According to the modeled
operational characteristics of a locomotive’s diesels, the
energy and operation process parameters, reliability indicators, as well as the projected resource based on them, are
calculated for each elementary step (according to the trip
time interval and road distance).
The projected resource of a locomotive’s diesel engine
may experience a 10 % higher decrease than stated by the
manufacturing company. Such a conclusion was made basing on the following reasons: the confidence range of the
analytical dependencies measured between the indirect
criteria of the thermal, mechanical load and diesel engine
resource is around 5 % (when measuring the determination
coefficient values 0.96–0.97); by adding the additional 5 %,
the error of the diesel parameter mathematical modeling

Fig. 2. The change of a locomotive’s diesel indirect load criteria Pd, ζ in the operational
characteristic modes

Fig. 3. The change in relative form of a locomotive’s diesel indirect load criteria ζ, qn in the
operational characteristic modes
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MTU 16V4000R41 models, according to the effective
(used) power of an engine Pe, is shown in the absolute
graphical form in Fig. 2, in the relative form (the ratio
of a criterion with its maximum value) – in Fig. 3. THe
change of criteria reflects the thermal and mechanical
load variation degree for the diesel parts, when the diesel operates in the locomotive characteristic modes.
These criteria dependencies are used in the authors’
methodology by measuring the current and average
load of the diesel parts in the operational cycle, as well
as the predicted operating time based on the load (by
comparing with the standardized UIC load cycle [3]). In
order to measure the operating time, the relative criteria
indicators from their maximum values in the nominal
load regime have been used. E.g., the relative change
of the ζ criterion
∆ζ = [

ζ f − ζ UIC
] ⋅ 100% , where ζf – average trip
ζ 100%

value of a criterion according to the real load cycle; ζUIC
– value of a criterion according to the standardized UIC
load cycle.
The analysis of the relative criteria values’ change
dynamics (Fig. 3) confirms the following:
• the variation of the effective engine power has a
greater power of influence on both thermal and
mechanical criteria, as well as on the operating
time of the 14D40 and 2-2D49 diesels compared
to the Caterpillar 3512B HD-CF and MTU
16V4000R41 diesels;
• the criteria variation dynamics of approaching Fig. 4. The load cycle structure of the 2M2K locomotive in the Kena–Vaidotai line a) current
values; b) Pe value distribution during a trip
the parabolic dependence, as well as a several
times bigger criteria variation range from idle to
arrays. This block is meant for showing the current destinations
nominal diesel power, means a lower influence of the Caterin a graphical form, for calculating the average trip values of
pillar 3512B HD-CF and MTU 16V4000R41 diesel effective
diesel parameters and the structure of operational load cycle power variation.
the distribution of the indirect reliability indicators and energy
According to the results, it is advisable to form the operational
parameter values according to the duration of a trip (Fig. 4).
load cycle structure of the new-generation diesel locomotives (CatFor convenience purposes, the modeling results and the indicators
erpillar 3512B HD-CF, MTU 16V4000R41) from the average load
of their statistical processing are presented by a data array and in a
regimes, by limiting the duration of the nominal power and idle regraphical form in a computer screen.
gimes as much as possible. This hypothesis is proved by conducting
The possibility of the created program complex functioning is not
the mathematical modeling research.
limited to the evaluation of diesel locomotives’ reliability indicatros
2
High determination coefficients R = 0,91÷0,98 of the diesel enand the prediction of their resource. This program complex can be
gine resource (T) and criteria (ζ, qn) interrelationship gives evidence
used for effectively performing the tasks of operated diesels’ energy
about the adequacy of applying the criteria in researches [10]. For
resource efficiency and increasing energy use efficiency, as well as
further mathematical modeling research, the equivalent criteria ζ and
decreasing the environmental pollution with diesel engine oxides.
qn have been chosen.
In prospect, it is expected to be used in order to achieve complex
optimization
of trip parameters according to the above-mentioned pa3.2. Creating program complex for mathematical modeling
rameters.

of the ζ and qn criteria in operational conditions.

When creating program complex, one of the main adopted provisions is its functionality compatibility with the IT software solutions (for modeling train trips when transporting cargo and for making
schedules) used by JSC LR in practice.
The structure of the created program complex consists of 3 interrelated functioning software blocks:
• block for scanning and processing the modeling data of the
locomotive traction parameters during trip;
• block for setting the current (time interval discretion during
trip) operational mode (power - diesel rev combinations) of a
diesel locomotive, basing on the current values of diesel parameters, as well as for calculating the reliability indicators;
• block for the statistical processing of indirect diesel reliability
indicators, measured during a trip, and energy parameter data
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3.3. Modeling the operational load of the diesel locomotives’ rational structure.
With the help of the created program complex, the criterion of
the maximum train weight has been calculated according to the reliability criteria. A condition has been set that the predicted diesel resource (R2) would not decrease by lower than 10 % compared to the
operating time data stated by the manufacturing company. In order to
improve the adequacy of the maximum train weight measurement, the
relative changes Δζ (hereinafter marked as ΔK2) of the ζ criterion has
been used further in the analysis.
According to the found analytical dependencies between the indirect and operating time [12], the ΔK2 values have been recalculated to
the relative changes of diesel resource duration R2 , %.
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Table 1. Limitations for train weight according to the diesel locomotive reliability criteria
Freight transportation line
Kena–Vaidotai–Radviliškis (197,3 km)
Locomotive type

Radviliškis–Klaipėda, Draugystė (via Kužių st.) (198,9 km)

Train weight, t
M1

Train weight, t
M2

M1

M2

2M62K

4000

4000

4200

3800

2M62M

5500

5000

6000

4800

ER20CF

3500

4000

3800

3800

2ER20CF

7500

7500

7500

7500

Kena – Vaidotai - Radviliškis (197,3 km)

Radviliškis – Klaipėda (via Pagėgių st.) (229 km)

Train weight, t

Train weight, t

Locomotive type
2M62K

M1

M2

M1

M2

4000

4000

4500

4000

2M62M

5500

5000

6000

5000

ER20CF

3500

4000

3500

4000

2ER20CF

7500

7500

7000

7000

M1 – maximum weight recommended according to the diesel reliability indicators
M2 – “train weight calculated according to the power of a section locomotive” (JSC LR traffic schedule 2011/2012).

The results of the carried out mathematical modeling research allowed to evaluate the maximum train weight limits
used in practice by JSC Lithuanian Railways in accordance
with the locomotive’s traction (M2), and in parallel to calculate the train weight, basing on the diesel locomotive reliability criteria (M1) in the main Lithuanian railway lines.
As a result, proposals have been formulated for rational
formation of train weights in respect of diesel locomotive
reliability (without decreasing the resources stated by the
manufacturers).
For example, Table 1 shows freight transportation
modeling results for one of the lines: Kena – Vaidotai –
Radviliškis – Klaipėda, Draugystė.
As the research results show, the 2M62K and 2M62M
diesel locomotives have a reserve according to the allowFig. 5. The load cycle structure of the 2M2K locomotive in the Kena–Vaidotai line
able load in the Radviliškis–Klaipėda, Draugystė (via
Kužių st.) section, and train weight can be increased from
been formulated and approved, as a result of which the diesel op3800 t to 4200 t and from 4800 t to 6000 t respectively. In
erational reliability indicators and fuel efficiency indicators can be
other words, the maximum weight of a train is limited by the locomoimproved.
tive traction characteristic, and the reliability criteria have not reached
The studies have shown that the diesel locomotive load does not
their limit values.
exceed 30–35 % of their nominal power in certain transportation lines
The locomotive load on equal terms in the Radviliškis–Klaipėda
(e.g., Kena – Vaidotai, Fig. 5). The diesel load spectrum mostly in(per Pagėgių st.) section is not very different from that of the alternavolves
the regimes with power, that makes up 20–30 % and 30–40
tive sections: when using the 2M62K and 2M62M locomotives, the
% of the nominal power and idle (25–30 % of the operational cycle
train weight has a 500 t reserve for an increase, while the train weight
duration), when the diesel locomotive transports cargoes.
of the ER20CF locomotive should be reduced by 500 t to 3500 t, in
At the same time the D40 and D49 diesel locomotives reach 100
order to achieve reliable operation and the stated resource of the diesel
% of power (1470 kW) for short-term periods in the sections of up
locomotive.
to ~25 km length and 12–15 km on average, the maximum power in
other sections of the line does not exceed 970–1000 kW. The sudden
3.4. Increasing the locomotive’s operational efficiency indichange in the load cycle is known to increase the indicators of the
cators by optimizing the load cycle structure.
transient diesel operational process dynamics, worsen energy ecologiThe created computer program complex is described by ample
cal and reliability parameters [1, 7, 10, 19]. On this basis, in order to
possibilities for structural analysis of the diesel operational load cycle.
increase diesel operational efficiency, the program complex possibiliThe its functioning possibilities allow to analyze and improve the relities have been used to carry out the analysis of JSC LR diesel locomoability, energy, ecological and other indicators by modeling real optive load cycle structure and the evaluation of the parameter change
erational conditions (the profile of freight transportation and freight
influence.
transportation line, regulated speed limits in sections etc.).
The diesel load cycle spectrum in another line: Vaidotai–Kybartai
In the current research phase, the structural analysis of JSC LR
notably different. The MTU 16V4000R41 diesel with high crankfreight locomotive diesel load cycle has been done, technologies for
shaft rev frequency (train weight 7000 t) of the 2ER20CF locomotive
reducing the technological dynamics of the transient processes have
changes load from 100 % of the nominal idle condition (Fig. 6). The
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average load Pe vid ≈ 55 % or 1111 kW. The increased scale
of the load cycle spectrum allows to analyze in more detail
the dynamic load indicators in specific parts of a section,
e.g. 50–60 km (Fig. 6). It is obvious that the use of surplus
diesel power (compared to the necessary power in order for
a train to reach certain speed) in a part of the line creates a
necessity to put the diesel in idle condition next time, thus
increasing the dynamic indicators of load variation: amplitude and frequency.
Such sequence of the change in diesel locomotive load
regimes is also typical to other models of the locomotive
fleet operated by JSC LR. When transporting cargoes via
relatively short lines of difficult profile with many speed
limits. When transporting cargoes at high speed via the long
lines [14, 16], the nominal diesel locomotive load is fully
justifiable. This transportation technology in Lithuanian
conditions, where the maximum length of railway network
lines is 200-250 km, is debatable.
One of the available ways of reducing the excess load
cycle dynamics is the reduction of transport speeds, accordingly limiting the maximum diesel load in operation. The
increase in trip time of 15-20 min., calculated by modeling, is not critical. From the technological perspective, this
method could be realized by reducing the locomotive traction, limiting the maximum diesel load (the controller positions). It is obvious that the traction limitations are possible
when the train weight is lower than the maximum weight in
specific transportation line for certain locomotive type.
Fig. 6. The load cycle structure of the 2ER20CF locomotive in the Kena–Kybartai (50–60
km) line
Table 2. The influence of limiting the taction of the 2M62M locomotive in the Vaidotai – Kybartai line on the diesel load
spectrum parameters
Train weight, t

Traction limitation
coefficient

Pe maximum shortterm value, kW

Pe maximum longterm value, kW

Trip duration increase, min.

4000

1

1600

1200

-

4000

0.83

1350

1150-1200

6

4000

0.67

1300

1200-1250

15.5

Table 3. The traction limitation for the 2ER20CF locomotive in the Bugieniai–Klaipėda, Draugystė line influence on diesel energy and reliability
indicators
Train weight, t

Traction limitation coefficient

Pevid, kW

Gfvid, kg/h

R2, mh

Δ K2, %

TL, min

Vvid, km/h

Load variation
frequency, %

4800

1

955

194

45200

5

199

68.4

100

4800

0.64

798

164

48750

-3.6

229

59.5

~75

Variation of
parameter

-36%

-17%

-16%

+7%

-8.6%

+30

-8,9

-

Fig. 7. The load cycle parameters of the 2M62M locomotive in the Vaidotai–Kybartai line: a) without traction limitation; b) traction limitation coefficient 0,83; c)
traction limitation coefficient 0,67
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Fig. 7. (continued)

erational parameters fundamentally depends on the transportation line profile and diesel operational characteristic.
In some cases the effect of the increase in reliability and
energy indicators is significant, in other cases - .close to
zero. But in all cases a parameter, important for the diesel operational reliability indicators, is reached - the load
spectrum is “equalized”, the dynamics of transient processes are reduced. Thus, after reducing the traction by 34 %
for the 2M62M locomotive in the Vaidotai–Kybartai line,
the main diesel operational indicators practically remained
unchanged, while the trip duration increased by 15,4 min.
(when the speed decreased from 64,6 km/h to 59,2 km/h).
Yet the load spectrum amplitude decreases as well (table 2,
Fig. 7).
The amplitude of the change in diesel power decreased
from 1400 kW to 1100 kW or by 22 %. At the same time the
Pe variation frequency also decreased (e.g., in the analyzed
part of the line - by around 30 %). AS a result, the load of
cylinder - piston group parts, the ones that experience the
highest mechanical loads - aluminum shaft and crank, decreased and the resource increases accordingly [15].
Even more significant positive effect is achieved by
limiting the traction characteristic of the 2ER20CF locomotive (train weight 4800 t, see table 3). The load spectrum has
shifted to the area of average power, along with a decrease
of the operating time in the nominal power and idle regimes
(Fig. 8).
The power variation amplitude decreases significantly:
from 2000 kW to 1400–1500 kW, the variation frequency
decreased approximately two-fold. The power variation amplitude decreased from 1880 kW to 1280 kW, i.e. by 32 %,
while the short-term increase in Pe disappears entirely. The
load variation frequency decreased by ~ 25 %.
After diesel operational power during a trip has decreased, the hourly fuel consumption also notably decreases
(~16 %) but fuel costs, due to the increase in trip duration
(~15 %), practically remains the same.
The achieved result is no less important – in all studied
cases of traction characteristic limitation the trip duration
increased up to the level which is typical for the transportation of maximum-weight (M1) cargoes. This fact is regarded
as positive as, when applying the proposed traction limitation technologies, the freight transportation schedule, made
on the basis of marginal mass, is not changed anymore.
Favorable conditions appear which allow to unify the trip
durations of certain-type locomotives that transport cargoes
via certain lines.

4. Conclusions
The methodology for evaluating diesel operational reliability indicators of the JSC Lithuanian Railways locomotive and predicting its operating time has been formed,
on the basis of which the computer program complex for
mathematical modeling has been created. In the program
complex, the functioning possibilities have been realized,
that allow to perform the statistical analysis of the operated
diesel locomotive reliability indicators, energy parameters
and load cycle parameters, in order to achieve their crossFig. 8. The load cycle structure of the 2ER20CF locomotive in the Bugieniai–Klaipėda, compatibility and optimization:
1. By applying the program complex for mathematical modDraugystė line: a) without traction limitation; b) traction limitation coefficient 0,64
eling to the freight locomotives of JSC Lithuanian Railways,
3.5. Evaluating the efficiency of locomotive traction limitathe maximum weight (M1) of up to 10-15 % of trains in the
tion
characteristic railway network lines according to the 14D40, 2-2D49,
The influence of locomotive traction limitation on diesel op-
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Caterpillar 3512B-HD-SC, MTU 16V4000R41 diesel locomotives, the allowable mechanic and thermal load of their
parts.
2. The methodology for decreasing the dynamic indicators (that worsen reliability, energy and ecological diesel
characteristics) of the thermal diesel operational load cycle
has been proposed and, using the mathematical modeling
research, approbated; based on its practical application, the
following is predicted:
• to lower the diesel engine load, diesel locomotive resource by 7–10 %, without the increase in fuel costs of a
trip;
• reduction of load cycle indicators (diesel power variation amplitude and variation frequency) by up to 20–25 %.
In all studied cases of locomotive traction characteristic limitation the trip duration increased by no more than
20-30 min up to the level which is typical for the transportation of maximum-weight (M1) cargoes. When applying the
traction limitation technology, favorable conditions appear
which allow to unify the trip durations of freight locomotives.
Fig. 8. The load cycle structure of the 2ER20CF locomotive in the Bugieniai–Klaipėda,
Draugystė line: a) without traction limitation; b) traction limitation coefficient 0,64
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Diagnostics of direct current machine based on analysis
of acoustic signals with the use of symlet wavelet transform
and modified classifier based on words
Diagnostyka maszyny prądu stałego oparta na analizie sygnałów
akustycznych z zastosowaniem transformacji falkowej symlet
i zmodyfikowanego klasyfikatora opartego na słowach*
In the paper author proposed an original approach for detection and localization of faults occurring in Direct Current machine.
A system for diagnosing DC machines was described. The system performed an analysis of the acoustic signals of DC machine.
Researches were conducted for two states of Direct Current machines. The studies were conducted for the algorithms of data
processing: Symlet wavelet transform and modified classifier based on words. A pattern creation process has been carried out for
the 10 sound samples. An identification process has been carried out for the 40 sound samples. The described implementation of
the system may be useful for protecting machines. Moreover, this approach will reduce the cost of maintenance and the number
of damaged machines.
Keywords: Maintenance, recognition, acoustic signals, Direct Current machine, wavelet.
W pracy autor zaproponował oryginalne podejście do wykrywania, lokalizacji usterek występujących w maszynie prądu stałego.
Opisano implementację systemu do diagnostyki maszyn prądu stałego. System przeprowadzał analizę sygnałów akustycznych
maszyny prądu stałego. Przeprowadzono badania dla dwóch stanów maszyny prądu stałego. Badania zostały przeprowadzone dla
algorytmów przetwarzania danych: Transformacji falkowej Symlet i zmodyfikowanego klasyfikatora opartego na słowach. Proces
tworzenia wzorca do rozpoznawania został przeprowadzony dla 10 próbek dźwięku. Proces identyfikacji został przeprowadzony
dla 40 próbek dźwięku. Opisana implementacja systemu może być przydatna do ochrony maszyn. Ponadto podejście takie pozwoli
zmniejszyć koszty utrzymania i liczbę uszkodzonych maszyn.
Słowa kluczowe: Eksploatacja, rozpoznawanie, sygnały akustyczne, maszyna prądu stałego, falka.

1. Introduction
The analysis of electrical machines is important in terms of the
cost of maintenance. The recognition of faults of electric machines is
important for diagnosis. The design of electrical machines becomes
complex because the fast progress being made in technology. Early
fault condition monitoring must become more advanced in order to
cope with new problems. Sometimes faults do occur and the machine
fails in service. In this case the result is the loss of production and
revenue. In other case accidents for the industrial process are very
dangerous to the operators. The problems of early fault condition
monitoring are following: ageing machines, high-reliability requirements, cost competitiveness [29].
Mechanical, electrical and magnetic properties of materials were
described in the literature [1, 11, 14, 15, 21, 23, 26, 34, 37, 39, 40].
Researches of properties of materials are very important for the diagnostics because operators can predict how long the machine will be
operating. Diagnostics is particularly important for metallurgy, mining, and processing industry.
Diagnostics of machines deals with finding faults arising in machines. It is used for rotating machines. These machines are often used
in industry for example in power plants. To identify the most probable
faults, many methods using different diagnostic signals. The main
methods of early fault diagnostics of machines are based on the study
of: magnetic field, ultrasounds, electric signals, acoustic signals, vibroacoustic signals.

In the literature, popular methods are based on a study of electrical, and acoustic signals [6–10, 12–14, 22, 28, 41]. In this paper,
research focuses on acoustic signals of DC machine. The results of
these studies can be used to improve diagnostics of various electrical
machines. Proposed approach will reduce costs of maintenance and
the number of faulty motors.

2. The process of sound recognition of Direct Current
machine
The process of sound recognition of DC machine contains the pattern creation process and the identification process. The pattern creation process starts with recording of acoustic signals. After that data
contained in the soundtrack are divided.
Next obtained data are normalized. Afterwards digital signals
are converted through the Wavelet Transform. This transform uses a
symmetric wavelet – Symlet. This method decomposes original time
series into a number of different sub-series (depending on level of
decomposition). In the pattern creation process two words vectors are
created (Fig. 1).
Steps of the identification process are very similar to steps of the
pattern creation process. The difference is in the classification step.
The words vector of specific class is compared with the new words
vector. Analyzed sample of sound is assigned to the class whose words
vector is the closest to the new words vector.

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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Fig. 1. The process of sound recognition of DC machine with the use of Symlet
Wavelet Transform and modified classifier based on words

Fig. 2. Scaling function of Symlet Wavelet (sym2)

2.1. Symlet Wavelet Transform
The Daubechies family of wavelets is one of the orthogonal wavelet families. It was formulated by the Belgian mathematician Ingrid
Daubechies in 1988. The wavelet “Daubechies 1” is the same as Haar
wavelet. The construction of Symlets wavelet bases is similar to the
construction of Daubechies wavelet bases. Symlets wavelets are symmetric. The Daubechies wavelets have maximal phase, whereas the
Symlets have minimal phase [36].
Symlet wavelet (sym2) has been applied for sound recognition
system (Fig. 2, 3). The filters coefficients corresponding to this wavelet type are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. Decomposition filters of Sym2 wavelet
Decomposition Low-pass filter

Decomposition High-pass filter

-0.1294

-0.4830

0.2241

0.8365

0.8365

-0.2241

0.4830

-0.1294

Fig. 3. Wavelet function of Symlet Wavelet (sym2)

Table 2. Reconstruction filters of Sym2 wavelet
Reconstruction Low-pass filter

Reconstruction High-pass filter

0.4830

-0.1294

0.8365

-0.2241

0.2241

0.8365

-0.1294

-0.4830

The wavelet transform of an acoustic signal is calculated by passing it
through a series of filters: low-pass filter and high-pass filter [20, 25].
Sound recognition system obtains detail coefficients (d1, d2, d3,…,
dn) from the high-pass filter and approximation coefficients (a1, a2,
a3,…, an) from the low-pass, where n is the level of decomposition
(Fig. 4).
The vectors d1,…, dn are essential in the process of sound recognition
of DC machine (Fig. 5, 6). The absolute values of the coordinates of
the vectors d1,…, dn are used in the classification.

Fig. 4. Detail coefficients and approximation coefficients of 7-th level of decomposition

2.2. Modified classifier based on words
In the literature, a large number of classification methods were described [2–5, 16–19, 24, 27, 30–33, 35, 38]. Modified classifier based
on words uses words vectors to identify the type of acoustic signal.
Normal classifier based on words is similar to the Nearest Mean classifier. Modified classifier based on words is similar to the Nearest
Neighbor classifier. This similarity is that the feature vectors and the
words vectors are compared with each other in the same way. Coordinates x1, x2,…, xn of feature vector x create a pattern. Classes of
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The result of comparison is binary (true or false). The final binary
result is used in following equation:
Uj =

U1
⋅ 100% ,
U2

max(U j ) ⇒ f → w j

j = 1, 2, …, M,

(3)
(4)

where Uj is the percentage number of well-recognized words, U1 is
the number of true results, U2 is the number of all comparisons, f is
the new words vector of the analyzed sample.
Sound recognition results depends on the data contained in the
feature vector. These results also depends on parameter k. This parameter will be selected in the researches.
Fig. 5. Detail coefficients of DC machine after filtration 223-235 Hz (sym2
wavelet)

patterns w1, w2,…, wj are related with feature vectors x. Training set
is used in the pattern creation process. Training set contains processed
sound samples - feature vectors x1, x2,…, xj. Next, each feature vector xj is converted into the words vector vj. The words vector can be
defined as follows: vj=[v1, v2,…, vn], where v1, v2,…, vn are words.
Each class of patterns is represented by words vectors. The number of
patterns is equal to the number of words vectors in the pattern creation process. Coordinates x1…xi of the feature vector xj are converted
into coordinates vi1…vig of the words vector vj. A range of values is
represented by a word,
 xi ∈ [k , 2k ) ⇒ xi → vi1
 x ∈ [2k ,3k ) ⇒ x → v
 i
i
i2

...

 xi ∈ [kg , kg + k ) ⇒ xi → vig


3. The results of sound recognition
The OLYMPUS TP-7 microphone and Realtek sound card were
used to record acoustic signals. Parameters of audio file were: sampling frequency – 44100 Hz, the number of bits – 16, the number of
channels – 1, format – WAVE PCM. Operation parameters of DC machine were following: PN = 13 kW, UN = 75 V, IN = 200 A, UfN = 220
V, IfN = 4 A, nN = 700 rpm. Each group of three loops rotor coils was
shorted with the help of resistance Rbz = 7.7 mΩ. This resistance was
external resistance. It was connected with DC machine. It was used to
avoid damage of rotor windings. Investigations were carried out for
two acoustic signals of Direct Current machines: acoustic signal of
faultless DC machine and acoustic signal of DC machine with shorted
rotor coils (Fig. 6).

(1)

where g is the number of words, k is rational number, xi is coordinate
of the feature vector, vi1 ...vig denote words.
Modified classifier based on words uses selected ranges of values.
Next it uses the values of coordinates of the feature vectors. Proposed
classifier is based on 260 words, because this number of words is sufficient enough for recognition. After that the parameter k is selected. A
new words vector can be defined as f=[f1, f2,…, fn], where f1, f2,…, fn
are words. The identification process uses a new test sample of sound.
This sample is converted into the new feature vector y. This vector y
is converted into the words vector f,
 yi ∈ [k , 2k ) ⇒ yi → vi1
 y ∈ [2k ,3k ) ⇒ y → v
 i
i
i2

...

 yi ∈ [kg , kg + k ) ⇒ yi → vig


(2)

where g is the number of words, k is rational number, yi is coordinate
of the new feature vector, vi1 ...vig denote words.

Fig. 6. Scheme of rotor winding of DC machine with shorted coils

After that the test sample is assigned to the class whose words
vector is the closest to the words vector of analyzed sample. Lexicographical comparison is used to compare two strings of words. The first
string contains coordinates of the words vector of specific class. The
second string contains coordinates of the new words vector of the analyzed sample. This can be presented as follows: f1=v1; f2=v2; ...; fn=vn.

10 training samples with a duration of one second were used in the
pattern creation process for each type of signal. 40 test samples with
a duration of one second were used in the identification process. Efficiency of sound recognition was expressed by following formula:
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E=

NCRTS
100%
NATS
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where: NCRTS – number of correctly recognized test samples, NATS –
number of all test samples, E – efficiency of sound recognition.
The best recognition results were obtained using the normalization of the amplitude and the digital filter which passed frequencies
from 223 Hz to 235 Hz. This frequency was associated with the rotation of the rotor fc=4XnN Hz, where X is a multiple of the frequency.
When X=5, the frequency fc=(20)(700/60) =233.33 Hz was contained
in the frequency range from 223 Hz to 235 Hz. Lower limit of the filter 223 Hz was selected for the case of decreasing of the rotor speed.
Efficiency of sound recognition of faultless DC machine was 55-95%.
Efficiency of sound recognition of DC machine with shorted rotor
coils was 65-85%. Efficiency of sound recognition of DC machine
depending on parameter k was shown in the figure 7. The results were
the best when parameter k was equal to 0.0004.

4. Conclusions
In the paper author proposed an original approach for detection
and localization of faults occurring in Direct Current machine. The
implementation of diagnostic system for Direct Current machine was
described. Acoustic signals were analyzed by the sound recognition
system. Algorithms of data processing were investigated for DC machine. The results of sound recognition were good for Symlet wavelet
transform and modified classifier based on words. Efficiency of sound
recognition of DC machine was 55–95%. The described implementation of the system can be profitable for protection of the machines.
Diagnostics can be more efficient when various techniques of
diagnostics will work together, such as recognition of thermal images, acoustic signals, electric signals of machines. Moreover, this approach will reduce costs of maintenance and the number of damaged
machines.
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Fig. 7. Efficiency of sound recognition of DC machine depending on parameter k
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Problems with abrasive dosing in erosive wear process modelling
Problemy dozowania ścierniwa
w modelowaniu procesu zużycia erozyjnego*
The article characterises problems occurring during erosion tests conducted in a laboratory environment. The authors consider
the issues connected with the precise dosage of the abrasive in a system for the simulation of an erosive wear process. Additionally, the authors present an original system for the dosage of the erodent, and show the results of verification tests aimed at the
determination of the precision of the dosage of the abrasive depending on the parameters of the control system.
Keywords: erosion, verification tests, abrasive dosage, feeder test methodology.
Artykuł prezentuje charakterystykę problemów występujących podczas badań erozji w warunkach laboratoryjnych. Rozpatrzono
zagadnienia związane z precyzyjnym dawkowaniem materiału ściernego w systemie badawczym do symulacji procesu zużycia
erozyjnego. Przedstawiono autorskie rozwiązanie układu dozowania erodenta. Zaprezentowano wyniki badań weryfikacyjnych
wykonanych w celu określenia dokładności dozowania w zależności od stosowanych parametrów systemu sterowania.
Słowa kluczowe : erosion, verification tests, abrasive dosage, feeder test methodology.

1. Introduction
Technological progress is the counterpart to the growing demand
for novel machines and devices that should be characterised by high
reliability, functionality, and an extended time of operation in extreme
conditions. The development of aviation, as well as power and petrochemical industries, has resulted in greater expectations as far as
structural and functional materials are concerned, particularly when
mechanical properties and the resistance to corrosion and erosion are
taken into account [8, 18]. These requirements have in turn led to the
increased number and availability of advanced materials and innovative technologies in the area of materials engineering [5]. Traditional
materials have started to be replaced with composite materials that are
lighter and can carry higher loads. Due to the area of their application,
modern structural and functional materials need to be comprehensively examined, particularly for resistance to erosion. Impact erosion
tests are regulated by different standards, depending on the type of the
coating and the structural material used.
The method presented in the ASTM-G76 standard is directed at
erosion tests for structural and functional materials. A material tested
is subjected to the influence of a mixture of abrasive and air. The erodent, by means of gravity, is deposited in the mixing chamber, where
it is mixed with compressed air. The mixture is then released from the
mixing chamber through the nozzle and impacts the test sample [12].
Normative erosion tests complying with the PN-76/C-81516
standard are directed at testing the resistance of paint coatings. The
tests can be conducted using two methods. One consists in the creation of an elliptical hole in the tested coating by means of an abrasive,
while in the other, an abrasive disc moves along the surface of the
sample along the defined section and at constant load [13].
The method described in the PN-EN ISO 16282 standard is used
for the verification of resistance to erosive wear of refractory materials. The measure of the abrasion resistance is the volume of the materi-

al removed from the flat surface of the sample located perpendicularly
to the nozzle through which silicon carbide is discharged [14, 7].
Nonstandard methods can also be applied. In most cases, they use
centrifugal force in a tumbler for the dispersion of the particles of the
abrasive. The agent leading to erosion is the mixture of the abrasive
agent and water [15,16].
Extreme tests enabling the reconstruction of real conditions of the
wear process play an important role in the characterisation of resistance to erosive wear, and they ensure the determination of the expected life of the tested structural element. Tests conducted according
to the ASTM-G76, PN-76/C-81516, and PN-EN ISO 16282 standards
are performed in standardised conditions that are different from real
operation conditions.
Exploitation of structural elements of machines and technical devices usually significantly differs from the parameters in the above
listed standards. The conditions in flow machines are different from
the conditions in jet engines, fans, suspension furnaces, or cyclones.
This particularly concerns thermal forces and impact energy, which
greatly influence the erosion resistance of structural and functional
materials. The diversity of operating environments in which erosive
wear takes place created the demand for test and research apparatus
and simulation methods enabling the reconstruction of the process in
a way resembling real life operation conditions [19,1,20]. The developed apparatus can be a useful tool for researchers and constructors,
because it helps in the explanation of the physical aspects of the erosion process.

2. General concept of the stand for erosive wear tests
The available research apparatus enables the execution of standard
tests, but its application for nonstandard tests is significantly limited.
Only a few devices enable tests in high temperatures to be conducted
[10, 17]. The main functional barrier is the proper dosage of the abra-

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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sive agent. Such precision is influenced by the size of the particles of
the erodent, its moisture content, and the type of the feeder used. Most
feeders do not comply with the requirements of the proper dosage of
the abrasive, and they cannot ensure the repeatability of the results of
the dosing process [8,21,9]. For the erosion tests to be precisely conducted, new generation research devices enabling precise adjustment
of the parameters of the test, particularly the ones of the dosage of the
erodent, need to be developed.
The researchers at the ITeE-PIB carried out research aimed at the
design of test and research apparatus for the reconstruction of erosive
wear mechanisms for structural and functional materials. The device
in question enables the performance of both normative and nonstandard tests. An important assumption was the ability to control precisely
a wide range of the erosion process parameters, defined based on the
actual conditions prevailing in the machines vulnerable to impact erosion. Basic assumptions concerning these parameters are presented
in Table 1.
Table. 1. Basic parameters of the device for erosive wear tests
No.

Description

Parameters

1

Airstream temperature

20 – 600°C

2

Air pressure

0 – 0.6MPa

3

Air speed in the nozzle

0 – 100m/s

4

Consumption of the abrasive

2 – 10g/min

The range of parameters was selected in a way enabling full execution of both tests according to the ASTM G 76 standard and nonnormative tests according to our own experiments. The structure of
the system for the simulation of erosive wear (Fig. 1) was developed.
It has a modular character enabling the reconstruction of an impact
erosion mechanism stemming from the impact of the mixture of the
abrasive and air.
The research apparatus available on the market have limited functionality and do not allow a full range of erosion tests to be performed,
particularly in repeatable conditions, for a significant number of samples. The modular structure and functionality of the device developed
by the authors of the paper ensures flexible control over a wide range
of erosion process parameters and allows for up to eight samples made
of different materials to be placed in the test chamber. Additionally,
each of the samples can be tilted at a different angle to the stream of
the abrasive agent.
Moreover, commercially available devices provide a limited possibility to conduct tests at high temperatures, because they do not
allow the temperature of the sample and the stream of the abrasive
agent to be controlled independently. This problem is non-existent in
the apparatus described in this article, because two separate heating
modules were used, which constitutes an important advantage of the
system for the simulation of the erosive wear process.

The device is composed of an air preparation module, heat exchangers, an abrasive agent feeder, a mixing chamber, a measurement
chamber module, a set of filters, and a control system. Depending on
the value of the intensity of the stream flow, the filtered and dried air
flows through one of the exchangers. Once the air is heated to the
temperature required for the test, it is directed to the mixing chamber,
where it is combined with the abrasive agent. The mixture created in
this way leaves the chamber through the nozzle and bombards the
test sample. Then, a gaseous agent flows through the set of filters that
absorb the particles of the worn out abrasive agent.
Considering erosive wear tests, an important role is played by the
accuracy and repeatability of the dosage of the abrasive agent. Imprecise dosing can result in a misrepresentation of the modelled wear
process, which leads to erroneous results. Since accuracy of the dosing process significantly influences the erosion process, the authors
analysed commercially available dosing devices, developed an original device, and then subjected it to verification.

3. Erodent dosing system
Dosage of the erodent depends on the structure of the device that
has an influence on both the precision and the even supply of the
abrasive agent.
Ejectors are most commonly applied in the systems feeding the
abrasive agent in which disc or screw feeders are used. In the ejector
system, the Venturi effect is used in which the air stream automatically
sucks in the particles of the abrasive agent from the feeder (Fig.2a).
The amount of the abrasive agent supplied depends on the speed
of the air stream and the particle size of the erodent. Such solutions
exclude the possibility of an independent control over the amount of the
abrasive agent and the speed of the mixture, because the number of the
abrasive particles supplied depends on the speed of the air stream.
In a disc feeder, the abrasive is removed through the nozzle, deposited by means of gravity on the rotating disc (Fig. 2b) and then,
using an immovable scraper, moved to the mixing chamber. The consumption of the abrasive agent depends on the rotational speed of the
disc and the distance between the disc and the nozzle of the feeder.
Screw feeders are used for the dosing of powders by means of a
volumetric method (Fig. 2c). The amount of the abrasive depends on
the rotational speed and the geometry of the screw. The device enables
precise and constant dosage of the agent regardless of the speed of the
air stream.
In erosive wear tests, abrasives characterised by high hardness are
used; therefore, the feeders should be highly resistant to the influence
of the erodent, while ensuring a high precision of the dosing process.
Only one of the above devices enables precise supply of the transported material, i.e. the screw feeder; however, the negative influence
of the abrasive agent on the screw and the elements cooperating with
it leads to quick wear of individual elements, resulting the uncontrollable changes in the parameters of the dosing process.
Based on the analysis of different feeders that are available on the
market, the authors developed their own concept
of the abrasive agent feeder. The main assumption was to design a dosing system that would ensure the dosage of the abrasive agent with a grain
size between 20 and 150 µm, with an accuracy
of ±0.5 g/min, and an efficiency of 2 – 10 g/min.
Additionally, the assumptions also took into consideration the parameters defined by the ASTM
G76 standard.
The developed abrasive dosage module
(Fig. 3) consists of a conveyor belt, an exchangeable orifice, and an abrasive feeder. In
the system in question, a conveyor belt for the

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system for the simulation of the erosive wear process
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Fig. 2. Dosing systems used in stands for erosion tests: a) ejector feeder [20], b) disc feeder, c) screw feeder [4].

transportation of corundum in water cutting machines was used. As
the grain size of the erodent and the dosage range differ from the values used for corundum, an original dosage system was designed. For
that purpose, in the feeder, additional pneumatic and electromechanical systems were applied, which significantly increases the precision
with which the consumption of the erodent is adjusted, and it prevents
any uncontrolled breaks in the dosage. The electro pneumatic system
used prevents the blockage of the particles of the erodent in the orifice. The main problems connected with the application of conveyor
belts stem from the negative impact of powders on the belt [2,3]. The
problems concern the flow and the direction of the transported material, causing additional resistance in the feeder, blockage of the pouring, and the wear of conveyor components [6]. However, during the
pouring of the transported material onto the belt, dynamic interactions
can be observed. They are difficult to model using analytical methods
and cause irregularities in a way powders are supplied [11].
In order to stabilise the dosing parameters, the device was
equipped with an electromagnet with a vibrating core, which prevents
clogging of the channel in the orifice.
The electromagnet was placed in the upper lid of the feeder with

feeder can be adjusted in the range between 0.8 and 3.6 m/min. The
width of the belt is 12 mm.

4. Research methodology
In order to verify the designed dispenser module in the laboratory environment, a research methodology and a test stand were developed. The acceleration method enabling initial recognition of the
impact of the vibration frequency of the pusher and the speed of the
conveyor on the accuracy and efficiency of the dosing process was
used. In order to reduce the experimental work, the authors carried out
tests only for extreme values of the vibration of the electromagnet and
for eight different linear speeds of the feeder available in the full range
of adjustment. Test parameters are presented in Table 2.
The tests were conducted using a laboratory model of the developed feeder (Fig. 4). Alumina with a grain size of 50µm, as recommended by ASTM G 76, was used as the abrasive. An important
element affecting the accuracy of the dosage is the moisture of the
abrasive. In order for this parameter to be set at the exactly same level,
the abrasive was subjected to thermal stabilisation.
The abrasive was heated up in the thermal chamber for one hour at
the temperature of 150°C, and then for two hours, it was cooled down
Table 2. Parameters of tests on the dosing module
No.

Fig. 3. Dosing system developed: 1 – abrasive agent feeder, 2 – conveyor
belt, 3 – orifice, 4 – electromagnet, 5 – pusher

a pusher mounted to the core. Due to the size of the orifice in which
the pusher moves, an electromagnet was used with a stroke of 6 mm,
a pushing force of 30 N, and a vibration frequency between 1.5 and
15 Hz. During the operation of the electromagnet, the pusher performs
reciprocating movements that enable smooth movement of the abrasive material in the orifice. The amount of the abrasive agent depends
on the linear speed of the feeder, the inner diameter of the orifice “d”
and the distance between the conveyor belt and the head of the orifice
“h” (Fig. 3). According to the assumptions, the linear speed of the

Description

Parameters

1

Type of the abrasive

alumina 50µm

2

Temperature of the
abrasive

20°C

3

Pusher vibration frequency

1.5; 15 Hz

4

Feeder speed

0.8; 1.2; 1.4; 1.8; 2.2; 2.6; 3; 3.6 m/min

5

Number of tests for
defined speeds of the
feeder

10

6

Single test time

1 min

to 70°C. After processing in the thermal chamber, the erodent was
placed in a hermetic container, where it further cooled down to room
temperature. The abrasive material prepared in that way was used for
tests only once. For each sample, the same amount of the abrasive, i.e.
1.5 kg, was put in the feeder.

5. Test results
When the feeder’s operation is at the minimum linear speed of
0.8 m/min and the frequency of vibrations of the pusher is at 1.5 and
15 Hz, the dosing process was recorded using a quick vision technique. The recording system was composed of a Phantom V310 camera with a Sigma 24-70 F2.8 lens, and a panel LED illuminator. Two
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Fig. 4. Laboratory model of the feeder 1 – abrasive feeder, 2 – conveyor belt, 3 – support frame, 4 – scales, 5 – control panel, 6 – digital
meter

Fig. 5. Image recorded for the stream of the abrasive: a) after the release from the conveyor belt, b) on the conveyor belt (pusher’s
vibration frequency of 1.5 Hz, recording speed 300 fps, exposure time 2000 µs).

Fig. 6. Image recorded for the stream of the abrasive: a) after the release from the conveyor Belt, b) on the conveyor belt (pusher’s
vibration frequency of 15 Hz, recording speed 300 fps, exposure time 2000 µs).
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With an increase in the pusher’s vibration frequency to 15
Hz, the abrasive formed a more uniform layer than at low frequencies (Fig. 6b). Despite visible disparities in the deposition
of the material, there was no unacceptable effect of segmentation. The dosing process ran continuously, evenly, and with no
interference (Fig. 6).
Consecutive tests were performed to determine the accuracy and repeatability of the dosing of the abrasive material in
the full range of the linear speed of the feeder. For each of selected velocities, a number of measurements were carried out
according to Table 2. For each speed of the feeder, the value
of the dispersion of the mass flow rate of the transported substance was determined. The values of dispersion for selected
velocities at the vibration frequency of the pusher of 1.5 Hz
are presented in Fig. 7.
For the dispersion values presented in Fig. 7, mean values
were calculated; and based on them, an abrasive yield chart
was created in the function of feeder speed. Approximation
was performed using a linear speed with correlation index
R²=0.9835.
After that a series of tests were conducted for pusher’s viFig. 7. Values of dispersion and the graph of abrasive consumption in the function of lin- bration frequency of 15 Hz. Fig. 8 presents the value of the
ear speed of the feeder
dispersion determined based on 10 test series for selected linear velocities of the feeder.
Fig. 8 presents the chart of the yield of the abrasive as a
function of speed of the feeder for mean values of the dispersion. The approximation chart takes the form of a linear function with a correlation coefficient R² = 0.979.

6. Analysis of the results
The analyses conducted by the authors indicate that the
pusher’s vibration frequency influences the precision of the
dosing of the abrasive agent.
At a low frequency of 1.5 Hz, the layer of the abrasive
material on the conveyor belt is heterogeneous, and the supply of the erodent is not regular and has pulsating character.
Together with the increase in the frequency of vibration of the
pusher, the results of tests become dispersed, and the dispersion varies between 0.13 to 1.59 g, which exceeds the values
permitted by normative tests. The greatest dispersion is visible for the highest velocities of the feeder. When the vibration
frequency of the pusher increased to 15 Hz, the dispersion was
smaller, and as a result, the accuracy and precision of the dosing process improved. The layer of the abrasive material in this
case had a regular, uniform structure, and nothing interfered
Fig. 8. Values of dispersion and the graph of abrasive consumption in the function of lin- the dosing process negatively influencing its uniformity. The
ear speed of the feeder
higher the value of the pusher’s vibration frequency, the lower
the difference between the minimum and the maximum value
of the dispersion in the full range of linear velocities of the
images were recorded. The first shows how alumina is deposited on
feeder.
The observed dispersion between 0.17 and 0.47 g constitutes
the conveyor belt, and the other depicts the uniformity with which
2 to 5.5% of the maximum performance of the dosing process. For
the erodent is dosed once it is removed from the belt. TEMA Motion
the frequency of 15 Hz, the approximation function is characterised
software by SYSTEMS AB was used for image analysis. Based on its
by a high correlation index, which means that the dosing process can
results, information about the influence of the frequency of the vibrabe more precisely described by the functional relationship in the contion of the pusher on the shape of the layer of the abrasive deposited
trol system of the device for erosive wear tests. The increase in the
on the moving conveyor belt was obtained.
frequency is equivalent to the drop in the efficiency of the abrasive
At the vibration frequency of 1.5 Hz, the dosing process was
dosage at identical values of the linear speed of the feeder.
uneven. Fig. 5a presents a discontinuous, pulsating character of the
pouring of the abrasive agent from the transporter. The layer of the
abrasive deposited on the conveyor belt was not uniform, and sections
in the form of husks and with clearly visible borders could be observed (Fig. 5b). Each dose, when slipping off the conveyor belt, fell
individually and was separated on the border of each section, which
disrupted the uniform character of the dosing process. The dosage had
a pulsating character.

7. Summary
In laboratory tests on erosion processes, an even dosage of the
erodent is extremely important. Precise dosing of the abrasive agent
enables accurate control over test parameters and repeatable reconstruction of the wear of structural and functional materials. In the dos-
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ing device developed by the authors of the article, the element that
plays an important role is the electromagnet with an oscillating pusher
preventing the clogging of the orifice.
Laboratory tests on the feeder system developed indicated that the
frequency of the vibrations of the pusher affects the accuracy and uniformity of the dosing process. At the frequency of 1.5 Hz, the maximum value of the dispersion is about ± 0.8 g/min, which significantly
exceeds the range of ± 0.5 g/min as defined in the ASTM G 76 standard. On the other hand, at the frequency of 15 Hz, there was a decline
in the value of the dispersion to ± 0.24 g/min.

The study confirmed a significant influence of the frequency of
vibration of the pusher on the precise dosing of alumina with the particle size of 50 µm. Increasing the frequency of vibration resulted in the
higher accuracy, repeatability, and uniformity of the dosing process
and led to the reduction in the consumption of the abrasive agent.
Further tests on the feeder will be performed for the frequency of
vibration between 1.5–15 Hz with the view of full characterisation of
the dosing process.
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Discussion and studies of the properties of a
cooling water additive preventing erosive wear
of cooled surfaces of ship diesel engines
Opracowanie i badania własności dodatku do wody chłodzącej
zapobiegającego zużyciu erozyjnemu powierzchni chłodzonych
okrętowych silników spalinowych*
This paper presents the results of studies on the properties of an additive administered into the liquid cooling a ship diesel engine.
The protective action of the liquid relied on the formation of nickel layers on the cooled surfaces – electroless nickel plating of
cooling surfaces. The test stand and the program of the experiment have been described. Statistical methods have been used for
discussing the results. Regressive correlations of mass decrease of the studied samples, dependent on the conditions and the
experiment program, have been obtained. Sample mass decrease was described as a function of the additive concentration, the
flow and the temperature of the cooling liquid supplied by the pump. High effectiveness of the studied additive was presented
comparing it with the substances widely applied for this purpose such as EKSTROL and NALCOOL-2000 basing on the verifying
exemplary results. Validation of the obtained results carried out on real maritime technical facilities has been described.
Keywords: erosive wear, cooling system, ship diesel engine, corrosion, nickel plating, regressive models.
W artykule przedstawiono wyniki badań własności opracowanego dodatku do cieczy chłodzącej okrętowego silnika spalinowego.
Działanie ochronne cieczy oparto na niklowaniu chemicznym – na bezprądowym tworzeniu warstw niklowych na chłodzonych powierzchniach. Opisano stanowisko badawcze oraz program eksperymentu. Do opracowania wyników przeprowadzonego eksperymentu zastosowano metody statystyczne. Otrzymano zależności regresyjne ubytku masy badanych próbek od warunków i programu eksperymentu. Ubytek masy próbek opisano w funkcji stężenia dodatku, strumienia objętości i temperatury cieczy chłodzącej,
podawanej przez pompę. Pokazano wysoką skuteczność badanego dodatku w porównaniu ze stosowanymi do tego celu dodatkami
EKSTROL i NALCOOL-2000 na przykładzie wyników badań weryfikacyjnych. Opisano walidację wyników przeprowadzoną na
rzeczywistych obiektach oceanotechnicznych.
Słowa kluczowe: zużycie erozyjne, układ chłodzenia, okrętowy silnik spalinowy, korozja, niklowanie chemiczne,
modele regresyjne.

1. Introduction
Corrosive and erosive damage to cooled surfaces of ship diesel
engines, and in particular cooling surfaces of cylinder liners, significantly decreases their durability and overhaul life. The number of
working hours of cylinder liners affected by corrosive and erosive
action decreases to 50 % of their designed overhaul. Erosive wear of
the coler of cylinder liner is often the cause of cracks [3, 4, 5, 10, 11,
14]. According to contemporary views, erosive damage develops in
a cumulative way together with the progressing, with different intensity, mechanical damage which is the consequence of interaction of
vibration cavitation, hydrogen brittleness and oxygen corrosion. Fig 1
shows erosive – corrosive damage to the cooling surface of a cylinder
liner of a ship engine of the SULZER 8ZAL 40S type.
These processes develop due to cylinder liner vibrations beginning from mechanical piston interaction at the moment when the shaft
goes through top dead centre, TDC and bottom dead centre, BDC.
Generated vibrations of a cylinder liner in the cooling liquid create
conditions which favour cavitation. Results of experimental studies
on the analysis of damage on the outer surfaces of cylinder liners and

occurrence of cracks under the coler of cylinder liner allow to conclude that for most types of ship diesel engines applied on ships total
elimination of the processes of erosive-corrosive damage and that of
crack formation, especially in four-stroke trunk-piston engines, is impossible [8, 13].
On contemporary cargo ship it is a common practice to use as
improving additives the products of such companies like UNITOR
Ltd. Netherlands, or Dieselguard NB, Rocor NB Liquid and Cooltreat
AL. The first two products are liquid chemical compounds based on
nitrites (or borates). They contain organic inhibitors of “typical“ ferrous and non-ferrous metals. They are used in closed circuits of cooling water. A stable oxide coating, formed as a result of cooling water
treatment, prevents electrolitic corrosion between metals of different
potentials. As these products are alcaline in character, they eliminate
acidic corrosion without having a negative effect on non-metal parts
like sealings, glands, elastic leads, seals etc. They have a very important quality of maintaining the pH at a required level, even at their
high dosages in the cooling water. However, there are limitations to
their application when aluminium elements are used [9].

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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sive towards all the elements of the cooling system, form stable oxide layers on the protected
surfaces, but the do not protect the surfaces from
cavitation erosion. Therefore, development of a
new additive, combining all positive qualities
of the so-far used additives and without their
faults, was necessary in order to protect the
cooled surfaces effectively from corrosive-erosive wear [7]. An important property of such an
additive is its ability to coagulate the nuclea of
cavitation dissolved in the cooling liquid, with
the consequence of degassing air baubles and
sedimentation of hard particles [13].
However, during engine operation galvanic
plating is not possible, whereas plating with
nickel form the additive dissolved in the cooling
liquid seems quite realistic, In contrast to galvanic nickeling, at chemical nickeling – nickel
sediments on the protected surfaces without the
use of an external electric field. The layer is
formed as a result of the return of nickel ions
from the solution due to the action of certain
components of the solution. The recommended
reductive components can be hydrazine, sodium
hypophosphate or sodium borane [7] The main
Fig 1. Erosive – corrosive damage to the cooling surface of a cylinder liner of a ship engine of the SULZadvantage of this method is that nickel sediER 8ZAL 40S type
ments at a constant speed on the whole area of
the cooled surface. Thin layers of nickel have
Cooltreat AL, a modern product of UNITOR - an industrial
a
tendency
to
reflect
the basic topography of the surface, whereas
chemical company, is also an organic corrosion inhibitor with prothicker layers give the effect of smoothing its topography. This fact
longed longevity, designed to be used in closed cooling water sysis of extreme importance in the case of protecting cooling surfaces of
tems. Its advantage is ensuring corrosion protection to all materials
engines with complex shapes and local erosive and corrosive contamused in engine cooling cycles. In contrast to other products it does
inations. Coatings formed without using electrical current are charnot contain quickly useable components such as nitrates or sillicates.
acterized by good adhesion, plasticity, minute crystalline structure
It was made on the basis of aliphatic acids. It is a totally organic and
and also they have high resistance to corrosion and good mechanical
biodegradable product and thus it meets all the requirements of enviproperties. Taking into account the fact, that acidic environments are
ronmental protection.
more aggressive in respect to ferrous metals, the developed additive
Less commonly used are the products of such companies like
shoud create a basic environment in the cooling liquid. A protective
PEROLIN or Drew Ameroid and EKSTROL additives produced by
additive of the following composition: nickel sulphate, sodium hypoCentralnovo Nauczno-Issledowatelskovo Dizelnovo Instituta, Sanktphosphate, sodium citrate, sodium carbonate and also polyacryloamPetersburg Russia and NALCOOL-2000 manufactured by Detroit
ide as a surfaceactive additive has been suggested.
Diesel Corporation Power, Detroit, Michigan, USA. It is not due to
their quality because of their more selective range of activity in a ship
3. Laboratory stand and programme of research
engine cooling system and in the availability in the world – at the
place where the ship stays.
Complexity of processes taking place in real condition of erosive
The presented examples of additives, which improve the propwear of diesel engine elements makes it difficult to carry out research
erties of cooling water, currently used on cargo ships do not ensure
on identification of influence of particular factors on the intensity
complete protection of the cooled surfaces from damage. Organic additives based on oils, lowering the extent of erosive damage, have an
adverse effect on rubber seals. On the other hand, inorganic additives
protecting the cooled surfaces from corrosive damage do not protect
from erosion. Therefore, the issue of ensuring durability of cylinder
liners of ship engines becomes a complex task both from the point
of view of lowering the vibrations of cylinder liners during engine
operation and due to the necessity to ensure the resistance of cooled
surfaces to the damaging effects of the cooling medium.

2. Requirements for additives improving cooling liquids
for ship diesel engines
An analysis of effectiveness of the additives applied in cooling
systems of diesel engines showed that their properties do not meet the
expected requirements regarding protection from erosive-corrosive
damage of cooled surfaces [8, 13]. Emulsifying additives, forming
relatively durable thin protective layers, have, however, a destructive
effect on rubber elements of seals. Inhibitor additives, remaining pas-
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Fig 2. Laboratory stand diagram: 1 – ultrasonic vibration generator UZDN-1; 2 – magnetostriction vibration generator (vibrator)
MSW-2; 3 – experimental cavitation chamber; 4 – flow meter LT-2-33;
5 – compensation container; 6 – circulation pump UPS 25-40; 7 – bypass valve; 8 – heating element
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Table 1. Value ranges of independent parameters in the experiment
Ranges of changes of parameter values

Parameters

Reference

Change ranges

Lower limit

Upper limit

Additive concentration in the Solution C, %
EKSTROL
NALCOOL-2000
PWTU – 2002

0,3
3
3

0,2
2
1

0,1
1
2

0,5
5
4

Cooling liquid volume flux, Q , m3/h

0,218

0,064

0,154

0,282

Cooling liquid temperature, t, 0С

70

10

60

80

Table 2. Experimnet plan
No of experimental
series

Table 3. Results of experiments performed in destilled water

Level of parameter range
X1

X2

X3

1

−

−

+

2

−

+

+

3

+

−

+

4

+

+

+

5

−

−

−

6

−

+

−

7

+

−

−

8

+

+

−

Reading
No

Parameter
range level

Standard deviation of the
measurement

Of active/passive sample mass loss
[mg]

X2

X3

m1

m2

m3

m4

S

1

-

-

5600/4150

5150/4050

5300/4150

5350/4120

132/32

2

+

-

5350/4200

5450/4300

5700/4350

5500/4280

104/44

3

-

+

5250/4600

5500/4300

5150/4750

5300/4280

104/132

4

+

+

5900/4050

5600/4550

5800/4250

5770/4280

88/145

Table 4. Results of experiments on effectiveness of solutions with NELCOOL-2000, EKSTROŁ i PWTU- 2002 additives
Active/passive sample mass loss [mg], the negative sign for PWTU-2002 means mass increase
Reading No

NELCOOL- 2000
m1

m2

m3

EKSTROL
m4

m1

m2

PWTU-2002
m3

m4

m1

m2

m3

m4

-50/-550

-100/-1050

-83/-767

1

4050/150 3400/200 3800/200 3800/180 4952/1052 4152/800

4700/852

4600/900

-100/-700

2

4150/150 4400/150 4400/150 4320/150

700/552

825/652

700/752

752/652

-100/-1150 -100/-1750 -100/-1750 -100/-1550

3

1950/350 1900/450 1550/300 1800/370

2052/100

2300/100

2100/100

2152/100

-100/-100

-50/-50

-50/-100

-67/-83

4

3150/200

2600/100

600/300

525/300

625/152

600/252

-100/-50

-100/-50

0/-50

-67/-50

5

4650/200 4400/150 5200/150 4920/170

4100/400

3900/400

3852/400

3952/400

-100/-400

-100/-900

-50/-750

-83/-683

6

4900/150 5100/150 4750/350 4920/220

3600/452

3400/400

4100/500

3700/452

0/-950

-100/-1200 -100/-800

-67/-983

7

3600/200 4000/300 3550/100 3720/200

3852/452

3100/300

2952/300

3300/352

-50/-100

-100/-100

-50/-50

-67/-83

8

2950/250 2700/250 3150/450 2930/320

3100/200

3352/252

3000/300

3152/252

0/-50

0/-50

-50/-50

-17/-50

2100/50

2550/50
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of cavitation erosion. In a number of cases, wear caused by cavitation erosion is manifested within the long time of engine operation.
Therefore, experimental studies on effective protective properties of
PWTU-2002 additive were carried out as equivalent on a laboratory
stand equipped in a magnetostriction vibrator. The vibrator imitated
cavitation damage of a steel sample placed in a cavitation chamber
at different parameters of the cooling medium flowing through the
chamber. The studies were carried out in compliance with the GOST
30480-97 regulations – “Ensuring resistance to wear of goods. Methods of searching resistance to wear. Common requirements.”[5], in
compliance with PN-86/H-04427 regulation “Cavitation erosion.
Vibration method studies on material resistance” [6]. Application of
the analogue method of cavity phenomena studies was described in
reference [2].
Studying protective properties of the PWTU-2002 additive, EKSTROL emulsifier and NALCOOL-2000 were used as reference. A
diagram presenting laboratory stand is shown in Fig 2.
Laboratory studies were carried out on samples made of cast iron
Scz24-36 grounded and degreased. Conditions of wear processes in
cooling systems were modelled in experimental chamber (3) in which
two samples had been placed: a passive and an active one. The active sample was tightly mounted on the head of the magnetostriction
vibrator throughout a temporary screw joint which was a subject to
lengthwise vibrations at 22 kHz. The gap between the active and passive samples was equal to 20mm which corresponds to the distance
between the liner and the cylinder block (in the part that is washed by
cooling water) of the engine 4 Cz 8,5/11.Studies were carried out for
different compositions of additives in the cooling water and at their
different parameters: form distilled water to a liquid with different
additives such as PWTU-2002, EKSTROL i NALCOOL-2000. The
value ranges of independent parameters, that were changed in the experiment are shown in Table 1.
Mass loss of both samples, after a single 4-hour measurement
series, was the measure of additive effectiveness. Each experiment,
repeated three times, was carried out according to the following procedure:
–– electric heater was turned on and the circulation pump was set
at maintaining a certain value of volume flux of the liquid;
–– after the temperature has reached a required value and remained
stable, an ultrasonic generator was turned on at 18 kHz frequency and the measurements were taken.
A set temperature was maintained during a single measurement
series. Mass loss of a studied sample was determined using analytical
balance WŁR- 200 g-M with the accuracy of up to 5x10-5 g. Plan of
the experiment is shown in Table 2. To simplify notation in table 3 and
4 the following mean: C=X1 ; Q = X 2 ; t = X3, (−) means the lower
limit of the parameter, whereas (+) is the upper limit of the parameter
and their values are given in table 1.
Examples of results for measurement series of different concentrations C, [ %], volume fluxes Q , [m3/h ]and cooling liquid temperature, t, 0С are given in Tables 3 and 4.
Values of standard deviations of mass loss results for both active
and passive samples for the experiments carried out in the presence of
NELCOOL -2000, EKSTROL and PWTU -2002 additives are shown
in Table 5.
Accuracy of measurements was checked comparing the difference of the calculated values of the t-Student criterion with the listed
in tables values of quantiles [tn(pn)] for a given number of degrees of
freedom and at an acceptable value of probability [1]:
t=
where:
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[ X * − X sr ]
S

S –standard deviation of one measurement series,

(1)

		

X*– measured value, the most different from the mean value
in a given series,
Xśr – mean value of the parameter for the considered
measurement series.

		

Fulfillment of the inequality was a criterion of correctness of the
checked value:
t > tn ( p )

(2)

The calculated Student criterion numbers for all measured values
of mass losses in the carried out experiment indicated that they do
not exceed the listed in tables t-Student distribution quantiles tn (p) =
3,182, for the experiment conditions: three degrees of freedom (X1,
X2 i X3) and the assumed level of confidence p = 0, 95.

4. Processing and analysis of experimental results
The aim of processing of study results was to obtain regressive
models whose applicability was checked using Fisher-Snedecor criterion. The obtained experimental results were processed and analysed
using statistical methods. Calculations were performed with statistical means in Windows environment, whereas for their analysis the
contemporary STATISTIC by StatSoft was applied. A model of the
general type:
 + tb + CQb


m = b0 + Cb1 + Qb
2
2
12 + Ctb12 + Qtb23

(3)

was searched for, where C– concentration of the additive in the solution, Q – volume flux of the cooling liquid, t – temperature.
While preparing linear models of regression, determination of
their coefficients was limited only to the effects of mutual interaction of two parameters/factors. The influence of higher order factors
was not considered. With such an assumption the following regression
models were obtained:
–– for the active sample in a solution of EKSTROL additive:

m = 694 + 119C − 181Q − 187t + 75CQ − 44Ct − 156Qt

(4)

–– for the passive sample in a solution of EKSTROL additive:

m = 105 − 45C + 4, 5Q + 14t + 7, 5CQ − 30Ct − 1, 5Qt

(5)

–– for the active sample in a solution of NALCCOL-2000 additive:

m = 3626 − 864C + 66Q − 496t − 439CQ − 66Ct + 264Qt

Table 5. Standard deviations of mass loss of samples in the experiment
No

Standard deviation of the measurement (S)
NALCOOL-2000

EKSTROL

PWTU-2002

193/17

59/19

17/148

2

26/0

13/14

0/148

3

132/44

19/0

17/17

1

4

304/50

7/12

19/0

5

236/17

19/0

17/148

6

101/66

52/7

19/148

7

136/57

70/13

17/17

8

130/66

26/7

17/0
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–– for the passive sample in a solution of NALCCOL-2000 additive:

m = 214 + 21C − 16Q − 14t − 21CQ + 1, 25Ct − 23Qt

(7)

–– for the active sample in a solution of PWTU- 2002 additive:

m = −69 + 14C + 6,13Q − 10t + 6, 38CQ − 2,13Ct − 10Qt

(8)

–– for the passive sample in a solution of PWTU- 2002 additive:

m = −531 + 465C − 127Q − 81t + 144CQ + 81Ct − 60Qt

(9)

These functions were searched for via the least squares method,
whereas iteration processes were based on the quasi-Newtona method
with the assumed criterion of convergence of calculated values with

Fig 3. Active sample material wear intensity versus concentrations of EKSTROL additive

Fig 4. Active sample material wear intensity versus concentrations of NALCCOL-2000 additive

Fig 5. Active sample material wear intensity versus concentrations of PWTU-2002 additive

the experimental data of 0.05% of the values. In equations (4-9) the
free term (b0) determines the mass loss.
Thus, it is visible from the regression equations that the biggest
mass losses both for the active and the passive sample occur in the solution of NALCOOL-2000 additive. Sample mass losses are smaller
in the solution of EKSTROL additive, whereas negative values of the
free term in regression equations for samples studied in the solution
of PWTU- 2002 additive indicate sample mass increase as a result of
formation of nickel coatings on their surfaces.
Signs of regression coefficients indicate positive or negative influence of the linear effect on the experiment result. In respect to various additives used in the study, it can be said that the influence of
additive properties is different. It is the consequence of their very
different physical and chemical properties. Figures 3, 4 and 5 present
graphically the obtained models of intensity of wear of active samples, where different curves are ascribed to different experimental
conditions:
Evaluation of experimental results at PWTU- 2002 additive concentrations in the range of 2 to 4% showed that mass of the samples
increased on average by 83 mg. The surfaces, both of the active and
the passive samples, became glossy, traces of corrosive – erosive wear
disappeared. This effect is explained by formation of nickel coatings
on the surfaces of the studied samples.
Mass decrease took place for the samples under the influence of
magnetostriction vibration generator MSW in solutions of EKSTROL
and NALCOOL-2000 additives. On their surfaces there were traces of
corrosive –erosive wear in the form of shallow cavities in the central
part of the sample and dark stains on the edges.
Analysis of curves in Fig 2–3 showed that the introduction of additives significantly lowers wear intensity of active samples. Optimal
concentration of PWTU-2002 additive is 2,5–3 %, EKSTROL additive 0,4–0,5 %, and NALCOOL-2000 additive – 3,5 – 4 %. Further
increase of concentrations did not affect mass wear intensity of the
samples.
On the basis of relations shown in Fig 5 it can be noticed that
increase of cooling liquid temperature up to 80° C as well as that of
cooling liquid flux up to 282 dm3/h did not affect the properties of
PWTU- 2002 additive. During the experiment increase sample masses
and lack of wear cavities on their surfaces were observed.
Protective action of EKSTROL and NALCOOL-2000 additives
decreased at small volume flux of the cooling liquid (154 dm3 / h),
which can be explained by the decrease of adhesive properties of additives with increasing temperature (figures 3 and 4). However, the
increase of liquid flux up to 282 dm3/h, which increases hydrostatic
pressure, lead to a decrease of active sample wear intensity. It is explained by a delayed onset of the evaporation process and an increased
resistance to cavitation at an increased water pressure in the system.

5. Summary
The result of the experiment was determination of coefficients in
regression relations of mass losses for active and passive samples in
the solutions of EKSTROL, NALCOOL-2000 and PWTU-2002 additives at different experimental conditions. Reliability of the obtained
values of coefficients of relations describing the results of the experiment was determined with regression coefficients: for constant coefficients in the equations r = 0,99; for coefficients at linear parts r =
0,94–0,96 and for parts reflecting interaction of factors r = 0,89–0,90.
Those values, throughout regression equations, confirm a good fit of
the experiment model and justify generalizations.
Experimental laboratory studies on experimental samples and
studies on industrial scale on ship diesel engines confirmed anti-erosive properties of the developed PWTU-2002 additive. The result of
the study was an introduction of the additive into operation by recom-
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mending its application in cooling systems of ship diesel engines on
seagoing ships.
Checking the anti-erosive properties of PWTU-2002 additive
was carried out on industrial scale on ship diesel engines of the Sulzer 8 AL20/24 and 6 AL20/24 types, used as main and auxiliary engines on a vessel belonging to the Technological Management Fleet
Łukoil-Kaliningradmornieft – a floating crane „Atlet-4”. Two main
and two auxiliary engines were cooled by a cooling system with a

central cooler. An anti-erosive improving additive was introduced into
the cooling system after mid shipyard overhaul of engines. During the
process inner surfaces of the cylinder blocks were cleaned following a
specially developed procedure. Verification of outer surfaces of cylinder liners was carried out during a subsequent current overhaul, after
the main engines have operated for 244 hours and the auxiliary ones
for 3500 hours. Organoleptic studies did not reveal any corrosive-erosive material wear, whereas a glossy nickel surface was observed.
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Integrated system of health management-oriented reliability
prediction for a spacecraft software system with an
adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine
Zorientowane na zintegrowane zarządzanie kondycją systemu
prognozowanie niezawodności systemów oprogramowania
statków kosmicznych z wykorzystaniem opartej na adaptacyjnym
algorytmie genetycznym maszyny wektorów nośnych
Software reliability prediction is very important to minimize cost and improve software development effectiveness, especially in
a spacecraft’s software system. In this paper, a new spacecraft software system reliability definition is given and a new reliability
prognostics-oriented life cycle integrated system health management for a spacecraft software system is focused on. Adaptive genetic algorithms are then combined with a support vector machine to build an adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine
reliability prediction model. This model attempts to overcome the genetic algorithm weaknesses, such as the local minima and
premature convergence problems, and solves the parameter selection difficulties often encountered in a support vector machine.
After construction, the proposed adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine model is employed to predict the reliability of
a spacecraft software system. Finally, a numerical example is given to show how the proposed approach has a superior prediction
performance compared to a standard support vector machine and artificial neural network.
Keywords: spacecraft software system, reliability, integrated system health management, adaptive genetic algorithms support vector machine.
Przewidywanie niezawodności oprogramowania odgrywa ważną rolę w minimalizowaniu kosztów i poprawie efektywności tworzenia oprogramowania, zwłaszcza w odniesieniu do systemów oprogramowania statków kosmicznych. W niniejszej pracy, podano
nową definicję niezawodności systemu oprogramowania statku kosmicznego koncentrując uwagę na opartym na prognozowaniu
niezawodności oraz cyklu życia modelu zintegrowanego zarządzania kondycją systemu opracowanego dla systemu oprogramowania statku kosmicznego. Skonstruowano następnie model przewidywania niezawodności oparty na połączeniu adaptacyjnych
algorytmów genetycznych oraz maszyny wektorów nośnych. Model ten stanowi próbę przezwyciężenia słabości algorytmów genetycznych, takich jak problem minimów lokalnych czy problem przedwczesnej zbieżności, a także rozwiązania trudności związanych
z doborem parametrów, jakie często występują przy zastosowaniu maszyny wektorów nośnych. Skonstruowany model opartej
na adaptacyjnym algorytmie genetycznym maszyny wektorów nośnych zastosowano do przewidywania niezawodności systemu
oprogramowania statku kosmicznego. Wreszcie, przedstawiono przykład liczbowy, który pokazuje że opracowany model charakteryzuje się wyższą dokładnością prognozowania w porównaniu do standardowej maszyny wektorów nośnych oraz sztucznej sieci
neuronowej.
Słowa kluczowe: system oprogramowania statku kosmicznego, niezawodność, zintegrowane zarządzanie kondycją systemu, adaptacyjne algorytmy genetyczne, maszyna wektorów nośnych.

1. Introduction
As interest in the development of the space industry increases, the
need for more reliable spacecraft is becoming crucial [15, 19, 23]. Future manned and unmanned space missions to the International Space
Station, the Moon, Mars, and beyond means longer mission durations
and a reliance on a more complex assemblage of components, both of
which increase the probability of operational mission failures [30]. To
ensure that the spacecraft operates as planned, every element of the
vehicle as well as the completely assembled spacecraft itself must be
tested on the ground under conditions simulating those it will face in
space [31, 27, 25]. Consequently, a life cycle integrated system health

management system which focuses on early spacecraft design, operations and general maintenance is required [28].
A spacecraft’s software system is directly related to the possibility
of mission failure because of the critical functions and complex operating environment. Spacecraft software system reliability (SSSR) is a
critical index needed to ensure system reliability [18]. Although the
importance of spacecraft software system reliability has long been realized, aerospace disasters caused by faults in the spacecraft software
system (SSS) still occur. In 1996, a software failure in the Ariane 501
developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) resulted in a rocket
explosion 40 seconds after launch, causing billions of dollars of economic losses. In 1999, software failures caused the landing engine on
NASA’s Mars Polar Lander to prematurely shut down resulting in a
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crash. Therefore, in spacecraft systems, any small software error may
lead to entire mission failure, resulting in not only economic losses
but also possible loss to human life and property. To deal with the
safety and maintenance of a manned spacecraft, and especially that
of the spacecraft software system reliability, a life cycle integrated
system health management (ISHM) system which focuses on early
design, operations and general maintenance is vital [9].
Generally, the ISHM consists of in situ monitoring, condition assessment, fault diagnosis, prognosis, and appropriate decision making, so it is a more comprehensive system than traditional prognostics and health management (PHM) systems. Health management has
emerged as one of the key enablers for efficient system-level maintenance and lower life cycle costs. Diagnostics assesses the system’s
current reliability, and prognostics identify potential future failures.
Using the prognostics information, health management systems maintain a system or equipment in working condition [32, 1]. Integrated
system health management is a framework of integrated technologies
that evaluates system reliability in actual life cycle conditions to determine the advent of failure and to mitigate system risks. ISHM does
this by monitoring the health of a product or system, and then estimating reliability through an evaluation of the deviation or degradation
from an expected health state and usage conditions [26]. The spacecraft software system life cycle includes early design, operation and
maintenance over two stages.
As software size and complexity have increased, software development has moved toward modular designs [12]. This is especially
true of the new generation spacecraft software systems monitored by
life cycle integrated system health management. The life cycle integrated system health management discussed in this paper focuses
on reliability prediction in the early design stage of the spacecraft
software system. Basically, the spacecraft software system reliability
mechanism is able to quantify the operational profile of the spacecraft
software system. However, as software tends to develop defects and
faults over time, software reliability also changes with time. Thus, as
the number of faults grows, predicting software reliability over time
becomes increasingly difficult. Consequently, as prognostics are the
core of integrated system health management, the design of a life cycle integrated system health management with efficient prognostics
technology is a very important research field [29].
There has been significant research into software reliability. Pietrantuono, Russo and Trivedi [22] proposed an architecture-based approach for software reliability and testing time allocation. Huang and
Lin [13] presented an analysis of software reliability modelling by
testing compression factors and failure-to-fault relationships. Amin,
Grunske and Colman [18] outlined an approach to software reliability
prediction based on time series modelling. Garg, Lai and Huang [10]
studied a problem from the perspective of software reliability models
which focused on when to stop testing. Some research has also specifically focused on spacecraft software system reliability. Wang [27]
studied SSS design and performance tests from evaluation to release.
However, few studies have focused on spacecraft software system reliability by investigating the life cycle integrated system health management.
As the spacecraft software system is very complex, there is a large
quantity of random volatile fault data. Because of this, there is no
single approach capable of resolving all software reliability life cycle integrated system health management problems as all approaches
have both advantages and disadvantages. However, spacecraft software system reliability prediction, accuracy and timeliness are vital
for decision-makers. Therefore, in this paper, adaptive genetic algorithms (AGA) [7, 18] combined with support vector machines (SVM)
[33, 6, 14] are used to build an adaptive genetic algorithm-support
vector machine prediction model. The adaptive genetic algorithm-
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support vector machine attempts to overcome the traditional weaknesses of genetic algorithms, such as the local minima and premature
convergence problems, and solves support vector machine problems,
such as parameter selection difficulty. This fusion approach is then
used in a spacecraft software system reliability prediction case study.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 outlines
the spacecraft software system reliability prediction problem and the
fusion prediction approach. The proposed adaptive genetic algorithmsupport vector machine is built and elaborated on in Section 3. In
Section 4, a numerical example is given to show an application of
the proposed model and algorithm. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.

2. Spacecraft software system reliability prognostics
Software reliability is typically very complex [27] because of the
number of features and the need to ensure a high level of safety and
reliability, as shown in Fig. 1. Spacecraft software system reliability requires that interstellar functions and ground station functions
work synchronously. Interstellar functions are made up of navigation
calculations, housekeeping, fault monitoring, command processing,
spacecraft subsystem management, general management and the
communications payload. Ground station functions are made up of
data processing, data compression and storage, spacecraft telemetry
remote control, user interfaces, and operating condition monitoring
and maintenance. Both interstellar and ground systems require high
reliability, and this is particularly important for the interstellar software, which is typically an embedded real-time system. This complexity also leads to significantly higher software development costs.
Therefore, to ensure the normal operation of a spacecraft and to avoid
mission failure, it is necessary to focus on spacecraft software system
reliability in the early design stage. This means that to develop highly
reliable spacecraft software system reliability, verification techniques
are necessary, so, besides the traditional techniques such as testing,

Fig. 1. Integrated Spacecraft Software Systems
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automated verification techniques such as life cycle integrated system
health management-oriented spacecraft software system reliability
prediction are also critical [17].
Assessing the software reliability of life cycle integrated system
health management is a complex task, because of the multiple time
stages, the complexity of the system structures, the large number of
parameters, the competing failure mechanisms and the presence of
intermittent faults and failures [2, 29, 30]. The software reliability life
cycle integrated system health management processes are shown in
Fig. 2. Continuous health monitoring processes provide information
about the system's performance, the environment and the operational
loading, the data from which is required for life cycle integrated system health management data manipulation. The system's performance is then compared with a historical database, the faulty parameter
isolated and the product damage assessed. Following this, parameter
selection and isolation are carried out to identify the parameters that
are contributing to the abnormal status of the system. The reliability
is then assessed using diagnostic approaches, and, through the use of
prognostic algorithms, the level of deviation or degradation is identified and the advent of failure is predicted by determining the distribution of remaining life.

Fig. 2. ISHM-oriented fusion prognostics framework for SSS

Spacecraft software system reliability
is defined as the probability of a failurefree software operation for the operational
phase in a specified environment [31], and
has quality characteristics, as it is able to
quantify the operational profile of a spacecraft software system. Spacecraft software
system reliability generally changes over
time leading to the appearance of defects
and faults, which means that the failure
space time (FST) is the key to an accurate
assessment of spacecraft software system
reliability. As a result, before the spacecraft software system is put into operation
the proposed life cycle integrated system
health management for spacecraft software system reliability prediction is able to identify faults and remove them in the early design
stage. Spacecraft software system reliability in the early design stage
is focused on in this paper, as shown in Fig. 3.
For complex spacecraft software systems, the application of intelligent technology assists in parameter optimization and accuracy
improvements. Support vector machines have a good generalization
ability as they utilise a statistical learning theory based on dimension
theory and structural risk minimization rules [32], rather than traditional empirical risk minimization principles. The support vector machines’ basic idea is the mapping of the data to a larger dimensional

Fig. 3. The proposed SSS reliability

feature space where a linear regression is conducted using nonlinear
mapping. This has been shown to have a positive effect in small sample, high dimension, non-linear prediction areas. However, parameter
selection can have a significant influence on the prediction effect. Because adaptive genetic algorithms have a strong global optimization
ability, a type of automatic parameter selection method using adaptive
genetic algorithms is established in this paper. Here, we propose an
intelligent fusion prediction model based on support vector machine
prediction and adaptive genetic algorithmic theory. Fusion prediction,
a synthesis of these two different theories, has the ability to strengthen
the positive aspects of both.

3. AGA-SVM prognostics model
The fusion method used in the paper is based on support vector
machines and adaptive genetic algorithms. The adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine combines adaptive genetic algorithms
with support vector machines as described in the following. The original sequence is first transformed into a new sequence of data using an
accumulation operation, and the prediction model is established using
the support vector machines to generate the data sequence. Then, an
adaptive genetic algorithm method is employed to select the best parameters for the adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine
prediction model. Finally, a prediction value can be determined using
the inverse accumulation generation prediction result. The essence of
the adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine model is as
shown in Fig. 4. The adaptive genetic algorithms use a global automatic optimization ability which intelligently finds the best parameters as well as the optimal parameters for the support vector machine’s
kernel function, all of which makes the calculations easier and saves
prediction time. The complete process is as in the following:

Fig.4. AGA-SVM operating flow diagram

Step 1. Initial data pre-processing of spacecraft software system
failure data
The initial collected spacecraft software system failure data is
expressed as the R (0) series:
R (0) = {r (0) (1), r (0) (2),, r (0) (n)}

(1)

where r (0) (i ) > 0(i = 1, 2,, n) denotes the ith failure values.
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From the regular accumulation of the initial data series, a data
series is generated:
(2)
R (1) = {r (1) (1), r (1) (2),, r (1) (n)}

k

Where r (1) (k ) = ∑ r (0) (i ) , i = 1, 2,, n,k = 1, 2,, n . The new series
i =1

is taken as a learning sample for the support vector machines.
The failure data is random and disordered because of the complexity of the spacecraft software system and the complicated relationship
between each module or component. Consequently, the accumulated
generation operation is employed on the original disordered data to
find the hidden internal relationships. To do this, the adaptive genetic
algorithm support vector machine prediction model is established using the generated data.
Step 2. Selection of kernel function for the prognostics model
Different kernel functions and parameters have a significant effect on the support vector machine prediction model’s performance.
Selecting the appropriate kernel function can be done relatively easily
from the predicted results, which can, to some extent, overcome the
negative effects caused by the unbalanced samples. Common kernel
functions have polynomial kernel functions, and radial basis function
(RBF) kernel functions, and each different kernel function determines
a different nonlinear transformation and feature space, which have
different classification effects.
The common kernel functions are as follows:
(1) Inner product kernel function, k (ri , r ) = (ri ⋅ r ) ;
(2) Polynomial kernel function, k (ri , r ) = [(ri ⋅ r ) + 1]q ;
(3) RBF kernel function, k (ri , r ) = exp{− | ri − r |2 /2σ 2 } ;
(4) Sigmoid kernel function, k (ri , r ) = tanh(a (r ⋅ ri ) + b) .
After a comparative analysis of the different kernel functions,
and by taking into account the complexity of the spacecraft software
system and the large amount of data from the numerous sensors, the
RBF kernel function is chosen here to support the support vector machine prognostics model, as it has a strong nonlinear prediction ability, which is able to achieve better prediction results. The parameter σ
is chosen as in the following step.
Step 3. Select parameters using adaptive genetic algorithms
Support vector machine parameter selection, such as the kernel
function parameter σ, the regularization parameter C and the regression approximation error control parameter ε is very important, as it
has a significant influence on support vector machine performance.
There has been significant research focused on support vector machine parameter selection. An expression for calculating C and ε
was suggested by Cherkassky and Ma, who also provided an effective
solution to the selection problem [6]. Cristianini et al. used a kernel
calibration method to quickly determine the kernel parameters, but the
selection of C and σ were not involved [5]. Keerthi and Lin found
that there was a functional relationship between the kernel parameters
and C , and converted a two-dimensional optimization problem into
two one-dimensional optimization problems [14].
Genetic algorithms (GA) have also been used to select optimal
parameters [21]. One of the main problems related to genetic algorithms is in finding the optimal control parameter values. Further, different control parameter values may be necessary during the course of
a run. The main weaknesses of genetic algorithms are that they can be
ineffective and time-consuming because of complexity, and therefore
can be costly to the SSS. Consequently, an adaptive genetic algorithm
is built so that the selected control parameters can be dynamically
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adjusted during the problem solution evolution [7]. Reference [20]
described the main scheme of this concept using two fuzzy logic controls (FLC): the crossover FLC and the mutation FLC. These two
FLCs were implemented independently to adaptively regulate the
crossover and mutation operator rates during the genetic search process. The fitness evaluation function in this paper is defined as
1 n R − Rˆ
, where R , R̂ represent the initial values and predic∑ t
n i =1
tion values [8].
Step 4. Adopt support vector machine regression model
R (1) = {r (1) (1), r (1) (2),, r (1) (n)} is the given generated data series, where rt can be used to predict rt+1 by mapping f : D m → D ,
rt +1 = f (rt , rt −1,, rt − ( m −1) ) , and m is the embedded dimension,
namely the model order. Consequently, the learning samples for prediction can be obtained after the transformation. Then, the final prediction error (FPE) is employed to assess the model error and to select
the value for m .
where:

FPE(m) =

σ 2 = E (a d ) =

d +m 2
σa
d −m

(3)

r
d −m
1
[dt − ( ∑ (α i − α i* )K (ri , rt ) + b)]2 , d is the
∑
d − m t = m +1
i =1

number of training samples, α and α * are the Lagrange multipliers,
and K is the inner product function.
After the topological structure of the support vector machine prediction is determined, the learning samples that the support vector machines use are trained, and the values for α , α * and b are derived.
From this, the regression function [33] is available:
f (r ) = ∑ (α i − α i* ) K (ri , r ) + b
SV

(4)

where t = m + 1,, d .
Accordingly, the values for α , α * and b are put into Eq. (4) and
a definitive regression function is determined.
Step 5. Compute prediction values
The data series R (1) is put into the prediction steps above and
R̂

(1)

is determined. An L-step prediction model is then computed:

rˆd +1 =

d −m

∑

i =1

(α i − α i* ) K (ri , rd − m + l ) + b

(5)

where rd − m + l = {rd − m + l , , rˆd +1, , rˆd + l −1} .
The data series R̂ (1) in Eq. (5) are the prediction values for the
accumulated generation data series R (1) .
The inverse accumulated generation operation (IAGO) to R̂ (1) is
initiated, and the prediction model for the original data series R (0) is
obtained as follows:

Rˆ (0) (k + 1) = rˆ (1) (k + 1) − r (1) (k ), k = n + 1, n + 2,
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Table 1. 100 historical FSTt data (seconds)
No.

Value

No.

Value.

No.

Value

No.

Value

No.

Value

No.

Value

1

8.63

18

9.38

35

9.49

52

12.61

69

12.28

86

11.38

2

9.15

19

8.61

36

8.13

53

7.16

70

11.96

87

12.21

3

7.96

20

8.78

37

8.68

54

10.01

71

12.02

88

12.28

4

8.64

21

8.04

38

6.46

55

9.86

72

9.30

89

11.37

5

9.98

22

10.91

39

8.01

56

7.87

73

12.50

90

11.41

6

10.19

23

7.56

40

4.71

57

8.64

74

14.56

91

14.42

7

11.76

24

11.04

41

10.01

58

10.58

75

13.33

92

8.34

8

11.67

25

10.12

42

11.02

59

10.93

76

8.95

93

8.08

9

6.94

26

10.18

43

10.87

60

10.67

77

14.78

94

12.21

10

7.49

27

5.92

44

9.48

61

12.51

78

14.89

95

12.79

11

10.63

28

9.50

45

11.03

62

11.37

79

12.14

96

13.16

12

7.86

29

9.62

46

10.86

63

11.92

80

9.79

97

12.76

13

8.69

30

10.43

47

9.48

64

9.58

81

12.11

98

10.36

14

9.29

31

10.64

48

6.67

65

10.46

82

13.12

99

13.85

15

8.35

32

8.34

49

9.31

66

12.73

83

12.30

100

12.49

16

9.11

33

10.39

50

10.36

67

12.61

84

12.72

17

9.61

34

11.32

51

10.11

68

12.10

85

14.21

Table 2. Samples in validation set (seconds)
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Value

12.02

9.30

12.50

14.56

13.33

8.95

14.78

14.89

12.14

9.79

No.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Value

12.11

13.12

12.30

12.72

14.21

11.38

12.21

12.28

11.37

11.41

No.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Value

14.42

8.34

8.08

12.21

12.79

13.16

12.76

10.36

13.85

12.49

Fig. 5. Historical FST data Trends

where R̂ (0) are the prediction values for R (0) .

4. Numerical example

Fig. 6: Validation set Samples Trend

In this section, a numerical example is given to illustrate the predictive performance of the proposed adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine model. As described in Section 2, as the SSSR
generally changes over time, the FST is an exemplification of an
SSSR for an SSS and is closely connected with defects and faults.
Consequently, the FST for the SSS are taken as the prognostic samples as shown in Table 1. The data contains 100 observations of a
times series (t, FSTt) pertaining to an SSS prototype. Here, FSTt represents the failure space time of the software after the tth modification
has been made. Then, the FSTt data are divided into two with seventy
items in the training set, and thirty items in the validation set as shown
in Figures 5 and 6. Through calculation, 30 FSTt values were derived
as shown in Table 2.
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4.1. Results of fusion prognostics
In the adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine, the 100 historical values were divided into two
parts: seventy in the training set, and thirty in the validation set. The adaptive genetic algorithms were employed
to solve the problems, and the parameters used were set
according to reference [20] as follows: population size
N = 50 , crossover probability pc = 0.6 , mutation prob-

ability pm = 0.2 , maximum number of generations
max Gen = 1000 . In addition, the fitness evaluation
1 n R − Rˆ
, as outlined in
function was defined as ∑
n i =1
t
Step 3 of Section 3. After a run of the adaptive genetic
algorithms, the fitness function had a significantly better convergence as shown in Fig.7, with the best fitness
value for each generation represented in the vertical
axis, and the iterations in the horizontal axis. Consequently, the optimal parameters σ = 0.66 , ε = 0.0001 ,
Fig. 7. The comparison of the current optimal solution and the historical optimal solution
C = 1000.26 were chosen. The FPE method was used
for
prediction after the optimal length of the historical
Table 3. Predicted values using different approaches
original data had been selected. The adaptive genetic algorithm supt
Orignal
AGA-SVM
ANN
GA-SVM
port vector machine updated the historical original data using an adaptive add or subtract strategy, and accordingly, dynamic prediction was
1
12.02
12.81
13.68
13.96
executed.
2
9.30
10.80
8.23
7.64
Considering the dynamic prediction latency, this model adopts a
3
12.50
12.78
10.45
14.28
multi-step prediction strategy, with 5 prediction steps. The schemes
cited above not only assure a highly precise prediction, but also re4
14.56
13.99
15.72
15.73
duce the amount of calculations needed.
5
13.33
13.67
14.26
10.67
The predicted values using the adaptive genetic algorithm support
6
8.95
9.65
8.46
8.12
vector machine, genetic algorithm support vector machine, and an artificial neural network (ANN) [11] are shown in Table 3. The thirty
7
14.78
14.01
12.46
12.46
samples in the validation set were used for comparison and evalua8
14.89
15.71
15.81
15.36
tion.
9

12.14

12.55

11.64

9.43

10

9.79

9.7

9.01

8.19

11

12.11

11.11

13.24

14.56

12

13.12

13.68

14.68

10.38

13

12.30

12.23

10.37

11.78

14

12.72

12.45

13.01

10.39

15

14.21

14.38

13.83

12.41

16

11.38

11.64

10.65

8.06

17

12.21

12.89

13.99

14.67

18

12.28

13.01

12.67

11.29

19

11.37

10.34

10.94

13.79

20

11.41

11.63

11.38

12.08

21

14.42

12.45

15.06

10.49

22

8.34

9.34

8.96

11.94

23

8.08

8.09

7.68

9.05

24

12.21

11.79

13.54

11.52

25

12.79

13.11

12.03

8.42

26

13.16

12.42

12.88

15.28

27

12.76

10.43

11.06

12.48

28

10.36

8.34

9.25

7.49

29

13.85

13.65

14.78

14.27

30

12.49

12.78

13.6

13.53

576

4.2. Performance analysis
A comparative study of the predictive performance of the other
models was conducted. The results from the adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine model were compared with the results
from an artificial neural network model and a genetic algorithm support vector machine model as shown in Fig. 8. The vertical axis
represents the value of the failure space time, and the horizontal
axis represents the sequence number. It can be seen that the artificial
neural network model results had a serious distortion in the prediction for temporal data aggregation, as it is only able to predict exponential data series. However, the adaptive genetic algorithm support
vector machine avoided this problem, as it enhances the regularity
of data through the accumulated generating operation which weakens the random disturbance on the original data and finds the hidden
internal relations from the disordered original data. In addition, the
advantages of the support vector machines are also incarnated in the
genetic algorithm support vector machine, such as the small sample
learning. Consequently, the adaptive genetic algorithm support vector machine was shown to have a better predictive performance than
either the genetic algorithm support vector machine or the artificial
neural network.
Based on the prognostics results, the prediction model was analyzed and evaluated using the following measures; the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE), the normalized root mean squared errors
(NRMSE) and the root mean squared relative error (RMSRE). MAPE
can be used to analyze and evaluate the approximation ability of the
prediction model, and NRMSE and RMSRE are used to assess the
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tionship between the actual and predicted values, but
also indicate that the AGA-SVM model is valid for
predicting the SSSR.

5.

Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted results for different methods
Table 4. Efficacy evaluation of prognostics models
Evaluation index

Prognostics
models

MAPE

NRMSE

RMSRE

ANN

43.104

0.264

0.618

GA-SVM

22.146

0.582

0.326

AGA-SVM

10.601

0.791

0.041

ability of the models to simulate realistic, observed variability. The
evaluation results for the prediction models are shown in Table 4,
from where it can be seen that: ANN(MAPE)>GA-SVM(MAPE)>AGASVM(MAPE), ANN(NRMSE)<GA-SVM(NRMSE)<AGA-SVM(RMSRE),
ANN(RMSRE)>GA-SVM(RMSRE)>AGA-SVM(RMSRE), which demonstrates that the AGA-SVM had the best performance for the MAPE,
NRMSE and RMSRE. These results not only show the close rela-

Conclusion

An integrated system health management for a
spacecraft software system was proposed to assist in
avoiding catastrophic software failure by providing
ongoing reliability monitoring as well as by predicting
failure and providing warnings. Spacecraft software
system reliability prediction is a critical process in integrated system health management. Many methods
have been used to predict spacecraft software system
reliability, but a single prediction method is unable to
meet the requirements of modern complex space avionics systems. In this paper, a prognostics model for the
prediction of spacecraft software system reliability was
demonstrated. The adaptive genetic algorithm support
vector machine combines adaptive genetic algorithms
with standard support vector machines. A numerical example demonstrated that the use of the adaptive genetic
algorithm support vector machine model in selecting
the support vector machine parameters increases the
predictive performance of the genetic algorithm support vector machine, as it makes the prediction process faster, which
is very important for integrated system health management. A comparative study of the predictive performance of other models was conducted, and from this it could be seen that the proposed model has a
better performance than either an artificial neural network or standard
support vector machines. Therefore, the model was proved to be an
efficient reliable modeling technique for spacecraft software system
engineering.
In this paper, the focus was on finding methods to effectively use
reliable system-specific information and improve prognostics performance. In the future, we plan to study investigative techniques that
can fuse spacecraft software system reliability estimates, save time
and provide accurate, more efficient optimization algorithms to select
the parameters for the support vector machine model to predict spacecraft software system reliability.
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Assessment methods of conveyor belts impact resistance
to the dynamic action of a concentrated load
Metody oceny odporności taśm przenośnikowych
na uszkodzenia powodowanedynamicznym działaniem
mas skupionych*
The methods of testing the conveyor belt’s puncture resistance in terms of assessing their suitability for the transport of
sharp-edged rocks are presented. Methods of determining the critical impact energy of strokes are discussed together
with a new method for determining the critical energy and the method of determining the average impact energy taking
into account selected range of belt damages, which more reliably characterize their impact resistance. The algorithm
and the method of estimating the critical impact energy based on measurements of energy absorbed by belt during rock
mass strike is presented.
Keywords: belt conveyor, puncture resistance, experiments.
Przedstawiono metody badania odporności taśm przenośnikowych na przebijanie w aspekcie oceny przydatności taśm
do transportu ostrokrawędzistych materiałów skalnych. Omówiono stosowane metody wyznaczania krytycznej energii uderzenia, przedstawiono nową metodę wyznaczania energii krytycznej oraz metodę wyznaczania energii średniej
uderzenia obejmującą pewien zakres uszkodzeń taśmy, co bardziej miarodajnie charakteryzuje odporność taśmy na
uderzenia. Przedstawiono algorytm oraz metodę szacowania krytycznej energii uderzenia na podstawie pomiaru energii
traconej w trakcje uderzenia masy w taśmę przenośnikową.
Słowa kluczowe: taśma przenośnikowa, odporność na przebijanie, badania laboratoryjne.

1. Introduction
Long term experience of using belts on conveyors hauling the
rock muck, as well as on short conveyors, used for example in bucketwheel and bucket-chain excavators and in spreaders indicate that the
main reason of the belts wearing are the damages in the form punctures and cuts caused by the impact of falling rock lumps at the conveyor loading section. Test carried out in the Belt Transport Laboratory (BTL) of Institute of Mining Engineering at Wroclaw University
of Technology showed that at the beginning the belt damages are not
visible on their external surface. Only after uncovering the belt core
it is possible to find the presence of cord or textile core damages,
detachments and fractures. During the conveyor belts operation the
number of damages increase systematically, resulting in their cumulation causing the formation of broad cracks, tearing out of cover plates
and the decrease of belt resistance. The belts operating on conveyors
transporting the sharp-edges rock blocks, are worn almost only as a
result of the above mentioned damages, which shorten their life-time.
In order to prevent this, the methods of belt condition monitoring are
developed. They allow to record, among other things, the magnitude,
number and location of belt damages [7].
Another important factor increasing the operational life-time of
the belt is its high puncture and cut resistance. Value of this resistance
is a very important criterion of the belt operational life-time, since it

protects the belt carcass against the water penetration and corrosion of
steel cords or textile ply fracturing. Laboratory test on belt conveyors
puncture resistance have been carried out for many years, both by
domestic and foreign research centers and by some belts manufacturers [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10]. The scope of the tests is however limited to
determining the critical energy of the impact. Basically, the effect of
impact energy on the damage magnitude is not investigated. Method
of testing the belt puncture resistance consists in striking the belt with
head having the specified weight and falling from specified height
(Fig. 1) and then in identifying the belt damages.
The measure of belt puncture resistance is the stroke energy:
E=m⋅g⋅h [J]
where:

(1)

m – head weight [kg], g – gravity acceleration [m/s2], h –
height of head fall [m].

Energy at which the first belt damages appear is generally accepted as critical energy Ek. The value of critical energy depends, among
other things, on the head shape, method of belt support, strength of
belt tension, head weight and height of its fall.
During the previous practice, the critical energy Ek has been the
only criterion of belt puncture resistance assessment. Meanwhile, basing on tests carried out in BTL at Wroclaw University of Technology,

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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Fig. 1. Diagram of loading the belt with falling head.

it was stated that determining only the critical energy is insufficient
for complete evaluation of the belt puncture resistance. It results from
the fact that at striking with the energy higher than critical one, the
size of damages, may be by far different for the different belts, in
spite of the similar Ek value. Therefore the new testing method was
developed, which allows to determine Em – the average stroke energy
for the specific range of damages size [6]. Moreover basing on tests,
the new method of determining the critical energy Ek was proposed.
The previous method consists in identifying the value of stroke energy
which causes the first damages of belt. Determining the size of this
energy is onerous and not very precise because of difficulties in assessing if the damage is the first (the smallest) one. With new method
the critical energy is determined using the chart presenting the relation
between the damage size L and the stroke energy E and it is defined
as a value above which the damages of belt appear. Ek magnitude
is here univocally determined by the point of chart E=f(L) cross-cut
with E axis.
Univocal method of the stroke critical energy determination is of
special importance while selecting the belt for the operation conditions, because due to falling the heavy lumps of handled material,
from big height, on the belt, the latter is selected taking into consideration its puncture resistance. The attempts of preliminary assessment of
the critical energy value are taken, for example at the assumption, that
the energy is proportional to the belt tensile strength [1]. The results
obtained using this method are only the rough approximation and cannot replace the experimental determination of this value. Newly developed methods of determining the belts puncture resistance offer
the possibility of much more accurate evaluation of this feature of the
belt, what should result in the increase of their operational life-time
under the heavy duty conditions. Competent assessment of the belt
puncture resistance is also essential due to the fact that more and more
belt users, require from the manufacturers to deliver the belts which
comply the specified requirements concerning this feature.

Fig. 3. Shapes and sizes of rams: a) spherical, b) cone

Testing stand has a measuring system to record the course of head
stoke on the conveyor belt, the system for measuring the force of sample tension and ranging for measuring the height of head fall. The
entire measuring system uses the software which allows to register
and analyze the signals of stroke force, sample tension, stroke energy
and relative value of energy absorbed when the head strikes the belt.
On Fig. 3 two rams: spherical and cone, most often used during the
tests, are presented.

3. Assessment of belt puncture strength through Ek
critical energy assigning

2. Testing stand
Stand for testing the puncture resistance of belts should provide
the belt load conditions as much as possible nearing the ones occurring at feeding stations. Such stand was constructed in BT Laboratory
at Wroclaw University of Technology. The conveyor belt is fixed in
the hydraulic clamps allowing for its tension equal 10% of its nominal
resistance [6]. Under the belt there is a support with beam spacing
of 200 mm which corresponds with the distance between idler roller
stations at feeding sites in the majority of belt conveyors. Supporting
element is placed along the axis of ram. Weight of head with carriage
can be from 50 to 70 kg, while the throw height up to 3.0 m. There is a
possibility of placing on the stand the sample up to 500 mm wide and
up to 1300 long. Since the test of one sample requires more over ten
throws of head from different heights, the sample is moved into new
position after each stroke of head. Basic elements of the testing stand
are presented on Fig. 2.

580

Fig. 2. Belt support and tension elements on testing stand; 1 - throw-off carriage, 2 - dynamometer, 3 - cone head, 4 - fixed hydraulic clamp, 5
- mobile hydraulic clamp, 6 - conveyor belt, 7 - support

Identification of critical energy [3, 4, 5, 6, 9] can be achieved
basing on:
–– visual evaluation,
–– course of strike force,
–– measurement of absorbed energy,
–– damage magnitude vs. stroke energy chart.
Visual method of determining the Ek critical energy consists in
striking the belt with increasing energy, then its rubber cover plate is
detached in order to check under which stroke energy the first visible
damage of belt cover plate or core, occurred. This method requires
repeating the test on the second sample, because the result received
while testing the first sample gives the rough Ek value. Test of the
second sample is carried out by throwing the head from the height at
which the first damage of belt was stated.
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Subtracting from this the value of head vud speed at the moment of
stroke, measured or calculated from comparing the kinetic and potential energy of falling object, vodb reflection speed is obtained:
vodb = ∆v − vud
(6)
i.e.:

vodb =

∫ Pdt −
m

2⋅ g ⋅h

(7)

On the basis of this Eodb reflection energy can be calculated:
Fig. 4. Charts of stroke force vs. time for ST4500 12T+8T belt for different E
stroke energies

Method of Ek determination basing on the stroke force chart
consists in recording the course of the magnitude of head force stroke
on the belt for specified number of strokes, and basing on comparing
the shape of resulting charts on identifying the presence or absence
of belt damage.
In the case of damage absence, the record of stroke force course is
smooth and symmetrical, however when the damage occurs the chart
has a form of polyline and is asymmetrical. On figure 4 the example
charts of stroke force for the ST4500 belt with steel cords, are presented. The course of „a” chart speaks about the damage absence,
while „b” chart speaks about the occurrence of damage. This method
proves to be correct in the case of textile belts and belts with steel
cords reinforced by textile flittings. It falls short, however, when the
belts with steel cord and without reinforcement, are tested. At lower
stroke energy values the cover rubber may be not damaged, however,
the cord detachment from rubber can happen, what is not visible on
the strike force course chart.
Method of Ek determination basing on measurement of absorbed energy utilize the assumption that
the permanent damage of the tape should absorb the
certain amount of energy [8]. Absorbed energy – Et is a
sum of Ec – energy exchanged into heat and Eusz – energy used for the damage formation.
Et = Ec + Eusz

Eodb =

2
m ⋅ vodb
2

(8)

Knowing E impact energy and reflection energy the relative value
of absorbed energy can be calculated:

Et =

E − Eodb
⋅ 100, %
E

(9)

Relative value of energy absorbed during the puncture is different
for each belt. In order to use the described method in practice, one
should, basing on the tests, determine the dependency between absorbed energy and stroke energy of head (Et = f(E)) for the belt being
tested. The curve is specifically bent after passing Ek critical energy
of the head fall and is related with the absorption of the part of energy
and exchanging it into belt damage work. (Fig. 5).

(2)

E impact energy is a sum of Eodb reflection (bounce)
energy and Et absorbed energy.
E = Eodb + Et

(3)

E value is known, while Eodb value can be calculated knowing the speed of bounce and head weight. The
speed can be measured or calculated from the power vs.
time recorded during stroke chart. Integrating the chart
of stroke power vs. time, the power impulse being a momentum change is obtained:

∫ Pdt = m ⋅ ∆v

(4)

Fig. 5. Absorbed energy vs. Et=f(E) head impact energy for ST 3150 21+7-L belt with steel
cords (spherical head)

where: m – weight; v – speed.
If this value is divided by the weight, the speed change is obtained:
∆v =

∫ Pdt
m

(5)

This method proves to be correct while using the spherical head
with R diameter of 12.5mm. The charts of absorbed energy in the
case of cone head have different run (Fig. 6) and it is difficult, using
them, to define the point of the increase of energy absorbed during the
belt damage. This depends on the shape of cone head, which during
penetrating the belt, increase its contact surface, reducing, at the same
time, the unit pressure.
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Premising, however, that the belt damage must be
related with absorbing the substantial amount of energy,
the average value of absorbed energy in the form of
trend line was determined. Compiling it with the curve
of absorbed energy, the characteristic cross-cut of this
chart with trend line was noticed, what means “absorbing” the bigger amount of energy than during the elastic
bounce of the head. Analysis of sample after taking off
the carrying cover plate showed that first belt damages
originated from the impact energy, at which the curve
of absorbed energy cut the trend line. Thus the point of
cross-cut of absorbed energy chart with trend line is a
critical point above which the belt is regarded as damaged. The impact energy corresponding to this point is
thus the Ek critical energy. On Fig. 7 three charts of absorber energy with their trend lines are presented. The
arrows show the values of Ek critical energy.
Fig. 6. Values of absorbed energy for spherical and cone head - ST 3150 H 14+7 belt

Fig.7.

Example of critical impact energy determination by means of charts of absorbed energy
(cone head) for three ST 3150 belts having different carrying cover plate thickness

Method of Ek determination using damage size
vs. impact energy chart consists in striking the belt
repeatedly with increasing energy and then taking off
the belt cover plate and identifying the damages. The
belt damages have usually the shape of longitudinal
cracks of cover plates of belt core. In belts with steel
cords it may also be the delamination of rubber and
cord. The measure of the damage size is the length (L)
of crack or delamination. After that L[mm] damage size
vs. E[J] impact energy charts are plotted. The charts are
described by mathematical equations selected to have
R2 the correlation coefficient close to one (1). As a rule
the high correlation coefficient is obtained describing
the test results by line or quadratic equation. Cross-cut
of E=f(L) chart with E axis points out the value of the Ek
impact critical (Fig. 8) what means that it is described
numerally by the absolute term of the equation. This
method of Ek determination has the advantage i.e. its
value is univocally identified by the cross-cut point of
the chart and E axis. The Ek energy determined this way
is defined as a value above which the belt damages occur. In the previous methods as Ek is taken the value at
which the first belt damage was stated, what is usually
stuck with a certain error.

4. Assessment of belt puncture resistance
using the method of calculating average Em
energy of impact.

Fig. 8. Example of Ek determination using E=f(L) chart
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Basing on many tests of belts resistance, which were
carried out in BT Laboratory at Wroclaw University
of Technology it was stated that determining only the
critical impact energy Ek is not sufficient for the correct
evaluation of the belt puncture resistance. Checking the
damage size vs. impact energy charts for different belts,
it was stated that their course can have substantially
different slope angle relative to L [mm], at simultaneous small difference of Ek critical energy. It can be seen
on the example of two ST belt tests results presented
on figure 9 [6]. Ek critical impact energy of both belts
is almost identical. During strokes with energy higher
than the critical one, significantly different damage
sizes were obtained. For example at the impact energy
of 900 J the damage of first belt is L=28 mm, while the
second one is L= 75 mm. These results show evidently
that they are not the belts with the same puncture
resistance.
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60 mm is Em = 487 J. The puncture resistance of belt is
characterized by two coefficients: Ek and Em.

5. Summary

Fig. 9. Results of puncture resistance tests of ST 4500 16+8 and ST 5000 12+8 belts

Fig. 10. Example of determining the puncture resistance of ST 3150 14+7 belt using E=f(L)dL
chart (R10/60 cone head)

In order to assess, during the tests, the belts damage resistance,
also at impact energies higher than the Ek critical energy, it was suggested to determine the puncture resistance basing on puncture chart
from zero value up to equal, for all belts, value of L damage and calculate the average impact energy from the equation:
L

Em =

∫ f (L )⋅ dL

0

L

, [J ]

1)
The puncture resistance of belts is of great importance with regard to their operational life-time, especially in haulage of rock mass. Methods of testing their
properties, used in different research centers, due to the
absence of relevant standards, are not similar, and thus
the test results are not always comparable. It makes difficult, for example, the univocal evaluation of the efficiency of belt cross-reinforcements, aimed to improve
their damage resistance.
2)
The method of belt puncture resistance evaluation
based on determination of Ek critical energy of impact
can be of low reliability. It was found that in some cases,
the belts having almost the same value of critical energy, substantially differ in size of damages being a result
of the impact with energy bigger than the critical one.
In order to evaluate the belt puncture resistance more
reliably, the method of calculating Em average energy,
which includes the certain range of belt damages. It is
justified to evaluate the belt puncture resistance basing
on both Ek critical energy and Em average energy.
3)
The developed method of Ek critical energy determination using the damage size vs. impact energy chart,
defined as a value above which the belt is damaged, allows for more accurate calculation of this value than in
case of method in which critical energy is defined basing on the first stated damage.
4)
Method of Ek critical energy determination by
means of analysis of impact force course, does not give
the reliable results and can only have a supportive function during the test.
5)
New, presented here, method of determining the
belt puncture resistance by measuring the absorbed energy is an attempt of simplifying the test to eliminate the
rubber cover plate and belt core delamination in order to
check if the damage occurred. The results obtained so
far are promising with regard to establishing the critical
energy of impact. It seems to be advisable to carry out
further tests on using this method also to evaluate the
belt resistance for the impacts having the energy higher
than critical.

Acknowledgement:
The research work financed with the means of the State Committee for Scientific Research (Poland) in the years 2010-2013 as a
research project.

(10)

In tests carried out in BTT a common practice was to determine
Em for the range of L damage size from 0 to 60 mm. This range of
damages corresponds to the most frequent belt damages encountered
in the operational practice.
The example of determining the puncture resistance of ST 3150
14+7 belt is presented on figure 10. The measuring point are described
by equation E = 6,88⋅L+281. For L = 0 mm, Ek = 281 J while the average energy calculated from dependence (10) for L ranging from 0 to
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Measuring commercial software operational reliability:
an interdisciplinary modelling approach
Pomiar niezawodności eksploatacyjnej oprogramowania
komercyjnego: interdyscyplinarne podejście do modelowania
In the software reliability engineering (SRE) literature, few attempts have been made to model the failure phenomenon of commercial software during its operational use. One of the reasons can be attributed to the inability of software engineers to measure
the growth in usage of commercial software while it is in the market. It is unlike the testing phase where resources follow a definite
pattern. In this paper, an attempt has been made to model the software reliability growth linking it to the number of users. Since the
number of instructions executed depends on the number of users. The number of users is estimated through an innovation diffusion
model of marketing. Once the estimated value is known, the rate at which instructions are executed can be found. The intensity
with which failures would be reported depends upon this value. To model the failure observation or defect removal phenomena, a
non-homogenous Poisson process (NHPP) based software reliability models developed in the literature have been employed. Software reliability models are most often used for reliability projection when development work is complete and before the software is
shipped to customers. They can also be used to model the failure pattern or the defect arrival pattern in the field and thereby provide valuable input to maintenance planning. Numerical example with real software field reliability data is presented to illustrate
descriptive and predictive performance as well as to show practical applications of the proposed models.
Keywords: software reliability engineering, software reliability models, non-homogenous Poisson process,
imperfect debugging, commercial software usage, innovation diffusion.
Literatura dotycząca inżynierii niezawodności oprogramowania, podejmuje zaledwie nieliczne próby modelowania zjawiska
uszkodzenia oprogramowania komercyjnego w trakcie jego eksploatacji. Jednym z powodów może być to, iż programiści nie są w
stanie zmierzyć wzrostu użytkowania oprogramowania komercyjnego w trakcie obrotu handlowego tego typu oprogramowaniem.
Etap ten różni się bowiem od fazy testowania, gdzie zasoby funkcjonują według określonego wzorca. W niniejszej pracy podjęto
próbę stworzenia modelu wzrostu niezawodności oprogramowania łącząc to pojęcie z pojęciem liczby użytkowników, jako że
liczba wykonywanych poleceń zależy właśnie od liczby użytkowników. Liczbę użytkowników szacuje się na podstawie modelu
marketingu opartego na dyfuzji innowacji. Gdy szacowana wartość jest już znana, można określić częstość wykonywania poleceń.
Intensywność zgłaszania uszkodzeń zależy od tej wartości. Do modelowania zjawisk zaobserwowania uszkodzenia lub usunięcia
usterki zastosowano opracowane wcześniej w literaturze modele niezawodności oprogramowania oparte na niejednorodnym procesie Poissona (NHPP). Modele niezawodności oprogramowania są najczęściej wykorzystywane do projektowania niezawodności już po zakończeniu prac rozwojowych, ale zanim jeszcze oprogramowanie dotrze do klientów. Mogą być również stosowane do
modelowania wzorców uszkodzeń lub wzorców występowania usterek w trakcie eksploatacji, stanowiąc tym samym cenny wkład
do planowania czynności konserwacyjnych. Przykład liczbowy uwzględniający dane z eksploatacji rzeczywistego oprogramowania ilustruje opisowe i predykcyjne możliwości proponowanych modeli, jak również pokazuje, jak można je stosować w praktyce.
Słowa kluczowe: inżynieria niezawodności oprogramowania, modele niezawodności oprogramowania,
niejednorodny proces Poissona, niedoskonałe debugowanie, użytkowanie oprogramowania
komercyjnego, dyfuzja innowacji.

1. Introduction
Software reliability is defined as the probability of failure–free
software operation for a specified period of time (American National
Standards Institute – ANSI). It quantifies the failures of software systems and is the key factor in software quality [19]. It is also a major subject of Software Reliability Engineering (SRE) – a discipline
which quantitatively studies the operational behavior of software
systems with respect to the reliability requirements of the user. The
quantitative study of software systems concerning reliability involves
software reliability measurements. Measurement of software reliability includes two activities, i.e., software reliability estimation and
software reliability prediction. Software reliability modelsare used to
measure a software product's reliability or to estimate the number of
latent defects when it is available to the customers. Such an estimate is

important for two reasons: 1) as an objective statement of the quality
of the product and 2) for resource planning for the software maintenance phase [9].
Research has been conducted in software reliability engineering
over the past three decades and many software reliability models have
been proposed [4, 12, 19, 20, 23, 29, 30]. The pioneering attempt in
non-homogenous Poisson process (NHPP) based on software reliability model was the exponential model [7]. The model describes
the failure/removal phenomenon by an exponential curve. There are
also software reliability models that describe either S-shaped curves
or a mixture of exponential and S-shaped curves (i.e., flexible). Some
of the important contributions of these type of models are due to[11,
21, 32] etc. In most of these models it is assumed that whenever an
attempt is made to remove a defect, it is removed with certainty i.e.,
a case of perfect debugging. But the debugging activity is not always
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perfect because of number of factors like tester’s skill/expertise etc.
In practical software development scenario, the number of failures
observed/detected may not be necessarily same as the number of defect removed/corrected. Kapur and Garg [11] have discussed in their
defect removal phenomenon model that as testing grows and testing
and debugging team gains experience, additional numbers of defects
are removed without them causing any failure. The testing and debugging, however, may not be able to remove/correct defect perfectly on
observation/detection of a failure and the original defect may remain
leading to a phenomenon known as imperfect debugging, or replaced
by another defect resulting in defect generation. In case of imperfect
debugging the defect-content of the software is not changed, but because of incomplete understanding of the software, the original detected defect is not removed perfectly. But in case of defect generation, the total defect-content increases as the testing and debugging
progresses because new defects are introduced in the system while
removing the old original defects [5, 14, 15, 26].Models due to [22,
33] are defect generation models applied on the exponential model
[7] and have been also named as imperfect debugging models. Kapur
et al. [12] introduced the imperfect defect debugging in exponential
model [7]. They assumed that the defect detection rate per remaining defects is reduced due to imperfect defect debugging. Thus the
number of failures observed/detected by time infinity is more than the
initial defect-content. Although these two models describe the imperfect debugging phenomenon yet the software reliability growth curve
of these models is always exponential. Moreover, they assume that the
probability of imperfect debugging is independent of the testing time.
Thus, they ignore the role of the learning process during the testing
phase by not accounting for the experience gained with the progress
of software testing. Zhang et al. [34] proposed a testing efficiency
model which includes both imperfect defect debugging and defect
generation, modeling it on the number of failures experienced, however both imperfect debugging and defect generation are actually seen
during defect removal. Recently, Kapur et al. [15] proposed a flexible
software reliability model with imperfect defect debugging and defect
generation using a logistic function for defect detection rate, which
reflects the efficiency of the testing and debugging team.
Very few attempts have been made to model the failure phenomenon of software product during its operational use. One of the reasons for this can be attributed to the inability of software engineers to
measure the growth in usage of software while it is in the market. It is
unlike the testing phase where testing-effort follows a definite pattern.
Kenney [17] developed a calendar-time model for a multi-release
product using Trachtenberg’s [28] general theory of software reliability. He has assumed a power function to represent the usage rate of the
software. Though he argues that the rate at which the software product
is used is dependent upon the number of its users, the model proposed
by him fails to capture the growth in number of users of the software.
To capture the growth in number of end-users of the software, Kapur
et al. [13] incorporatesa model from marketing to account for usage in
the operational phase as for the commercially used software, number
of instructions executed depends on the number of users.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
an interdisciplinary modeling approach that combines the subject
software reliability engineering and marketing. Sections 3 and 4presentparameter estimation techniquesand filed software reliability data.
In Sections 5 and 6, data analyses techniques,and model validation
and comparison criteria are discussed. Filed software reliability data
analyses and model comparisons discussed in Section 7 and Section 8
concludes the paper with some general remarks.
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2. Interdisciplinary modelling approach
Study of a system in isolation can be easier but may not provide
the optimal results. On the other hand, the theory of a single discipline
may prove to be inadequate in explaining the dynamic interactions
with other systems. Hence there is a need for interdisciplinary approach. The distinguishing feature of modern science has been the
increasing interweaving of formally separated disciplines. Mathematical modeling is a collection of tools that cannot be put under one
single discipline. They have been facilitating interdisciplinary studies of many complex situations. Mathematical modeling in marketing
started in 1950s. They have been applied to measure the effectiveness
of promotional campaign, brand switching behaviour of consumers,
success of a new product, market risk analysis, etc. Mathematical
models have been proposed for testing-effort [1, 18, 25, 31] but they
are not suitable for measuring usage of software in the market. The
intensity with which failures would manifest during the operational
use is dependent upon the number of times the software is used and
not much has been done in the literature for the situation [3]. Many
interdisciplinary studies as production management and financial
management have also been carried out. But few attempts have been
made at including reliability models, though quality is a very important attribute of a successful product.In the software reliability engineering literature, few attempts have been made to include marketing
parameters for evaluating the operational reliability. One attempt has
used a modified version of innovation diffusion model [2] to estimate
the number of licensed users as well as users of pirated copies of the
software [6].
For a reliable estimate of the growth with time in number of users who use a particular software release product during operational
phase, we have employed a mathematical model developed in the
discipline of marketing management [2]. The employed model can
be used to account for usage in the operational phase as for the commercially used software, number of instructions executed depends on
the number of users. The usage function so defined can also take care
of increasing, linearly decreasing trends as a function of time, which
implies slow start but gain in growth rate. A big beginning and tailing off in the usage growth.The usage function is estimated through
innovation diffusion model of marketing. Such an interdisciplinary
modeling approach that combines the subjectssoftware engineering
and marketing has been attempted for the first time [16].
1. Software is subject to failures during execution caused by defects remaining in the software
2. Software failure occurrence or defect removal phenomena follows an NHPP with .
3. Software usage is used as a basis for failure rate.
4. The number of failures experienced during operation is dependent upon the number of instructions executed.
5. The number of instructions executed is a function of the
number of users.
6. The number of users is a function of time.
The following notations are used for the mathematical formulation purpose:
m Expected number of failures experienced in the time interval
(0, t]
e
Expected number of instructions executed on the software in
(0, t]
W Expected number of software users in (0, t] and ∂W/∂t = wt
a Expected number of defects lying dormant in software
b Proportionality constant denotes the rate at which remaining defects cause failures
p Probability of defect removal on a failure
α	Rate at which the defect may be introduced during the debugging process
σ	Rate at which instructions are executed
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β
τ
µ

Constant representing learning parameter in logistic function
Expected number of potential users in the population
Coefficient of external (mass media) influence (i.e., innovation
rate)
η Coefficient of internal (inter-personal) influence (i.e., imitation
rate)
k,γ Constants.

removal attempts. To address these issues the models due to Yamada
et al. [32] and Kapur et al. [15] are selected accordingly.
The first selected software reliability model is the delayed S-shaped
model [32] that describes the testing and debugging process as a
two-stage process—failure observation and the corresponding defect
removal phenomenon. This model can be derived alternatively in
one stage as follows:

2.1. Development
We model the number of reported failures time t as a pure birth
counting process (Nt )t≥0, or more specifically, a NHPP. A pure birth
counting process (Nt )t≥0 is a NHPP with intensity function λt, for all
t≥0, if it satisfies the following properties:
1) Nt=0 = 0
2) (Nt )t≥0 has independent increments. This implies that for any
ti>tj>tk>tl the random variables Nt j − Nti and Ntl − Ntk are
independent.
3) The random variable Nt j − Nti has a Poisson distribution with
mean mt j − mti , for all 0≤ti<tj. This implies that:

  Nt j − Nti = k  =



(

mt j − mti
k!

) ⋅e (
k

− mt j − mti

∂mw
= bw ⋅ ( a − mw ) ,
∂e
where bw =

b 2 ⋅ Wt
.
1 + b ⋅ Wt

The second selected software reliability model is the testing efficiency model [15] that integrates the effect of imperfect defect debugging and defect generation using a logistic function for the defect
detection rate, which reflects the efficiency of the testing and removal
team. In this model, the failure intensity satisfies the following differential equation:
∂mw
= p ⋅ bw ⋅ aw − mw ,
∂e

(

) , for all k=0,1,…, (1)
where bw =

t

(3)

b
1 + β ⋅ e −b⋅Wt

)

(4)

and aw = a + α ⋅ mw .

where mt = ∫λx ⋅ d x is the mean value function of the NHPP [Nt,t≥0].

2.1.2. Modeling the number of instructions executed per users

The quantity mt describes the expected number of failures or
defect removal up to time t. Because of the underlying assumptions
about the failures and number of defects in the software, we assume
mt to be a bounded, strictly increasing function satisfying the boundary conditions mt=0=0.
Using the above assumptions the failure occurrence or the defect
removal phenomena can be described with respect to time as follows:

The second component of Eq. (2) relates the number of instructions
executed with the testing effort or the number of users of the software. For the sake of simplicity we assume it to be constant:

0

∂m ∂m ∂e ∂W
λt =
=
⋅
⋅
∂t
∂e ∂W ∂t

(2)

Each component on the right hand side of the differential Eq. (2)
is individually discussed below.
2.1.1. Modeling the number of failures reported per instructions
The first component of Eq. (2) relates the number of failures experienced during operation with the number of instructions executed. In
other words, during testing instructions are executed on the software
and the output is matched with the expected results. If there are any
discrepancy a failure is said to have occurred. Effort is made to identify and later remove the cause of the failure. The earlier models due to
Kapur et al. [13] and Shatnawi [27] have the employed flexible model
[11] and the exponential model [7] respectively, for the purpose. However, in the exponential model [7] defects are removed immediately
after a software failure is observed, i.e. the time to remove a defect is
negligible. But in reality, each observed failure is reported, diagnosed,
corrected, and then verified. The time from observation to removal
should not be neglected in a practical software testing process. Besides, in the flexible model [11] defects are removed with certainty
and no new defect introduced during testing and debugging process.
In reality this may not be always true. The corrections may themselves
introduce new faults or they may inadvertently create conditions, not
previously experienced, that enable other faults to cause failures. This
results in situations where the actual fault removals are less than the

∂e
=σ ,
∂W

(5)

2.1.3. Modeling the number of users per unit time
The third component of Eq. (2) relates the growth in number of users with respect to time. Kenny [17] has used the power function to
describe the growth in user population who use a particular software
release [16]:
Wt =

t k +1 ,
k +1

(6)

Wt here is the number of users of the software in the operational
phase at time t.
The function can correctly describe the users growth in terms of
a slow start but gain in growth rate, a constant addition of users, or a
big beginning and tail off in the usage rate. In the marketing literature,
power function is rarely used for the purpose as described above. One
of the reasons can be that the parameters of the function are not amenable to interpretations. In models proposed by [13, 27], the growth in
number of users (or adopters) with respect to time using is described
by the Bass [2] new product diffusion model. In marketing, the diffusion of innovations occurs with every launch of a new type of product, and is widely thought to be influenced by both inter-personal and
mass media communication. Bass labelled those who adopt due to
external influences innovators, and those who adopt due to internal
influences imitators.
Mathematically the relationship is expressed as follows:
W
∂Wt
= µ ⋅ (τ − Wt ) + η ⋅ t ⋅ (τ − Wt ) ,
a
∂t
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Solving Eq. (7) with the boundary condition Wt=0=0, we have:
Wt = τ ⋅

−( µ +η )⋅t

1− e
.
η − µ +η )⋅t
1+ ⋅e (
µ

(8)

2.2. Formulation
Substituting Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) in Eq. (2), we have:
b 2 ⋅ Wt
∂W
∂m
,
⋅ (a − m) ⋅σ ⋅
= p⋅
1 + b ⋅ Wt
∂t
∂t

(9)

Solving Eq. (9) under boundary condition mt=0=0, we have the
first proposed model as:

(

mt = a ⋅ 1 − (1 + b ⋅ Wt ) ⋅ e −b⋅γ ⋅Wt ,

(10)

here p∙σ=γ.
The failure intensity is given as:

λt =

)

(

∂m a ⋅ γ ⋅ b 2 ⋅ Wt
γ
⋅ (1 + b ⋅ Wt ) ⋅ e −b⋅γ ⋅Wt ,
=
1 + b ⋅ Wt
∂t

(11)

Substituting Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) in Eq. (2), we have:
∂W
∂m
b
= p⋅
⋅ a − (1 − α ) ⋅ m ) ⋅ σ ⋅
,
−b⋅Wt (
∂t
∂t
1+ β ⋅e

(12)

Solving Eq. (12) under boundary condition mt=0=0, we have the
second proposed model as:

−b⋅Wt
a   (1 + β ) ⋅ e
mt =
⋅ 1− 
1 − α   1 + β ⋅ e −b⋅Wt


γ ⋅(1−α ) 






where Ŵk=Wk implies that the estimated value is equal to the actual
value.
Using these estimated parameters values, we estimate the parameters in the proposed models given in Eq. (10) and Eq. (13)and the
models under comparison given Table 1 by the method of maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE). The Likelihood function L for the unknown parameters with the mean value function mt takes on the form:
L ( parameters| (Wi , xi ) ) = ∏


,


λt =

∂m
a ⋅γ ⋅b
=
∂t 1 + β ⋅ e −b⋅Wt

,

k

i

− mti −1

)

xi − xi −1

( xi − xi −1 )!

e

(

− mti − mti −1

), (16)

(

) (

3. Parameter estimation techniques
Parameters estimation is of primary concern in software reliability measurement. Software filed reliability data can be collected during operational from the actual operational sites where software is
used by its intended users during field tests in the form of failures
xi (− <x1<x2<…<xk ) reported by sites Wi (W1<W2<W3<…<Wk ) in the
time interval (0,ti] where i=1,2,…,k. Data usage collected during operational use is estimated by the method of least square as follow:

) ∑ ik=1ln ( xi − xi −1 ) (17)

The MLE of the unknown parameters can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function subject to the parameters constraints.
For faster and accurate calculations, the statistical package for
social sciences (SPSS) based on the nonlinear regression technique
has been utilized for the estimation of the parameters of the proposed
models and the models under comparison. Non-linear regression is a
technique of finding a nonlinear model of the relationship between
the dependent variable and a set of independent variables. Unlike
traditional linear regression, which is restricted to estimating linear
models, non-linear regression can estimate models with arbitrary relationships between independent and dependent variables.
Table 1. Models under comparison.
Reference

Software Reliability Model

Model due to [27]

a ⋅ 1 − e −b⋅σ ⋅Wt 



Model due to [13]

 
(1 + β ) ⋅ e−b⋅Wt
a ⋅ 1 − 
  1 + β ⋅ e −b⋅Wt
 

Proposed given in
Eq. (10)

γ
a ⋅ 1 − (1 + b ⋅ Wt ) ⋅ e −b⋅γ ⋅Wt 



(14)

It should be pointed out here that the second proposed model given
in Eq. (13) is more general than that of the first proposed model given
in Eq. (10) since it includes the effect of defect generation, imperfect
defect debugging, and has the models due to [13, 27]as special cases.
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( mt

(13)

γ ⋅(1−α )






k
i =1

ln L = ∑ i =1( xi − xi −1 ) ln mti − mti −1 − mti − mti −1

here p∙σ=γ.
The failure intensity is given as:
 (1 + β ) ⋅ e −b⋅Wt
⋅
 1 + β ⋅ e −b⋅Wt


(15)

Taking natural logarithm of (16) we get:

)

γ

k
ˆ )2 ,
minimize ∑ i =1(Wi − W
ˆ =W ,
subject to
W
k
k

Proposed given in
Eq. (13)


−b⋅Wt
a   (1 + β ) ⋅ e
⋅ 1− 
1 − α   1 + β ⋅ e −b⋅Wt


σ











γ ⋅(1−α ) 










4. Filed software reliability data
An actual field data from a larger release of a telecommunications switch software given in Table 2. This data is available in
the form (ti,wi,xi )(i=1,2,3,…,140)where w_iis the number of sites
reporting failures xi per time ti (t1<t_2<t3<…<t140 ), t140=93.5,
140
W140 = ∑ i =1 wi = 8109 , and x140=100. Note that the data has been
normalized to protect proprietary information. The main effect of normalization on the analysis is one of scaling. Therefore, the analysis of
the non-normalized data would be essentially the same [8] and further
studied in [27]. Therefore, the data set allows direct comparison with
the work of others.
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Table 2. Field data from a larger release of a telecommunications switch software. Data is calendar-time, %Cum SW Failures is the percentage of the total number
of software failure experienced in the calendar interval reported in the table, %Cum Usage Time is the percentage of the total in service time accumulated
over the calendar interval reported, and %Sites is the percentage of sites that have this version of the software release loaded on a given date. Note that the
data has been normalized to protect proprietary information [8].
Date

%cum
SW
Failures

%cum
Usage
Failures

%Site

Date

1

0

0.0

2

36

%cum %cum
SW
Usage
Failures Failures
35

11.4

%Site

Date

73

71

%cum %cum
SW
Usage
Failures Failures
79

49.0

%Site

Date

98

106

%cum %cum
SW
Usage
Failures Failures
96

78.8

%Site
54

2

1

0.1

2

37

38

12.2

75

72

79

50.2

97

107

96

79.4

53

3

1

0.1

2

38

39

13.1

76

73

80

51.3

95

108

97

80.0

52

4

1

0.1

2

39

40

14.0

78

74

81

52.4

95

109

97

80.6

50

5

1

0.1

2

40

42

14.9

81

75

82

53.4

93

110

97

81.2

48

6

1

0.2

3

41

44

15.8

83

76

83

54.5

91

111

97

81.7

48

7

2

0.2

3

42

45

16.8

85

77

83

55.5

90

112

98

82.3

47

8

2

0.3

4

43

47

17.8

86

78

84

56.6

89

113

98

82.8

46

9

2

0.3

5

44

49

18.8

88

79

85

57.6

88

114

98

83.3

45

10

2

0.4

5

45

50

19.8

90

80

85

58.6

85

115

98

83.9

45

11

3

0.4

6

46

52

20.9

92

81

86

59.6

82

116

98

84.4

45

12

4

0.5

7

47

54

21.9

94

82

86

60.5

80

117

98

84.9

42

13

4

0.6

7

48

55

23.0

95

83

87

61.4

78

118

98

85.3

40

14

5

0.7

9

49

56

24.1

96

84

87

62.3

78

119

98

85.8

39

15

7

0.8

13

50

57

25.2

96

85

88

63.2

76

120

98

86.3

38

16

7

1.0

16

51

58

26.3

95

86

88

64.1

75

121

98

86.6

38

17

8

1.1

16

52

59

27.4

95

87

89

64.9

74

122

98

87.1

37

18

9

1.5

17

53

60

28.5

95

88

89

65.8

72

123

98

87.5

37

19

10

1.7

91

54

60

29.6

96

89

90

66.6

71

124

98

87.9

36

20

10

2.0

22

55

63

30.7

98

90

90

67.4

71

125

98

88.3

36

21

11

2.2

25

56

64

31.9

98

91

90

68.2

69

126

98

88.7

35

22

13

2.6

29

57

65

33.0

99

92

91

69.0

68

127

99

89.1

34

23

14

2.9

33

58

66

34.1

99

93

91

69.8

67

128

99

89.5

34

24

16

3.3

37

59

67

35.3

99

94

92

70.5

65

129

99

89.9

33

25

17

3.8

41

60

69

36.4

99

95

92

71.3

64

130

100

90.3

32

26

18

4.3

46

61

70

37.6

99

96

92

72.0

63

131

100

90.7

31

27

20

4.8

49

62

70

38.7

99

97

92

72.7

62

132

100

91.0

30

28

22

5.4

54

63

72

39.9

100

98

93

73.4

61

133

100

91.4

30

29

25

6.1

56

64

73

41.0

99

99

93

74.1

61

134

100

91.7

29

30

26

6.7

60

65

74

42.1

99

100

93

74.8

60

135

100

92.0

28

31

28

7.4

63

66

75

43.3

99

101

94

75.5

59

136

100

92.3

27

32

30

8.2

65

67

76

44.4

99

102

94

76.2

59

137

100

92.7

27

33

32

8.9

67

68

77

45.6

100

103

95

76.9

58

138

100

93.0

25

34

33

9.7

69

69

77

46.7

100

104

95

77.5

57

139

100

93.2

25

35

35

10.5

70

70

77

47.9

99

105

95

78.2

56

140

100

93.5

24

5. Data analysis techniques
Before applying any software reliability model to a set of failure
data it is advisable to determine whether the failure data does, in fact,
exhibit reliability growth. If a set of failure data does not exhibit increasing reliability as testing progresses, there is no point in attempting to estimate and predict the system’s reliability. Since the proposed
models are failure count models, the test may only be applied to data
in which the test intervals are of equal length. Therefore, we divided

the time interval (0,t] into k units of time of equal length. The two
trend tests that are commonly carried out are [10]:
• Arithmetic mean test. This test consists of computing the arithmetic mean τk of the observed times ni, i=1,2,…,k.
					

τk =

1 k
∑ ni ,
k i =1

(18)

An increasing sequence of τ_k indicates reliability growth and
a decreasing sequence indicates reliability decay.
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• Laplace Test. This test is superior from an optimality point of
view and is recommended for use when the NHPP assumption
is made. In terms of n_i, the number of failures during unit of
time i, the expression of the Laplace factor is:

				

uk =

k
i =1

∑ ( i − 1) ni −

k −1 k
∑ i =1 ni
2
,

k2 −1 k
∑ i =1ni
2

(19)

In practice, in the context of reliability growth, negative values
indicate a decreasing failure intensity and thus a reliability increase,
positive values suggest an increasing failure intensity and thus a reliability decrease, and values oscillating between −2 and +2 indicate
stable reliability.
In other words, in order to determine whether the software underwent a reliability growth or not, we apply both the arithmetic mean
and Laplace trend test to the failure data.

6. Model validation and comparison criteria
The performance of a software reliability model judged by its
ability to fit the past software failure data (i.e., goodness of fit criteria)
and to predict satisfactorily the future behavior from present and past
data behavior (i.e., predictive validity criterion).
We evaluate the performance of the models under comparison
given in Table 1 using MSE, Bias, Variation, and RMSPE metrics.
The smaller the metric value the better [15, 24].
• The mean square fitting error (MSE). The models under comparison are used to simulate the failure data, the difference between the expected values, m̂ ti and the observed data xi is
measured by MSE as follows:
MSE =

1 k
∑ m̂ t − xi
k i =1 i

(

)

2

(20)

where k is the number of observations.
• Bias. The difference between the observation and prediction
of number of failures at any instant of time i is known as PEi
(prediction error). The average of PEs is known as bias:
Bias =

1 k
∑ PEi
k i =1

Assume that we have observed xk failures by the end of operating
time tk. We use the failure data up to time te (≤tk) to estimate the parameters of m̂ . Substituting the estimates of the parameters in the
mean value function yields the estimate of the number of failures m̂ ti

by time tk. The estimate is compared with the actually observed
number xk. This procedure is repeated for various values of te. We can
visually check the predictive validity by plotting the relative error
against the normalized time:
Relative Error =

m̂ tk − xk
xk

, and Normalized Time =

1
2
k
∑ ( PEi − Bias )
k − 1 i =1

7. Filed softwarereliability data analyses and model
comparisons
7.1. Trend analysis
Figures 1 and 2 trace the arithmetic mean and Laplace trend tests
respectively. Both trend tests indicate reliability decay which is expected and considered normal at the start of a new activity, such as a
new life cycle phase, changing test sets within the same phase, adding
new users, activating the system with a different user profile, or may
also result from regression defects. Since the decay last for short period we should not pay attention to it. The reliability decay followed
by reliability growth is usually welcome because it indicates that,
after removal of the first defect, the corresponding activity reveals
fewer and fewer defects [10]. Since the failure data exhibits increasing reliability as testing progresses, there is a point in attempting to
estimate and predict the system’s reliability. As both trend tests show
reliability decay followed by reliability growth, which suggest the use
of S-shaped models. Therefore, the proposed models with S-shaped
mean value functions can be applied to failure data displaying a trend
that behaves according to their assumptions.

(21)

(22)

• Root Mean Square Prediction Error (RMSPE). It is a measure
of closeness with which a model predicts the observation:
RMSPE =

( Bias2 + Variation2 )

Predictive validity is defined as the capability of the software reliability model to determine the future failure behavior from present
and past failure behaviour. This capability is significant only when
failure behavior is changing [20].
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(24)

The error will approach zero as te approaches tk. If the points are
positive (negative), the model tends to overestimate (underestimate)
the future failure phenomenon. Numbers closer to zero imply more
accurate prediction. The relative error is said to be acceptable if it is
within ±10 percent [12].

where PEi=Actual(observed)i−Predicted(estimated)i,
• Variation. The standard deviation of prediction error is known
as variation:
Variation =

te
tk

Fig. 1. Arithmetic mean trend test
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Fig. 2. Laplace trend test

Fig. 4. Non-cumulative usage curves

The fitting of the usage functions under comparison to the actual
cumulative and noncumulative usage are graphically illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The power function [17] shows a poor fitting
The resultant parameters estimation and the performance of the
while innovation diffusion model [2] fits the data excellently as seen in
usage functions under comparison are tabulated in Table 3. From this
Figure 3. It is clearly seen from Figure 4 that the number of sites/users
table, we can see that the innovation diffusion model [2] has lower
who adopted this particular software product is increasing at a rapid rate
MSE, bias, variation, and RMSPE metric values. Therefore, the inand there is a stability after which it decreases in the presence of comnovation diffusion model is good enough to give a more accurate depetitors or other reasons (e.g., next release becomes available). From
scription of software usage in the operational phase.
these figures, we can observe that the
innovation diffusion model [2] provides
Table 3. Parameter estimation and comparison criteria metrics results
more accurate description of usage than
Parameter Estimation
Comparison Criteria
the power function [17].
Usage Functions
Under Comparison
The parameter estimation and comκ
τ
μ
η
MSE
Bias
Variation
RMSPE
parison
criteria results of the models
Power Function [17]
1.02
—
—
—
1168418 −455
984
1084
under comparison can be viewed in
Innovation Diffusion [2]
—
8134.5 .00163 .0475
18422
34
132
136
Table 4. The parameters of the innova— the parameter is not part of the corresponding function
tion diffusion [2] were estimated by the
least squares estimation method and
given in Table 3. Using these estimated
values, the MLE method is then applied to estimate the remaining parameters of the models under comparison. If we look at the estimation
results, we notice that the value of parameter ‘β’, i.e., is greater than
zero, which implies the S-shaped nature defined by the fault detection
mean value function for this model. Besides, the value of parameter
‘α’, is zero, which implies the debugging process is perfect. It is worth
noting that the second proposed model given in Eq. (13) reduces to
the model [13] when applied due to its built-in flexibility. In addition,
we can see that both of the proposed models provide improved results
because of lower MSE, bias, variation, and RMSPE metric values.
The fitting of the models under comparison to the actual filed
data are graphically illustratedin Figures 5 and 6. From Figure 5 we
notice the behavior of failure data and observe that it is S-shaped in
nature. This further justified by the use of the proposed models to
detect the defects in the software. It is clearly seen from Figure 6 that
the evolution of the failure intensity is not monotonous decreasing but
S-shaped, i.e., first increasing-then-decreasing. Failure intensity has
been proven to be very useful for allocating resources and determining when to stop testing in commercial systems. The distribution of
failure occurrence during operation as depicted in Figure 6 shows the
number of failure occurrence during an interval has a higher rate in
the initial stages, reaches a maximum number per interval and then
Fig. 3. Cumulative usage curves

7.2. Goodness of fit criteria analysis
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Table 4. Parameter estimation and goodness of fit metric results
Models under
Comparison

Parameters Estimation
a

b

γ

α

Model due to [27]

105.37

.005617

.061249

Model due to [13]

103.65

.020765

.017874

Proposed in Eq.(10)

103.31

.035260

.010778

Proposed in Eq.(13)

103.65

.020765

.017874

Comparison Criteria
β

MSE

Bias

Variation

RMSPE

—

—

—

3.969

3.85

.287

1.95

1.97

3.06

−.007

1.76

1.76

—
0.0

—

3.42

−.004

1.85

1.85

3.969

3.06

−.007

1.76

1.76

— indicates the parameter is not part of the corresponding model

Fig. 5. Cumulative failure removal curves

exponentially reduces over time toward zero. In other words, we may
conclude that as the cumulative failure count increases, the failure
intensity decreases.

Fig. 7. Predictive validity
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Fig. 6. Non-Cumulative failure removal curves

7.3. Predictive Validity Analysis
The filed data is truncated into different proportions and used
to estimate the parameters of the proposed models. For each truncation, one relative defect is obtained. Figure 7 graphically illustrates

Fig. 8. Retrodictive and predictive ability
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the result of the predictive validity. It is observed that the predictive
validity of the model varies from one truncation to another. The error
relative of the proposed models underestimates the failure observation
process. Figure 8 graphically illustrates the retrodictive and predictive ability of the proposed models. The data is truncated at te (50%
approx.) to estimate the proposed model parameters. The proposed
models are then used to estimate the whole data. The points before te
(marked by a dotted arrow) demonstrate the retrodictive ability while
the points afterte demonstrate the predictive ability of the proposed
models. It is clearly seen that 50% of the normalized time is sufficient
to predict the future behavior of the failure process reasonably, which
enable proper planning and of the maintenance effort. This, in turn,
minimizes the maintenance cost without decreasing customer satisfaction.

8. Concluding remarks
Software reliability model is a mathematical expression that specifies the general form of the software failure process as a function of
factors such as fault introduction, fault removal, and the operational
environment. NHPP based Software reliability models have been
quite successful tools in practical software reliability engineering.
These models consider the debugging process as a counting process
characterized by its mean value functions. Software reliability, can
be estimated once the mean value function is determined. Model parameters are usually estimated using either the maximum likelihood
method or least squared estimate. They have been widely used to estimate the reliability of software during testing. Many authors have
even tried to extend them to represent the failure phenomenon during
the operational phase, typically used in release time problem of software. But this approach is not correct when usage of software is different from that during testing, which is actually the case for most of
the commercial software. Commercial software brings many benefits
to society, and plays a vital role in the development and maintenance
of a diverse and vibrant information and communication technology
sector. A commercial software developer endeavors to make its software product popular in the market by selling more and more copies
of its product. Apart from satisfying customers by meeting all their
requirements and attaching additional features, the developer at the

same time makes constant efforts to build the software defect free.
For measuring the operational reliability of a commercial software
product, the main issue is the availability of software filed reliability
data that is needed for determining reliability. Software development
companies like Microsoft employees customer experience improvement program (CEIP) technology, to record both failure data and usage data. Since CEIP is available to a user by subscription only, the
total population size of the observed group is known.
In this paper, an attempt has been made to model the software reliability growth linking it to the number of users who use a particular
software release. Because the number of instructions executed depends
on the number of users. The number of users is estimated through an
innovation diffusion model of marketing. Once the estimated value
is known, the rate at which instructions are executed can be found.
The intensity with which failures would be reported depends upon
this value. The software reliability models developed in the literature
can now be used to model the fault exposure phenomenon. Following
this the proposed models can help software companies like Microsoft
to improve the quality, reliability and performance of its commercial
software products. The proposed models have been evaluated by how
good they can fit the filed data and how predictive they are. The results obtained from the proposed models discussed in this paper are
quite encouraging, as can be viewed through the numerical illustrations shown in the tables and figures obtained after we performed the
estimation on real filed reliability data sets. The numerical example
concludes that the consideration of the effect of learning with two
types of imperfect debugging in software reliability growth modeling
assumptions can improve the descriptive performance of the models
and the predictive performance as well.
There is a rise of interest in increasing interdisciplinary studies. It
is essential to be able to predict the future scenario more accurately.
We feel this study is an important step in that direction. The emphasis
of the study is to show how one field of activity can enrich the other
and vice-versa. Further studies are needed to examine the performance of the proposed models more by using many other reported filed
data. Finally, we believe that the approach followed in this paper will
help to a great extent and provides a large scope for further extension
and generalization.
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The use of acceleration signal in modeling proces of loading
an element of underframe of high mobility wheeled vehicle
Wykorzystanie sygnału przyspieszenia do modelowania obciążenia
elementu ustroju nośnego pojazdu kołowego wysokiej mobilności*
High mobility wheeled vehicles have been built with use materials with limited strength and durability. Usually total costs in life
cycle of this kind of technical systems are significant, so the necessity of planning proper way of maintenance is highly desirable.
Common ways of describing ultimate work capacity are based on profile ground tests (PT tests) and extrapolation of theirs results
for the whole period of maintenance. That methods give biased results caused by among others differences in use and maintenance conditions. The useful methods in permanent tracking of state changes of critical units of vehicle have been exploring and
algorithms to forecast the durability of vehicle that are the basis of pHUMS have been designed [11]. In the paper models that
have been use to describe the way of loading in frequency domain were presented and a proposal of the new model for tracking a
loading of an element of underframe of high mobility wheeled vehicle was proposed.
Keywords: high mobility wheeled vehicle, maintenance potential, acceleration signal, pHUMS.
Pojazdy, w tym pojazdy wysokiej mobilności budowane są z materiałów, które mają ograniczoną wytrzymałość. Często koszty
cyklu życia takich pojazdów są bardzo wysokie, stąd pojawia się szczególna potrzeba planowania racjonalnej eksploatacji takich obiektów. Powszechnie stosowane metody badawcze wyznaczające docelowy zasób pracy opierają się na przyspieszonych
badaniach przebiegowych i ekstrapolacji wyników na cały przewidywany okres eksploatacji. Metody takie są obarczone jednak
błędami, wynikającymi między innymi z różnicy warunków prowadzenia badań przebiegowych od rzeczywistych warunków eksploatacji. Poszukiwane są metody ciągłego śledzenia zmian wytrzymałości zespołów krytycznych oraz podejmowane są próby
opracowania algorytmów wykorzystywanych do prognozowania trwałości pojazdu będące podstawą systemów pHUMS. W artykule przedstawiono przegląd modeli stosowanych do opisu przebiegu obciążenia w dziedzinie częstotliwości oraz przedstawiono
autorską metodę śledzenia rzeczywistych warunków eksploatacji wraz z wynikami prognozowania trwałości wybranego elementu
ustroju nośnego pojazdu wysokiej mobilności.
Słowa kluczowe: pojazd kołowy wysokiej mobilności, potencjał eksploatacyjny, pHUMS.

Introduction
Carrying out diagnostic of technical system on a basic level before use it there is a common task for every one user. In many enterprises and organization there is an obligation encompassed in law
regulations [33]. Permanently carrying out diagnostic of technical
system with proper use it has a significant positive
influence on a safety of maintenance system [12]
and on a durability assumed in life cycle [13]. The
next important condition there is a conformity of assumed maintenance requirements with real, what allows to achieve expected service life for which work
capacity reaches threshold value, what was presented
in the picture 1.
If a real maintenance conditions are in conformity with assumed one technical system achieves forecasted and declared work capacity (curve 1 in the
picture 1). If a real maintenance conditions are unfortunately more severe the system do not achieves
declared work capacity (curve 3 in the picture 1).
Otherwise, if a real maintenance conditions are not
harsh the system’s work capacity is exceeded (curve
2 in the picture 1). The assessment of assumed and
real lost of maintenance potential is carried out with

use e.g. diagnostics procedures. This is one of reasons that development of diagnostics tools and knowledge is desirable to be broadened.
So, the on-board diagnostic systems are used more and more often.
Additionally, in case of usage the military vehicles methods that
would allowed to track the level of lost of maintenance potential within

Fig. 1. Linear model of lost of maintenance potential

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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approved maintenance model are desirable with assumption that high
level of residual work capacity increases generally reliability and
availability of a vehicle. Today the measure of this potential there is
mileage and year of production [13]. The basis of valuation the value
of total work capacity of a vehicle are profile ground tests. That tests
should modeled the future maintenance conditions in the best possible
way [15, 25]. In case of military track vehicles the modeled usage
conditions are well correlated with real (this kind of vehicles have been
used mainly on a training grounds). In case of military wheeled vehicles differences are significant [27]. The influence on that comes from
many sources, e.g. length of chosen sort of roads, velocity of drive in
comparison to real maintenance conditions. The largest vehicle manufacturers have been carried out their own tests on parametric profile
ground tests, where road sections are normalized [21]. Still the up to
date problem is how to track permanently drive conditions and assess
their influence on the lost of maintenance potential of the vehicle.
In military because of tactics reasons methods to acquire, gather
and convert data that would allowed to assumed with some probabilistic level if a vehicles selected to march from position A to B are able
to accomplish the task (e.g. pHUMS as an element of Battlefield Management System). In other words if a vehicle will reach the destination
(the risk of battlefield damages are not taken into calculations). Now
this kind of systems dedicated for military wheeled vehicles to track
the real road conditions and offer a list of the most reliable vehicle are
in progress (e.g. in USA and UK). Unfortunately, published information in this subject is very few. There is known system (e.g. SoMat
eDAQ from nCode International) that could be used for infantry fighting vehicle STRYKER (this is an example of vehicle with very high
battlefield value that could not be substituted by different one). In this
case mathematical model of the system was not published.
According to the norm [21] a vehicle is treated as a complex oscillating object which analysis is a very difficult task in the whole. So,
the analysis have been reduced to point a critical elements of a vehicle
and to established theirs threshold values of work capacity. If values
are exceeded the vehicle should be withdrawn from maintenance system.
After carried out the mentioned above decomposition of a vehicle
the one of the most loaded elements is the underframe [29]. Taking
into consideration the published information about the way of reacting the underframe on forces coming from road conditions [16, 27],
the highest strain in its elements are caused by its torsion. What is
more, the torsional flexibility of an underframe is more significant
than its bending flexibility. That leads to the conclusion that the underframe of high mobility wheeled vehicle should be a high enough
fatigue strength. In the paper the way of assessment the lost of maintenance potential restricted to only one element of underframe of high
mobility wheeled vehicle is presented. This element was treated as an
reference one.

2. Modeling the loading of underframe
Modeling the way of loading an mechanical system taking into
consideration its fatigue strength if loaded randomly could be divided
into two main groups of methods. The first one is focused on calculating cycles of loading to create e.g. histogram of amplitude of stress
(strain) [4, 7, 18, 19, 20, 32]. The second one uses statistic parameters
approximated with use a power probability density function of loading (e.g. of displacement, velocity or acceleration) [3, 4, 20, 31, 32].

2.1. Model of analyzing the load in time domain
If the loading is stationary and known in advance (e.g. parametric
profile ground test) for load modeling various methods of counting
amplitudes of a load could be used what correspond to strain or stress.
The best known methods are as follow [8, 32]:
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One-parameter methods:
–– Level Crossing Counting,
–– Peak – Valley Counting,
–– Range Counting,
Two-parameter methods:
–– Three-points Rainflow Cycle Counting [1] (standard ASTM
E1049 [9]),
–– Four-points Rainflow Cycle Counting [10].

2.2. Model of analyzing the load in frequency domain
If the loading is unknown in advance (real maintenance conditions) the way of loading should be analyzed with use a statistical
methods [5, 32]. That models of loading use a various distribution
of a random variable and they are presented often as a Power Spectral
Density function (PSD), what is depicted of load energy distribution
with correlation of frequency [6, 17]. Good point of that methods is
possibility of analyzing the load without the necessity of recording a
long samples. This is a very important advantage if testing a demonstrator of a new technical system or a prototype.
The quality analyzing of a spectrum of load could be done with use
a statistical parameters characterizing its PSD function. The basic
parameters are: the mean , the rate of zero upcrossing E, the rate of
peak crossing , the irregularity factor and the spectral width parameter [8, 17, 23]:
μ=M0

(1)

E 0+  =
 

M2
M0

(2)

E  P+  =
 

M4
M2

(3)

M2
M 0M 4

(4)

E 0+ 
γ =   =
E  P+ 
 

λ = 1− γ 2

(5)

The value of the spectral width parameter λ allows to assess, if
analyzing signal is rather narrow-band (λ → 0), or wide-band (λ → 1).
The mentioned above parameters are calculated with use a low orders
moment (up to the 4th) of one-sided PSD function of loading.
If there is a necessity of analyzing the load signal in a quantity way
the methods allowing to point the number and the range of amplitude
of signal are desirable. In this case the correlation of a spectral signal to
the methods of amplitude counting have been developed [23, 26].
To calculate the fatigue life there is necessary to count the number
of fixed amplitude of loading (strain or stress). The representation of
loading is e.g. histogram. If the signal of loading is wide-band, its analyzing directly from the PSD function is impossible. So, to gain histogram of amplitude of loading time signal could be simulated by series
of random signals if their spectrum is established and the Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT) is possible. The time of lasting simulation
should be long enough to take into account all kinds of load what occurs seldom but have significant influence on fatigue life.
To express number of cycles of loading and to connect them with a
value of amplitude the Probability Density Function (PDF) could be used
when the loading signal would be treated as a random process [17].
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In the time domain Probability Density Function PDFX(x) characterizing the random process X(t) which means that signal reaches
some value is defined as follow:
PDFX ( x ) = P  x ≤ X ( t ) ≤ x + dx  =

k

∑ i +1dti
T

(6)

where: P[X(t)] – the probability, that random process X(t) would occurred, T – time interval of observation, dti – the step of time of observation random process X(t).
The shown above relationship is valid when time internal of observation (T → ∞), and the step of time of observation (dti → 0). That
means infinite long measurements what is impossible in practice.
If the analyzed signal of loading is stationary, random and Gaussian, it is represented by a mean value μX, standard deviation σX, variance σX2 and root mean square RMS. Additionally, if the signal is ergodic, that parameters are constant in time.
In order to compare values of samples X(t1), X(t2) of signal X(t) in time interval Δt = t2− t1, the function of autocorrelation
RX(t)=E[X(t1) X(t2)] is used. The mean value and standard deviation
are independent of time. There is a possible to write:
E  X ( t1 )  = E  X ( t2 )  = µ X ; σ X ( t1 ) = σ X ( t2 ) = σ X

(7)

The correlation coefficient ρ of two samples X(t) is defined as
follow:

ρ=

RX (τ ) − µ X2

σ X2

; (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1)

(8)

If ρ = 1 there is a perfect correlation and if ρ = 0 there is no correlation.
When the time interval , the correlation is equal to :
RX (τ ) = µ X2 + σ X2 = E[ X 2 ]

(9)

In case of analyzing the signal in frequency domain, the time signal should be transform with use a Fourier transform. The function of
PDFX(x) is:
PDFX ( x ) =

1
1 x − µX 2
exp[− (
) ]; (−∞ → x → +∞)
2 σX
2πσ X

(10)

where: μX, σX – mean value and standard deviation accordingly.
The Fourier transform of stationary random signal X(t) usually
does not exist because the relation is not meet [17]:
∞

∫−∞ X ( t ) dt < ∞

(11)

In this case the function of autocorrelation RX (t) normalized to zero
mean value is transform. The Fourier transform is given by:
∞
S (ω )eiωt dω
−∞ X

RX ( t ) = ∫

∞

∞

E  X 2  = σ X2 = ∫ WX ( f ) df
0
 

(14)

ω
.
2π
For the functions SX (ω) and WX ( f ) exists the first and second
derivatives:

where: f =

2

(15)

4

(16)

σ X2 = ω 2 S X (ω ) = ( 2π ) f 2WX ( f )
σ X2 = ω 4 S X (ω ) = ( 2π ) f 4WX ( f )

The function WX ( f ) is described by a set of spectral characteristic;
among others by a spectral moments Mm and irregularity factor γ [3,
32]:
∞
0

Mm = ∫

γ =

f mWX ( f )df

(17)

M2
M 0M 4

(18)

Usually only a few characteristic are used: M0, M1, M2, M4, γ.
Taking into consideration the width of a spectrum of the process
they are divided into narrow-band, broad-band and bimodal [26]. The
loading of underframe is rather broad-band. In the papers there are
mathematical models proper to describe fatigue strength in quantitative way in frequency domain using broad-band random signal. That
models could be divided into three groups [17, 28]:
–– models of fatigue strength using the hypothesis of damage
cumulation dedicated for narrow-band spectrum corrected by
some coefficient for broad-band,
–– analytical models designing a probability density function with
use a Ritz distribution function allowing to count loading cycles,
–– models of probability density function (PDF) using a combination of various statistical distributions of loading.
According to many authors [2, 3, 17, 22, 32, 34, 35] the quantity
model fitted well to narrow- and broad-band spectrum of loading is
model of Dirlik using an empirically design combination of exponential and Rayleigh distribution:

Z
Z2
Z2 
−
1  D1 − Q D2 Z − 2 R 2

PDFD =
e + 2 e
+ D3Ze 2 
2 M 0  Q
R




(19)

M1
M0

(20)

(12)

where: SX (ω) – density function of normalized random process X(t).
If t = 0, then:
E  X 2  = RX ( t ) = ∫ S X (ω )dω = σ X2
−∞
 

If the normalized and stationary random process X(t) is considered the area under curve of density function SX (ω) is equal to its
root mean square (RMS). Practically frequencies only from one-sided
of the curve are consider 0;∞ and express in Hz. Than the density function of SX (ω) is transformed to different form WX ( f ), named
Power Spectral Density (PSD):

(13)

xm =

γ =

M2
M4

M2
M 0M 4
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Z=

D1 =

D2 =

1
2 M0

(

2 xm − γ 2
1+ γ

(22)

)

2

1 − γ − D1 + D12
1− R

(23)

(24)

Fig. 3. Algorithm of fatigue life assessment with use an electric resistance
wire strain gauge
Table 1. Results of fatigue life assessment of the cross-bar
Off-road, velocity V=30 [km/h]
strain gauge

D3 = 1 − D1 − D2
Q=

1, 25 (γ − D3 − ( D2 R ) )

R=

D1

γ − xm +

D12

1 − γ − D1 + D12

(25)

Fatigue life [h]

1075500

1425000

Durability [km]

32000000

42750000

Off-road, velocity V=14 [km/h]

(26)

(27)

strain gauge
25200

13400

Durability [km]

353000

190000

Embedded rock, velocity V=9 [km/h]

The method presented in point 2.2 of designing PDF based on calculated PSD function used to assess the durability of a tubular crossbar of underframe of high mobility wheeled vehicle [12]. There was
established that the torsional stiffness of underframe of a vehicle is
linear. The theoretical fatigue life of a cross-bar was calculated with
used a common formulas [14, 24] taking into consideration linear hypothesis of Palmgren – Miner (PM). The algorithm of calculating the
durability was presented in the picture 2. The recorded quantity was
acceleration measured in the four corners of underframe: aPP, aPT, aLT
i aLP, [15] what allowed after double integration to assess the outcome
torsion of underframe: hout. In case to validate the theoretically assessed results the electric resistance wire strain gauge to measure the
torsion of cross-bar was used according to the algorithm presented
in the picture 3.
In the table 1 an example of fatigue life assessment of selected
cross-bar of an underframe was presented. The loads were recorded
during a profile ground tests of a vehicle in a parametric vehicle test
center.

Fig. 2. Algorithm of fatigue life assessment with use an acceleration signal
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sensor of acceleration

Fatigue life [h]

9900

9400

Durability [km]

89000

84500

Embedded rock, velocity V=5 [km/h]
strain gauge

3. Durability analysis of underframe of high mobility
wheeled vehicle

sensor of acceleration

Fatigue life [h]

strain gauge

This model allows to design a probability density function PDF of
amplitude of loading (what is comparable to Rainflow method) if the
power spectral density PSD of loading is known (e.g. PSD of recorded
acceleration signal).

sensor of acceleration

sensor of acceleration

Fatigue life [h]

7900

5500

Durability [km]

40000

27200

Road “wave”, (wheels displacement up to 500 [mm]), velocity V=4 [km/h]
strain gauge

sensor of acceleration

Fatigue life [h]

66

55

Durability [km]

240

220

4. Conclusions
The presented method of usage an acceleration signal of torsion
of the underframe allowed to assess the fatigue life and durability of
selected element of this unit. If the cross-bar would be treated as an
reference unit (Canary approach) the method could be used to track
the lost of maintenance potential of the critical unit of the vehicle. The
road conditions could influence on the durability of a vehicle very
seriously (table 1). The selection of the cross-bar was not random
and allowed to easy-to-stick the electric resistance wire strain gauge.
So the method was limited only to assess the durability of an underframe in a single point in various road conditions and for various velocities of drive. The results of analysis presented in the table 1 show
that selected methods are comparable. The advantage of analysis the
load spectrum with use an acceleration signal is that the method does
not involve to use an large computational capacities of on-board computer and allows to track the global deformation of the underframe in
variable road conditions [30].
If the model FEM of underframe would be built and correlated
with the global deformations of the underframe there is possible to
calculate the durability in numerical way in any point of the unit (e.g.
in the weakest link). And than the track of road conditions with use
an acceleration signal and its transformation into the way of lost of
maintenance potential of an underframe would be also possible. That
would allowed to design pHUMS (prognostic Health and Usage Monitoring System) for the vehicle. Finally the information to take the
decision of use a single vehicle and to task it would be more accurate
in tactic and operational warfare [11].
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Possibilities of investigating abrasive wear in conditions
close to those prevailing in industrial forging processes
Możliwości badania zużycia ściernego
w warunkach odpowiadających przemysłowym procesom kucia*
This paper presents aTriboForge – a prototype test stand for investigating abrasive wear, which unlike conventional tribometers,
makes it possible to study wear under high pressures (500 MPa), i.e. in conditions close to those prevailing in industrial forging
processes. The idea behind the designed and constructed prototype test stand was to most accurately reproduce the phenomena
and processes acting on the surface layer of forging tools during their contact with the material being deformed. Preliminary tests
were carried out on a tool material/selected forged material combination. A rotating disc made of tool steel (WCL) and a rectangular counter-sample made of the forged material (QS19-20), pressed against the disc constituted the friction pair. Thanks to a
special control-measuring system integrated with the test stand it is possible to measure in real time several major parameters,
such as: temperature distribution, the rotational speed of the sample, the pressure exerted by the counter-sample, the amount of
wear, the sliding distance and changes in the friction coefficient value. The friction pairs would work for a fixed time of 4 hours
at a constant counter-sample pressure of 10 kN (which for an average contact area amounted to about 220 MPa) at an average
speed of 5 rpm (1 full rotation took about 12 s). Assuming that the key parameters describing abrasive wear are sliding distance
and pressure per unit area, it has been shown that the magnitude of wear (material loss) depending on the cycle length is close
to that in the actual industrial forging process. This proves the suitability of the test stand for the comprehensive analysis of the
abrasive wear of forging dies.
Keywords: abrasive tool wear, hot forging, test stand, hot tool steel.
W pracy autorzy przedstawili prototypowe stanowisko do badania zużycia ściernego – TriboForge, które w odróżnieniu od klasycznych tribometrów pozwala na analizę zużycia w warunkachwysokich nacisków (500 MPa), czyli w warunkach zbliżonych
do panujących w przemysłowych procesach kucia. Koncepcją zaprojektowanego i zbudowanego prototypowego stanowiska jest
jak najdokładniejsze odwzorowanie zjawisk i procesów oddziałujących na warstwę wierzchnią narzędzi kuźniczych w kontakcie
z odkształcanym materiałem odkuwki. Autorzy przeprowadzili wstępne badania dla skojarzenia: materiał narzędziowy i wybrany
materiał odkuwki. Parę trącą stanowiły: obracający się krążek wykonany ze stali narzędziowej (WCL) oraz dociskana do niego
próbka prostokątna z materiału odkuwki (QS19-20). Dzięki specjalnemu systemowi sterująco-pomiarowemu zintegrowanemu ze
stanowiskiem możliwy jestpomiar on-line wielu istotnychparametrów(rozkładu temperatury, prędkości obrotowej próbki, siłydocisku przeciwpróbki, wielkości zużycia, drogi tarcia oraz zmianywartości współczynnika tarcia). Skojarzone próbki pracowały
przez ustalony wcześniej czas 4 h przy docisku (stałą siłą około 10 kN, co przy średniej wielkości pola kontaktu wynosiło około
220 MPa), ze średnią prędkością obrotową 5obr/min (1 pełny obrót wynosił około 12 s). Przy założeniu, że najważniejszymi parametrami opisującymi zużycie ścierne są droga tarcia oraz nacisk jednostkowy wykazano, że wielkość zużycia (ubytku materiału)
w zależności od długość cyklu jest zbliżonado procesu przemysłowego. Potwierdzato przydatność opracowanego stanowiska badawczego do kompleksowej analizy zużycia ściernego matryc kuźniczych.
Słowa kluczowe: zużycie ścierne narzędzi, kucie na gorąco, stanowisko badawcze, stal do pracy na gorąco.

Introduction
In industrial die forging processes the forging tools are subjected
to extreme conditions. Many of the phenomena occurring at the contact between the tool and the forging material being formed are very
violent in character and difficult to observe.Generally, the effect of
degradation phenomena on the durability of forging dies is separately investigated and the degradation process has not been precisely
holistically (taking all the phenomena simultaneously into account)

described. An additional difficulty in an analysis of the individual
phenomena is the variation in their intensity with changing process
parameters and tool surface area. The latter determines the contact
time, the pressures, the friction path and the changes in temperature
and tribological conditions [1, 7–13, 18, 22, 27].
Owing to the intensive development of tribological sciences the
degradation processes can be limited and controlled to some extent,
which results in considerable savings and increased operational safety

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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of machines, equipment and forming tools. Special test stands, called
tribometers, are often used for tribological testing. They are designed
to most accurately reproduce the conditions existing in a given device
(or process) and make it possible to actively record its selected parameters. Modern tribometric machines are geared towards the investigation of “mild” processes in which samples are loaded with forces of
about 50 N. Currently there are practically no test stands which would
fully reproduce the abrasive wear of forging dies and the tribometers
being developed are at the prototype stage [3, 4, 11, 17,19].
The aim of this research was to design and build a prototype
test stand capable of simulating the tribological conditions of the
industrial forging process and simultaneously acquiring parameter data.

1. Concept of abrasive wear test stand
In order to identify and describe wear phenomena, not only experiments are carried out, but also several mathematical models making
it possible to theoretically determine wear values have been formulated. One of the most commonly used models (being the basis for
the majority of relevant equations) is the Archard model (1). Most of
the research concentrates on the development and improvement of
this model. The model describes abrasive wear resulting from contact
between two bodies sliding against each other:
W =K×

F×S
H

(1)

where: W – wear,
		K – a wear coefficient,
		
F – the loading force,
		
S – the sliding distance,
		
H – the hardness of the element.
The model assumes that the wear of a given element is directly
proportional to the loading force and the sliding distance and inversely proportional to the hardness of the material of which it is made.
Dimensionless coefficient K is an experimentally determined quantity
characteristic of each of the materials. Theoretically, its value is constant [26], regardless of the type of the investigated process, and it is
in a range from 7×10-3 to 7x10-6 (1.3×10-4 for tool steel ), depending
on the kind of the materials being in contact and the presence of a
lubricating medium [7, 11].
The Shaw model (2) represents a different approach to the wear
phenomenon. It interrelates the magnitude of wear and the amount of
energy dissipated as a result of friction:
Bu = PLµ

where:
		
		
		
		

(2)

B – a wear modulus,
P –the loading force,
L – the sliding distance,
µ – a friction coefficient,
u – the specific energy of wear.

The above equation describes how much energy is needed to produce a particle as a result of wear at given pressures, sliding distance
and the magnitude of friction between the elements.
Besides the above models, there are models developed specifically to describe the wear of dies in the forging process. For example,
the Kang equations or the Bahrens equations define the magnitude of
wear after each forging process instance, taking into account not only
the effect of temperature on material hardness, but also the decrease
(due to local tempering) in tool hardness depending on the temperature impact duration [12].

Currently, there are difficulties in standardizing relevant tests because of the large scatter of the test results reported by the different research centres and the lack of repeatability of the results. Such
organizations as ISO and ASTM have developed several standards
and methodologies for abrasive wear testing, but they mainly apply to
“mild” processes in which such factors as stresses or temperature do
not reach high values. The existing tribological machines considerably differ from one another depending on the investigated phenomena
and each simulated process usually requires an individual approach
to the problem [7, 23]. The choice of test stand components has a key
bearing on the results of tests and physical simulations. If the process
is inaccurately reproduced or some factors are omitted, a measuring
error is likely to occur. However, not all experiments require a fully
defined testing environment. Sometimes knowledge about the general character of the process is sufficient and the use of sophisticated
equipment would unnecessarily increase the research costs. With regard to the degree of reproduction of the real process, tribological
machines can be grouped under three levels of simulation:
• The first level – the most general, supplying information about
the basic parameters of the process, on the basis of which one
can select the most suitable material and determine the effect
of the particular factors on abrasive wear.
• The second level – closely connected with the values of the
particular parameters. At this physical simulation level not
only the mere occurrence of the given phenomena, but also
their values are taken into account. The major factors in this
type of simulations are: process temperature, the magnitude of
stress, velocities and the type and amount of lubrication.
• The third level – the most faithfully reproducing the reality.
Machines of this kind are, by and large, replicas of the actual
workstations or their parts, except that they enable control and
data acquisition.
First-level simulations and physical modelling are usually carried
out in order to identify the basic principles of a given phenomenon and
to determine the parameters of a given material. The second level of
simulation is used in many engineering applications in which the effect of individual parameters on wear is determined. It enables one to
design more efficient systems or optimize the existing ones. Although
the third level does not supply all the information about a process,
it is often used for practical reasons since it is easier to measure the
required parameters on a real model or its reproduction without an indepth analysis of the given phenomenon [7].

2. Survey of existing solutions described in literature
The design of a tribological machine is a complicated process in
which several factors having a bearing on wear are taken into account.
In order to design a second-level tribometer it is necessary to identify
the key parameters of the studied phenomenon. Any divergence from
the reality may result in incorrect measurement results. Therefore it
is essential to take the effect of all the parameters on the process into
account and identify the key parameters [7].
A survey of the designs of machines for tribological investigations, described in the literature on the subject, has been carried out.
Also several test stands dedicated to the wear of dies in industrial
forging processes have been identified. An example here is the test
stand presented by the researchers from the University of Technology
of Compiègne [20]. The present authors decided to base their solution on the disc-on-track concept enabling rotational sliding motion
(Fig. 1).
According to this concept, a rotating disc (made of the die material) is pressed with a force of 50 N against the surface of a revolving track (made of the forging material). It is possible to control the
relative speed of the members of the pair and their mutual sliding
by means of a system controlling the motors responsible for rotation.
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The last of the presented here solutions is described in [16]. It is
based on a ring/pin friction pair. A specially designed rotating ring
mimics the die. A stationary pin representing the forging is pressed
against the ring. A base with a heater heats up the ring to a temperature
as high as 500°C (Fig. 4). The purpose of the stand is to reproduce the
conditions of the warm forging of constant-velocity universal joints.

Fig. 1. Schematic of laboratory disc-on-track test stand [20]

Fig. 4. Apparatus for high-temperature ring/disc wear testing [16]

Fig. 2. Pin-on-discstand[3]

Moreover, the stand offers the possibility of heating the members to
a temperature of 850°C and controlling temperature by means of a
pyrometer.
Another interesting solution, based on the pin-on-disc concept, is
described in [3]. A pin 20 mm in diameter, corresponding to a die, is
pressed with a force of 100 N against a revolving track which is being
heated through electromagnetic induction (Fig. 2).
Typically, the track is preheated and kept at a constant temperature for an hour, which is intended to produce an oxide coating. Then
the test proper begins in the course of which such parameters as temperature, rotational speed and test duration are measured.
A Warm Hot Upsetting Sliding Test (WHUST)stand is described
in [6]. It reproduces the die/forging contact between a cylindrical
sample heated up to a temperature of 1100°C and a hot (200°C) penetrator pressed against it (Fig. 3). The tests conditions: pressures, rubbing speed, the speeds of the interacting surfaces and temperatures are
similar to industrial conditions. As opposed to other test stands, this
stand makes it possible to take the effect of lubrication during the test
into account. Before the test the samples are coated with a lubricating
film made up of graphite and water and such factors as the thickness
of the lubricating film or the size of the solid particles are among the
test parameters.

Besides the prototype innovative abrasive wear test stands, also
typical commercial industrial devices have been analyzed. One of the
major producers of tribometric machines is Phoenix Technology Ltd
[25]. The test stands and devices offered by this firm are based on
typical friction pair configurations (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Wear test device configurations: a) pin-on-disc b) pin-on-ring,c)
block-on-ring, d) pin-on-plate, e) cylinder-on-cylinder, f)cylinder-injaws, g) disc-on-disc, h) ring-on-cylinder, i) ring-on-disc, j) platecylinder, k) ring-on-ring), l) ring-plate

The above figure shows most of the typical tribometer friction
pairs (such as pin-on-disc, pin-on-ring, etc.) and less popular configurations included in the simulation studies of forging processes.
Fig.3. Schematic of WHUST device[6]
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3. Numerical modelling of abrasive wear test stand
Today IT tools (e.g. based on FEM) are frequently used to verify
the basic assumptions and to determine the parameters of a test stand.
The aim of numerical simulations is to verify theoretical considerations and to more precisely analyze the phenomena occurring in the
course of the test as well as to prevent any structural-technological
errors which may arise at the design stage [9, 11, 12,19, 24].
In order to verify and validate abrasive wear test stand assumptions the present authors built several numerical models and then ran
relevant computer simulations using the MSC Marc Mentat 2013
software package. Thanks to the simulations many parameters difficult to determine analytically such as: the distribution of stress inside
the disc, the way in which the plasticized sample flows, the rate of
sample wear could be determined and the exchange of heat between
the elements could be identified. The ultimate version of the prototype
tribometer device being constructed was chosen through numerical
modelling. In this device a 12 mm × 4 mm × 85 mm cuboidal countersample is pressed with a force of 24000 N against the edge of a disc 80
mm in diameter. At the simulation stage no cooling or heating of the
sliding pair members was taken into account since the heat generated
by the friction of the members was deemed representative enough of
the process conditions.

3.1. Creation of model
A model, based on the plane state of stress, simulating the operation of the test stand, in which a 12 mm wide pressure exerting element acts on a disc 80 mm in diameter was built. The simulation comprises 4 contact body elements: two deformable bodies – a disc and a
pressure exerting element and two stiff elements – a central element
and a recipient. Moreover, similarly as in the real experiment, the contact surface of the counter-sample was appropriately shaped to ensure
relatively constant contact right from the start of the test (Fig. 6).The
shaft together with the disc was described as one element “disc” to
simplify computations and the purpose of the hole in its centre (with
the central element stuck to it) was to facilitate the definition and
measurement of the required quantities. The pressure exerting element
is in the recipient element described by five curves (marked green in
Fig. 6).A boundary condition, in the form of pressures amounting to
500 N/mm, was defined on one edge of the pressure exerting element.
The disc was made to rotate by imparting a rotational speed of 1.0472
rad/s (corresponding to 10 rpm) in the clockwise direction to the disc
centre. Coulomb friction with a friction coefficient of µ=0.3 occurs
between the sample and the counter-sample. The disc is made of hot-

Fig. 6. Schematic of model with division into body contact elements and defined direction of rotation

work tool steel WCLV while the pressure exerting element material is
steel QS19-20. Material characteristics, such as the rate of deformation, temperature, thermal expansion, conductivity and specific heat,
were defined for the two materials.
A boundary condition, in the form of pressures amounting to 500
N/mm, was defined on one edge of the pressure exerting element.
The disc was made to rotate by imparting a rotational speed of 1.0472
rad/s (corresponding to 10 rpm) in the clockwise direction to the disc
centre. Coulomb friction with a friction coefficient of µ=0.3 occurs
between the sample and the counter-sample. The disc is made of hotwork tool steel WCLV while the pressure exerting element material is
steel QS19-20. Material characteristics, such as the rate of deformation, temperature, thermal expansion, conductivity and specific heat,
were defined for the two materials.
In order to ensure the correct simulation of heat exchange, all the
nodes were assigned a temperature of 24°C as an initial condition
and a heat exchange coefficient of 20 mW ∙ mm−2 ∙ K−1 was introduced
between the samples. Moreover, the heat exchange with the environment, whose temperature amounted to 24°C, was taken into account.

3.2. Simulation results
One of the main modelling objectives was to determine the stresses arising in the disc as a result of the action of the pressure exerting
element. The distribution of the stresses in the model at the 6th second
of the simulation is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig.7. Stress distribution in created model

Fig. 8. Distribution of normal forces resulting from contact with countersample
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The largest stresses in the disc occur immediately under the surface of the sample. The stress concentration (reaching 600 MPa) on
the left side in the figure is the result of the superposition of the counter-sample loading force and the shaft torque, which seems to confirm
the authors’ theoretical analyses.
Moreover, the normal forces occurring on the inner walls of the
recipient were determined for design purposes. The distribution of the
forces is as shown in Fig. 8.
The simulation has shown that the right lower part of the recipient (where, consistently with the direction of rotation) the outflow of
the counter-sample will take place) is most heavily loaded. Because
of the action of the great forces (reaching 1000 N) combined with the
relatively quick shifting of the material the wear of the recipient in
this place is highly probable. This means that it is necessary to install
easily replaceable dies at the exit from the container.
Then the torque in the central element, needed to make the shaft
with the disc rotate was determined (Fig. 9).

Fig. 11. Temperature-time dependence for node on counter-sample surface

Figure 11 shows the variation in temperature over time for a selected node on the counter-sample surface. The surface of the pressure
exerting element quickly reaches a temperature of 350–400°C, which
may necessitate additional cooling of the counter-sample. The characteristic minimum extrema in the diagram are caused by program
errors connected with finite element mesh generation and do not occur
in reality.

4. Test stand concept and design

Fig. 9. Torque-time dependence in z direction z for central element

As it appears from the diagram, for a disc 80 mm in diameter
and a coefficient of friction between the elements amounting to 0.3,
the torque needed to make the disc rotate amounts to about 300 Nm.
Another major parameter which needs to be determined is the degree
of heat exchange and the temperature of the samples. In the model
the temperature at the twelve second of the simulation assumes the
distribution shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Temperature distribution with marked investigated node

The temperature on the surface of the disc quickly reaches over
300°C. This means that the disc does not need to be heated and it may
even be necessary to cool it.
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When selecting test stand parameters one should take into account
not only the kind and shape of the sample and those of the countersample, but also many other factors, such as the magnitude, direction
and character of the load, having a bearing on the amount of wear
not merely through the applied pressure. When designing a tribometer
one should also check if the load in the physical model is constant and
if it is not, whether this affects the tests. At the design stage, different ways of exerting pressure, i.e. by elastic elements, weights with a
lever mechanism, or actuators, were considered [4].
Heat, the way it is supplied to the system and its exchange between the sample and the counter-sample are not less important considerations. Temperature may have a key influence on the geometry
of the elements and the value of the friction coefficient and in the
case of forging one should not forget the considerable effect of temperature on the behaviour of the material. When designing the test
stand, both the heating and cooling of the elements and several ways
of effecting them (from simple flame heating to induction heating and
bath cooling, spray cooling and air-nozzle cooling) were considered
[7]. Other factors, which are often neglected, include the kind and
amount of lubricating medium and the effect of the environment and
the surroundings on the wear of the elements and the quality of the
test. The lubricating medium may affect other factors, i.e. the way the
elements displace, the distribution of the load and the dissipation of
heat. The environment is understood as chemical reactions affecting
the wear of the elements through corrosion, and any disturbances in
heat removal [23].
On the basis of the survey of the possible test-stand concepts,
verified by numerical modelling, a prototype pin-on-ring stand for
testing abrasive wear under high pressures was built (Fig. 12) [25].
The pin-on-ring configuration was chosen because of the possibility
of applying heavy loads (which occur during forging), sample material savings in the case of the ring shape and the simplest to effect
heating and cooling. Moreover, this configuration, as one of the very
few, offers the possibility of bringing the counter-sample to the plastic
state.
The main (tested) stand components are: rotating disc (1) 80 mm
in diameter, made of WCL-type tool material, mounted on shaft (2) on
both sides supported by oblique bearings (3) in split bearing retainers,
via clutch (9) connected to a motor reducer (Fig. 12a). A countersample (made of QS19-20 forging material), fixed in 12×4×85 mm
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termine the change in its volume. The distribution of temperature is
determined using a thermal imaging camera (Fig. 13).
The test stand is coupled with the advanced measuring system
UNITEST with a CompactRio computer with ten-twenty modules
and channels whereby many sensors and measuring devices can be
connected and full control can be ensured. The UNITEST system is
equipped with two applications: one enabling system control, on-line
measurement and results archiving and the other offering a wide spectrum of analyses of the recorded sensor signals.

5. Preliminary tests
Fig. 12. a)Front view, rotating sample (WCL steel) disc(1) mounted on shaft(2)
supported by bearings(4) on both sides, replaceable die(3), force
sensor(5), b) schematic representation of stand, c) main view of constructed stand:Tiratest machine beam (6), punch (7), container(8),
clutch(9), torque meter (10), motor reducer (11).

cuboidal recipient (8), pushed by punch (7), is pressed against the
rotating disc. The pressure is exerted by TIRAtest 2300 strength tester
(6). The load reaches 24 kN which is to ensure surface stress of 500
MPa. Thanks to the use of two CL-20U force sensor (5) with a measuring range of up to 25 kN under one of the bearing retainers together
with DFM-30 torque meter (10) with a measuring range of up to 2000
Nm the friction coefficient can be indirectly measured in real time.
The friction coefficient is calculated from a ratio of the horizontal
friction force read from the torque meter to the vertical pressure force
read from the sensors mounted in the supports. Thanks to a Kubler
encoder 8.3651 the rotational speed of the sample can be measured
and the variation in the basic quantities can be related to the sliding distance. A GKS09-3M VBR 100C12 conical-cylindrical motor
reducer with MHEMAXX 100-12C1 three-phase motor (11), having
an output torque of 2000 Nm (Fig. 12c), is responsible for the rotation of the disc. The latter can rotate with a speed of up to 10.25 rpm.
The rotation is controlled by an ESMD302L4TXA inverter. The main
specifications of the drive are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Main specifications of motor reducer
rated power Pn

2.2 kW

rated torque Mn

14.5 Nm

rated speed n1

1445 rpm

gear ratio i

140.921

output torque Mw

1946 Nm

output speed n2

10.31 rpm

The wear is measured by weighing the disc on a laboratory balance before and after the test to determine the change in its mass and
by scanning the geometry of the disc with an optical scanner to de-

Fig. 13.Thermogram of sample

Preliminary tests were carried out to verify the constructed prototype test stand. The tests consisted in comparing the actual wear of
a selected forging tool with the wear of the disc during the test. For
this purpose the bottom die used in the second operation of the hot
forging of a spur gear was selected (Fig. 14b). The industrial forging
process was numerically modelled to determine the path of friction,
i.e. the displacement of the material being deformed relative to a selected point on the surface of the die. In the die profile an area on the
bridge where the most intensive abrasive wear of the tool occurs, but
where there is no influence of other mechanisms connected with the
high temperature of the forging material (Fig. 14a), was selected. A
simulation showed that the maximum pressures in this area amounted
to about 215 MPa.

Fig. 14. a) Friction path versus tool surface profile development determined
using FEM, b) worn out die with marked direction of profile development

Tests without any lubricating medium (to increase the rate of wear
and shorten the test) were carried out on the test stand. No significant
influence of environmental factors on the course of the forging processes was observed. During the laboratory test the counter-sample
was pressed against a sample made of the tool material (steel WLC)
with a constant force of about 10 kN, which for an average contact
area resulted in a pressure of about 220 MPa corresponding to the
actual load acting on this area of the die. Such a duration of the test
was adopted that the total sliding distance was close to the sliding distance covered by the material after the total number of forged pieces.
Table 2. Main test parameters.
Sample

Die
(selected area)

Sliding distance for single forging
[mm]

12

7.5

Test duration [min/number of
forgings]

240/1200

6.3/1900

Pressure [MPa]

220

215

Total distance [mm]

14400

14250

Wear value [mm]

0.95

0.9

Wear coefficient k from Archard
model

5.1*104

4.99*104

Coefficient of friction

0.48

0.35 (adopted in FE
analysis)
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ratory tests of the abrasive wear of materials for die inserts under high
pressures. In the next stage of the research tests will be carried out at
different pressure and sliding distance values in order to further verify
and optimize the test stand.

6. Conclusions

Fig. 15. Scan results: a) sample after 240 min of testing, b) second forging
operation bottom die after 1900 forgings

The test total distance was determined on the basis of the average
rotational speed of 5 rpm (one full rotation took about 12 seconds, i.e.
the same amount of time which the forging cycle takes in industrial
conditions) and the dimensions of the sample.Table 2 shows the main
test parameters and their calculated values.
The above results indicate that the wear of the disc and that of
the tool are similar in the selected area, amounting to about 1 mm
(Fig. 15 a and b). As opposed to the die insert, the wear on the disc is
uniform. However, because of the lack of a lubricating medium in the
experiment, for theoretically the same number of cycles the friction
distance and probably the wear would be by one third greater in the
experiment than in the industrial process. The values of parameter
k determined from the Archard model were similar (the small differences could be due to the slightly different pressure and sliding
distance values). The (average) friction coefficient for the sliding pair
on the test stand (without a lubricant) was determined on the basis of
the measured pressures and the torque force. In the industrial forging
process the coefficient of friction will be different (than the one adopted in FE analysis). Because of the high pressures, the lubricating film
will tend to break, but on the other hand, at elevated temperatures the
coefficient of friction for both the tool and the forging will decrease.
All these differences in conditions (contact temperature and the friction coefficient) between the experiment and the industrial process
are taken into account by parameter k determined from the Archard
model. The results have shown that the test stand is suitable for labo-

The designed and built prototype test stand can be used to measure many essential physical quantities (identical with the ones occurring in industrial forging processes) in real time, ensuring full control
over the studied process and in-depth analyses of the degradation of
forging tools through abrasive wear under high pressures.
1. The created numerical model of the constructed tribometer
made it possible to determine only the basic test parameters
because of the limited capabilities of the finite element method. In order to accurately determine some of the factors involved a large number of verifying tests need to be carried out
on the test stand. The preliminary tests have shown the model
assumptions to be valid.
2. At this moment many factors and test stand components still
need to be checked and ultimately verified. There is a high
probability of adhesive bonding between the sample and the
counter-sample and insufficient disc and counter-sample heating and it may be necessary to introduce active cooling. These
and other aspects were omitted at this stage of the research, but
they are to be investigated as part of further tests and studies.
3. In the future an active system of heat supply to the test stand,
with thermocouples for real time temperature measurement, is
to be created. Moreover, the numerical model of the test stand
will be improved so that together with experimental measurements it will make it possible to determine material coefficients by means of selected mathematical models.
4. It will be possible to use the abrasive wear test stand to investigate the resistance of the surface coating of forging tools
depending on different surface engineering methods (nitriding, sub-zero treatment, the application of hybrid layers, or
other, e.g. bead blasting, etc.). The test stand will also be used
to study the abrasive wear of other pairs of materials [5, 21]
and for other scientific and educational purposes.
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Determination of stress distribution patterns
in post-criticaldeformation states of thin-walled skins
subjected to operating loads
Określanie rozkładów naprężeń w stanach deformacji
zakrytycznych elementów pokryć cienkościennych
poddawanych obciążeniom eksploatacyjnym*
The paper presents results of research on thin-walled structures constituting models of skin components of aircraft load-bearing
structures subject to shearing. The type of load and deformation correspond to the typical state of such a structure under operating
conditions. Results of experiments carried out on models and nonlinear numerical analyses based on the finite element method for
a number of load-bearing structure variants. Methods suitable for verification of results of numerical calculations are proposed
and an effective set of numerical procedures is selected allowing to obtain reliable results of calculations.
Keywords: buckling, thin-walled structures, aircraft load-bearing structures, shearing, finite element method,
nonlinear numerical analyses, operating stability.
Praca prezentuje wyniki badań ustrojów cienkościennych, stanowiących modele fragmentów pokryć lotniczych struktur nośnych,
poddawanych ścinaniu. Rodzaj obciążenia oraz deformacji odpowiada typowemu stanowi struktury w warunkach eksploatacji.
Przedstawiono wyniki badań eksperymentalnych i nieliniowych analiz numerycznych w ujęciu metody elementów skończonych
szeregu wariantów ustrojów nośnych. Opracowano metody weryfikacji wyników obliczeń numerycznych oraz dobrano efektywny
zestaw procedur numerycznych pozwalających na uzyskanie wiarygodnych wyników obliczeń.
Słowa kluczowe: wyboczenie, ustroje cienkościenne, lotnicze struktury nośne, ścinanie, metoda elementów
skończonych, nieliniowe analizy numeryczne, trwałość eksploatacyjna.

1. Introduction
The loss of stability in thin-walled structures subjected to shearing
is a phenomenon commonly encountered in the course of operation
of semi-monocoque aircraft structures. Aircraft skin components lose
their stability in the course of operation, and therefore in the permissible load conditions. The phenomenon is considered permissible in
case of metal structures provided the deformation occurs in the elastic
regime and occurs locally, i.e. within the skin areas limited with frame
components [16].
The aircraft structure design processes must therefore include, as
their indispensable steps, analyses allowing to determine the stress
distribution patterns in advanced post-buckling deformation states
that, in the case of skins being components of semi-monocoque aircraft structures, have cyclical nature in view of variability of loads.
This results in occurrence of fatigue-related effects in the skin material, therefore the knowledge of stress fields is essential not only for the
purpose of identification of stress concentration zones, but constitutes
also a base on which operating stability of the analysed structures will
be evaluated [14, 15].
Additional problems are caused by cut-outs of any type, such as
service sight holes and inspection openings, that result in local reduction of rigidity of the structure. They are therefore a cause of the
change of the stability loss characteristics with respect to areas free
from such singularities and result in local occurrence of strong stress
concentrations [1, 4, 5].

Basic numerical tools widely used throughout design processes
are various computer programs utilising the finite element method
(FEM) [3, 6, 18]. Whereas in the case of linear analyses and at the
presently observed state of advancement of commercial software,
most of the obtained results may be admitted to be reliable, nonlinear
procedures used for determination of advanced post-critical deformation states are still the source of many problems following from
limited reliability of numerical procedures determining equilibrium
states of structures [7, 19] corresponding to consecutive points of the
equilibrium path [2, 12, 13]. As a consequence, despite apparently
correct representation of structure rigidity, results biased with significant errors are frequently obtained [11].
From the point of view of description of a nonlinear problem, the
fundamental relationship determining the state of a structure versus
the load is the so-called equilibrium path of the system in question,
interpreted in general as a hypersurface in the hyperspace of states [6,
8]. The relationship represents fulfilment of the equation of residual
forces in a matrix form [3, 12]
r(u, Λ) = 0,

where u is the state vector containing displacement components of
nodes of the structure corresponding to its current geometrical configuration, Λ is a matrix composed of control parameters corresponding to the current load level, and r is the residual vector composed
of uncompensated force components related to the current system

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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deformation state. The set of control parameters can be represented
by a single parameter being a function of the load. Equation (1) takes
then the form:
r(u, λ) = 0,

(2)

called the single-parameter equation of residual forces.
The prediction-correction methods of determining consecutive
points of the equilibrium path used in modern software routines contain also a correction phase based on the requirement that the system
satisfies an additional equation called the increment control equation
or the equation of constraints [7]:
c(Δun, Δλn) = 0,

(3)

where the increments:
Δun = un+1 – u

and

Δλn = λn+1 – λn

(4)

2. Subject and scope of research
The presented study was aimed at development of an effective
methodology applicable to determination of stress distribution patterns
in flat components of skins subjected to post-critical deformations under operating conditions, with the stress put on selection of appropriate
numerical methods and parameters controlling the course of nonlinear
analyses carried out with the use of the finite element method.
The subject of the study were thin-walled structures with shape
and dimensions shown in Fig. 1 subjected to shearing and representing
model counterparts of typical skin components used in semi-monocoque structures. The analysis covered also structures provided with
circular holes with various diameters imitating service openings.

2. Experimental research
According to the assumptions, the planned research cycle included several stages realisation of which required construction of several
test set-ups.

correspond to the transition from n-th state to (n+1)-th
state.
For the purpose of comparison, in view of the obvious difficulties involved in graphical representation of
equilibrium paths for systems with more than 2 degrees
of freedom, in practice the so-called representative equilibrium paths are used that represent a functional relationship between a selected parameter characterising deformation of the system and a single control parameter
related to the applied load.
To confirm reliability of results obtained from FEMbased nonlinear numerical analyses, it is necessary to
find a satisfactory convergence between representative
equilibrium paths, the actual one and this obtained numerically, and further, confirm correctness of the deformation pattern resulting from calculations [10]. It
is therefore essential to carry out the process of experimental verification. Selection of a relatively inexpensive
experiment with the use of model materials seems to be
particularly recommendable in this case.
On the grounds of the solution uniqueness rule, according to which a specific deformation pattern may
correspond to one and only one stress distribution pattern, reliability can be then attributed also to the reduced
stress distributions in the deformed skin [9, 10].
Fig. 2. The set-up for static experiments with 3D ATOS scanner

Fig. 1. Geometry of the examined structure

The basic set-up, used for experiments of static character, comprised a frame with a large margin of rigidity on which both structure
mounting system and loading system were supported (Fig. 2).
The examined structure was mounted in a special frame made of
rigid steel beams joined pivotally in corners. The load in the form
of a force was applied gravitationally, by means of a line put over a
system of pulleys (Fig. 3). To be able to perform the above-mentioned
comparison between deformations obtained by means of numerical
methods and the actual ones, it turned out to be necessary to make the
deformed structure geometry measurements as accurate as possible.
For the purpose of the present study, a set of ATOS scanners manufactured by German company GOM Optical Measuring Techniques
was used. The principle of operation of the scanners is based on the
projection moiré method, and geometry measurements were carried
out after each increment of the applied load.
The experiment was carried out with the use of five model variants: the basic structure without any cut-outs, two structures with centrally located circular holes with diameters of 35 mm and 70 mm, and
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of fastening and load application

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4. Displacement distributions obtained as a result of experiment with the use of polycarbonate boards: (a) the model without any cut-out; (b) a
model with 35-mm hole without reinforcement; (c) a model with 35-mm hole and reinforcing ring; (d) a model with 70-mm hole

two structures with holes of the same diameters but provided with
reinforcing rings 5 mm wide and 4 mm thick. In all the cases, the
examined structures were loaded with force the maximum value of
which reached 900 N. The models used in the first phase of research
were made of polycarbonate marketed under trade name of Macrolon,
which is an isotropic material characterised with the following parameters: the Young’s modulus E = 2150 MPa, and the Poisson ratio
ν = 0.4.
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The loss of stability occurred in all the cases at relatively low load
values which follows from the nature of the stress distribution pattern constituting the field of tensions. The displacement distributions
obtained in the course of the experiment are presented in Fig. 4 in the
form of colour-filled contour lines generated with the use of GOM
Inspect Software linked with ATOS 3D scanner.
In all the cases, advanced post-critical deformations had a similar
form, with a fold running along the diagonal of the model. It should be
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same method as this used in the case of polycarbonate boards. Utilisation of the modified system was aimed at provision of the possibility
to carry out research on both static and fatigue-related phenomena
which would allow to determine relationships between stress distributions occurring under the static load conditions and operating stability
of the examined structures.
In the course of the experiment, geometry of the deformed model
was registered with the use of ATOS scanner (Fig. 6).

e)

a)

Fig. 4. [continued] (e) a model with 70-mm hole and reinforcing ring

however emphasised that the examined objects are characterised by
high susceptibility to any changes occurring in boundary conditions
which is typical for nonlinear systems. One of such changes consists
in introduction of additional stiffening elements around the holes.
In these cases, a change in the deformation pattern was observed in
the form of shifting the folds towards the corner which was a result
of local stiffening of the structure. For all the cases, representative
equilibrium paths have been obtained by means of establishing the
relationship between the maximum displacement along direction perpendicular to the undeformed model plane and the load force value
(Figs. 11–15).
In the subsequent experiment, a plate made of an aircraft aluminium alloy was used. As a part of the experimental set-up, a load-applying system was used in the form of numerically controlled hydraulic
servo by Zwick (Fig. 5). The model was mounted by means of the

b)

Fig. 6. Deformation of the plate made of aluminium alloy: (a) an overview,
(b) distribution in the form of contour lines

3. Nonlinear numerical analysis

Fig. 5. A set-up for static and fatigue tests with a model made of aluminium
alloy plate

Numerical calculations were carried out with the use of MSC Patran / MSC Marc software. The examined structures were modelled by
means of about 5000 thin-walled (thin shell) elements. To model the
mounting system, about 2000 thick-walled (thick shell) elements were
used. Joints of continuous character have been assumed between the
mounting system and the model of the examined structure. This simplification followed from striving to obtain a task of relatively small
size and from the fact that using MPC nodes selected typically as a
representation of discrete joints results in occurrence of various errors
in nonlinear numerical procedures leading to distortion of final results
or even making impossible to find any solution at all. After a series
of numerical tests it has been found that the best results, both qualitatively and quantitatively, would be obtained by using the prognostic
secant method in combination with the Crisfield’s hyperspherical correction strategy [8]. Moreover, appropriate values of the parameters
controlling the nonlinear process have been selected. Fig. 7 presents
selected numerical models of the examined structures with the mesh
of divisions into finite elements shown.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7. Selected numerical models of the analysed structures: (a) the model
without any cut-out; (b) the model with 70-mm hole and reinforcing
ring; (c) the zone of 35mm hole with reinforcing ring

Fig. 8. Displacement distribution patterns along direction perpendicular to the undeformed model plane – polycarbonate skins
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Fig. 8. [continued] Displacement distribution patterns along direction perpendicular to the undeformed model plane — polycarbonate skins

Fig. 9. Reduced stress distributions according to Huber-von Mises-Hencky
hypothesis – polycarbonate skins

Fig. 10. Reduced stress distribution according to Huber-von Mises-Hencky
hypothesis – aluminium alloy plate

Fig. 8 shows deformation distributions obtained by means of
numerical methods, while Figs. 9 and 10 depict reduced stress distributions according to Huber-von Mises-Hencky hypothesis in the
analysed models.
Figures 11–15 show comparisons between representative equilibrium paths obtained from experiments on one hand and nonlinear
numerical analyses on the other. In all the cases, as a representative
parameter, the component of displacement of point A (see Fig. 3) corresponding to X axis of the reference system was adopted.
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Fig. 11. A comparison between representative equilibrium paths – the model
without hole

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

A comparison between representative equilibrium paths –
the model with a 70-mm hole

Fig. 15.

A comparison between representative equilibrium paths –
the model with a reinforced 70-mm hole

A comparison between representative equilibrium paths –
the model with a 35-mm hole

A comparison between representative equilibrium paths –
the model with a reinforced 35-mm hole

4. Discussion on the results
According to the adopted criteria, the assessment of reliability
of results obtained from nonlinear numerical analysis was based on
similarity of deformation distribution patterns (Figs. 4 and 8). Taking into account the practically identical overall deformation picture
and very similar displacement values in corresponding areas of the
two plate types, it may be concluded that both the adopted prognostic
method and the correction strategy constitute a combination suitable

614

Fig. 14.

for analysis of structures similar to these discussed above. Reliability
of the obtained results is confirmed by satisfactory convergence of
representative equilibrium paths obtained from experiments and numerical models, for each of the analysed structures (Figs. 11–15).
Based on the above-described mutual correspondence, reliability
has been also admitted with respect to the reduced stress distributions
presented in Figs. 9 and 10. In all these cases, stress concentration
zones were located in corners of the examined structures and these are
the locations where occurrence of a fatigue damage can be expected.
In all the cases discussed above, increased values of the reduced
stress values occur along boundaries of folds which follows from
flexural states arising in the examined structures. Moreover, stress
concentration zones develop in the areas adjacent to holes, whereas
in the case of cut-outs with reinforcements, reduced stress gradients
and maximum values are much less than in the case of non-reinforced
holes. Increase of the hole diameter results in a natural way in an increase of stresses occurring in the plate and necessity to use reinforcements with respectively increased dimensions.
The above observations allow to conclude that the search for structural design solutions aimed at improvement of operating stability of
thin-walled structure skins should be oriented towards determination
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and elaboration of alternative solutions allowing to change the nature
of stress distribution patterns. An example of solutions of that type
used in the aircraft construction practice are skin stiffening features
in the form of the so-called ripples, i.e. parallel mouldings within the
area of skin segments or, much more rarely, integral stiffening elements obtained by means of machining. Such solutions, although used
in the practice, are rather scarcely discussed in universally available
scientific publications in view of high costs of the related research
work that is in general carried out only by aircraft manufacturing corporations for their own purposes.

5. Directions of further research
The research results presented above together with observations
based on them should be perceived in the context of a wider research
program aimed at development of effective calculation methods that
would allow to evaluate stability of thin-walled aircraft structures subjected to post-critical deformations under permissible operating load

conditions. Selection of appropriate methods to be used for development of numerical models and the most effective combinations of
prognostic methods and correction strategies in nonlinear analyses allows to work out fail-safe methods for determining stress distributions
in deformed skins. The obtained stress distributions may be adopted
as a base for further analyses of fatigue-oriented nature taking into
account the use of appropriate software and performance of a relevant
model experiment.
The proposed research program represents therefore a combination of static and fatigue experiments carried out with the use of upto-date research apparatus, e.g. a hydraulic cylinder for fatigue tests,
as well as numerical analyses of various types, with the use of a up-todate software based on the finite elements method. The fundamental
objective of such research effort is to develop a computational method
for determining the operating stability applicable to various variants
of thin-walled structure skins subjected to large deformations under
permissible load conditions.
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Fourier spectrum related properties of vibration signals
in accelerated motor aging applicable for age determination
Właściwości sygnałów wibracyjnych związane z widmem Fouriera
w przyspieszonych badaniach starzenia się silnika
mających na celu określenie jego wieku
A series of computations based on the Fourier spectrum of vibration signals collected in artificial aging processes have been applied in order to tackle trends existing in the signals' sequence. In this study, features extracted from the (Fourier) spectrum of the
vibration signal and expressing monotonic changes with respect to the motor age namely mean frequency, low order statistics of
the power spectral density and cepstrum are used. Independence of the time domain data allows independent analysis. Results
obtained in case of artificial aging are compared with results in case of controlled bearing faults with increasing severity. Clear
distinctions are made and conclusions are drawn from the different behavioural patterns. Future research directions are indicated
both in practical and theoretical sense.
Keywords: motor vibration, artificial motor aging, cepstrum, power spectral density.
Wykonano serię obliczeń opartych na widmie Fouriera sygnałów wibracyjnych zebranych podczas procesów sztucznego starzenia
w celu określenia trendów istniejących w sekwencji tych sygnałów. Cechy, jakie można wyodrębnić w (fourierowskim) widmie
sygnału drgań, które wykazują monotoniczne zmiany w odniesieniu do wieku silnika wykorzystanego w niniejszym badaniu, to
średnia częstotliwość, statystyki niskiego rzędu widmowej gęstości mocy oraz cepstrum. Niezależność danych w dziedzinie czasu
umożliwia niezależną analizę. Wyniki sztucznego starzenia porównano z wynikami otrzymanymi podczas dokonywania kontrolowanych uszkodzeń łożyska o rosnącym nasileniu. Wyciągnięto wnioski z obserwowanych, wyraźnie różnych wzorców zachowań.
Wskazano przyszłe kierunki badań zarówno w aspekcie praktycznym jak i teoretycznym.
Słowa kluczowe: drgania silnika, sztuczne starzenie silnika, cepstrum, gęstość widmowa mocy.

1. Introduction
Question of condition monitoring and predictive maintenance
is an important one in modern industry. In case of electrical motors,
the question of their bearings’ health and remaining useful life of the
whole device can be asked. In order to diagnose abnormal states and
faults, a wide range of indicators have been used, including stator current, vibration and sound [7].
In this study, we will focus on the properties of vibration signals
and ability to do the motor diagnostics based on vibration content.
Such approach is widely used in practice [10] with various parameters
extracted from the vibration signal.
While some authors choose to base their methods of vibration diagnostics on the features of signal in time domain [12], the others use
the features in frequency domain [17], which is an attractive area of
research and being often considered invariant opposed to amplitude
variations in time domain analysis, influenced by the motor type or
the sensory equipment employed in the experiment.
In case of random vibrations, the classical power spectral density
(PSD) is serving just as a foundation for more complex methods of
frequency based analysis [16]. Often, in case of motor vibrations, decomposition is applied, for instance the Hilbert Huang Transform or
Wavelet Transform, with a possibility of applying frequency analysis
to components obtained that way [2], or simply taking time domain
characteristics of such components [1]. In this work, we have chosen
to work with the whole signal, without any decomposition, avoiding
analysis of components’ significance and noise level within each of
them.
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While these works often focus on known bearing faults, showing
methods of detecting and identifying them, the practical situation often
resembles the one seen in case of artificial motor aging: motor bearings, shaft and windings suffering the unpredicted failures and faults
[4, 5]. In that case, it is important to be able to determine what the level
of aging the motor is achieved, so the remaining life can be estimated
[12]. An important question that arises there is what is the difference
between ordinary isolated, controlled bearing faults and those emerging in (artificial) motor aging processes. Hence, this study aims to fill
the gap in knowledge about the nature of bearing faults occurring in
artificial aging processes of induction motors, as well as to investigate
on the frequency spectrum properties of vibration produced in motor aging applicable for determination of motor age. Conclusions are
given to support the claim that the aging process is not possible to approximate with a single type of bearing fault, but that characteristics
common for certain types of faults appear within the frequency signature of motor vibration in characteristic aging signals.
Furthermore, simple statistical measures that are selected for demonstration of emerging patterns in motor aging can readily be used
for detection of motor age, without the need for introduction of more
complex machine learning and intelligence components. Simplicity
of patterns also indicates an existence of a logical theoretical basis for
the results obtained.
The paper is structured as follows: after an introduction, frequency-based methods and experimental data from motors used in this
study are presented in the second part. Third part presents the results
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of methods applied with a discussion. Finally, conclusions and future
work directions are given.

2. The methods and experimental data
In order to determine the existence of usable patterns in artificial
motor aging data, several frequency domain features are to be extracted from the spectrum. Before that, the spectrum has to be estimated
and represented in a suitable manner. Finally, results obtained on the
artificial motor aging data had to be compared with results obtained
on controlled bearing faults in order to compare the processes. This
section introduces both the methods used to extract the frequency features and the data the research was conducted on.

2.1. The methods used
Spectral methods in general have been extensively used in signal processing [8], processing of vibrations being just one part of it.
While the straightforward approach is to find spectrum for the signal
by applying (Fast) Fourier Transform to its time series, methods based
on autoregressive models have shown to be applicable in wide sense
of signal processing applications, vibration being one of them [3].
The Burg method for AR spectral estimation stems from minimizing the forward and backward prediction errors and satisfying the
Levinson-Durbin recursion [11]. The autocorrelation function is not
calculated, reflection coefficients are estimated directly. Burg method is able of resolving closely spaced sinusoids in signals with low
noise, which makes it applicable for vibration. It is also computationally efficient and the produced system is stable. In this work, it is
straightforwardly applied to the signal and then the statistical properties (minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation) of the obtained spectrum are examined. There are of course other methods for
autoregressive estimation of PSD, but in the experimenting with data
in this research, the Burg method shows the best results in displaying
the characteristic points of the PSD for the motor vibration in case of
artificial aging.
Another way of representation for the signal’s spectrum is cepstrum which is the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of spectrum estimate. While it has been well known for its application in
speech processing, there are known successful applications of it to
vibration analysis [18].
Finally, zero crossing represents a very crude method of estimating the mean frequency of the (zero mean) signal, but extensions on
the basic principle have been used for much more complex analysis
of signals [15]. In this study, it is the basic principle that is being
employed, counting the zero crossings of signal having its mean subtracted.

2.2. The data
Central point of this study is the accelerated aging process. The
accelerated aging test conducted on induction motors according to
IEEE Std 117-1974 test procedures involved thermal and chemical
aging together with fluting [1, 4, 5, 13]. Thermal and chemical aging
suggests heating the motors and soaking into water to cause corrosion,
while fluting is the passage of electrical current through the device.
After making the motor go through a cycle of accelerated aging described through these processes, it is put on a performance testing
platform where vibration is measured at frequency of 12 kHz for 10
seconds under full load. Hence this data contains eight vibration time
series, one for each aging cycle before the final motor breakdown,
120,000 samples long and measured at the load end.
On the other hand, the controlled bearing faults are produced in
the form of single point faults using electro-discharge machining [9].
Fault diameters of 7 mils, 14 mils and 21 mils have been used for this
study. Vibration data used here was collected at 48 kHz for approxi-

mately 10 seconds. In order to keep the data comparable, vibration
records were taken from the load end at full load. All three characteristic types of faults: ball, inner and outer race defects were tested,
but in the results only ball and inner race fault cases were presented
for brevity.

3. Results and discussion
PSD estimates obtained using Burg method have shown to keep
the most information in this particular application, so they are presented in Figures 1 and 2 in case of artificial motor aging and bearing
faults, respectively. Throughout this section, ball and inner race faults
are used as characteristic cases. Outer race faults are usually showing
similar behaviour as inner race faults, hence omitted.
Even through visual inspection one may draw conclusions on applicability of PSD in classification. Namely, while the trend in case
of artificial motor aging is clearly visible, only disrupted in the case
of data set 5, any trend in case of bearing faults that might be established doesn’t hold for both types of faults. Some low order statistical features extracted in tables 1 and 2 confirm this hypothesis and
suggest potential use of PSD minimum, mean and standard deviation
as indicators of motor age. They are shown in Figures 3 and 4 to illustrate obvious trends in case of aging and lack of trends in case of
bearing faults (only ball fault results are presented graphically, since
outer race results show the same lack of trends). One may note that the
standard deviation in case of ball fault is even growing, opposed to the
trend of decline in case of artificial aging.
Cepstral representation of the vibration signals in this case is not
visually insightful, so the figures showing the cepstrum are omitted.
Low order statistical analysis on the other hand shows again that, for
example, standard deviation of cepstra in case of motor aging has a
monotonic growth with respect to motor age (again, with exception of
data set 5), as shown in Figure 5. One may notice that a trend similar to this one exists in ball fault data and does not exist in case of
inner race fault data, visible in Figure 6. A hypothesis that this implies dominant ball faults in motor aging does not have more support
than a hypothesis inner (or outer) race faults dominate in the process,
though. For instance, in [14] it has been shown that the behaviour of
Hurst exponents for motor aging resembles the behaviour in case of
inner and outer race faults. Hence, we may safely conclude that it is
not reasonable to approximate whole aging process with just one type
of bearing fault.
Finally, number of zero crossings within the vibration signals has
been analyzed. In order to obtain meaningful results, the mean of signals has been subtracted to produce zero mean sequences. Counting
zero crossings and dividing that number with the total length of vibration sequences produces results shown in Figures 7 and 8. Visible
opposite trends in the two regimes are observed and the already customary monotonic behaviour (with exception of data 5) is observed
in the aging case.
Interesting fact concerning the data collected in controlled bearing faults experiment is that PSD and cepstrum standard deviation
have the same values for vibration on the load end and the drive end.
At this point, it is important to provide a physical interpretation
of results as well. The zero crossings monotonic increase observed for
artificial aging implies increase in the overall frequency of the signals
(as shown in Figure 9 (a) in time domain representation of vibration
data), while such behaviour is not present in controlled (ball) fault
data (as shown in Figure 9 (b)).
The same monotonic trend of cepstral standard deviation in case
of motor aging and controlled ball faults follows opposite trends in
PSD standard deviation, implying a more complicated relationship,
but in general suggesting that peaks in cepstra of these signals are
increasing with time, widening the distribution.
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The trend of increasing minimum and mean PSD for the aging
process implies increase in power caused by additional elements contributing to the motor vibration as the aging process mechanically
disrupts the normal state. Since the standard deviation is essentially
measuring the “height” of the PSD as shown in Figures 1 and 2, we
may say that the monotonic increase in standard deviation for aging
process is a consequence of the maximum value (not shown in the
table for its lack of monotonicity) or the mean value increasing faster
than the minimum value, therefore widening the PSD. Such behaviour is not a characteristic of the signals produced by controlled faults
which implies that the other mechanical sources of vibration in aging processes influence the power of the vibration strongly, unlike
the case of controlled faults where all possible additional vibration is
caused solely by the bearing fault.
An interesting feature that was expected and noted in the Figures
1 and 2 is a substantial difference in nature between the healthy case
and all faulty cases. In case of controlled bearing faults (Fig. 2), it is
related to the already mentioned defect frequency which is not appearing in the healthy case, i.e. no peaks in the PSD, while it appears as a
peak in the faulty cases.
On the other hand, in the case of artificial motor aging, shift in the
peak suggests a bearing fault at that particular frequency visible in all

Fig. 1. PSD estimates for artificial motor aging data

Fig. 2. PSD estimates for bearing faults: (a) ball fault, (b) inner race fault

Fig. 3. Low order statistics for PSD in Figure 1
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Fig. 4. Low order statistics for PSD in Figure 2(a)
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Fig. 6. Standard deviation of cepstra for bearing faults
Fig. 5. Standard deviation of cepstra for artificial motor aging data

Fig. 7. Number of zero crossings for artificial motor aging data

Fig. 8. Number of zero crossings for bearing faults

Table 1. Summary results for artificial motor aging data
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

PSD min

−54.7

−44.93

−38.92

−34.59

−30.74

−31.68

−29.85

−26.57

PSD mean

−36.1

−28.06

−22.94

−19.29

−17.69

−17.23

−15.79

−13.09

PSD std. deviation

11.87

8.857

7.641

6.954

5.603

6.339

6.116

6.086

Cepstrum std. deviation

0.0057

0.0079

0.0091

0.0095

0.0099

0.0098

0.0100

0.0114

No. of zero crossings

0.1604

0.2226

0.3242

0.3663

0.4805

0.4277

0.4473

0.4939

Table 2. Summary results for bearing faults
Ball fault

Inner race fault

0 mil

7 mil

14 mil

21 mil

7 mil

14 mil

21 mil

PSD min

−52.72

−57.38

−62.05

−50.85

−43.37

−46.38

−48.98

PSD mean

−37.61

−41.26

−44.79

−37.19

−28.18

−36.42

−36.67

PSD std. deviation

11.45

14.17

15.28

15.82

13.82

10.8

14.87

Cepstrum std. deviation

0.0036

0.0039

0.0041

0.0044

0.0057

0.0077

0.0048

No. of zero crossings

0.1684

0.1236

0.1083

0.1125

0.1307

0.1136

0.1077
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Fig. 9. Time domain representation for the vibration signals in case of motor aging (a) and controlled ball faults (b)

faulty cases, significantly different than the base frequency observed
in healthy case.

4. Conclusions and future work
Analysis conducted has led to two important conclusions concerning artificial motor aging vibration. A pattern in frequency domain
representation of artificial motor aging vibration has been detected,
disrupted at only one vibration time series out of eight. Different statistical features have shown the same behaviour, indicating its significance. It can obviously be used for determining motor age, hence
having a big practical impact on condition monitoring. This pattern
does not appear in case of controlled bearing faults, and sometimes
it is even reversed in that case. Therefore, we conclude that an approximation of motor aging with a common bearing fault growing is
not justified.

Future work may include a real-time implementation within a
condition monitoring system based on an FPGA embedded system,
alongside with theoretical consideration of results on experimental
data presented in this study. Furthermore, these results may have implications on question of modeling vibration in artificial aging processes, which represents another path future work may take. Important question that might have to be settled first is whether this pattern
emerges in aging processes of different motors and is it characteristic
both for artificial and natural motor aging.
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Differences in engine oil degradation in spark-ignition
and compression-ignition engine
Rozbieżna degradacja oleju silnikowego przy zastosowaniu
w silniku o zapłonie wymuszonym i w silniku wysokoprężnym
This paper deals with differences in engine oil degradation in spark-ignition (SI) engine and compression-ignition (CI)
engine. Three important physical-mechanical behaviours were observed – dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity, and
shear stress. These behaviours of lubricant may influence reliability of entire engine. It must be monitored engine oil
condition in suitable intervals. Article describes these issues for two engine oils taken from two different passenger cars
– with SI engine and with CI engine. The experiments have been done using digital rotary rheometer Anton Paar DV-3P
with use of standard TR8 spindle and special adapter for a small amount of sample. Service interval of change oil has
been set to 15,000 km and samples of used engine oils have been taken after 1,500 km from both engines. All samples of
used engine oils have been compared with new engine oils same specification – it is the best method to degradation detection. The measured values of dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity and shear stress have been modeled using elementary
mathematical model – linear function. The absolute values of correlation coefficients, r, and coefficient of determination,
R2, have been achieved very high values. The obtained mathematical models can be used to prediction of engine oil flow
behaviour and can increased engine reliability.
Keywords: degradation, engine, lubricant, reliability, modelling.
Niniejszy artykuł opisuje odrębne degradacje oleju silnikowego przy zastosowaniu w silniku o zapłonie wymuszonym
oraz w silniku wysokoprężnym. Analizowane zostały trzy bardzo ważne właściwości fizyczne – lepkość dynamiczna,
kinematyczna oraz naprężenie ścinające. Właściwości te mogą wpływać na niezawodność całego sinika, i dla tego jest
ważnym kontynualne obserwowanie stanu degradacji oleju silnikowego. W ramach niniejszego eksperymentu zostały
obserwowane dwa oleje silnikowe z odmienną klasą lepkości, które zostały pobrane z dwu różnych samochodów osobowych – z silnikiem o zapłonie wymuszonym i z silnikiem wysokoprężnym. Lepkość olejów została zmierzona przy pomocy cyfrowego lepkościomierza obrotowego Anton Paar DV-3P z standardowym wrzecionem TR8 oraz z adapterem do
mierzenia małych próbek. Interwał serwisowy wymiany oleju silnikowego został określony na 15000 km a poszczególne
próbki były z silnika odbierane kontynualnie po 1500 km. Wszystkie próbki użytego oleju silnikowego zostały porównane
z próbkami oleju nowego z tą samą specyfikacją. Metoda ta jest najbardziej przydatną do określenia stanu degradacji
oleju. Zmierzone wartości lepkości dynamicznej, lepkości kinematycznej oraz naprężenie ścinającego zostały następnie
podane modelowaniu przy pomocy podstawowego modelu matematycznego – funkcja liniowa. Wartości bezwzględne
współczynnika korelacji, r, i współczynnika determinacji, R2, osiągały bardzo wysokich wartości. Sformowane modele
matematyczne mogą służyć do predykcji zachowywania się zastosowanego oleju silnikowego przy płynięciu oraz do
podwyższenia niezawodności całego silnika.
Słowa kluczowe: degradacja, silnik, smar, niezawodność, modelowanie.

1. Introduction
Engine oil, or motor oil, is oil used for lubrication of various internal combustion engines. While the main function is to lubricate moving parts, engine oil also cleans, inhibits corrosion, improves sealing
and cools engine by carrying heat away from the moving parts. Engine oils are derived from petroleum and non-petroleum synthesized
chemical compounds used to make synthetic oil. Engine oil mostly
consists of hydrocarbons and organic compounds consisting entirely
of carbon and hydrogen [1].
For satisfactory lubrication of the engine, the oil should possess
some functional properties of which viscosity of oil is one of the most
important properties, as it brings out the oil’s capacity to lubricate [2].
That is why the first lubricant standard J300 which was developed
by Society for Automotive Engineer (SAE) in 1911 was Viscosity
Classification of Motor Oils, and although this standard was revised
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and updated many times it is still used today worldwide for motor oil
applications. Now a kind of oil’s viscosity is identified by its SAE
number. The thinner the oil, the lower its number is, e.g., SAE 10W.
The number relates to the viscosity at particular temperature and the
alphabet “W” indicates the oil’s suitability for colder temperature.
With the viscosity index improver, the viscosity increases at higher
temperature and at lower temperature it does not increase significantly,
thus achieving optimum viscosity at lower and higher temperatures.
Such oils are called multi-grade oils, for instance,“20W-40” shows
thinness at low temperature and thickness at higher temperature [3].
However, there is other service classification of oil apart from viscosity, developed by API (American Petroleum Institute), which indicates service characteristics. It is graded on a scale from SA (the lowest) to SJ (the highest) for gasoline engines; it is also graded on a scale
from CA to CG [4]. Both the recommendations for viscosity and service classification can be found on label of the oil containers.
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The following are general recommendations applied [5]:
limit for a tribological system fluid that will ensure continual unim1) SAE viscosity grade engine oil: 5W-30. Temperature condipaired service. The most significant change in fluid properties caused
tions: below –18°C. Description: provides excellent fuel econby thermal decomposition of organic molecules is an increase in vaomy and low temperature performance in most late-model enpor pressure caused by the shearing of molecules into smaller, more
gines. Especially recommended for new car engines.
volatile fragments.
2) SAE viscosity grade engine oil: 10W-30. Temperature condiThis study considered the effects of variations in lubricant viscostions: above –18°C. Description: most frequently recommendity under different temperatures. Such knowledge is critical for deed engine oil viscosity grade for most automobile engines,
scription of processes running in the combustion engines. Quantificaincluding high-performance multivalve engines and turbotion of variations in oil’s viscosity during the engine cycle is useful for
charged engines.
description of ring-pack friction and wear. The influence of viscosity
3) SAE viscosity grade engine oil: 10W-40. Temperature condion ring/liner friction stems from a trade-off between hydrodynamic
tions: above –18°C. Description: the first multi-grade introand boundary effects – increased viscosity causes an increase in shear
duced. A good choice for controlling engine wear and preventlosses but a decrease in asperity contact and vice versa. Because othing oil breakdown from oxidation.
er factors, such as piston speed, are changing throughout the engine
4) SAE viscosity grade engine oil: 20W-50. Temperaturecondicycle, the “ideal” viscosity that provides the lowest friction is also
tions: above –7°C. Description: provides maximum protection
changing [14].
for high-performance, high-RPM racing engines. Excellent
The shear stress is one of the most important behaviours of liqchoice for high temperature and heavy loads such as driving
uids, especially for technical liquids – engine oil, transmission oil, hyin the desert or towing a trailer at high speeds for long periods
draulic oil, petrol, diesel, and so on. We can use it to describe flow beof time.
haviour of liquids. For Newtonians fluids increases shear stress with
5) SAE viscosity grade engine oil: SAE 30 & SAE 40. Temperaincreasing shear rate. More about this thesis is written in Ref. [15].
ture conditions: above 5°C &above 16°C. Description: for cars
The shear stress causes that the engine oil film is maintained at
and light trucks, where recommended by manufacturers. Not
the lubricated parts of the engine. Then all the engine components are
recommended when cold-temperature starting is required.
therefore good lubricated. With decreasing values of shear stress of
Adding anything foreign to the oil can change its viscosity. Some
engine oil may fail of engine system. Therefore, continuously monitypes of after-market oil additives cause a quite high viscosity at optoring of engine oil’s shear stress is important [16].
erating temperature. While an additive might improve bearing wear, it
The objective of this study is to describe differences indynamic
can often cause poorer upper-end wear. Other changes to viscosity can
viscosity, kinematic viscosity, and shear stress of two used engine
result from contamination of the oil. Moisture and fuel can both cause
oils, which have been taken from two different passenger cars (with
the viscosity to increase or decrease, depending on the contaminant
SI engine and CI engine). Dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity,
and how long it has been present in the oil. Antifreeze often increases
and shear stress are the most important physical behaviours of lubrioil’s viscosity. Exposure to excessive heat (leaving the oil in use too
cants.
long, engine overheating) can also increase viscosity [6].
There are several different methods for measuring oil's viscosity.
2. Materials and experimental methods
Except traditional methods (such as capillary, falling ball, rotary etc.)
Two different engine oils in two different passenger cars were ob– are described in Refs. [7–8] or Ref. [9] in detail, there are new apserved.
Specifications of engine oils are showed in Table1 and speciproaches described, e.g., in Refs. [10–11], or Ref. [12].
fications of vehicles are showed in Table 2.
Fluid temperature stability is essential to the success of mechaniThe engine oil with viscosity class 10W-40 was used in car with
cal systems. All lubricating fluids have practical limits on the acceptgasoline
engine and the engine oil with viscosity class 5W-30 was
able operating temperature range–both high and low levels. The machine loses stability and experiences conditional failure whenever the
Table 1. Specifications of engine oils
system’s fluid temperature violates these limits. The conditional failSample
Viscosity class
Performance class
ure can ultimately results conducts to degradation of machine components.Temperature extremes have a pronounced effect on component
Oil_1
10W-40
ACEA A3/B3/B4, API SL/CF
materials as well as machine performance. When temperature is too
Oil_2
5W-30
ACEA C2/C3 (A3/B3/B4)
low, fluid viscosity is high. At low temperatures,
the fluid often reaches the point where it actually Table 2. Specifications of passenger cars
congeals and will no longer flow (pour point).
Cylinder
Number of
High temperature also accelerates wear, destroys
Sample
Engine
Turbocharger
Engine power, kW
3
volume,cm
cylinders
hydrodynamic lubrication regimes, increases the
oxidation rate, fosters additive depletion and afCar_1
Spark-ignition
No
1,600
4
79
fects other critical aspects of the machine.
CompressionFluid temperature also grossly affects chemiCar_2
Yes
1,400
3
51
ignition
cal stability and particularly the oxidation rate of
the basic elements of the oil. The primary accelerator of all oxidation reactions is temperature. Like
used in car with diesel engine. The samples of used engine oils were
any other reaction, the oxidation rate of hydrocarbons will approxitaken from engines after 1,500km. More of this problematic have
mately double for every 18°C increase in temperature. Below 60°C, the
been written by authors in their publication [17]. The delivery point
reaction is comparatively slow, but the life of the oil is reduced 50% for
was the oil dipstick for both passenger cars.
every 15°C temperature rise above 60°C, according to the Arrhenius
The procedure of sample preparation for shear stress and viscosity
equation for chemical reaction rates. Hence, for high-temperature apmeasurements corresponded toatypical sampling procedure. The adplications, the oxidation stability of the oil can have great significance
equate volume (20 ml) of oil was put into the apparatus cuvette with[13].
out previous heavy mixing or any other kind of preparation. There are
The thermal stability of a fluid is its ability to resist decomposition
several methods to measure shear stress and kinematic viscosity of
due to temperature alone. It establishes the ultimate high-temperature
fluid or semi fluid materials and different geometries may be utilized:
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concentric cylinders, cone and plate, and parallel plates. Presented
data have been obtained from measurements performed on laboratory
digital rheometer Anton Paar DV-3P (Austria), which is designed to
measure dynamic or kinematic viscosity, shear stress and shear rate.
The DV-3P is a rotational rheometer, based on measuring the torque
of a spindle rotating in the sample at a given speed. Shear stress is expressed in g·cm-1·s-2, shear rate in s-1, kinematic viscosity in mm2·s-1,
and speed of spindle in revolutions/minute [rpm]. The experiments
have been performed with use of TR8 spindle with special adapter
for a small amount of samples. Due to the parallel cylinder geometry,
shear stress and kinematic viscosity, except other values, can be determined. Kinematic viscosity is the ratio of absolute or dynamic viscosity to densitya quantity in which no force is involved. Kinematic
viscosity can be obtained by dividing the absolute viscosity of a fluid
with its mass density:

ν=

η
ρ

(1)

where ν is kinematic viscosity, η is absolute or dynamic viscosity,
and ρ is density. In the SI-system the theoretical unit is m2·s-1 or commonly used Stoke (St)[18].
Shear stress can be obtained by dividing the absolute
viscosity of a fluid with its mass density [19]:

τ =η

du
= h D = hγ
dx

in Table3 and showed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The values of density were
measured on 0.862 g·cm-3 (for Oil_1) and 0.851 g·cm-3 (for Oil_2),
which is used to determination values of kinematic viscosity.
Table 3. Dynamic viscosity and kinematic viscosity of engine oil – Oil_1 (SI
engine)
Raid, km

Dynamicviscosity, mPa·s

Kinematic viscosity, mm2·s-1

0

178.40

206.96

1,737

175.47

203.56

3,097

173.94

201.79

4,462

172.37

199.97

6,053

170.78

198.12

7,550

169.71

196.88

9,104

169.30

196.40

11,027

168.93

195.97

12,079

168.14

195.06

13,608

167.12

193.87

14,971

166.07

192.66

(2)

where τ is shear stress, η is absolute or dynamic viscosity, and D is shear rate.In the SI-system the theoretical
unit is Pa or g·cm-1·s-2.
Dynamic and kinematic viscosity of oils was measured in temperature 15°C and density of oils was measured in standard temperature 40°C according the ISO
standard [20].
Schematic of the measuring geometry is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Dynamic viscosity of engine oil – Oil_1 (SI engine)

Fig. 1. Schematic of the measuring geometry

3. Results and discussion
The degradation of engine oil used in different types
of engine is described by its physical properties. The result values of dynamic viscosity and kinematic viscosity
of automobile engine oil taken from SI engine are seen
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Fig. 3. Kinematic viscosity of engine oil – Oil_1 (SI engine)
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Result values of dynamic and kinematic viscosity of
Oil_1 (taken from SI engine) were modeled using linear
function. The general equation of linear function is:
y ( x) = k ⋅ x + q

(3)

Equation for counting dynamic viscosity of engine
oil (SI engine) is:

η ( s ) = −0.0007 ⋅ s + 176.4787 [ mPa ⋅ s; km ]

(4)

where η is dynamic viscosity and s is raid. The absolute
value of correlation coefficient, r, is 0.9672 and value of
coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.9355.
Equation for counting kinematic viscosity of engine
oil (SI engine) is:

η ( s ) = −0.0008 ⋅ s + 204.7316  mm 2 ⋅ s −1; km  (5)



Fig. 4. Dynamic viscosity of engine oil – Oil_2 (CI engine)

where ν is kinematic viscosity and s is raid. The absolute value of correlation coefficients, r, is 0.9672 and
value of coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.9355.
For SI engine and Oil_1 we can state:
• With increasing count of the kilometers (raid)
the dynamic viscosity of Oil_1 decreased.
The dynamic viscosity of Oil_1 (taken from
SI engine) decreased from the 178.40mPa·s to
166.07mPa·s. It means a decrease of 6.911% using Eq. (6).
• With increasing count of the kilometers (raid)
the kinematic viscosity of Oil_1 decreased. The
kinematic viscosity of Oil_1 (taken from SI
engine) decreased from the 206.96 mm2·s-1to
192.66 mm2·s-1. It is a decrease of 6.909% using Eq. (6).
 value inraid max
Decrease = 1 −
value inraid min



 ⋅ 100%


(6)

The result values of dynamic viscosity and kinematic viscosity of
automobile engine oil taken from CI engine are seen in Table 4 and
showed Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Table 4. Dynamic viscosity and kinematic viscosity of engine oil – Oil_2 (CI
engine)
Raid, km

Dynamic viscosity, mPa·s

Kinematic viscosity, mm2·s-1

0

152.26

176.63

1,475

149.00

172.85

2,985

144.95

168.16

4,436

142.98

165.87

6,060

140.70

163.23

7,820

139.11

161.38

9,194

136.83

158.74

11,253

132.92

154.20

13,211

129.66

150.42

14,956

125.74

145.87

Fig. 5. Kinematic viscosity of engine oil – Oil_2 (CI engine)

Result values of dynamic and kinematic viscosity of Oil_2 (taken
from CI engine) were modeled using linear function. The general
equation of linear function is same as Eq. (3). Equation for counting
dynamic viscosity of engine oil (CI engine) is:

η ( s ) = −0.0017 ⋅ s + 151.2427 [ mPa ⋅ s; km ]

(7)

where η is dynamic viscosity and s is raid. The absolute value of correlation coefficient, r, is 0.9952 and value of coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.9905.
Equation for counting kinematic viscosity of engine oil (CI engine) is:

ν ( s ) = −0.0019 ⋅ s + 175.4556  mm 2 ⋅ s −1; km 



(8)

where ν is kinematic viscosity and s is raid. The absolute value of
correlation coefficients, r, is 0.9952 and value of coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.9905.
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Fig. 6. Kinematic viscosityof engine oils– Oil_1 and Oil_2 (SI and CI engine)

For CI engine and Oil_2 we can state:
• With increasing count of the kilometers (raid) the dynamic
viscosity of Oil_2 decreased. The dynamic viscosity of Oil_2
(taken from CI engine) decreased from the 152.26 mPa·s to
125.74 mPa·s. It means a decrease of 17.418%using Eq. (6).
• With increasing count of the kilometers (raid) the kinematic
viscosity of Oil_2 decreased. The kinematic viscosity of

Oil_2(taken from CI engine) decreased from the 176.63 mm2·s-1
to 145.87 mm2·s-1. It is a decrease of 17.415%using Eq. (6).
Eq. 6 is created by way of contrast of kinematic viscosities of both
engine oils taken from SI and CI engine.
The result values of shear stress (in shear rate γ = 93 s-1) of automobile engine oil taken from SI engine are seen in Table5 and showed
in Fig. 7.

Table 5. Shear stress of engine oil – Oil_1 (SI engine)
Raid, km

Shear stress, g·cm-1·s-2

0

167.33

1,737

165.09

3,097

161.76

4,462

159.76

6,053

158.82

7,550

157.55

9,104

157.45

11,027

157.10

12,079

156.37

13,608

155.71

14,971

153.98

Fig. 7. Shear stress of engine oil – Oil_1 (SI engine)

Result values of shear stress of Oil_1 (taken from SI engine) were
modeled using linear function. The general equation of linear function
is same as Eq. (3). Equation for counting shear stress of engine oil (SI
engine) is:

τ ( s ) = −0.0017 ⋅ s + 151.2427 g ⋅ cm −1 ⋅ s −2 ; km 



(9)

where τ is shear stress and s is raid. The absolute value of correlation
coefficient, r, is 0.9402 and value of coefficient of determination, R2,
is 0.8840.
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For SI engine and Oil_1 we can state:
• With increasing count of the kilometers (raid) the shear
stress of Oil_1 decreased. The shear stress of Oil_1 (taken from SI engine) decreased from the 167.33g·cm-1·s-2 to
153.98g·cm-1·s-2. It means a decrease of 7.978% using Eq. (6).
The result values of shear stress (in shear rate γ = 93 s-1) of automobile engine oil taken from CI engine are seen in Table6 and showed
in Fig. 8.
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where τ is shear stress and s is raid. The absolute value of correlation
coefficient, r, is 0.9896 and value of coefficient of determination, R2,
is 0.9794.
For CI engine and Oil_2 we can state:
With increasing count of the kilometers (raid) the shear stress of
Oil_2 decreased. The shear stress of Oil_2 (taken from CI engine)
decreased from the 139.79g·cm-1·s-2to 117.23g·cm-1·s-2. It means a decrease of 16.138% using Eq. (6).
Fig. 9 is created by way of contrast of shear stress of both engine
oils taken from SI and CI engine.
Created mathematical models achieve high accuracy. The obtained trends are descriptive and predict the behaviour of kinematic
viscosity and shear stress, especially the dependence on the raid.

Table 6. Shear stress of engine oil – Oil_2 (CI engine)
Raid, km

Shear stress, g·cm-1·s-2

0

139.79

1,475

135.22

2,985

134.67

4,436

131.27

6,060

129.18

7,820

128.19

9,194

127.09

11,253

124.12

13,211

120.04

14,956

117.23

4. Conclusion

Fig. 8. Shear stress of engine oil – Oil_2 (CI engine)

Result values of shear stress of Oil_1 (taken from SI engine) were
modeled using linear function. The general equation of linear function
is same as Eq. (3). Equation for counting shear stress of engine oil (SI
engine) is:

τ ( s ) = −0.0014 ⋅ s + 138.4684 g ⋅ cm −1 ⋅ s −2 ; km 



(10)

Engine oil lubricates, cleans, inhibits corrosion, improves sealing and cools engine by carrying heat away
from the moving parts. This study is primarily focused
on quantification of how the dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity, and shear stress of engine oil changes with
raid. Two different commercially distributed engine oils
were used: engine oil with viscosity class 10W-40 and
engine oil with viscosity class 5W-30.Samples of used
engine oil were taken from two vehicles–with sparkignition engine and compression-ignition engine.
We can state that the differences of degradation of
engine oils were extensive (in standard interval 15,000
km). For measurement of physical properties state:
• The dynamic viscosity of 10W-40engine oil (taken
from SI engine) decreased of 6.911% and the kinematic
viscosity of 5W-30engine oil (taken from CI engine) decreased of 17.418%.
• The kinematic viscosity of 10W-40engine oil (taken
from SI engine) decreased of 6.909% and the kinematic
viscosity of 5W-30engine oil (taken from CI engine) decreased of 17.415%.
• The shear stress of 10W-40engine oil (taken from
SI engine) decreased of 7.978% and the shear stress of
5W-30engine oil (taken from CI engine) decreased of
16.135%.
The differences may were caused by addicting rapeseed oil methyl ester (RME) in conventional diesel,
higher combustion temperature in CI engine, and higher
compression ratio in CI engine.
The result values were modeled using elementary
mathematical model – linear function. The absolute
values of correlation coefficients, r, were achieved very
high values – from 0.9402 to 0.9952. The values of coefficients of determination, R2, were also achieved very
high values – from 0.8840 to 0.9905.
The obtained trends may descriptive and predict the
dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity, and shear stress,
especially the dependence on the raid. The created mathematical models can be used to prediction of engine oil
flow behaviour and increased engine reliability.
Acknowledgment:
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4/2014 “Analysis of degradation processes of modern
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Fig. 9. Shear stress of engine oils– Oil_1 and Oil_2 (SI and CI engine)
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Improvements on the HVDC Reliability Assessment Index System
considering preventive maintenance
Poprawa systemu wskaźników niezawodności HVDC
z uwzględnieniem konserwacji zapobiegawczej
This paper proposes two novel reliability indexes for HVDC and a risk evaluation system for quantifying the risk brought by
HVDC outage. Based on a proactive and preventive strategy of maintenance arrangement, the paper puts forward the “Power
Availability” index to correct the situation that Energy Availability leads to inconsistent problems with power system reliability
and security in the process of application. Then, the paper introduces the quantitative evaluation method which provides an effective analysis tool for scheduling department to arrange maintenance during the appropriate time by judging the operation risk.
Based on this method, the index of “Active Planned Energy Unavailability” is put forward in order to encourage the scheduling
department to arrange maintenance initiatively according to the power grid risk. It could change and improve the maintenance
mode of HVDC using the guiding role of the reliability index. Blend the proposed new index into the original reliability index
system of HVDC, sphere of application and the assessment objects will not only be limited to the equipment department and the
dispatching department, power grid corporations will also be involved. Finally, this paper chooses the China Southern Power
Grid as the simulation and analysis case. The results demonstrate a practical application of the proposed procedure and method.
Keywords: power system; HVDC; reliability assessment; reliability index system; preventive maintenance.
Niniejszy artykuł proponuje dwa oryginalne wskaźniki niezawodności dla linii wysokiego napięcia prądu stałego (HVDC) oraz
system oceny ryzyka dla kwantyfikacji ryzyka na skutek przerw w dostawie HVDC. W oparciu o aktywną i prewencyjną strategię
konserwacji, artykuł proponuje wskaźnik „Power Availability (Dostępności mocy)” w celu naprawy sytuacji, gdy Dostępność
Energii prowadzi do niespójnych problemów z niezawodnością systemu elektroenergetycznego i bezpieczeństwem w procesie
eksploatacji. Następnie artykuł wprowadza metodę oceny ilościowej, który zapewnia skuteczne narzędzie analizy dla działu planowania tak, aby można było zarządzać konserwację we właściwym momencie dzięki odpowiedniej ocenie ryzyka operacyjnego.
Na bazie tej metody, zaproponowano wskaźnik „Aktywnego planowania niedostępności energii” w celu zachęcenia działu planowania do ustalania konserwacji zgodnej z poziomem ryzyka sieci energetycznej. Może to zmienić i poprawić tryb konserwacji
HVDC za pomocą wskaźnika niezawodności. Proponowany nowy wskaźnik mógłby zostać wprowadzony do pierwotnego systemu
wskaźników niezawodności HVDC i mógłby znaleźć zastosowanie i służyć ocenie obiektów nie tylko w działach sprzętu i dziale
dyspozytorskim ale także w firmach eksploatujących sieci energetyczne. Na potrzeby symulacji i analizy, artykuł omawia przedsiębiorstwo China Southern Power Grid. Wyniki pokazują praktyczne zastosowanie proponowanej procedury i metody.
Słowa kluczowe: system zasilania; HVDC; ocena niezawodności; system wskaźników niezawodności; konserwacja zapobiegawcza.

1. Introduction
HVDC means high voltage direct current. HVDC transmission
has been the main technology of the power exchange cross province
and power grid interconnection in the Chinese power system. The
channels and size of the power transmission from west to east are still
increasing during the period of the 12th Five-Year plan [17]. Optimizing the maintenance of HVDC and improving the reliability of the
HVDC system play a vital role in the safe operation and risk prevention of power grid.
The purpose of maintenance is to extend the lifetime of equipment. Effective maintenance strategy can reduce the frequency and
undesirable consequences of interruptions [10]. The realization of
integrating power grid reliability and equipment reliability is an extremely complicated and systematic project, which need the full collaboration of the scheduling department and the equipment department. In reliability index system [7, 13], however, we regard Energy
Availability as the core evaluation index of the HVDC equipment

department. The reliability evaluation system is lack of index for encouraging the scheduling department to arrange maintenance actively.
On the consideration of system security, the scheduling department
is obliged to arrange less maintenance of the HVDC system in order
to maintain a higher redundancy of it. Due to the limitation of power
system dispatchers, the equipment department can’t apply a greater
share of maintenance frequency and duration, and have no choice but
to reduce the planned maintenance. The equipment runs with defects,
which will threaten the whole system reliability. According to the literature [4, 5, 18], we can see that the Energy Availability is up to 90%,
but the Energy Utilization is only about 60%. The load rate of HVDC
transmission isn’t 100% at all times. On the contrary, HVDC channels
are at a level of light load frequently.
Maintenance clearly affects component and system reliability: if
done too little, this may lead to poor system performance and reliability; done too often, reliability may improve but the redundancy
will sharply decrease. In a redundancy-maintenance scheme, the two
expenditures must be balanced [9]. In the past, maintenance rou-
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tines mostly consisted of scheduled activities carried out at regular
intervals (periodic maintenance) and abrupt activities carried out after power system failure (post-fault maintenance). However, such a
maintenance strategy may be ineffective: it may be too costly and may
not extend component lifetime as much as possible. Along with the
development of condition monitoring technology, many researchers
proposed more flexible programs to replace the periodic maintenance
and post-fault maintenance schedules.
The literature [1] presents an overview of two maintenance techniques: time-based maintenance (TBM) and condition-based maintenance (CBM). The paper [2] investigates human error in CBM functions and develops a systemic model for integration of human error in
CBM optimization. The article [19] presents a life cycle cost (LCC)
analysis with CBM strategies to improve maintenance planning for
wind power industry. The paper [12] presents an overhaul scheme
based on risk theory, but there is no specific research about how to
evaluate the impacts of transmission equipment maintenance on the
grid risk. The literature [16] proposes a quantified impact assessment
of the planned outage on operation reliability of the whole transmission system. However, it only chooses the index of the expected energy not supplied (EENS) to reflect the risk degree that it is not accurate enough. Besides, reliability centered maintenance (RCM) is also
applied in the maintenance strategy optimization. The document [8]
presents a general straightforward RCM framework that can be easily
put in practice in a power distribution network. The paper [11] proposes a modified semi-Markov chain as an equipment state model and
a genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal maintenance strategies
from a large class of possible maintenance scenarios.
However, the research above on maintenance strategy optimizations couldn’t solve the problem essentially. Because if the reliability
evaluation index system isn’t adjusted, the scheduling and equipment department can’t be unified. Preventive maintenance can improve power system availability and minimize related maintenance
cost by arranging maintenance activities before system failure [20].
Therefore, this article proposes two novel reliability indexes which
are called “Power Availability” and “Active Plan Energy Unavailability” from the perspective of preventive maintenance, and introduces
the quantification evaluation method of HVDC outage risk expecting
to utilize the guidance of reliability index system, to explore a new
maintenance mode between scheduling and equipment department
and to improve the reliability of the whole grid. Compared with the
old maintenance mode, the new one, which shifts maintenance from
passive to active, from emergency control to prevention, really implements the requirement of “Prevention First”.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the drawbacks of the reliability index of “Energy Availability” and defines the
new index of “Power Availability”. Section 3 provides a description
on the quantified method for risk evaluation system of HVDC outage.
Section 4 proposed the new index of “Active Planned Energy Unavailability” using the method proposed in section 3. Section 5 blend
new indexes proposed in section 2 and 4 into the original reliability
index system of HVDC to form the new one. Section 6 offers extensive explanations of the proposed index and risk evaluation system by
using an application to China Southern Power Grid.

2. The New Index of Power Availability
In HVDC reliability index system, we regard Energy Availability as the core evaluation index of the HVDC equipment department.
The reliability evaluation system is lack of index for encouraging the
scheduling department to arrange maintenance initiatively. The Energy Availability is defined as following:

(

)

E A = 1 − T f + Ts + Td / T p  × 100%
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(1)

nf

T f = ∑ kiti
i =1
ns

Ts = ∑ kiti

(2)

(3)

i =1

nd

pdi
ti
i =1 pm

Td = ∑
where
		

E A : Energy Availability,

		

T f : forced outage hours,

		

Ts : scheduled outage hours,

		

Td : derated capacity in service hours,

		

Tp : period hours,

		

n f : times of forced outage,

		

ns : times of scheduled outage,

		

nd : times of derated capacity in service,

		

pdi : derated capacity in service of event i ,

		

pm : rating transmission capacity of HVDC,

		

ti : original outage hours of abnormal operation event i ,

		

ki : discount factor of abnormal operation event i .

(4)

Based on the equations above, the Energy Availability can actually be expressed as following:
 nu

E A = 1 −  ∑ kiti  / T p , ki = ( pm − p i ) / pm


 i =1 

where:

(5)

		

ki : the discount factor in abnormal operation event i ,

		

p i : the available capacity for power transmission in abnormal
operation event i and it can be defined as
p i ∈ {pdi , 12 pm , pm }.

Note that the discount factor ki could not distinguish the impacts
of planned outage on the whole transmission system in different time.
In other words, the same four hours of the HVDC outage, during the
light load of HVDC in the evening and during the peak load in the
moon, will have the same contribution to the Energy Availability due
to the same the discount factor ki . This is obviously unreasonable
due to the different risk of the whole transmission system brought by
HVDC outage under different load level.
Therefore, a new index named “Power Availability” is proposed
by authors to improve the index of Energy Availability in literature
[14]. It can reflect the HVDC system’s ability of ensuring the actual
transmission demand of the power grid, defined as follows:
 nu

OA = 1 −  ∑ witi  / T p , wi = (p i , m − p i )/ p i , m


 i =1


where:
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OA : Power Availability,

		

wi : the improved discount factor in abnormal operation

		

event i ,
p i.m : the expected demand for energy transmission of the

		

1) Loss of Load Probability [6]
The index reflects the probability risk of load reduction occurring in grid under the specified failure set. The formula is
as follows:

LLOLP = ∑ I f ( x) Pd ( x)

HVDC system in the abnormal operation event i ,
nu : the total number of abnormal operation event during
period, which can be calculated as nu = n f + ns + nd .

p i.m can be calculated by averaging the value of maximum power
transmission of HVDC during the periods which is close to the time
of abnormal operation event. Equation (5), (6) shows that the equation of Power Availability is similar to Energy Availability, because
they are made up of statistical data of equivalent outage hours. However, Compared with the Energy Availability index, the new index
uses transmission power expected demands during the HVDC maintenance period rather than HVDC transmission capacity to reflect the
real equivalent outage hours. The new index embodies the right timing chosen of the monopole outage maintenance arrangement. When
the monopole planned maintenance occurs in the period of low load
level and low demand of HVDC transmission power, wi will be lower than ki according to equation (5–6). Therefore, the corresponding
equivalent outage hours will be reduced in the new index. It is more
suitable for actual situation.
Using the new index to assess reliability can guide the HVDC
operation department to applying for maintenance actively when operating personnel find the system hidden danger. It guides to arrange
maintenance during the valley load of power grid under the lowest
risk of the whole grid.

where:
		

3.1. Suitable Reliability Indexes to Reflect System Risk
The literature [16] proposes a quantified impact assessment of
the planned outage on operation reliability of the whole transmission
system. However, it only chooses the index of the expected energy
not supplied (EENS) to reflect the risk degree that it is not accurate
enough. First, EENS could not reflect the difference between high
load and light load power system, meaning that the same EENS in
the transmission system with different load demand will have the
same evaluation result. It is not reasonable. Through the analysis of
all HVDC reliability evaluation indexes, we find that the index which
mainly reflects the power system operation risk is the loss of load
probability (LOLP) and security index (SI). Therefore, we choose
those two indexes to represent the probability of occurrence and the
consequence of the failures instead of EENS index. They are defined
as follows:

nf

n−n f

i =1

i =1

Pd ( x) = ∏ PFk ( x) ∏ PF~ ( x)

(8)

PFk ( x) = λk / (λk + µk ) = λk rk / (λk rk + 8760)

(9)

PF~ ( x) = µ ~ / (λ~ + µ ~ ) = 8760 / (λ~ r~ + 8760)

(10)

k

k

k

k

k

k k

		

S : fault set, d ∈ S ,
Pd ( x) : the probability of fault d under operation mode

		

x , k ∈d ,
PFk , λk , µk , rk : the unavailability, fault rate, repair rate
and average repair time of fault component k , non-failure

		

component k is in a similar way,
I f ( x) : binary function which uses the system fault state as
the independent variable, its expression is:
 1, Having load shedding
I f (x ) = 
0, Don't haveload shedding

3. The Risk Evaluation System of HVDC Outage
If “Power Availability” can be added into the evaluation index
system, it will be able to guide the equipment department to apply for
maintenance initiatively. Yet, the scheduling department will face new
challenges. Because there is no suitable risk analysis tool to quantify
the effects that HVDC maintenance make on the whole grid reliability
in order to arrange HVDC maintenance until now. In this section, the
risk evaluation system is proposed using a quantified impact assessment of HVDC planned outage on the whole power system.
The quantified transmission system reliability methods have been
researched for many years [13–16], but not quite utilized in HVDC
maintenance planning. The two evaluation methods are enumeration
and Monte Carlo simulation. Due to the request of computing speed,
this paper chooses enumeration method to evaluate reliability. The
following subsection will introduce the procedure of the risk evaluation system.

(7)

d ∈S

(11)

2) Security Index[3]
SI =

LEENS =

LEENS
× 60
Lmax

∑ I f (x )Lc (x )t (x )P (x )

x∈ϕ

(12)

(13)

where:
		

Lmax : the peak load of system,

		

Lc ( x) : the minimum load shedding under the operation x ,

		

t ( x) : the duration from load shedding to power supply

restored.
Second, putting all contingency evaluation result into one index
will lead to situation that the single contingency result will cover the
double or triple contingency result due to high frequency of one single
contingency. It is not conform to trend that the scheduling department
is concerning high-order failures increasingly. Moreover, scheduling
departments use N-1 criterion, which means that any one single failure will not cause load shedding from the state with all elements in
services, as checking method to ensure the safe and stable system operation at present. Therefore, the dispatching department’s treatment
must be fully considered. In order to make a difference between N-1
and other high-order contingency, this paper divides the risk evaluation indexes into three parts shown in the following text.
1) Risk index under N-1 fault
CIN1i =

∑ Wm1 × (RI m1 ( A) + RI m1 (B ))

m∈θ
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where:
		
		
		

i : HVDC channel,

θ : grid reliability indexes set, this paper chooses LOLP and
SI,
Wm1 : the weight of index m under N − 1 fault,

RI m1 ( A ) and RI m1 (B ) : the reliability indexes under
N − 1 fault when HVDC channel i is in normal operation
and exit operation.
By definition, only if both index results of the operation A and
B are zero, the evaluation index CIN1i of HVDC channel i will be
zero.

		

2) Risk index under N-2,
CIN 2i =

∑ Wm 2 ×

m∈θ

RI m 2 (B ) − RI m 2 ( A )
RI m max ( A )

(15)

is some component failures. The basic two analysis methods are AC
power-flow-based sensitivity and DC power-flow-based sensitivity
methods. This paper chooses the latter method because it could provide fast and sufficiently accurate real power flow in the large power
system.
2) Optimization Models for Load Shedding
If there is system problem following the component failures, an
optimization model for load shedding is used to reschedule generation, alleviate power flow and voltage violations and avoid load shedding. If it is unavoidable, a load shedding linear optimization model
should be utilized to minimize the total load curtailment.
To improve the calculation efficiency of reliability assessment of
large power system, the authors propose an approach to local load
shedding strategy by introducing a weighted factor α i of each load
bus i into the original objective function of linear programming model. The linear programming model based on DC power flow can be
mathematically expressed as follows:
min

3) Risk index under N-3 and N-4 fault
CIN 3, 4i =

∑ Wm3,4 ×

RI m3,4 (B ) − RI m3,4 ( A )

m∈θ

RI m max ( A )

(16)

where:
		

Wmk : the weight of index m under N − k fault, k ∈ {2,3, 4},

		

RI mk : the reliability indexes under N − k fault, k ∈ {2,3, 4},

		

RI m.max ( A) : the maximum reliability indexes of the history

for the normal operation of HVDC channel i .
The value of Wm should continue to be optimized based on the
application. It depends on the importance of the LOLP and SI judging
by scheduling department.
Those three risk indexes could not only ensure that the HVDC
maintenance meet the N-1 criterion, but also ensure that the higher
order contingency will not be covered by lower order contingency.
We could draw up different threshold of each risk index to guide the
HVDC planned maintenance. Meanwhile, this paper mainly analyzes
the reliability indexes of the thermal stability. Depending on the demand of the risk evaluation, the dynamic security analysis including
transient and voltage stability could also been involved for a comprehensive evaluation.

3.2. Selection of Contingency Set
According to the definition of risk indexes under different i-th
order contingency, it is obvious that we could select only a small part
of the original contingency which has larger contribution to the risk
indexes to form the contingency set. It will sharply decrease the computing time. According to literature [15] and the calculation of this
paper, the fault sets which largely impact the reliability index are on
a parallel channel of HVDC. Particularly in CSG, the contingency
set will be limited to those AC transmission lines of West-east power
transmission project which are parallel with HVDC transmission system. Therefore, we can not only bring the lower probability and high
risk of multiple failures which wasn’t considered in the past reliability
evaluation, but also reduce the fault set needed scanning significantly.
It provides a probability for online application of scheduling department.

3.3. Evaluation of Failure System States
1) Contingency Analysis
The purpose of contingency analysis is to identify whether or not
there is overloading, voltage violation and isolated island when there
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subject to:

∑

i∈NL

α iCi

(17)

T( S ) = A( S )( PG − PD + C)

(18)

∑

PDi

(19)

(i ∈ NG )

(20)

i∈NG

PGi +

∑

i∈NL

Ci =

∑

i∈NL

PGimin ≤ PG ≤ PGimax
0 ≤ Ci ≤ PDi
Tk (S) ≤ Tkmax
where:
		
		

(i ∈ NL )

(21)

(k ∈ L )

(22)

S : system state following component failures,

T( S ) : real power flow vector in the outage state, Tk (S) is

its element,
		

Tkmax : the upper limits of Tk (S) ,

		

A ( S ) : relation matrix between the real power flows and

		

power injections in the outage state S ,
PG : generation output vector, PGi is its element,

		

PGimin and PGimax : lower and upper limits of PGi ,

		

PD : load power vector, PDi is its element,

		

C : load curtailment vector, Ci is its element,

		

NG :set of generation buses,

		
		
		

L :set of circuits,
α i : weighted factor of each load bus i which presents local

NL :set of load buses,

load shedding scheme.
The value of weighted factor α i depended on the electric distance between failure component and load bus i. Those load buses
connected to the failure component i directly are defined as 1 degree
buses. Then those load buses connected to 1 degree buses directly are
defined as 2 degree buses. By that analogy, we could define N degree
buses. There are positive correlation between the value of weighted
factor α i and the degree of load bus. In other words, when the load
buses are quite far away from the failure component meaning the
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larger degree of load bus, weighted factor α i should take larger value,
otherwise, should take a smaller value.

3.4. The Risk Index Threshold of HVDC Planned Outage
Based on calculation of historical operation data and advices of
dispatching department, risk indexes threshold that power grid allows
bringing by HVDC outage could be summarized. Comparing the risk
calculation result of the actual operation mode with those threshold
standards, the planned maintenance outage suggestions could be easily obtained. Obviously, the threshold of CIN1, CIN2 and CIN3,4 will
be different with each other. Moreover, the threshold standards are
different for the different grids. Based on the definition of risk indexes and the procedure of HVDC reliability assessment, a computer
program has been developed under the environment of Matlab2012a
and applied in China Southern Power Grid (CSG). According to the
historical operation data of CSG, the threshold of risk indexes can be
concluded as shown in Table 1.
Of course, other HVDC transmission systems could also obtain
the risk indexes threshold using the program developed by authors
according to historical operation data and evaluation demand of the
scheduling department. Once the threshold of risk index confirmed,
the scheduling department could arrange HVDC planned maintenance by quantifying the impact that the HVDC system outage in the
specified period made on system reliability.
Table1.

The Risk Index Threshold of CSG HVDC Outage

HVDC System
All HVDC System

the research time, it can further form APEU. In this section, there are
extensive explanations of the definition and calculation method of the
proposed indexes.
4.1.

The Discriminant Conditions of Maintenance

Assuming that the time interval is T , t f and te is the beginning and ending of T . According to the need of the precision of the
evaluation, dispatching department calculate possible largest operation mode ( mmax ,i , i = 1, 2,..., k , k is the total number of the operation
mode) during the period. Assuming that R(m, h) is the risk assessment result of HVDC channel h under the operation mode m , it can
be obtained by HVDC shutdown the risk evaluation system. I ( R) is a
binary function based on the results of the evaluation system, defined
as follows:
 1, Having maintenancecondition
I (R ) = 
0, Don't have maintenancecondition

The results of whether the HVDC transmission systems have the
maintenance condition in time interval T can be calculated as equation 24:
k

CIN1_
threshold

CIN2_
threshold

CIN3, 4_
threshold

Monopole

0

40

25

Bipole

0

40

25

The judgment for maintenance of HVDC can be achieved basing
on the overhaul criterion as shown in Table 1, which is helpful to optimize the actual maintenance strategy. When the risk indexes meet all
of the following conditions, it could be recommended for the HVDC
maintenance. The conditions are:
1) The risk evaluation result index CIN1=0;
2) The risk evaluation result index CIN2< CIN2 threshold;
3) The risk evaluation result index CIN3,4<CIN3,4 threshold;
In order to simplify the judgment for maintenance time of HVDC,
it is proposed to split the judgment process into following three
steps:
1) Firstly, if the evaluation result index CIN1 is not equal to zero,
it is not necessary to judge other conditions and could directly
draw the final conclusion of no HVDC maintenance.
2) Secondly, if the CIN1=0, it is suggested to compare the evaluation result index CIN2 with the CIN2 threshold. If the condition (2) as shown above is unsatisfied, it is not recommended
for the HVDC maintenance too.
3) Finally, in the similar way, we could judge the condition (3).
If all conditions are met by the evaluation result, the HVDC
system could be suggested for planned maintenance.

4. The new index of Active Planned Energy Unavailability (APEU)
To reflect the value of the dispatching departments to actively
arrange maintenance, this article proposes the concept of “Active
Planned Outage Hours (APOH)”, constructs “Active Planned Energy
Unavailability (APEU)” index, in order to combine the maintenance
arrangement with the guidance of the reliability index system perfectly. The outage time that is scheduling department actively arranged is
called APOH. According to statistics of APOH during the period of

(

)

C J = ∏ I R (mmax,i , h )
i =1

Outage

(23)

(24)

If CJ = 1 , that is, all of the operation mode having maintenance
condition and the HVDC channel h could arrange maintenance; If
CJ = 0 , that is, there are at least one operation mode does not meet
the maintenance condition, the maintenance of the HVDC channel is
not recommended during the period of T .

4.2. Calculation Method of Active Planned Outage Hours
(APOH)
Getting all periods of maintenance time as mentioned above together that can be actively arrange shutdown for dispatching department. Assuming that the research time is d and the length of d is 1
day, it can be divided into 24 hours, expressed as T (d , k ), 0 ≤ k ≤ 23
. Each interval can be represented as [tstart ( d , k ), tend ( d , k )] .Assuming that mmax (T (d , k )) is the biggest operation mode during all time
periods, the valid period time H which complies with the standards of
the maintenance of the HVDC system can be calculated as follows:

 H = [tstart (d , n), tend (d , m)]
 m

∏ I ( R(mmax (d , k ), h)) = 1
 k =n

n ≤ m, 且 n, m= {i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 23}

(25)

In the equation (25), n and m is the beginning and the ending of H .
Assuming that there are r periods of shutdown time and
the i-th period is expressed as H i , the set of all shutdown time is
S d = {H i | i = 1, 2,..., r} . If the dispatching department arrange H i to
maintenance in the actual operation,
Outage Hours”.

m

∑H
i =1

i

is called “Active Planned

4.3. Active Planned Energy Unavailability (APEU)
Energy availability is the core of the current reliability evaluation
index, and it can be divided into Planned Outage and Forced Outage
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which including derated capacity in service. Based on the definition
of “Active Planned Outage Hours”, the Planned Outage can be divided in two parts, one is Passive Planned Outage (PPO) and the
other is Active Planned Outage (APO). PPO means the outage that
the operation department applies to the dispatching department due to
equipment defects; APO symbolizes that the dispatching department
take the initiative to arrange maintenance under the precondition of
system reliability allowance. Obviously, APO is the Planned Outage
currently using.
Based on the definition above, this article divides Planned Energy
Unavailability (PEU) into Passive Planned Energy Unavailability
(PPEU) and Active Planned Energy Unavailability (APEU). According to the statistical data of the whole year, the calculations expresses
as the following formula:

It requires the equipment department more meticulous and
more careful.
• Energy Availability and Energy Utilization are the comprehensive results of five indexes above. It can be used for statistical
analysis to power grid corporations.

6. Case Study
This section uses the 500 kV equivalent network of China Southern Power Grid as a simulation case to illustrate the value of new
index in the guiding role of maintenance. The authors have a detailed
example analysis of “Power Availability” index in the literature [14].
The following text will explain the HVDC outage risk index mainly.
The grid contains 8 circuits of 500 kV HVDC transmission line,

Table 2. Reliability Index System of HVDC Transmission System

PPOH
PPEU =
× 100%
PH

(26)

Reliability index

Evaluation Object

Evaluation Nature

Guidance

Active Planned Energy Unavailability

Dispatching department

Encouragement

The higher the better

Equipment department

Punishment

The lower the better

Power Grid Corporation

Statistical analysis

The higher the better

Forced Outage Times

APOH
APEU =
× 100%
PH

(27)

where PPOH and APOH are Passive
and Active Planned Outage Hours respectively; PH is Period Hours during
the research.

Forced Energy Unavailability
Passive Planned Energy Unavailability
Power Availability
Energy Availability
Energy Utilization

5. A New Reliability Index System for HVDC Assessment
Blend new indexes proposed in section 2 and 4 into the original
reliability index system of HVDC, the range of use and the assessment objects will not only be limited to the equipment department, but
also involve the dispatching department and power grid corporations.
A new reliability index system of HVDC is shown in the Table 2. The
guiding role of the new reliability index system is mainly reflected in:
• Using “Active Planned Energy Unavailability” to reflect the
job value of scheduling department. The power grid corporation can take incentive measures to encourage the scheduling
department to arrange maintenance during the valley load as
much as possible. The scheduling departments assess the system risk comprehensively by calculation and initiatively arrange maintenance on the premise of guaranteeing the system reliability redundancy, in order to find the best balance
of planned maintenance and power system reliable operation. It also reflects the level of power network operation;
• Using Forced Outage Times, Forced Energy Unavailability,
Passive Planned Energy Unavailability and Power Availability to evaluate the equipment department. In fact, it puts
forward higher requirements on equipment department.
They need to do the daily inspection, state detection and
make dynamic equipment maintenance plan more carefully. Once finding equipment hidden defects, the equipment
department should find the most suitable period using the
maintenance risk evaluation system, and apply to scheduling department for maintenance. Once the maintenance plan
approved, they should increase the intensity of equipment
maintenance and eliminate the equipment defect quickly,
in order to ensure the healthy operation of HVDC. If they
cannot do the job well leading force outage or equipment
damage, the result will be reflected in the Forced Energy
Unavailability or Passive Planned Energy Unavailability.

51 power plants, 357 circuits of 500 kV and 25 circuits of 220 kV AC
transmission lines. The fault set includes: all of the N-1 faults and
multiple fault considered to 4-order (N-4), which is in parallel with
HVDC or close to the rectifier or the inverter station. The current
equipment maintenance is separated into four categories [21]: planned
maintenance, temporary maintenance, emergency maintenance and
post-fault maintenance. Planned maintenance, referring to the monthly schedule maintenance, belongs to the maintenance schedule for a
long time. However, the temporary and emergency maintenance requires at least 1-3 days before submitting an application, belonging
to the maintenance of a short time. In this paper, the risk evaluation
system of HVDC has a better guidance of both.
If the dispatching departments receive the emergency repair application of monopole outage in “Gaopo-Zhaoqing HVDC” on April 1,
firstly, they will divide the load curve into 24 hours and taking the

Fig.1. Biggest Forecasting Active Power Load Demand in Each Hour on April, 1
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Table 3. The Evaluation results of Gaopo-Zhaoqing HVDC System During the Period of [20:00-21:00]
Operation modes

N-1

N-2

N-3,4

LOLP

SI

CIN1

LOLP

SI

CIN2

LOLP

SI

CIN3,4

Maximum of history

0

0

——

1.40E-07

5.62E-07

Normal operation

0

0

——

1.40E-07

3.11E-07

——

1.85E-10

4.4538E-09

——

——

8.908E-11

5.7892E-10

——

Monopole outage

0.000352

0.001465

0.091%

4.88E-07

3.51E-06

409.18%

1.688E-10

2.4751E-09

42.84%

at the peak load time [20:00-21:00], while the lowest risk is
at valley load [00:00-01:00]. It illustrates that the risk value of
Duration
CIN1
CIN2
CIN3, 4
Whether or not be outage
HVDC outage is positively related to the system load level.
Moreover, Figure 2 shows that the allowed shutdown pe[00:00-01:00]
0%
0%
0%
yes
riods are [00:00-00:08], [12:00-15:00] and [23:00-24:00]. The
[08:00-09:00]
0%
75.42%
23.48%
no
long period time for “Gaopo-Zhaoqing HVDC” monopole
[20:00-21:00]
0.09%
409.18%
42.84%
no
shutdown overhaul is [00:00-8:00]. We can also calculate the
risk value of the last day to get longer continuous outage time,
facilitating maintenance which needs a longer time to repair.
[12:00-15:00] is the shorter period. Although the risk index of
biggest operation modes in each hour to form green lines in Figure 1.
CIN3, 4 is approximate to threshold, the probability of 3 order and 4
Then input the data of green line into the software developed by auorder failure is low. The scheduling department can decide whether or
thors to calculate the reliability indexes (LOLP, SI) and outage risk innot to arrange maintenance after weighing the pros and cons.
dexes (CIN1, CIN2, CIN3,4), in order to obtain the advice of outage.
According to the maintenance periods provided by scheduling deThe results of system peak load period [20:00-21:00] shows in Tapartment, the equipment department makes a final choice after taking
ble 3. Comparing with the results of valley load period [00:00-01:00]
all factors into consideration, such as weather, personnel, length of
and the waist load period [08:00-09:00], the results show in Table 4.
repair time and maintenance during day or night. On actual operation,
The Figure1 shows that the power grid in [20:00-21:00] is in the
scheduling department will adjust operation mode after arranging the
highest load level. During this period, HVDC power transmission is
HVDC shutdown, such as reducing the generator output of Yunnan
higher than other periods, and the effect on the system reliability is more
and Guizhou province and increasing generator output of Guangdong
obvious, so the shutdown risk significantly higher than the other two
province, to reduce transmission power of HVDC. Therefore, the acperiods. CIN1>0 illustrate that the power flow is so heavy that power
tual risk value is lower than the calculation.
system cannot satisfy the rule of N-1, so it isn’t recommended outage.
This method is also suitable for the maintenance schedule of longBecause the period [00:00-01:00] is in the morning, the system
er duration, as long as increasing assessment time ranges approprihas the minimum load, HVDC operates in a light load and AC transately. For lasting for several days or even weeks maintenance, we can
mission lines are with high transmission redundancy. Therefore, the
use the biggest daily operation mode or the biggest weekly operation
risk is so low that HVDC outage almost has no visible influence on
mode as a unit to analysis the grid risk value.
the system reliability. Hence, it can arrange shutdown maintenance.
During the waist load period [08:00-09:00], although the grid can
satisfy the rules of N-1, system risk value as high as 75% is nearly two
7. Conclusion
times higher than the threshold that the power grid can accept under
This paper proposes two novel indexes to improve the original
N-2 fault. Moreover, the risk index is close to the threshold under
reliability
index system of HVDC from the perspective of prevenN-3, 4 faults. Therefore, this period is not recommended to arrange
tive maintenance. It gives theoretic support to promote the HVDC
maintenance.
maintenance mode from the aspects of reliability index and evaluSimilarly, we can calculate the risk value of other periods to draw
ation algorithm. The new reliability index system is proposed from
the Figure 2. The Figure 2 shows that system highest risk period is
the perspective of grid benefit maximization, balancing short-term
and long-term interests effectively, balancing equipment efficiency
and system efficiency. The proposed index of “Power Availability”
could reflect the impacts of planned maintenance which is arranged
in different time on the whole transmission system. “Active Planned
Outage Hours (APEU)” is put forward from a higher point of management which will boost the connectivity and cooperation between
scheduling department and equipment department to find a good
balance between maintenance and security operation. The proposed
risk evaluation system provides a tool for scheduling department to
choose suitable time to arrange HVDC maintenance. This paper using
the risk based approach to arrange HVDC maintenance planning is a
pioneering work.
Currently, the risk based approach could only be used to assessing
the impact of HVDC outages make on the power system reliability.
However, it can be expanded to the risk evaluation of AC transmission
line maintenance in the future, thereby realizing the general algorithm
of outage risk assessment and maintenance timing chosen for AC and
DC transmission line. Moreover, when the integration and sharing of
operation mode analysis software, the reliability assessment software
and scheduling on-line analysis software on the basic data platforms
Fig. 2. Risk indexes of Gaopo-Zhaoqing HVDC system on April, 1
Table4. Comparison of Evaluation Results During Three Periods
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could be achieved, the comprehensive guidance for the power grid
maintenance will be truly realized.
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Mathematical Modelling of the Trailer Brake Control Valve
for Simulation of the Air Brake System of Farm Tractors Equipped
with Hydraulically Actuated Brakes
Modelowanie matematyczne zaworu sterującego hamulcami
przyczepy do symulacji powietrznej instalacji hamulcowej
ciągników rolniczych z hamulcami uruchamianymi hydraulicznie*
Agricultural tractors are equipped with air braking systems to control and operate the braking systems of towed agricultural vehicles. This paper presents a mathematical model of a hydraulically actuated trailer brake control valve. The results of the statistical
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed the consistence between the experimental and simulated pressure transients during testing
the response time of a farm tractor's control circuit. The computer model developed in Matlab-Simulink can be used as a tool to
analyze transient processes by using simulation methods in the process of designing the air braking systems of farm tractors.
Keywords: farm tractor, air braking system, hydraulically actuated trailer brake control valve, mathematical
modelling, simulation.
Ciągniki rolnicze są wyposażone w powietrzne instalacje hamulcowe do sterowania i napędu układów hamulcowych pojazdów
ciągnionych. W niniejszej pracy przedstawiono model matematyczny uruchamianego hydraulicznie zaworu sterującego hamulcami przyczepy. Wyniki testu statystycznego Kołmogorowa-Smirnowa oceny zgodności doświadczalnych i symulowanych przebiegów czasowych ciśnienia podczas badania czasu reakcji obwodu sterującego ciągnika Pronar 1531A potwierdziły adekwatność
opracowanego w Matlabie-Simulinku modelu komputerowego. Model komputerowy może być wykorzystany jako podsystem do
analizy metodami symulacyjnymi procesów przejściowych w procesie projektowania powietrznych układów hamulcowych ciągników rolniczych.
Słowa kluczowe: ciągnik rolniczy, powietrzny układ hamulcowy, zawór sterujący hamulcami przyczepy uruchamiany hydraulicznie, modelowanie matematyczne, symulacja.

1. Introduction
Currently, in farm tractors moving at speeds of up to 50–60 km·h−1,
hydraulically actuated wet multi-disc brakes [24] are commonly used.
In low- and medium-power tractors, simple and inexpensive hydraulic brake systems with no power assistance are preferred. These manually operated systems work at a low operating pressure and a small
required brake cylinder volume [14]. However, in more powerful tractors, hydraulic systems powered by the tractor’s hydraulic system are
mainly used [15, 18]. These hydraulic brake systems allow the supply
of the flow of fluid from the tractor hydraulic pump to the service
brake cylinders, ranging from small to large in volume, at a greater
pressure in a relatively short time. Apart from the service and parking
brake systems, today’s farm tractors are fitted with air brake systems
to actuate the air braking systems of assembled machinery or trailers.
Often, so called combined systems [29] are used to operate with both
the single- and dual-line air braking systems of towed vehicles.
A typical air braking system of an agricultural tractor consists of
two major parts: an energy supply unit and a control device. The role
of the energy supply unit is to purify and compress the air and to
maintain the adequate pressure in the tractor and trailer reservoirs so
that the required trailer braking performance is ensured. The control
device permits a smooth gradual braking process for the tractor-trailer
combinations. The co-operation of the tractor hydraulic braking system and the trailer air braking system is provided by a hydraulically
actuated trailer brake control valve (Fig. 1).

The braking systems of agricultural vehicles driven on public
roads must meet several specific requirements [3, 4] for braking performance, response time during rapid braking (up to 0.6 s) and braking compatibility with combination vehicles [27].
The behaviour of the braking system of a tractor and a trailer, including the unsteady states, may be predicted already at an early stage
of design using simulation methods. The main benefit of the modelbased design (MBS) is that it increases the speed and efficiency in
testing new solutions, provides the possibility of confronting them
with the applicable requirements, and detects any errors resulting
from malfunctioning or mistakenly taken assumptions earlier than in
the case of constructing physical prototypes [25].
In mathematical modelling of multi-circuit air braking systems,
pneumatic elements of a discrete nature (such as line filters, fasteners) and even elements of parameters distributed in a continuous manner (e.g. pipes) are usually substituted with idealized elements in the
form of a lumped volume and resistance [9, 13, 19]. This yields a
mathematical model as a system of ordinary differential equations,
which are able to be solved within a majority of software designed for
numerical simulation, including object-oriented programs [12, 30].
The main difficulty in modelling the air braking system of farm tractors is the lack of appropriate mathematical models for some components and devices, particularly the trailer brake control valves. Most
of the brake valve models known from the literature concern typical
air brake valves used in commercial vehicles [6, 22, 28] and trailers
[8, 10, 11, 21, 23].

(*)	Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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This paper presents mathematical modelling of a trailer brake
control valve hydraulically actuated by brake fluid pressure from the
service hydraulic brake system of a farm tractor. The mathematical
and computer model of this valve considers the heat exchange and the
friction and inertia forces of movable elements, which are generally
omitted in a modelling process [6, 22, 28]. The computer model implemented in Matlab-Simulink is used to test the response time of the
control device of a typical tractor’s air braking system. For modelling
the energy supply unit, the relationship described in [12] is used. The
developed model can be used in a farm tractor design process for the
dynamic calculation of the tractor’s air braking system.

2. Experimental setup for testing of the tractor pneumatic braking system
A simplified schematic diagram of the combined pneumatic braking system of a Pronar 1523A agricultural tractor [26] equipped with
a hydraulic brake drive is shown in Fig. 1. The energy supply unit
includes filter 1, air compressor 2, unload valve (governor) 3, and
compressed air reservoir 4. Compressed air is also fed to the control
device, which includes proportional brake valve 11 and inverse brake
valve 7. The trailer control valve 11 is connected, via ports 41 and
42, with the hydraulic system of the tractor service brakes. When the
brake pedal is depressed, the hydraulic control pressure will act on
valve 11, causing this valve to open thus increasing the air pressure
in the line with coupling head 10 that controls the dual-line trailer
braking system. The trailer braking system supply line is connected
to coupling head 9. For controlling the single-line trailer braking system, inversion valve 7 is used, which, upon the pressure increase in
its control port 4 causes a pressure drop in the supply and control line
with coupling head 8.

Fig. 2. A hydraulically actuated trailer brake control valve: 1 – pneumatic
control piston, 2 – inlet head, 3 – hydraulic graduating piston, 4 –
head spring, 5 – piston return spring, 6 – hand brake mechanism
[13]

measuring the force on the brake pedal. The transducers were voltage supplied from input/output adapter 17.
The output voltage signals from the force and pressure
transducers were acquired from the input/output adapter
using a (12 bit resolution) Senga MC1212 measuring
card and then directly converted into force and pressure data with the use of integrated software installed
on computer 18 designed for data collection during the
run of the tests.

3. Modelling of the hydraulically actuated
trailer brake control valve
In the control circuit of the Pronar 1523A tractor’s
air system, a Haldex 329 020 311 brake valve [5] was
used as trailer control valve 11 (Fig. 1), which has the
Fig.1. Schematic diagram of a Pronar 1523A farm tractor's combined air braking system cousame
design as a Wabco 470 015 brake valve [29]. A
pled with the experimental control line response time testing setup: 1 – filter, 2 – FOS
Polmo Łódź 601.23.931 compressor, 3 – Visteon 51 10 011 unloader valve, 4 – 20 dm3 schematic diagram of the structure of a typical hydrauliair reservoir, 5 – drain valve, 6 – single pressure gauge, 7 – Visteon 45 10 016 inversion cally actuated valve is given in Fig. 2.
When the brake pedal is depressed, the pressure
trailer control valve, 8 – “single-line” coupling head (black), 9 – “supply” coupling head
(red), 10 – “brake” coupling head, 11 – Haldex 329 020 311 trailer brake control valve , rises both in the hydraulic wheel brake cylinders of the
12 – tractor service brake hydraulic system, 13 – 385 cm3 air vessel, 14 – 2.5 m-long 13 tractor and in the hydraulic chambers V41 and V42 of the
mm-internal diameter pipe, 15 – pressure transducer, 16 – pedal force transducer, 17 – control valve coupled with the tractor’s twin (parallel)
input/output adapter, 18 – computer with a measuring card
master cylinder. Under the influence of the brake fluid
pressure, graduating piston 3 and the piston 1 move
The experimental setup for testing the response time of the tractor
downwards, causing inlet head 2 to open. The compressed air from
dual-line pneumatic system control device is distinguished in Fig. 1
the inlet chamber V1 flows into a variable-capacity outlet chamber V2
with the grey background. Pressure in selected locations of the air
as a mass flux m 1− 2 . The flux m 2 flowing out from the outlet chambrake system was measured with Danfoss type MBS 32 industrial
ber V2 is routed to the control circuit of the trailer braking system,
pressure transducer 10 (with a pressure range of 0 ÷10 bar; an output
resulting in the activation of the trailer brakes. The air mass flux m 1
range of 0 ÷10 V; and an accuracy class of 0.3%). CL 23-type extensoflows into a fixed-volume inlet chamber V1 from the supply circuit.
metric brake pedal force sensor 16 complete with a CL10D type ZEPDuring the brake release caused by the decrease in hydraulic conWN industrial amplifier (with a measuring range of 0÷1 kN; an output
trol pressure, piston 1 raises again by the action of spring 5. Popsignal range of 0 ÷10 V; and an accuracy class of 0.1%) was used for
pet valve 2 closes (thus cutting off the inlet chamber from the outlet
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chamber) and the passage between the seat of piston 1 and head 2 to
the atmosphere opens. The outlet chamber V2 is vented. The compressed air from the control line returns to the outlet chamber as the
mass flux m 2 (flow reversal), and then flows out to the atmosphere
as the mass flux m 2 −3 . The venting of the outlet chamber and the
control line causes a drop in the trailer brake force. The follow-up
control (tracking) is accomplished by the negative feedback as the air
pressure p2 acts on control piston 1.
When creating the current mathematical model of the trailer control valve, a number of simplifying assumptions were made [11, 13]
including the following:
• Compressed air was regarded as a thermodynamically ideal
gas (i.e. the one obeying the Clapeyron law), while being viscous and compressible.
• The valve adjusting element, irrespective of its design, was
regarded as a local resistance (nozzle), whose effective flow
field (conductance) depended on the head lift.
• The airflow through the adjusting element was considered onedimensional.
• The air properties were assumed to be uniform both in the individual valve chambers and in the entire cross-section of flow
through the local resistance.
• In the valve opening phase, the force interaction between the
head 2 and control piston 1 and the clearance between this piston and hydraulic piston 3 were omitted, which means that all
the elements moved together as a single mass (ht=hp).
• The influence of the housing on the control piston in its end
position was neglected; the stopping of the piston was accomplished via the acceleration control logic (hard stopping).
• There is always atmospheric pressure in the chambers above
piston 1 and under piston 3
• The heat exchange between the system’s air and the environment took place by natural convection at a constant wall temperature which was equal to ambient temperature.
• The air and brake fluid leaks from the valve chambers were
neglected.
• Variation in brake fluid temperature was neglected.
In accordance with the law of conservation of matter, the brake
fluid mass changes in the hydraulic control chambers of the volumes
V41 and V42, respectively, and the air mass changes in the inlet chamber of the volume V1 and the outlet chamber of the volume V2 (Fig. 2)
are described by the equations:
dmV 41
= ± m 41
dt
dmV 1
= m 1 − m 1− 2
dt

dmV 42
= ± m 42
dt
dmV 2
= m 1− 2  m 2 − m 2 −3
dt

(1)

(2)

where: m i – the mass flux [kg·s−1] flowing into (the sign +) or from
(the sign –) a given chamber; the respective flux subscripts conform
to the convention on denoting the braking valve chamber ports (the
small numerals at the valve ports in Fig. 1).
The air mass flux through the local pneumatic resistances is described by the Saint-Venant–Wantzel relationship [2] in the following
generalized form:
p
m = ( µ Am ) m Ψ max Ψ (σ )
(3)
RTm
where: (µAm) – conductance, i.e. the product of the discharge coefficient µ and the flow cross-section area Am [m2], pm – pressure [Pa]
upstream of the resistance, Tm – air temperature [K] upstream of the

resistance, R – gas constant for air, being equal to 288 [J·kg-1K-1],
Ψmax – maximum value of the Saint-Venant–Wantzel function for the
critical product σ* of the pressure upstream and downstream of the
resistance, respectively, which is given by:

( )

Ψ max = Ψ σ

*

κ +1

 2  κ −1
= κ
= 0.68473

 κ +1

(4)

where : κ – adiabatic exponent, for air being equal to κ=1.4.
Instead of the dimensionless two-range Saint-Venant flow function Ψ(σ), as given by:



Ψ (σ ) =  1
Ψ
 max

for σ ≤ σ *

1
2
κ +1 
2κ  κ
σ −σ κ 

κ −1



for σ * < σ ≤ 1

a single-range hyperbolic function [19, 20] with a constant parameter
value of b=1.13 typical of pneumatic air braking systems was used,
as being more convenient for numerical computation and still sufficiently accurate:
Ψ (σ ) = b

1−σ
b −σ

(5)

Using equations (3) and (5), the equations of mass fluxes flowing
through the braking valve are obtained as:

m 1− 2 = µ12 A12

p 
p1
Ψ max Ψ  2 
RT1
 p1 

(6)

m 2 −3 = µ23 A23

p 
p2
Ψ max Ψ  a 
RT2
 p2 

(7)

The flow cross-section areas A12 (during braking) and A23 (during
releasing) are dependent on the piston travel hp and the distance hv of
head 2 from the valve seat and are given by:


0


A12 =  π Dsv ( hv − hvo )

2
2
 π Dsvw − Dspz

4


(

(

hv ≤ hvo
hvo < hv ≤ hvm

if

hv > hvm

if

h p ≥ ho − h po

if

h pm ≤ h p < ho − h po

if

h p < h pm

)



0


A23 = π Dsp ho − h po − h p


π Dt2 − d s2

4


(

if
if

)

)

(8)

(9)

where: Dsv, Dsvw – stationary seat average diameter [m] and inner diameter [m], respectively; Dspz – moveable seat outer diameter [m] (in
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the piston), hvo, hvm – head 2 position [m] corresponding to the beginning of opening (allowing for plate seal deformation) and position
(15)
Fsp = − Fspo + csp h p
[m] corresponding to the attaining of the maximum flow field value,
respectively, Dsp – the average diameter [m] of the moveable seat, Dz,
where: Fspo – preset force [N] of spring 5 for hp=0 [N], csp – stiffness
Dt – the outer and the inner diameter [m], respectively, of the head
[N·m-1] of spring 5.
sleeve, ds – the screw diameter [m] of the parking brakes mechanism,
Assuming that the poppet valve has an unladen design (Dsp≈Dz), the
hpo, hpm – piston position [mm] corresponding to the beginning of
force of head pressure acting on the piston is described by the relaopening the passage to the atmosphere (allowing for plate seal detionship:
formation) and the position [mm] in which
the flow field attains the maximum value,
0
h p ≤ ho

respectively.

The following relationship exists be- F = 
2
2
π Dsv − Dsp
v 
 dh p  
 dh p  
(16)
tween the displacement hp of control piston
− sgn 
−  Fsvo + csv ( h p − ho )  − ( p1 − p2 )
  Fcv + kv 
  h p > ho
4

 dt  
 dt  
1 and the displacement hv of head 2:

(

(

(10)

h p > ho

where: ho – the maximum distance (clearance) [m] between head 2
and piston 1 in the upper extreme position.
With the assumed simplifications, the mechanical elements of the
brake valve can be considered as a dynamical system with one degree
of freedom with variable mass, as described by the following equation
of motion:

mz

d 2h p
dt 2

= FH + Fp 2 a + Fsp + Fv + F fp

(11)

The reduced mass of the elements moving together with piston 1 is:
mρ + mh + m p + msp / 3
h p ≤ ho

mz = 
m + mh + m p + mv + msp + msv / 3 h p > ho
 ρ

(

)

(12)

where: mh – mass [kg] of graduating piston 3, mp – mass [kg] of
control piston 1, mv – mass [kg] of head 2 with the sleeve guide, msv –
mass [kg] of spring 4 clamping head 2, msp – mass [kg] of return
spring 5, mρ – mass [kg] of the brake fluid.
The forces of pressure acting on the pistons are:

(

)

π Db2 − Dm2
π Dm2
FH =
p41 +
p42
4
4
π D 2p
4

pa −

2
π Dsp

4

pa −

π

(

D 2p

−
4

2
Dsp

)p

2

=−

π

(

D 2p

−
4

2
Dsp

(13)

)( p

2

− pa ) (14)

where: p41, p42 – pressures [Pa] of the brake fluid in the control hydraulic chambers, pa – atmospheric pressure [Pa], p2 – air pressure
[Pa] in chamber V2, Dm, Db – diameters [m] of graduating piston 3
[m], Dp – diameter [m] of piston 1.
The force of the pressure of return spring 5 acting on piston 1 is
calculated from the relationship:

640

The force of static and kinetic friction of the pistons against the
housing is described using the Karnopp model [1] according to:

sgn (Fe )⋅ min Fsp , Fe
if

dh

 p

, Fe  = − 
F fp 
 dh p

 dh p  
 dt


sgn  dt  ⋅  Fcp + kv ⋅  dt − ∆v   if




 



(

)

dh p
dt
dh p
dt

< ∆v

(17)
≥ ∆v

The total kinetic friction force Fsp and the kinetic friction force
Fcp of piston 1, as well as the kinetic friction force Fcv of the guide of
head 2, are described by the experimental relationships:
Fsp = π D p ( f s + k s p2 − pa ) + π Dm ( f s + k s p41 − p42 ) + π Db ( f s + k s p42 )
Fcp = π D p ( f c + kc p2 − pa ) + π Dm ( f c + kc p41 − p42 ) + π Db ( f c + kc p42 )

where: mz – reduced mass [kg] of the elements moving together with
piston 1, FH – pressure force [N] of the brake fluid acting on piston 3,
Fp2a – pressure force [N] acting on piston 1, Fsp – force of piston return spring 5 [N], Ffp – force [N] of piston friction against the housing,
Fv – force [N] of the pressure of head 2 acting on piston 1.

Fp 2 a =

)

where: Fcv – head guide kinematic friction force [N], csv – stiffness
[N·m-1] of spring 4, kv – viscous friction coefficient [N·s·m-1].

h p ≤ ho


 0
hv = 

h p − ho

)

Fcv = π Dz ( f c + kc p1 − pa

(18)

)

where: Fe – total external force [N], fs, fc – static friction force and
kinetic friction force [N·m-1], respectively, per unit piston perimeter,
independent of the differential pressure across the piston, ks, kc – proportionality factors [m].
Based on the energy conservation law for open systems, excluding the kinetic and potential energy, the following equations for the
change in the internal energy of the air in the control volumes V1 and
V2 of the chambers are obtained:
dU1 
= Q1 + H 1 − H 1− 2
dt

(19)

dU 2
= Q 2 + W + H 1− 2  H 2 − H 2 −3
dt

(20)

where: Ui – internal energy [J] of the air in a given chamber, Q i –
rate of heat flow [W] exchanged with the environment, H i – rate of
enthalpy flow [W] reaching (+) or leaving (−) the chamber, Wi – rate
of external work [W] done by the air in the chamber:
U i = mV ⋅ cvTi
Wi = − pi ⋅ Vi

H i = m i ⋅ c pTm
Q i = α i ⋅ Ai (Tw − Ti )

(21)

where: cv, cp – specific heat capacity of the gas at constant volume and
constant pressure: cv=717 [J·kg-1K-1], cp=1005 [J·kg-1K-1], Ti – abso-
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lute temperature [K] of air in the i-th chamber, Tm – flow temperature
[K] (for the flow leaving the chamber Tm=Ti), αi – heat transfer coefficient [W·m-2K-1], pi – absolute pressure in the i-th chamber; Ai – heat
transfer area [m2], Tw – valve wall temperature [K] equal to ambient
temperature Ta.
After the differentiation of the internal energy and using Equation (2) and the Clapeyron equation in the differential form [16]:
dT 
dV
dp
 dm
R  Vi Ti + mVi i  = pi i + Vi i
dt 
dt
dt
 dt

(22)

The actual time variations of the pedal force Fp (input signal) and
the actual pressure variations (output signals) recorded during the
experimental tests at the points in the system, as indicated in Fig.1,
including pressure pte in air reservoir 4, pressure pse in vessel 13 and
pressure pce at the end of line 14 connected to brake coupling head
10, were input to the computer model in the form of From File-type
source blocs.
Sample simulation (the solid lines) and experimental (the dotted
lines) test results obtained during the testing of the response time of
the Pronar 1523A air braking system’s control device are presented
in Fig. 3. From the modelling viewpoint, i.e. the calculation of the

the following differential equations for the variations of air pressure
and temperature in individual valve chambers are obtained:
dp1 1
= (κ − 1) Q1 + H 1 − H 1− 2
dt V1

(

)

Q1 = α1 A1 (Tw − T1 ) (23)

dT1
T  dp

= 1 V1
− RT1 (m 1 − m 1− 2 )
dt
p1V1  dt

dp2
1 
dV
=
(κ − 1) Q 2 + H 1− 2  H 2 − H 2−3 − κ ⋅ p2 2 
dt
V2 
dt 

(

)

(24)

(25)

dT2
T  dV
dp

= 2  p2 2 + V2 2 − RT2 ( m 1− 2  m 2 − m 2 −3 )  (26)
dt
p2V2 
dt
dt


Using the relationship between the mass flow and the volume flow
of the brake fluid ( m V = m / ρ ) and after differentiation of mass in
relationships (1):
m = d ρ ⋅ V + dV ⋅ ρ

the following equations for the volume flux are obtained by taking
into account the fluid bulk modulus and housing compliance [7]:
± m 41V =

± m 42V =

π Dm2 dh p V41 dp41
+
⋅
Bz dt
4 dt

(

)

π Db2 − Dm2 dh p
4

dt

+

V42 dp42
⋅
Bz dt

(27)

(28)

where: Bz – effective bulk modulus [Pa].

4. Example tractor air braking system simulation
For the validation of the computer model of the trailer control
brake valve, as well as the models of other components, the experimental results of the response time testing of the Pronar 1523A farm
tractor’s dual line air braking system (Fig. 1) were utilized. The response time of the tractor’s dual-line pneumatic system control circuit
was determined according to the method specified in Regulation 13
of the ECE [4] based on the variations in the brake pedal force and
pressure as measured at the end of a 2.5 m-long 13 mm-internal diameter line (an imitation of the trailer control line) connected to the
brake coupling.
The computer models of most components of the energy supply
unit and the control device were created in the form of S-function type
graphical sub-systems written in the m-files of the Matlab-Simulink
program, based on own algorithms and procedures [9, 12]. For modelling the pipes of the hydraulic brake system, the transmission line
method, as described by Krus [17], was applied.

Fig. 3. Results of the experimental and simulation tests of transient processes
in the farm tractor's air braking system: Fp – actual brake pedal force,
p41 – model pressure in the hydraulic control chamber of the valve,
pt,pte– model and experimental pressure in the air reservoir, ps,pse –
model and experimental pressures in the vessel at the end of the supply line, pc, pce – model and experimental pressures at the end of the
control line

response time from the theoretical pressure pc, it can be assumed that
the developed model is sufficiently accurate. This is evidenced by
the obtained values of the statistical indicators of agreement [31] between the time function graphs of the experimental pressure pce and
the simulated pressure pc at the end of the control line (the coefficient
of determination R2 >98% and the mean absolute percentage error
MAPE<5%) and, above all, a small shift in time (less than 0.01 s)
between both graphs at the pressure equal to 75% of the asymptotic
pressure. The adequacy of the computer model was also confirmed by
the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a significance level of
5%. The obtained results of the validation of the tractor braking system computer model are also indirectly indicative of the suitability of
the mathematical and computer trailer control brake valve model for
simulation of the transient processes occurring in the braking systems
of vehicles.

5. Summary
In the mathematical modelling of the trailer brake control valve,
the actual course of the phenomena accompanying the operation of
braking valves, usually omitted at the stage of creating a physical
or a computer model, has been taken into account to a considerable
extent. The differential equations of the variations in air pressure and
temperature in individual valve chambers consider the heat exchange
with the environment, while the differential equation of the piston motion takes into account the static-kinetic friction forces and the inertial
forces. The discrete brake model equations can be used to formulate
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the mathematical and computer models of other braking valves of a
similar design.
The obtained results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, as well as
the values of the statistical indicators R2, MAPE assessing the consistence between the experimental and the simulation pressure transients
at the end of the control line during testing of the control circuit response time have confirmed the adequacy of the Pronar 1523A tractor’s air braking system computer model implemented in MatlabSimulink.

The developed computer model can be used to study transient
processes in the air braking system of agricultural tractors equipped
with hydraulic brakes and to predict the dynamic properties of the air
braking system of tractor-trailer units (speed and the synchrony of action) using simulation methods.
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